
Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
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4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 29, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
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be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 28, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
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Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 28, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  
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Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  
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Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 27, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 26, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. The incident 
involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of numerous manhole sump pump and 
drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified 
that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any 
adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during surveillance 
testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This 
issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training of personnel 
performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for 
personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not fully review all 
aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio 
determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although 
the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in Appendix A of 
Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was 
placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly 
verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage 
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in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771. 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection accumulators into the 
pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration 
and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the 
four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger room sump 
level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not periodically checked and 
some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to 
be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 
1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement valve position 
indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety significance because the safety 
function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has 
changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  
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Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development and concluded 
that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low safety significance because it 
involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems entered into 
the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for 
significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety 
significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved 
with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event 
information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, 
a safety conscious work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to 
report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : March 01, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not thorough. 
The incident involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the identification of 
numerous manhole sump pump and drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the manholes were not adequate to 
identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified that 55 of 126 manholes contained accumulations of water. The finding was 
of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have any adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability 
of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found inoperable during 
surveillance testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a mispositioned damper effecting the low 
flow actuation setting. This issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves 
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the skills and training 
of personnel performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in October 2000, verification of 
training was inadequate for personnel conducting work on several safety related motor operated valves. This issue was described in 
CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip and did not 
fully review all aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for failure to complete the 
Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio determination within the time period required in Technical Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of 
this finding was very low because, although the time requirements were not met, the power distribution during this period remained 
within the design values assumed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities referenced in 
Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. Two examples were identified 
where a fuel assembly was placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during 
de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly verified the Spent Fuel Pool location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in 
the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the 
assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 burnup requirements for storage in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues 
are described in the licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771.  
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety injection 
accumulators into the pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. The finding was 
determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for previous similar instances of gas 
intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration and the extent of the condition was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. 
Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small 
fraction of that time. Only one high head safety injection pump from each unit (of the four total pumps) is required for accident 
mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and heat exchanger 
room sump level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring program. The switches were not 
periodically checked and some were not functional when they were subsequently tested. The failure to include the switches in the 
maintenance rule program was determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the 
response to an internal flooding incident, the potential impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located 
in the rooms that had inoperable level alarm switches were verified to be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were 
identified which could impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not correctly implement 
valve position indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The finding was of very low safety 
significance because the safety function of the valves was not affected. The condition involved only the valve position indications. 
The licensee's design control program has changed significantly since the time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was 
identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Communication of NRC Inspector's Presence and Arrival by Security Supervisor 
No Color. A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.70 (b) (4) was identified for failure to ensure that the arrival and presence of a NRC 
inspector was not announced or otherwise communicated. A NRC inspector while in the main truck gate control cubicle overheard, 
when the telephone was answered using the speaker phone, communication by a security supervisor to a security officer 
announcing the inspector's presence. This issue is more than a minor because it has the potential for impacting the NRC's ability to 
perform its regulatory function (Section 3PP2). 
Inspection Report# : 2001007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set development 
and concluded that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. The issue was of very low 
safety significance because it involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through table top drills and no actual security 
incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. Problems 
entered into the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were identified. Formal root cause 
evaluations and corrective actions for significant issues were thorough and detailed. Corrective actions were generally implemented 
in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance. The inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition 
reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent deficiencies involved with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective 
actions were identified. Licensee audits and assessments were effective. Operating event information was effectively utilized. 
Recent problems related to human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, a safety conscious 
work environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant to report 
nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : July 22, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not 
thorough. The incident involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the 
identification of numerous manhole sump pump and drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the 
manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified that 55 of 126 manholes 
contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have 
any adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 
Significance: N/A Jun 29, 2002 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to comply with procedure for taking Operator Rounds 
Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained 
covering the log entry activities in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978. Procedure 
0-OSP-201.4, ANPO Daily Log, requires that a tour of the Auxiliary Feedwater Cage be completed and a specified 
number of pumps, valves, and governor readings be observed and data recorded. Contrary to the above, on September 
27, 2001, a Senior Nuclear Plant Operator, failed to comply with the above requirements when, during his rounds in the 
Auxiliary Feedwater Cage he spent an inadequate amount of time within the cage to accomplish the required tour. This 
issue was placed in the licensee's corrective action program as Condition Report 01-1883. 
Inspection Report# : 2002002(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found 
inoperable during surveillance testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a 
mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
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Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the 
skills and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in 
October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for personnel conducting work on several safety related motor 
operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip 
and did not fully review all aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for 
failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio determination within the time period required in Technical 
Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although the time requirements were 
not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities 
referenced in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. 
Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 
2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly verified the Spent Fuel Pool 
location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 
burnup requirements for storage in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the 
licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771.  
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety 
injection accumulators into the pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. 
The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for 
previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration and the extent of the condition 
was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety 
injection pump from each unit (of the four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  
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Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and 
heat exchanger room sump level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring 
program. The switches were not periodically checked and some were not functional when they were subsequently 
tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level 
alarm switches were verified to be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could 
impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not 
correctly implement valve position indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because the safety function of the valves was not affected. The condition 
involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has changed significantly since the 
time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  
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Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Communication of NRC Inspector's Presence and Arrival by Security Supervisor 
No Color. A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.70 (b) (4) was identified for failure to ensure that the arrival and 
presence of a NRC inspector was not announced or otherwise communicated. A NRC inspector while in the main truck 
gate control cubicle overheard, when the telephone was answered using the speaker phone, communication by a 
security supervisor to a security officer announcing the inspector's presence. This issue is more than a minor because it 
has the potential for impacting the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function (Section 3PP2). 
Inspection Report# : 2001007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set 
development and concluded that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. 
The issue was of very low safety significance because it involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through 
table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action 
program. Problems entered into the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were 
identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for significant issues were thorough and detailed. 
Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance. The 
inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent 
deficiencies involved with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits 
and assessments were effective. Operating event information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to 
human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, a safety conscious work 
environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant 
to report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : August 29, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective actions for previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident not thorough. 
Green. Some of the licensee's corrective actions in response to a previous Unit 4 loss of offsite power incident were not 
thorough. The incident involved a flooded manhole and an electrical cable fault. NRC inspector questioning led to the 
identification of numerous manhole sump pump and drain deficiencies. The licensee's periodic inspections of the 
manholes were not adequate to identify water intrusion. Subsequently, it was identified that 55 of 126 manholes 
contained accumulations of water. The finding was of very low safety significance because the conditions did not have 
any adverse impact other than slightly increasing the probability of initiating a reactor trip or other event. 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 28, 2002 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take Corrective Action Required by the Maintenance Rule for RHR Sump Pump Failures 
Green. The licensee did not correctly assess and take corrective action when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) sump 
pumps performance goals were not met. This is a violation of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65. The system had 
not been placed into status a(1) when multiple failures caused the established performance goals to not be met. This 
finding was of very low safety significance because it involved administrative implementation of the Maintenance 
Rule, and the probability of a flooding event that could impact both trains of the RHR system was extremely low. 
(Section 1R12).  
Inspection Report# : 2002003(pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Ineffective Corrective Actions To Prevent Recurring Charging Pump and 4KV Breaker Failures 
A noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified for ineffective corrective actions to 
prevent recurring charging pump and vital electrical breaker functional failures. These failures constituted repetitive 
significant conditions adverse to quality. This finding was considered more than minor due to the safety significance of 
the affected systems and because actual loss of component safety functions occurred. The charging pump controller 
failures, and the failure of the 3A component cooling water pump breaker were determined to be of very low safety 
significance by the significance determination process because the failures did not reduce the number of available 
pumps to below that required for each of the involved systems to perform their safety function. (Section 4OA2.c).  
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Jun 29, 2002 
Identified By: Licensee 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to comply with procedure for taking Operator Rounds 
Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained 
covering the log entry activities in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978. Procedure 
0-OSP-201.4, ANPO Daily Log, requires that a tour of the Auxiliary Feedwater Cage be completed and a specified 
number of pumps, valves, and governor readings be observed and data recorded. Contrary to the above, on September 
27, 2001, a Senior Nuclear Plant Operator, failed to comply with the above requirements when, during his rounds in the 
Auxiliary Feedwater Cage he spent an inadequate amount of time within the cage to accomplish the required tour. This 
issue was placed in the licensee's corrective action program as Condition Report 01-1883. 
Inspection Report# : 2002002(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 29, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control Room Emergency Ventilation System Inoperable 
TS 3.7.5 requires that the Control Room Emergency Ventilation System shall be operable. The system was found 
inoperable during surveillance testing due to failure of a backup emergency supply fan to start as a result of a 
mispositioned damper effecting the low flow actuation setting. This issue was described in CR 01-1197. (Green) 
Inspection Report# : 2001005(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2001 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Verification of Skills and Training for Personnel Working on Safety Related Motor Operated Valves
10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criteria II, Quality Assurance Program, requires that a program be established to verify the 
skills and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality. During the Unit 4 refueling outage conducted in 
October 2000, verification of training was inadequate for personnel conducting work on several safety related motor 
operated valves. This issue was described in CR 00-2164. (Green)  
Inspection Report# : 2001004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Meet TS Time Requirement for QPTR Calculation 
Green. The licensee's review of a recent reactor trip involving two dropped control rods focused on the cause of the trip 
and did not fully review all aspects of Technical Specification compliance. A Non-cited violation was identified for 
failure to complete the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio determination within the time period required in Technical 
Specification 3.2.4. The safety significance of this finding was very low because, although the time requirements were 
not met, the power distribution during this period remained within the design values assumed in the Updated Final 
Safety Analysis Report (Section 1R14). 
Inspection Report# : 2000006(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Follow Procedural Requirements During Fuel Movement 
TS 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities 
referenced in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33. Refueling and Core Alterations are included in that Appendix. 
Two examples were identified where a fuel assembly was placed in the wrong spent fuel pool location. On October 2, 
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2000 and again on October 3, 2000, during de-fueling of the core, personnel incorrectly verified the Spent Fuel Pool 
location of a fuel assembly and placed the fuel assembly in the wrong location. Both examples were contrary to 
procedural requirements in 4-OP-040.2, Refueling Core Shuffle. One of the assemblies did not meet the TS 3.9-1 
burnup requirements for storage in the location in which it was initially placed. These issues are described in the 
licensee's corrective action program in CR's 00-1759 and 00-1771.  
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
The 4B High Head Safety Injection Pump Was Inoperable 
Green. The 4B high head safety injection pump became inoperable because of nitrogen gas leakage from the safety 
injection accumulators into the pump. Corrective actions for previous similar incidents did not prevent this problem. 
The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. Although the licensee's corrective actions for 
previous similar instances of gas intrusion did not prevent this occurrence, the duration and the extent of the condition 
was limited by the licensee's corrective actions. Technical Specifications allow a single pump to be out of service for 
30 days and the 4B pump was inoperable for only a very small fraction of that time. Only one high head safety 
injection pump from each unit (of the four total pumps) is required for accident mitigation. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
RHR Room Sump Level Switches Not Included in the Maintenance Rule 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (b)(2) was identified because residual heat removal pump room and 
heat exchanger room sump level alarm switches were not included in the scope of the maintenance rule monitoring 
program. The switches were not periodically checked and some were not functional when they were subsequently 
tested. The failure to include the switches in the maintenance rule program was determined to be of very low safety 
significance. Although the alarm switches could affect the response to an internal flooding incident, the potential 
impact on accident mitigating systems was limited. The sump pumps located in the rooms that had inoperable level 
alarm switches were verified to be operable. No credible postulated flooding incidents were identified which could 
impact both residual heat removal trains simultaneously. (Section 1R06)  
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2000 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Incorrect Design for Valve Position Indication Of Containment Isolation Valves 
Green. A Non-Cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III was identified because the licensee did not 
correctly implement valve position indication circuitry design requirements on six containment isolation valves. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because the safety function of the valves was not affected. The condition 
involved only the valve position indications. The licensee's design control program has changed significantly since the 
time that this noncompliance occurred. This issue was identified through good questioning by an operator. (Section 
4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2000004(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Communication of NRC Inspector's Presence and Arrival by Security Supervisor 
No Color. A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.70 (b) (4) was identified for failure to ensure that the arrival and 
presence of a NRC inspector was not announced or otherwise communicated. A NRC inspector while in the main truck 
gate control cubicle overheard, when the telephone was answered using the speaker phone, communication by a 
security supervisor to a security officer announcing the inspector's presence. This issue is more than a minor because it 
has the potential for impacting the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function (Section 3PP2). 
Inspection Report# : 2001007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 30, 2000 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Protective Strategy Deficiencies Identified During Drills 
Green. During the conduct of table-top drills, the inspectors identified issues with deployment strategies and target set 
development and concluded that some equipment is not fully protected by the currently established protective strategy. 
The issue was of very low safety significance because it involved vulnerabilities in safeguards plans identified through 
table top drills and no actual security incident or threat occurred. (Section 3PP3.4) 
Inspection Report# : 2000005(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
Overall, the licensee's corrective action program (CAP) was effective at prioritizing, evaluating and resolving 
conditions adverse to quality. The licensee was particularly effective at identifying problems with a low threshold and 
entering them into the CAP. One finding was identified involving corrective actions that were not fully effective in 
preventing repetitive failures of charging pumps and important electrical breakers. Several negative observations were 
also identified during the inspection. Some Condition Report records did not contain documentation to fully support 
disposition of the issues in that apparent causes or corrective actions were not adequately described. The significance 
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level of some condition reports was not in accordance with licensee program guidance. Also, the Plant Nuclear Safety 
Review Committee was not consistently reviewing Technical Specification violations documented in NRC inspection 
reports. Operating experience information, including NRC generic communications, was routinely reviewed for 
applicability in a timely manner and effectively utilized. Root cause analyses were usually comprehensive and in-depth, 
and apparent cause determinations were sufficiently rigorous. Overall, audits and self-assessments were sufficiently 
critical and thorough; licensee identified findings, weaknesses, areas of improvement, or recommendations were 
consistently tracked to resolution. For almost all problems, appropriate corrective actions were developed and 
implemented in a timely manner commensurate with the safety significance. A safety conscious work environment was 
evident at Turkey Point where employees felt free to raise safety concerns. 
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2001 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Corrective Action Program 
The licensee was effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action 
program. Problems entered into the program were adequately evaluated and appropriate corrective actions were 
identified. Formal root cause evaluations and corrective actions for significant issues were thorough and detailed. 
Corrective actions were generally implemented in a timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance. The 
inspectors identified a few minor problems. Several condition reports did not identify or evaluate all pertinent 
deficiencies involved with issues, and two minor problems related to corrective actions were identified. Licensee audits 
and assessments were effective. Operating event information was effectively utilized. Recent problems related to 
human errors were receiving high levels of licensee management attention. Overall, a safety conscious work 
environment was present. Discussions with workers and other information indicated that employees were not reluctant 
to report nuclear safety issues. 
Inspection Report# : 2001003(pdf)  

Last modified : December 02, 2002 
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Turkey Point 4 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 28, 2002 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take Corrective Action Required by the Maintenance Rule for RHR Sump Pump Failures 
Green. The licensee did not correctly assess and take corrective action when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) sump pumps performance 
goals were not met. This is a violation of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65. The system had not been placed into status a(1) when multiple 
failures caused the established performance goals to not be met. This finding was of very low safety significance because it involved 
administrative implementation of the Maintenance Rule, and the probability of a flooding event that could impact both trains of the RHR 
system was extremely low. (Section 1R12).  
Inspection Report# : 2002003(pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Ineffective Corrective Actions To Prevent Recurring Charging Pump and 4KV Breaker Failures 
A noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified for ineffective corrective actions to prevent recurring charging 
pump and vital electrical breaker functional failures. These failures constituted repetitive significant conditions adverse to quality. This finding 
was considered more than minor due to the safety significance of the affected systems and because actual loss of component safety functions 
occurred. The charging pump controller failures, and the failure of the 3A component cooling water pump breaker were determined to be of 
very low safety significance by the significance determination process because the failures did not reduce the number of available pumps to 
below that required for each of the involved systems to perform their safety function. (Section 4OA2.c).  
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Jun 29, 2002 
Identified By: Licensee 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to comply with procedure for taking Operator Rounds 
Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires that written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the log entry 
activities in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978. Procedure 0-OSP-201.4, ANPO Daily Log, requires that a 
tour of the Auxiliary Feedwater Cage be completed and a specified number of pumps, valves, and governor readings be observed and data 
recorded. Contrary to the above, on September 27, 2001, a Senior Nuclear Plant Operator, failed to comply with the above requirements when, 
during his rounds in the Auxiliary Feedwater Cage he spent an inadequate amount of time within the cage to accomplish the required tour. This 
issue was placed in the licensee's corrective action program as Condition Report 01-1883. 
Inspection Report# : 2002002(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Significance: N/A Mar 30, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Communication of NRC Inspector's Presence and Arrival by Security Supervisor 
No Color. A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.70 (b) (4) was identified for failure to ensure that the arrival and presence of a NRC inspector 
was not announced or otherwise communicated. A NRC inspector while in the main truck gate control cubicle overheard, when the telephone 
was answered using the speaker phone, communication by a security supervisor to a security officer announcing the inspector's presence. This 
issue is more than a minor because it has the potential for impacting the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function (Section 3PP2). 
Inspection Report# : 2001007(pdf)  

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
Overall, the licensee's corrective action program (CAP) was effective at prioritizing, evaluating and resolving conditions adverse to quality. 
The licensee was particularly effective at identifying problems with a low threshold and entering them into the CAP. One finding was 
identified involving corrective actions that were not fully effective in preventing repetitive failures of charging pumps and important electrical 
breakers. Several negative observations were also identified during the inspection. Some Condition Report records did not contain 
documentation to fully support disposition of the issues in that apparent causes or corrective actions were not adequately described. The 
significance level of some condition reports was not in accordance with licensee program guidance. Also, the Plant Nuclear Safety Review 
Committee was not consistently reviewing Technical Specification violations documented in NRC inspection reports. Operating experience 
information, including NRC generic communications, was routinely reviewed for applicability in a timely manner and effectively utilized. Root 
cause analyses were usually comprehensive and in-depth, and apparent cause determinations were sufficiently rigorous. Overall, audits and 
self-assessments were sufficiently critical and thorough; licensee identified findings, weaknesses, areas of improvement, or recommendations 
were consistently tracked to resolution. For almost all problems, appropriate corrective actions were developed and implemented in a timely 
manner commensurate with the safety significance. A safety conscious work environment was evident at Turkey Point where employees felt 
free to raise safety concerns. 
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Last modified : March 25, 2003 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2003 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 28, 2002 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take Corrective Action Required by the Maintenance Rule for RHR Sump Pump Failures 
Green. The licensee did not correctly assess and take corrective action when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) sump 
pumps performance goals were not met. This is a violation of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65. The system had 
not been placed into status a(1) when multiple failures caused the established performance goals to not be met. This 
finding was of very low safety significance because it involved administrative implementation of the Maintenance 
Rule, and the probability of a flooding event that could impact both trains of the RHR system was extremely low. 
(Section 1R12).  
Inspection Report# : 2002003(pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Ineffective Corrective Actions To Prevent Recurring Charging Pump and 4KV Breaker Failures 
A noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified for ineffective corrective actions to 
prevent recurring charging pump and vital electrical breaker functional failures. These failures constituted repetitive 
significant conditions adverse to quality. This finding was considered more than minor due to the safety significance of 
the affected systems and because actual loss of component safety functions occurred. The charging pump controller 
failures, and the failure of the 3A component cooling water pump breaker were determined to be of very low safety 
significance by the significance determination process because the failures did not reduce the number of available 
pumps to below that required for each of the involved systems to perform their safety function. (Section 4OA2.c).  
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
Overall, the licensee's corrective action program (CAP) was effective at prioritizing, evaluating and resolving 
conditions adverse to quality. The licensee was particularly effective at identifying problems with a low threshold and 
entering them into the CAP. One finding was identified involving corrective actions that were not fully effective in 
preventing repetitive failures of charging pumps and important electrical breakers. Several negative observations were 
also identified during the inspection. Some Condition Report records did not contain documentation to fully support 
disposition of the issues in that apparent causes or corrective actions were not adequately described. The significance 
level of some condition reports was not in accordance with licensee program guidance. Also, the Plant Nuclear Safety 
Review Committee was not consistently reviewing Technical Specification violations documented in NRC inspection 
reports. Operating experience information, including NRC generic communications, was routinely reviewed for 
applicability in a timely manner and effectively utilized. Root cause analyses were usually comprehensive and in-depth, 
and apparent cause determinations were sufficiently rigorous. Overall, audits and self-assessments were sufficiently 
critical and thorough; licensee identified findings, weaknesses, areas of improvement, or recommendations were 
consistently tracked to resolution. For almost all problems, appropriate corrective actions were developed and 
implemented in a timely manner commensurate with the safety significance. A safety conscious work environment was 
evident at Turkey Point where employees felt free to raise safety concerns. 
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Last modified : May 30, 2003 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2003 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 28, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Corrective Action Resulted in a Plant Trip 
A self-revealing finding was identified concerning inadequate corrective action to address starting problems with the 
two diesel driven instrument air compressors which resulted in a plant trip when the instrument air pressure degraded 
and the compressors failed to start and load. Numerous condition reports had been written over several years but 
adequate plant focus was not taken to correct the problem until after the plant trip occurred. This finding is greater than 
minor since it affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant 
stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. This finding was reviewed using the 
Significance Determination Process and was determined to be of very low safety significance because several systems 
such as auxiliary feedwater, standby steam generator feed pumps, and manual realignment of the feedwater control 
valves were available. (Section 4OA2)  
Inspection Report# : 2003003(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update UFSAR with SBO Mitigation Information 
Green. The licensee failed to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) regarding their method of coping with 
potential reactor coolant system losses during a station blackout by reestablishing reactor coolant pump seal injection. 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.71(e) was identified. This violation is subject to traditional enforcement since it 
had the potential for impacting the regulatory process. Specifically, the NRC relies on the licensees to update FSARs to 
reflect the latest information developed for the facility. This ensures that the NRC has an accurate description of the 
facility when conducting inspections and evaluating license amendments. The finding is of very low safety significance 
because not updating the FSAR did not have any actual safety consequences. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequacies in SBO Mitigation Procedures (Six Examples) 
Green. Several emergency operating procedures developed by the licensee for mitigating a station blackout contained 
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procedural inadequacies. These inadequacies included lack of appropriate acceptance criteria as well as improper use of 
and inadequate caution statements. Six examples were identified by the inspectors. Six examples of a non-cited 
violation of Technical Specification 6.8.b, Procedures and Programs and licensee Administrative Procedure 0-ADM-
101, Procedure Writer's Guide, were identified. This violation was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it could 
become a more significant safety concern. The finding is of very low safety significance because only one initiating 
event (loss of offsite power) was involved, three of four available emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would have to 
fail to get to this condition; the low probability that, given three EDGs fail, the fourth would operate properly; the 
possibility that offsite power would be restored prior to core damage; and there was a possibility that operators would 
be able to recover from the performance deficiency without overloading the EDG, due to operator training on the 
limitations of the EDGs. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 28, 2002 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take Corrective Action Required by the Maintenance Rule for RHR Sump Pump Failures 
Green. The licensee did not correctly assess and take corrective action when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) sump 
pumps performance goals were not met. This is a violation of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65. The system had 
not been placed into status a(1) when multiple failures caused the established performance goals to not be met. This 
finding was of very low safety significance because it involved administrative implementation of the Maintenance 
Rule, and the probability of a flooding event that could impact both trains of the RHR system was extremely low. 
(Section 1R12).  
Inspection Report# : 2002003(pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Ineffective Corrective Actions To Prevent Recurring Charging Pump and 4KV Breaker Failures 
A noncited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified for ineffective corrective actions to 
prevent recurring charging pump and vital electrical breaker functional failures. These failures constituted repetitive 
significant conditions adverse to quality. This finding was considered more than minor due to the safety significance of 
the affected systems and because actual loss of component safety functions occurred. The charging pump controller 
failures, and the failure of the 3A component cooling water pump breaker were determined to be of very low safety 
significance by the significance determination process because the failures did not reduce the number of available 
pumps to below that required for each of the involved systems to perform their safety function. (Section 4OA2.c).  
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Miscellaneous 

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization 
Green. Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization for operators, health physics personnel, and maintenance personnel 
was granted for the entire Unit 3 refueling outage. This finding is greater than minor because inappropriate deviations 
from overtime limits can be a significant contributor to worker fatigue and potential for human errors which, if left 
uncorrected, could become a more significant safety concern. This finding is of very low safety significance because 
once this issue was presented to licensee management at the start of the outage, action was taken to prevent 
inappropriate deviations from the guidelines and no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. (Section 1R20) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Report Main Steam Safety Relief Valve Test Results Outside TS Limits 
Green. Main Steam Safety Relief Valve lift pressures were outside the ± 3% Technical Specification (TS) requirements 
for the past several refueling outages and were not reported as required in Licensee Event Reports (LERs). A non-cited 
violation of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B) was identified. This finding is greater than minor because failure to accurately 
report events could impact the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function. This finding is of very low safety 
significance because the as-found main steam safety relief valve lift pressures of the affected valves were bounded by 
accident analyses. (Section 4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Aug 23, 2002 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
Overall, the licensee's corrective action program (CAP) was effective at prioritizing, evaluating and resolving 
conditions adverse to quality. The licensee was particularly effective at identifying problems with a low threshold and 
entering them into the CAP. One finding was identified involving corrective actions that were not fully effective in 
preventing repetitive failures of charging pumps and important electrical breakers. Several negative observations were 
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also identified during the inspection. Some Condition Report records did not contain documentation to fully support 
disposition of the issues in that apparent causes or corrective actions were not adequately described. The significance 
level of some condition reports was not in accordance with licensee program guidance. Also, the Plant Nuclear Safety 
Review Committee was not consistently reviewing Technical Specification violations documented in NRC inspection 
reports. Operating experience information, including NRC generic communications, was routinely reviewed for 
applicability in a timely manner and effectively utilized. Root cause analyses were usually comprehensive and in-depth, 
and apparent cause determinations were sufficiently rigorous. Overall, audits and self-assessments were sufficiently 
critical and thorough; licensee identified findings, weaknesses, areas of improvement, or recommendations were 
consistently tracked to resolution. For almost all problems, appropriate corrective actions were developed and 
implemented in a timely manner commensurate with the safety significance. A safety conscious work environment was 
evident at Turkey Point where employees felt free to raise safety concerns. 
Inspection Report# : 2002005(pdf)  

Last modified : September 04, 2003 
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2003 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 28, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Corrective Action Resulted in a Plant Trip 
A self-revealing finding was identified concerning inadequate corrective action to address starting problems with the 
two diesel driven instrument air compressors which resulted in a plant trip when the instrument air pressure degraded 
and the compressors failed to start and load. Numerous condition reports had been written over several years but 
adequate plant focus was not taken to correct the problem until after the plant trip occurred.  
 
This finding is greater than minor since it affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood 
of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. This finding was 
reviewed using the Significance Determination Process and was determined to be of very low safety significance 
because several systems such as auxiliary feedwater, standby steam generator feed pumps, and manual realignment of 
the feedwater control valves were available. (Section 4OA2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2003003(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update UFSAR with SBO Mitigation Information 
Green. The licensee failed to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) regarding their method of coping with 
potential reactor coolant system losses during a station blackout by reestablishing reactor coolant pump seal injection. 
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.71(e) was identified. This violation is subject to traditional enforcement since it 
had the potential for impacting the regulatory process. Specifically, the NRC relies on the licensees to update FSARs to 
reflect the latest information developed for the facility. This ensures that the NRC has an accurate description of the 
facility when conducting inspections and evaluating license amendments. The finding is of very low safety significance 
because not updating the FSAR did not have any actual safety consequences. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequacies in SBO Mitigation Procedures (Six Examples) 
Green. Several emergency operating procedures developed by the licensee for mitigating a station blackout contained 
procedural inadequacies. These inadequacies included lack of appropriate acceptance criteria as well as improper use of 
and inadequate caution statements. Six examples were identified by the inspectors.  
 
Six examples of a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.b, Procedures and Programs and licensee 
Administrative Procedure 0-ADM-101, Procedure Writer's Guide, were identified. This violation was more than minor 
because if left uncorrected, it could become a more significant safety concern. The finding is of very low safety 
significance because only one initiating event (loss of offsite power) was involved, three of four available emergency 
diesel generators (EDGs) would have to fail to get to this condition; the low probability that, given three EDGs fail, the 
fourth would operate properly; the possibility that offsite power would be restored prior to core damage; and there was 
a possibility that operators would be able to recover from the performance deficiency without overloading the EDG, 
due to operator training on the limitations of the EDGs. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Miscellaneous 

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization 
Green. Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization for operators, health physics personnel, and maintenance personnel 
was granted for the entire Unit 3 refueling outage. 
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This finding is greater than minor because inappropriate deviations from overtime limits can be a significant 
contributor to worker fatigue and potential for human errors which, if left uncorrected, could become a more significant 
safety concern. This finding is of very low safety significance because once this issue was presented to licensee 
management at the start of the outage, action was taken to prevent inappropriate deviations from the guidelines and no 
violation of regulatory requirements occurred. (Section 1R20) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Report Main Steam Safety Relief Valve Test Results Outside TS Limits 
Green. Main Steam Safety Relief Valve lift pressures were outside the ± 3% Technical Specification (TS) requirements 
for the past several refueling outages and were not reported as required in Licensee Event Reports (LERs).  
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B) was identified. This finding is greater than minor because failure to 
accurately report events could impact the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function. This finding is of very low 
safety significance because the as-found main steam safety relief valve lift pressures of the affected valves were 
bounded by accident analyses. (Section 4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Last modified : December 01, 2003 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2003 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 28, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Corrective Action Resulted in a Plant Trip 
A self-revealing finding was identified concerning inadequate corrective action to address starting problems with the 
two diesel driven instrument air compressors which resulted in a plant trip when the instrument air pressure degraded 
and the compressors failed to start and load. Numerous condition reports had been written over several years but 
adequate plant focus was not taken to correct the problem until after the plant trip occurred.  
 
This finding is greater than minor since it affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood 
of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. This finding was 
reviewed using the Significance Determination Process and was determined to be of very low safety significance 
because several systems such as auxiliary feedwater, standby steam generator feed pumps, and manual realignment of 
the feedwater control valves were available. (Section 4OA2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2003003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 27, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Use an Appropriate Acceptance Criteria for the Main Oil Pump Internals Clearances 
and Main Oil Pump Suction Check Valve Leakage 
A self revealing non-cited violation was identified for failure to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, 
"Design Control." The licensee failed to identify and specify in procedures the appropriate acceptance criteria for the 
main oil pump (MOP) internals clearances and the MOP suction check valve leakage, to ensure the operability of the 
‘B' Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (AFW). As a result, during surveillance testing, the ‘B' AFW Pump experienced a 
lubrication failure which damaged the pump outboard thrust bearings.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it involved the design control attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone, 
which could affect the objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable of responding to an event. The 
finding was of very low safety significance in accordance with the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1 
worksheet, because it did not represent an actual loss of the safety function of the AFW system and it did not represent 
an actual loss of safety function of a single train of AFW for greater than the Technical Specification allowed outage 
time. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2003005(pdf)  
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Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update UFSAR with SBO Mitigation Information 
Green. The licensee failed to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) regarding their method of coping with 
potential reactor coolant system losses during a station blackout by reestablishing reactor coolant pump seal injection. 
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.71(e) was identified. This violation is subject to traditional enforcement since it 
had the potential for impacting the regulatory process. Specifically, the NRC relies on the licensees to update FSARs to 
reflect the latest information developed for the facility. This ensures that the NRC has an accurate description of the 
facility when conducting inspections and evaluating license amendments. The finding is of very low safety significance 
because not updating the FSAR did not have any actual safety consequences. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequacies in SBO Mitigation Procedures (Six Examples) 
Green. Several emergency operating procedures developed by the licensee for mitigating a station blackout contained 
procedural inadequacies. These inadequacies included lack of appropriate acceptance criteria as well as improper use of 
and inadequate caution statements. Six examples were identified by the inspectors.  
 
Six examples of a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.b, Procedures and Programs and licensee 
Administrative Procedure 0-ADM-101, Procedure Writer's Guide, were identified. This violation was more than minor 
because if left uncorrected, it could become a more significant safety concern. The finding is of very low safety 
significance because only one initiating event (loss of offsite power) was involved, three of four available emergency 
diesel generators (EDGs) would have to fail to get to this condition; the low probability that, given three EDGs fail, the 
fourth would operate properly; the possibility that offsite power would be restored prior to core damage; and there was 
a possibility that operators would be able to recover from the performance deficiency without overloading the EDG, 
due to operator training on the limitations of the EDGs. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Miscellaneous 

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization 
Green. Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization for operators, health physics personnel, and maintenance personnel 
was granted for the entire Unit 3 refueling outage.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inappropriate deviations from overtime limits can be a significant 
contributor to worker fatigue and potential for human errors which, if left uncorrected, could become a more significant 
safety concern. This finding is of very low safety significance because once this issue was presented to licensee 
management at the start of the outage, action was taken to prevent inappropriate deviations from the guidelines and no 
violation of regulatory requirements occurred. (Section 1R20) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Report Main Steam Safety Relief Valve Test Results Outside TS Limits 
Green. Main Steam Safety Relief Valve lift pressures were outside the ± 3% Technical Specification (TS) requirements 
for the past several refueling outages and were not reported as required in Licensee Event Reports (LERs).  
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B) was identified. This finding is greater than minor because failure to 
accurately report events could impact the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function. This finding is of very low 
safety significance because the as-found main steam safety relief valve lift pressures of the affected valves were 
bounded by accident analyses. (Section 4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Last modified : March 02, 2004 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2004 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 28, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Corrective Action Resulted in a Plant Trip 
A self-revealing finding was identified concerning inadequate corrective action to address starting problems with the two diesel driven 
instrument air compressors which resulted in a plant trip when the instrument air pressure degraded and the compressors failed to start and 
load. Numerous condition reports had been written over several years but adequate plant focus was not taken to correct the problem until after 
the plant trip occurred.  
 
This finding is greater than minor since it affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset 
plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. This finding was reviewed using the Significance Determination 
Process and was determined to be of very low safety significance because several systems such as auxiliary feedwater, standby steam generator 
feed pumps, and manual realignment of the feedwater control valves were available. (Section 4OA2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2003003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Feb 13, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Install Full Area Wide Detection and Fixed Suppression Systems in the Unit 3 and 4 Mechanical Equipment Room 
A non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3 and License Condition 3.D was identified for failure to provide full 
area fire detection and a fixed suppression system in the Unit 3 and 4 mechanical equipment room for fires in Fire Area (FA) MM [Fire Zone 
(FZ) 97]. Upon discovery, the licensee declared the detection and suppression inoperable, established an hourly fire watch for FZ 97, and 
entered this issue into its corrective action program.  
 
The finding adversely affected the fire detection and suppression capability defense-in-depth elements. The finding is greater than minor 
because it is associated with the protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone 
objective. Because the fire ignition frequency was low, the fire detection in the emergency recirculating filter was not degraded, and alternative 
shutdown systems and procedures were available to mitigate a fire in this area, the finding was determined to have very low safety significance. 
(Section R05.10.b.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2004007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 27, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Use an Appropriate Acceptance Criteria for the Main Oil Pump Internals Clearances and Main Oil Pump 
Suction Check Valve Leakage 
A self revealing non-cited violation was identified for failure to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control." The 
licensee failed to identify and specify in procedures the appropriate acceptance criteria for the main oil pump (MOP) internals clearances and 
the MOP suction check valve leakage, to ensure the operability of the ‘B' Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (AFW). As a result, during surveillance 
testing, the ‘B' AFW Pump experienced a lubrication failure which damaged the pump outboard thrust bearings.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it involved the design control attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone, which could affect the 
objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable of responding to an event. The finding was of very low safety significance in 
accordance with the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1 worksheet, because it did not represent an actual loss of the safety 
function of the AFW system and it did not represent an actual loss of safety function of a single train of AFW for greater than the Technical 
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Specification allowed outage time. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2003005(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update UFSAR with SBO Mitigation Information 
Green. The licensee failed to update the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) regarding their method of coping with potential reactor coolant 
system losses during a station blackout by reestablishing reactor coolant pump seal injection.  
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.71(e) was identified. This violation is subject to traditional enforcement since it had the potential for 
impacting the regulatory process. Specifically, the NRC relies on the licensees to update FSARs to reflect the latest information developed for 
the facility. This ensures that the NRC has an accurate description of the facility when conducting inspections and evaluating license 
amendments. The finding is of very low safety significance because not updating the FSAR did not have any actual safety consequences. 
(Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 21, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequacies in SBO Mitigation Procedures (Six Examples) 
Green. Several emergency operating procedures developed by the licensee for mitigating a station blackout contained procedural inadequacies. 
These inadequacies included lack of appropriate acceptance criteria as well as improper use of and inadequate caution statements. Six examples 
were identified by the inspectors.  
 
Six examples of a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.b, Procedures and Programs and licensee Administrative Procedure 0-
ADM-101, Procedure Writer's Guide, were identified. This violation was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it could become a more 
significant safety concern. The finding is of very low safety significance because only one initiating event (loss of offsite power) was involved, 
three of four available emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would have to fail to get to this condition; the low probability that, given three 
EDGs fail, the fourth would operate properly; the possibility that offsite power would be restored prior to core damage; and there was a 
possibility that operators would be able to recover from the performance deficiency without overloading the EDG, due to operator training on 
the limitations of the EDGs. (Section 4OA5) 
Inspection Report# : 2003007(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correctly Calibrate Selected Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation In Accordance With ODCM Requirements 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.d for failure to correctly calibrate selected effluent 
monitoring instrumentation in accordance with Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) specifications. Specifically, the licensee failed to use 
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National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable secondary sources related to the initial monitor calibrations during the most 
recent calibrations of the gas decay tank noble gas effluent monitor (R-14), the liquid radioactive waste effluent monitor (R-18), the Unit 3 
(U3) and Unit 4 (U4) Steam Jet Air Ejector monitors (R-3/4-15), and the U3 and U4 Steam Generator Blow-Down monitors (R-3/4-19).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring equipment attribute of the Public Radiation Safety 
cornerstone in that failure to use NIST traceable secondary sources could impair the accuracy of effluent monitoring equipment required to 
ensure adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of 
routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the 
public and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain QC Activities for the Conduct of Representative Sampling and Monitoring of Particulates in the Main Plant Vent 
Airborne Effluents 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1.e for failure to implement Quality Control activities for the conduct of representative 
sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main plant vent airborne effluents. Specifically, the main plant vent airflow flow characteristics 
were outside of the design specified exhaust flowrate and resultant velocities necessary to maintain isokinetic sampling of particulates by the 
main plant vent Sample Particulate Iodine, and Noble Gas (SPING) monitoring and sampling equipment (RAD 6304).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring program and process attribute of the Public Radiation 
Safety cornerstone in that failure to maintain isokinetic sampling could impact representative sampling and subsequent monitoring of 
particulates in airborne effluents released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very 
low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates released from the main plant vent 
and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Mar 26, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. One 
exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring charging pump valve seat 
functional failures. The licensee adequately prioritized issues and performed evaluations that were technically accurate and of sufficient depth. 
One negative observation was identified for not consistently classifying Condition Reports (CRs) at an appropriate significance level as 
warranted, in accordance with the corrective action program procedure guidance. The inspectors concluded that the licensee was vulnerable to 
repetitive equipment failures by routinely not performing root cause evaluations when it is warranted, based on the significance of the 
condition. A second negative observation was identified involving a weakness in documentation in the reviewed CRs, primarily related to 
severity level classification justification. Formal root cause evaluations for significant conditions adverse to quality were normally thorough 
and detailed. The licensee's self-assessments and audits were effective in identifying deficiencies in the corrective action program. Based on 
discussions conducted with plant employees from various departments the inspectors did not identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2004006(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization 
Green. Inappropriate blanket overtime authorization for operators, health physics personnel, and maintenance personnel was granted for the 
entire Unit 3 refueling outage.  
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This finding is greater than minor because inappropriate deviations from overtime limits can be a significant contributor to worker fatigue and 
potential for human errors which, if left uncorrected, could become a more significant safety concern. This finding is of very low safety 
significance because once this issue was presented to licensee management at the start of the outage, action was taken to prevent inappropriate 
deviations from the guidelines and no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. (Section 1R20) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Significance:  Apr 05, 2003 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Report Main Steam Safety Relief Valve Test Results Outside TS Limits 
Green. Main Steam Safety Relief Valve lift pressures were outside the ± 3% Technical Specification (TS) requirements for the past several 
refueling outages and were not reported as required in Licensee Event Reports (LERs).  
 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B) was identified. This finding is greater than minor because failure to accurately report events 
could impact the NRC's ability to perform its regulatory function. This finding is of very low safety significance because the as-found main 
steam safety relief valve lift pressures of the affected valves were bounded by accident analyses. (Section 4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2003002(pdf)  

Last modified : May 05, 2004 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2004 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Configuration Control of Steam Generator Water High-high Level Instrument Uncertainty Calculation of Record 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was identified for failure to implement configuration control measures 
for the calculation of record for the steam generator water high-high level overfill protection function instrument uncertainty calculation. This resulted in 
Calculation WCAP-12745, "Westinghouse Set point Methodology for Protection Systems, Turkey Point Units 3 & 4 Thermal Uprate Project," Revision 
1, dated December 1995, not containing the correct "Allowable Value" for the steam generator high-high level protection function set point.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate design control for engineering calculations can propagate incorrect information into subsequent 
plant modifications. This could eventually result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions, which could affect the availability, reliability, and 
capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance 
because it is a design deficiency that did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. (Section 1R21.23) 
Inspection Report# : 2004008(pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 13, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Install Full Area Fire Detection and Fixed Suppression Systems in the Unit 3 and 4 Mechanical Equipment Room 
A non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3 and License Condition 3.D was identified for failure to provide full area fire 
detection and a fixed suppression system in the Unit 3 and 4 mechanical equipment room for fires in Fire Area (FA) MM [Fire Zone (FZ) 97]. Upon 
discovery, the licensee declared the detection and suppression inoperable, established an hourly fire watch for FZ 97, and entered this issue into its 
corrective action program.  
 
The finding adversely affected the fire detection and suppression capability defense-in-depth elements. The finding is greater than minor because it is 
associated with the protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone objective. Because the 
fire ignition frequency was low, the fire detection in the emergency recirculating filter was not degraded, and alternative shutdown systems and 
procedures were available to mitigate a fire in this area, the finding was determined to have very low safety significance. (Section R05.10.b.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2004007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 27, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Use an Appropriate Acceptance Criteria for the Main Oil Pump Internals Clearances and Main Oil Pump Suction 
Check Valve Leakage 
A self revealing non-cited violation was identified for failure to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control." The licensee 
failed to identify and specify in procedures the appropriate acceptance criteria for the main oil pump (MOP) internals clearances and the MOP suction 
check valve leakage, to ensure the operability of the ‘B' Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (AFW). As a result, during surveillance testing, the ‘B' AFW Pump 
experienced a lubrication failure which damaged the pump outboard thrust bearings.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it involved the design control attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone, which could affect the objective 
of ensuring that equipment is available and capable of responding to an event. The finding was of very low safety significance in accordance with the 
Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1 worksheet, because it did not represent an actual loss of the safety function of the AFW system and it 
did not represent an actual loss of safety function of a single train of AFW for greater than the Technical Specification allowed outage time. (Section 
1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2003005(pdf)  
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Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correctly Calibrate Selected Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation In Accordance With ODCM Requirements 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.d for failure to correctly calibrate selected effluent 
monitoring instrumentation in accordance with Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) specifications. Specifically, the licensee failed to use 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable secondary sources related to the initial monitor calibrations during the most recent 
calibrations of the gas decay tank noble gas effluent monitor (R-14), the liquid radioactive waste effluent monitor (R-18), the Unit 3 (U3) and Unit 4 
(U4) Steam Jet Air Ejector monitors (R-3/4-15), and the U3 and U4 Steam Generator Blow-Down monitors (R-3/4-19).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring equipment attribute of the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone in 
that failure to use NIST traceable secondary sources could impair the accuracy of effluent monitoring equipment required to ensure adequate protection 
of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor 
operations. The finding is of very low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the public and doses did not exceed Appendix I 
to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain QC Activities for the Conduct of Representative Sampling and Monitoring of Particulates in the Main Plant Vent Airborne 
Effluents 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1.e for failure to implement Quality Control activities for the conduct of representative 
sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main plant vent airborne effluents. Specifically, the main plant vent airflow flow characteristics were 
outside of the design specified exhaust flowrate and resultant velocities necessary to maintain isokinetic sampling of particulates by the main plant vent 
Sample Particulate Iodine, and Noble Gas (SPING) monitoring and sampling equipment (RAD 6304).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring program and process attribute of the Public Radiation Safety 
cornerstone in that failure to maintain isokinetic sampling could impact representative sampling and subsequent monitoring of particulates in airborne 
effluents released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very low safety significance because 
there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates released from the main plant vent and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 
CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 
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Significance: N/A Mar 26, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. One exception was 
noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring charging pump valve seat functional failures. The 
licensee adequately prioritized issues and performed evaluations that were technically accurate and of sufficient depth. One negative observation was 
identified for not consistently classifying Condition Reports (CRs) at an appropriate significance level as warranted, in accordance with the corrective 
action program procedure guidance. The inspectors concluded that the licensee was vulnerable to repetitive equipment failures by routinely not 
performing root cause evaluations when it is warranted, based on the significance of the condition. A second negative observation was identified 
involving a weakness in documentation in the reviewed CRs, primarily related to severity level classification justification. Formal root cause evaluations 
for significant conditions adverse to quality were normally thorough and detailed. The licensee's self-assessments and audits were effective in 
identifying deficiencies in the corrective action program. Based on discussions conducted with plant employees from various departments the inspectors 
did not identify any reluctance to report safety concerns. 
Inspection Report# : 2004006(pdf)  

Last modified : September 08, 2004 
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2004 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Action for Scaffold Construction Deficiencies 
A Green NCV was identified for failing to implement adequate corrective actions per 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, for issues related 
to the construction of scaffolding in proximity to safety related equipment or fire protection components.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. Improper construction of scaffolding, and lack of 
engineering review of scaffolding not built in accordance with the procedure, could prevent proper operation of fire protection features, limit or 
prevent access to components required of emergency response, or render equipment inoperable as a result of a seismic event. This finding is of 
very low safety significance because it did not result in an actual loss of safety function and would not render equipment inoperable due to 
seismic events. The finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, that being ineffective and untimely 
corrective actions. (Section 4OA2.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004004(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Configuration Control of Steam Generator Water High-high Level Instrument Uncertainty Calculation of 
Record 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was identified for failure to implement configuration control 
measures for the calculation of record for the steam generator water high-high level overfill protection function instrument uncertainty 
calculation. This resulted in Calculation WCAP-12745, "Westinghouse Set point Methodology for Protection Systems, Turkey Point Units 3 & 
4 Thermal Uprate Project," Revision 1, dated December 1995, not containing the correct "Allowable Value" for the steam generator high-high 
level protection function set point.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate design control for engineering calculations can propagate incorrect information into 
subsequent plant modifications. This could eventually result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions, which could affect the 
availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable consequences. This finding 
is of very low safety significance because it is a design deficiency that did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 1R21.23) 
Inspection Report# : 2004008(pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 13, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Install Full Area Fire Detection and Fixed Suppression Systems in the Unit 3 and 4 Mechanical Equipment Room 
A non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3 and License Condition 3.D was identified for failure to provide full 
area fire detection and a fixed suppression system in the Unit 3 and 4 mechanical equipment room for fires in Fire Area (FA) MM [Fire Zone 
(FZ) 97]. Upon discovery, the licensee declared the detection and suppression inoperable, established an hourly fire watch for FZ 97, and 
entered this issue into its corrective action program.  
 
The finding adversely affected the fire detection and suppression capability defense-in-depth elements. The finding is greater than minor 
because it is associated with the protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone 
objective. Because the fire ignition frequency was low, the fire detection in the emergency recirculating filter was not degraded, and alternative 
shutdown systems and procedures were available to mitigate a fire in this area, the finding was determined to have very low safety significance. 
(Section R05.10.b.2) 
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Inspection Report# : 2004007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 27, 2003 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Use an Appropriate Acceptance Criteria for the Main Oil Pump Internals Clearances and Main Oil Pump 
Suction Check Valve Leakage 
A self revealing non-cited violation was identified for failure to comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, "Design Control." The 
licensee failed to identify and specify in procedures the appropriate acceptance criteria for the main oil pump (MOP) internals clearances and 
the MOP suction check valve leakage, to ensure the operability of the ‘B' Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (AFW). As a result, during surveillance 
testing, the ‘B' AFW Pump experienced a lubrication failure which damaged the pump outboard thrust bearings.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it involved the design control attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone, which could affect the 
objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable of responding to an event. The finding was of very low safety significance in 
accordance with the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1 worksheet, because it did not represent an actual loss of the safety 
function of the AFW system and it did not represent an actual loss of safety function of a single train of AFW for greater than the Technical 
Specification allowed outage time. (Section 1R15) 
Inspection Report# : 2003005(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correctly Calibrate Selected Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation In Accordance With ODCM Requirements 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.d for failure to correctly calibrate selected effluent 
monitoring instrumentation in accordance with Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) specifications. Specifically, the licensee failed to use 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable secondary sources related to the initial monitor calibrations during the most 
recent calibrations of the gas decay tank noble gas effluent monitor (R-14), the liquid radioactive waste effluent monitor (R-18), the Unit 3 
(U3) and Unit 4 (U4) Steam Jet Air Ejector monitors (R-3/4-15), and the U3 and U4 Steam Generator Blow-Down monitors (R-3/4-19).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring equipment attribute of the Public Radiation Safety 
cornerstone in that failure to use NIST traceable secondary sources could impair the accuracy of effluent monitoring equipment required to 
ensure adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of 
routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the 
public and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain QC Activities for the Conduct of Representative Sampling and Monitoring of Particulates in the Main Plant Vent 
Airborne Effluents 
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The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1.e for failure to implement Quality Control activities for the conduct of representative 
sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main plant vent airborne effluents. Specifically, the main plant vent airflow flow characteristics 
were outside of the design specified exhaust flowrate and resultant velocities necessary to maintain isokinetic sampling of particulates by the 
main plant vent Sample Particulate Iodine, and Noble Gas (SPING) monitoring and sampling equipment (RAD 6304).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring program and process attribute of the Public Radiation 
Safety cornerstone in that failure to maintain isokinetic sampling could impact representative sampling and subsequent monitoring of 
particulates in airborne effluents released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very 
low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates released from the main plant vent 
and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 26, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. One 
exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring charging pump valve seat 
functional failures. The licensee adequately prioritized issues and performed evaluations that were technically accurate and of sufficient depth. 
One negative observation was identified for not consistently classifying Condition Reports (CRs) at an appropriate significance level as 
warranted, in accordance with the corrective action program procedure guidance. The inspectors concluded that the licensee was vulnerable to 
repetitive equipment failures by routinely not performing root cause evaluations when it is warranted, based on the significance of the 
condition. A second negative observation was identified involving a weakness in documentation in the reviewed CRs, primarily related to 
severity level classification justification. Formal root cause evaluations for significant conditions adverse to quality were normally thorough 
and detailed. The licensee's self-assessments and audits were effective in identifying deficiencies in the corrective action program. Based on 
discussions conducted with plant employees from various departments the inspectors did not identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2004006(pdf)  

Last modified : December 29, 2004 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2004 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2004 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
High Head Safety Injection Pump Inoperable Due to an Increase in a Previously Identified Oil Leak 
A self revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.2, Action statement c. occurred as a result of the licensee 
discovering that one of the four required High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pumps was inoperable for greater than 30 days, and the unit was 
not shut down, as required. The pump was discovered to have less than the amount of lube oil needed for it to complete its required safety 
function and it was determined that this condition had existed for 60 days.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone and affected 
the objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable to respond to an event. An SDP Phase 3 was performed by a Regional Senior 
Reactor Analyst and determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because one of the remaining three HHSI pumps 
(two for Unit 3 and one for Unit 4) could perform its safety function. This finding directly involved cross cutting aspects of problem 
identification and resolution, that being inadequate assessment and initial corrective actions which resulted in the 4B HHSI pump being 
inoperable from June 6, 2004 until August 5. (Section 4OA3.1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004005(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Adequate Test Controls 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XI, Test Controls, for inadequate test controls. 
These controls were associated with tests developed and implemented for demonstrating that replacement safety-related multiplier/divider 
cards and peripheral amplifiers manufactured by NUS, were acceptable like-for-like replacement of Hagan components in the analog computer 
and for time response tests performed by the licensee for the original Hagan square root module and the summator module with 10- and 39-
micro farad capacitors. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-10337-CR, for tracking the development of 
approved test procedures and completion of response time testing.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate test controls could result in an inadequate test of equipment in the mitigating system 
cornerstone and thereby result in improper equipment operation. This could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions. Such 
operation could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(a))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Use Adequate I&C Procedures for Refurbishment of Westinghouse Hagan Modules 
An NCV of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures and Drawings, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's 
failure to prescribe by documented instructions or procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances, activities associated with 
refurbishment and/or repair of reactor protection system circuit components. Specifically, technicians were using uncontrolled, unreviewed and 
unapproved checklists, as well as uncontrolled Excel spreadsheets, in order to affect repairs and refurbishment to Hagan modules associated 
with safety-related functions in the reactor protection system. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-
10337-CR, for the evaluation, benchmark and drafting of more formal instructions for the conduct of the Hagan Repair Program.  
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This finding is greater than minor because inadequate procedures which are used to repair and refurbish Hagan modules could result in changes 
to the performance characteristics of equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone that are less conservative than the original equipment 
manufacturer's (OEMs) specifications. Such changes, e.g., time response, could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions and 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events, and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(b)) 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Establish Adequate Interim Corrective Action to Preclude Use of Unqualified Capacitor 
An NCV of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's failure to take adequate 
corrective action to preclude the use of an inadequately evaluated alternate replacement capacitor. This issue was entered into the licensee's 
corrective action program as 2004-10324-CR, to revise the Instock Disposition Status of Passport Evaluation 080201, Stock Code 0003546-2, 
to ensure that the capacitor cannot be used for Hagan modules.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because the licensee's actions to preclude the use of an unqualified capacitor in safety-related applications 
were not sufficient to prevent an I&C technician from requesting it from the stores. The part was listed as acceptable for use in the vendor 
technical manual, and was available from stores. The use of this unqualified capacitor in equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone could 
result in changes to equipment performance characteristics, and result in plant performance outside of analyzed conditions. Such operation 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(c))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Action for Scaffold Construction Deficiencies 
A Green NCV was identified for failing to implement adequate corrective actions per 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, for issues related 
to the construction of scaffolding in proximity to safety related equipment or fire protection components.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. Improper construction of scaffolding, and lack of 
engineering review of scaffolding not built in accordance with the procedure, could prevent proper operation of fire protection features, limit or 
prevent access to components required of emergency response, or render equipment inoperable as a result of a seismic event. This finding is of 
very low safety significance because it did not result in an actual loss of safety function and would not render equipment inoperable due to 
seismic events. The finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, that being ineffective and untimely 
corrective actions. (Section 4OA2.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004004(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Configuration Control of Steam Generator Water High-high Level Instrument Uncertainty Calculation of 
Record 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was identified for failure to implement configuration control 
measures for the calculation of record for the steam generator water high-high level overfill protection function instrument uncertainty 
calculation. This resulted in Calculation WCAP-12745, "Westinghouse Set point Methodology for Protection Systems, Turkey Point Units 3 & 
4 Thermal Uprate Project," Revision 1, dated December 1995, not containing the correct "Allowable Value" for the steam generator high-high 
level protection function set point.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate design control for engineering calculations can propagate incorrect information into 
subsequent plant modifications. This could eventually result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions, which could affect the 
availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable consequences. This finding 
is of very low safety significance because it is a design deficiency that did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 1R21.23) 
Inspection Report# : 2004008(pdf)  
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Significance:  Feb 13, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Install Full Area Fire Detection and Fixed Suppression Systems in the Unit 3 and 4 Mechanical Equipment Room 
A non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.3 and License Condition 3.D was identified for failure to provide full 
area fire detection and a fixed suppression system in the Unit 3 and 4 mechanical equipment room for fires in Fire Area (FA) MM [Fire Zone 
(FZ) 97]. Upon discovery, the licensee declared the detection and suppression inoperable, established an hourly fire watch for FZ 97, and 
entered this issue into its corrective action program.  
 
The finding adversely affected the fire detection and suppression capability defense-in-depth elements. The finding is greater than minor 
because it is associated with the protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone 
objective. Because the fire ignition frequency was low, the fire detection in the emergency recirculating filter was not degraded, and alternative 
shutdown systems and procedures were available to mitigate a fire in this area, the finding was determined to have very low safety significance. 
(Section R05.10.b.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2004007(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correctly Calibrate Selected Effluent Monitoring Instrumentation In Accordance With ODCM Requirements 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.d for failure to correctly calibrate selected effluent 
monitoring instrumentation in accordance with Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) specifications. Specifically, the licensee failed to use 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable secondary sources related to the initial monitor calibrations during the most 
recent calibrations of the gas decay tank noble gas effluent monitor (R-14), the liquid radioactive waste effluent monitor (R-18), the Unit 3 
(U3) and Unit 4 (U4) Steam Jet Air Ejector monitors (R-3/4-15), and the U3 and U4 Steam Generator Blow-Down monitors (R-3/4-19).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring equipment attribute of the Public Radiation Safety 
cornerstone in that failure to use NIST traceable secondary sources could impair the accuracy of effluent monitoring equipment required to 
ensure adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of 
routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the 
public and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 27, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain QC Activities for the Conduct of Representative Sampling and Monitoring of Particulates in the Main Plant Vent 
Airborne Effluents 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of TS 6.8.1.e for failure to implement Quality Control activities for the conduct of representative 
sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main plant vent airborne effluents. Specifically, the main plant vent airflow flow characteristics 
were outside of the design specified exhaust flowrate and resultant velocities necessary to maintain isokinetic sampling of particulates by the 
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main plant vent Sample Particulate Iodine, and Noble Gas (SPING) monitoring and sampling equipment (RAD 6304).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it adversely affects the effluent monitoring program and process attribute of the Public Radiation 
Safety cornerstone in that failure to maintain isokinetic sampling could impact representative sampling and subsequent monitoring of 
particulates in airborne effluents released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operations. The finding is of very 
low safety significance because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates released from the main plant vent 
and doses did not exceed Appendix I to10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Mar 26, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems at a low threshold and entering them into the corrective action program. One 
exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring charging pump valve seat 
functional failures. The licensee adequately prioritized issues and performed evaluations that were technically accurate and of sufficient depth. 
One negative observation was identified for not consistently classifying Condition Reports (CRs) at an appropriate significance level as 
warranted, in accordance with the corrective action program procedure guidance. The inspectors concluded that the licensee was vulnerable to 
repetitive equipment failures by routinely not performing root cause evaluations when it is warranted, based on the significance of the 
condition. A second negative observation was identified involving a weakness in documentation in the reviewed CRs, primarily related to 
severity level classification justification. Formal root cause evaluations for significant conditions adverse to quality were normally thorough 
and detailed. The licensee's self-assessments and audits were effective in identifying deficiencies in the corrective action program. Based on 
discussions conducted with plant employees from various departments the inspectors did not identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2004006(pdf)  

Last modified : March 09, 2005 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2005 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Plant Shutdowns Due to Drop of Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 During Low Power Physics Testing Due to an Inadequate Vendor 
Procedure 
A Green self-revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for the failure to include adequate 
instructions in procedures which resulted in two manual reactor trips due to two rod drop events.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the procedure quality and adequacy attributes of the initiating events cornerstone and 
affected the cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during shutdown and power operations. The finding was analyzed using the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1, and was 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). While the finding resulted in two events where Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 dropped 
into the core and subsequent manual reactor trips due to being in a conditions where Technical Specification 3.0.3 was entered, the finding did 
not result in the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available.  
Inspection Report# : 2005002(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2004 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
High Head Safety Injection Pump Inoperable Due to an Increase in a Previously Identified Oil Leak 
A self revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.2, Action statement c. occurred as a result of the licensee 
discovering that one of the four required High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pumps was inoperable for greater than 30 days, and the unit was 
not shut down, as required. The pump was discovered to have less than the amount of lube oil needed for it to complete its required safety 
function and it was determined that this condition had existed for 60 days.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone and affected 
the objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable to respond to an event. An SDP Phase 3 was performed by a Regional Senior 
Reactor Analyst and determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because one of the remaining three HHSI pumps 
(two for Unit 3 and one for Unit 4) could perform its safety function. This finding directly involved cross cutting aspects of problem 
identification and resolution, that being inadequate assessment and initial corrective actions which resulted in the 4B HHSI pump being 
inoperable from June 6, 2004 until August 5. (Section 4OA3.1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004005(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Adequate Test Controls 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XI, Test Controls, for inadequate test controls. 
These controls were associated with tests developed and implemented for demonstrating that replacement safety-related multiplier/divider 
cards and peripheral amplifiers manufactured by NUS, were acceptable like-for-like replacement of Hagan components in the analog computer 
and for time response tests performed by the licensee for the original Hagan square root module and the summator module with 10- and 39-
micro farad capacitors. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-10337-CR, for tracking the development of 
approved test procedures and completion of response time testing.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate test controls could result in an inadequate test of equipment in the mitigating system 
cornerstone and thereby result in improper equipment operation. This could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions. Such 
operation could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
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consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(a))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Use Adequate I&C Procedures for Refurbishment of Westinghouse Hagan Modules 
An NCV of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures and Drawings, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's 
failure to prescribe by documented instructions or procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances, activities associated with 
refurbishment and/or repair of reactor protection system circuit components. Specifically, technicians were using uncontrolled, unreviewed and 
unapproved checklists, as well as uncontrolled Excel spreadsheets, in order to affect repairs and refurbishment to Hagan modules associated 
with safety-related functions in the reactor protection system. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-
10337-CR, for the evaluation, benchmark and drafting of more formal instructions for the conduct of the Hagan Repair Program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate procedures which are used to repair and refurbish Hagan modules could result in changes 
to the performance characteristics of equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone that are less conservative than the original equipment 
manufacturer's (OEMs) specifications. Such changes, e.g., time response, could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions and 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events, and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(b)) 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Establish Adequate Interim Corrective Action to Preclude Use of Unqualified Capacitor 
An NCV of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's failure to take adequate 
corrective action to preclude the use of an inadequately evaluated alternate replacement capacitor. This issue was entered into the licensee's 
corrective action program as 2004-10324-CR, to revise the Instock Disposition Status of Passport Evaluation 080201, Stock Code 0003546-2, 
to ensure that the capacitor cannot be used for Hagan modules.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because the licensee's actions to preclude the use of an unqualified capacitor in safety-related applications 
were not sufficient to prevent an I&C technician from requesting it from the stores. The part was listed as acceptable for use in the vendor 
technical manual, and was available from stores. The use of this unqualified capacitor in equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone could 
result in changes to equipment performance characteristics, and result in plant performance outside of analyzed conditions. Such operation 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(c))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Action for Scaffold Construction Deficiencies 
A Green NCV was identified for failing to implement adequate corrective actions per 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, for issues related 
to the construction of scaffolding in proximity to safety related equipment or fire protection components.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. Improper construction of scaffolding, and lack of 
engineering review of scaffolding not built in accordance with the procedure, could prevent proper operation of fire protection features, limit or 
prevent access to components required of emergency response, or render equipment inoperable as a result of a seismic event. This finding is of 
very low safety significance because it did not result in an actual loss of safety function and would not render equipment inoperable due to 
seismic events. The finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, that being ineffective and untimely 
corrective actions. (Section 4OA2.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004004(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Configuration Control of Steam Generator Water High-high Level Instrument Uncertainty Calculation of 
Record 
A non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was identified for failure to implement configuration control 
measures for the calculation of record for the steam generator water high-high level overfill protection function instrument uncertainty 
calculation. This resulted in Calculation WCAP-12745, "Westinghouse Set point Methodology for Protection Systems, Turkey Point Units 3 & 
4 Thermal Uprate Project," Revision 1, dated December 1995, not containing the correct "Allowable Value" for the steam generator high-high 
level protection function set point.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate design control for engineering calculations can propagate incorrect information into 
subsequent plant modifications. This could eventually result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions, which could affect the 
availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable consequences. This finding 
is of very low safety significance because it is a design deficiency that did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 1R21.23) 
Inspection Report# : 2004008(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Last modified : June 17, 2005 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2005 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement fire protection procedures 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures and Programs when the licensee failed to notify 
control room personnel when a reflash fire was suspected in the Unit 4 main transformer. Section 5.2.2 of the fire protection program requires 
that individuals discovering a fire which cannot be safely extinguished using the fire fighting equipment close at hand, shall immediately notify 
the Shift Manager or the appropriate Reactor Operator.  
 
This finding is more than minor because if left uncorrected, a more significant safety concern would arise, that being prompt assessment, 
classification, notification, and response to a fire within the nuclear complex. The issue was of very low safety significance because (1) the fire 
zone was outside the vital areas of the plant, and (2) safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The cause of the finding involved the cross-
cutting element of Human Performance. (Section 1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to follow procedures to identify and investigate unusual reactor coolant system leakage 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, when the licensee failed to follow procedures for 
identifying and resolving high unidentified reactor coolant system leakage.  
 
This finding was more than minor because any increase in unidentified reactor coolant system leakage could be viewed as a precursor to a 
significant event, that being failure of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The issue was of very low safety significance because 
when investigated following a second high leakage rate determination, leaking valves in a support system were identified as the cause and no 
actual reactor coolant system boundary leakage occurred. The cause of the finding involved the cross-cutting element of Human Performance. 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to identify and report conditions potentially adverse to plant safety involving availability of operators for event response duties 
when assigned collateral duties 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and licensee administrative 
procedure NAP-204, Condition Reporting when the licensee failed to enter a condition adverse to quality in the corrective action program in 
that on multiple occasions a plant responder was not available to respond to an event by virtue of being locked out of the plant protected area. 
 
The issue was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it would become a more significant safety concern, that being degradation of the 
ability of the licensee to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance because the times the operator was locked out were brief (less than one hour) and safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone was affected and the finding was associated with the attributes of Protection Against External Factors (fire). 
The finding involved the cross-cutting element of Problem identification and Resolution. (1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  
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Significance:  Mar 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Plant Shutdowns Due to Drop of Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 During Low Power Physics Testing Due to an Inadequate Vendor 
Procedure 
A Green self-revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for the failure to include adequate 
instructions in procedures which resulted in two manual reactor trips due to two rod drop events.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the procedure quality and adequacy attributes of the initiating events cornerstone and 
affected the cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during shutdown and power operations. The finding was analyzed using the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1, and was 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). While the finding resulted in two events where Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 dropped 
into the core and subsequent manual reactor trips due to being in a conditions where Technical Specification 3.0.3 was entered, the finding did 
not result in the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available.  
Inspection Report# : 2005002(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2004 
Identified By: Self Disclosing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
High Head Safety Injection Pump Inoperable Due to an Increase in a Previously Identified Oil Leak 
A self revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.2, Action statement c. occurred as a result of the licensee 
discovering that one of the four required High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pumps was inoperable for greater than 30 days, and the unit was 
not shut down, as required. The pump was discovered to have less than the amount of lube oil needed for it to complete its required safety 
function and it was determined that this condition had existed for 60 days.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone and affected 
the objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable to respond to an event. An SDP Phase 3 was performed by a Regional Senior 
Reactor Analyst and determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because one of the remaining three HHSI pumps 
(two for Unit 3 and one for Unit 4) could perform its safety function. This finding directly involved cross cutting aspects of problem 
identification and resolution, that being inadequate assessment and initial corrective actions which resulted in the 4B HHSI pump being 
inoperable from June 6, 2004 until August 5. (Section 4OA3.1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004005(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Adequate Test Controls 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XI, Test Controls, for inadequate test controls. 
These controls were associated with tests developed and implemented for demonstrating that replacement safety-related multiplier/divider 
cards and peripheral amplifiers manufactured by NUS, were acceptable like-for-like replacement of Hagan components in the analog computer 
and for time response tests performed by the licensee for the original Hagan square root module and the summator module with 10- and 39-
micro farad capacitors. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-10337-CR, for tracking the development of 
approved test procedures and completion of response time testing.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate test controls could result in an inadequate test of equipment in the mitigating system 
cornerstone and thereby result in improper equipment operation. This could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions. Such 
operation could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(a))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Use Adequate I&C Procedures for Refurbishment of Westinghouse Hagan Modules 
An NCV of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures and Drawings, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's 
failure to prescribe by documented instructions or procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances, activities associated with 
refurbishment and/or repair of reactor protection system circuit components. Specifically, technicians were using uncontrolled, unreviewed and 
unapproved checklists, as well as uncontrolled Excel spreadsheets, in order to affect repairs and refurbishment to Hagan modules associated 
with safety-related functions in the reactor protection system. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-
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10337-CR, for the evaluation, benchmark and drafting of more formal instructions for the conduct of the Hagan Repair Program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate procedures which are used to repair and refurbish Hagan modules could result in changes 
to the performance characteristics of equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone that are less conservative than the original equipment 
manufacturer's (OEMs) specifications. Such changes, e.g., time response, could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions and 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events, and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(b)) 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Establish Adequate Interim Corrective Action to Preclude Use of Unqualified Capacitor 
An NCV of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's failure to take adequate 
corrective action to preclude the use of an inadequately evaluated alternate replacement capacitor. This issue was entered into the licensee's 
corrective action program as 2004-10324-CR, to revise the Instock Disposition Status of Passport Evaluation 080201, Stock Code 0003546-2, 
to ensure that the capacitor cannot be used for Hagan modules.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because the licensee's actions to preclude the use of an unqualified capacitor in safety-related applications 
were not sufficient to prevent an I&C technician from requesting it from the stores. The part was listed as acceptable for use in the vendor 
technical manual, and was available from stores. The use of this unqualified capacitor in equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone could 
result in changes to equipment performance characteristics, and result in plant performance outside of analyzed conditions. Such operation 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(c))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 25, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Action for Scaffold Construction Deficiencies 
A Green NCV was identified for failing to implement adequate corrective actions per 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, for issues related 
to the construction of scaffolding in proximity to safety related equipment or fire protection components.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. Improper construction of scaffolding, and lack of 
engineering review of scaffolding not built in accordance with the procedure, could prevent proper operation of fire protection features, limit or 
prevent access to components required of emergency response, or render equipment inoperable as a result of a seismic event. This finding is of 
very low safety significance because it did not result in an actual loss of safety function and would not render equipment inoperable due to 
seismic events. The finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, that being ineffective and untimely 
corrective actions. (Section 4OA2.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004004(pdf)  
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Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Last modified : August 24, 2005 
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2005 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement fire protection procedures 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures and Programs when the licensee failed to notify 
control room personnel when a reflash fire was suspected in the Unit 4 main transformer. Section 5.2.2 of the fire protection program requires 
that individuals discovering a fire which cannot be safely extinguished using the fire fighting equipment close at hand, shall immediately notify 
the Shift Manager or the appropriate Reactor Operator.  
 
This finding is more than minor because if left uncorrected, a more significant safety concern would arise, that being prompt assessment, 
classification, notification, and response to a fire within the nuclear complex. The issue was of very low safety significance because (1) the fire 
zone was outside the vital areas of the plant, and (2) safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The cause of the finding involved the cross-
cutting element of Human Performance. (Section 1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to follow procedures to identify and investigate unusual reactor coolant system leakage 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, when the licensee failed to follow procedures for 
identifying and resolving high unidentified reactor coolant system leakage.  
 
This finding was more than minor because any increase in unidentified reactor coolant system leakage could be viewed as a precursor to a 
significant event, that being failure of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The issue was of very low safety significance because 
when investigated following a second high leakage rate determination, leaking valves in a support system were identified as the cause and no 
actual reactor coolant system boundary leakage occurred. The cause of the finding involved the cross-cutting element of Human Performance. 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to identify and report conditions potentially adverse to plant safety involving availability of operators for event response duties 
when assigned collateral duties 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and licensee administrative 
procedure NAP-204, Condition Reporting when the licensee failed to enter a condition adverse to quality in the corrective action program in 
that on multiple occasions a plant responder was not available to respond to an event by virtue of being locked out of the plant protected area. 
 
The issue was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it would become a more significant safety concern, that being degradation of the 
ability of the licensee to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance because the times the operator was locked out were brief (less than one hour) and safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone was affected and the finding was associated with the attributes of Protection Against External Factors (fire). 
The finding involved the cross-cutting element of Problem identification and Resolution. (1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  
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Significance:  Mar 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Plant Shutdowns Due to Drop of Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 During Low Power Physics Testing Due to an Inadequate Vendor 
Procedure 
A Green self-revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for the failure to include adequate 
instructions in procedures which resulted in two manual reactor trips due to two rod drop events.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the procedure quality and adequacy attributes of the initiating events cornerstone and 
affected the cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during shutdown and power operations. The finding was analyzed using the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1, and was 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). While the finding resulted in two events where Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 dropped 
into the core and subsequent manual reactor trips due to being in a conditions where Technical Specification 3.0.3 was entered, the finding did 
not result in the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available.  
Inspection Report# : 2005002(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2004 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
High Head Safety Injection Pump Inoperable Due to an Increase in a Previously Identified Oil Leak 
A self revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 3.5.2, Action statement c. occurred as a result of the licensee 
discovering that one of the four required High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pumps was inoperable for greater than 30 days, and the unit was 
not shut down, as required. The pump was discovered to have less than the amount of lube oil needed for it to complete its required safety 
function and it was determined that this condition had existed for 60 days.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating system cornerstone and affected 
the objective of ensuring that equipment is available and capable to respond to an event. An SDP Phase 3 was performed by a Regional Senior 
Reactor Analyst and determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because one of the remaining three HHSI pumps 
(two for Unit 3 and one for Unit 4) could perform its safety function. This finding directly involved cross cutting aspects of problem 
identification and resolution, that being inadequate assessment and initial corrective actions which resulted in the 4B HHSI pump being 
inoperable from June 6, 2004 until August 5. (Section 4OA3.1)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004005(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Adequate Test Controls 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XI, Test Controls, for inadequate test controls. 
These controls were associated with tests developed and implemented for demonstrating that replacement safety-related multiplier/divider 
cards and peripheral amplifiers manufactured by NUS, were acceptable like-for-like replacement of Hagan components in the analog computer 
and for time response tests performed by the licensee for the original Hagan square root module and the summator module with 10- and 39-
micro farad capacitors. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-10337-CR, for tracking the development of 
approved test procedures and completion of response time testing.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate test controls could result in an inadequate test of equipment in the mitigating system 
cornerstone and thereby result in improper equipment operation. This could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions. Such 
operation could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(a))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Use Adequate I&C Procedures for Refurbishment of Westinghouse Hagan Modules 
An NCV of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures and Drawings, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's 
failure to prescribe by documented instructions or procedures of a type appropriate to the circumstances, activities associated with 
refurbishment and/or repair of reactor protection system circuit components. Specifically, technicians were using uncontrolled, unreviewed and 
unapproved checklists, as well as uncontrolled Excel spreadsheets, in order to affect repairs and refurbishment to Hagan modules associated 
with safety-related functions in the reactor protection system. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as 2004-
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10337-CR, for the evaluation, benchmark and drafting of more formal instructions for the conduct of the Hagan Repair Program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because inadequate procedures which are used to repair and refurbish Hagan modules could result in changes 
to the performance characteristics of equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone that are less conservative than the original equipment 
manufacturer's (OEMs) specifications. Such changes, e.g., time response, could result in plant operation outside of analyzed conditions and 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events, and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(b)) 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  

Significance:  Oct 18, 2004 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Establish Adequate Interim Corrective Action to Preclude Use of Unqualified Capacitor 
An NCV of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified by the inspectors for the licensee's failure to take adequate 
corrective action to preclude the use of an inadequately evaluated alternate replacement capacitor. This issue was entered into the licensee's 
corrective action program as 2004-10324-CR, to revise the Instock Disposition Status of Passport Evaluation 080201, Stock Code 0003546-2, 
to ensure that the capacitor cannot be used for Hagan modules.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because the licensee's actions to preclude the use of an unqualified capacitor in safety-related applications 
were not sufficient to prevent an I&C technician from requesting it from the stores. The part was listed as acceptable for use in the vendor 
technical manual, and was available from stores. The use of this unqualified capacitor in equipment in the mitigating system cornerstone could 
result in changes to equipment performance characteristics, and result in plant performance outside of analyzed conditions. Such operation 
could affect the availability, reliability, and capability of mitigating systems to respond to initiating events and prevent undesirable 
consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it did not result in a loss of system function per Generic Letter 91-18. 
(Section 4OA2.c(2)(c))  
 
Inspection Report# : 2004011(pdf)  
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2005 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Condenser Slop Drain Modification Resulted in Loss of Condenser Vacuum and Manual Reactor Trip 
A finding was identified for a failure to adequately design and implement a condenser slop drain modification. The inadequate modification 
resulted in a failed weld that caused a loss of condenser vacuum and a manual reactor trip.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the design control and human performance attributes of the initiating events cornerstone 
objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability by causing a loss of vacuum and manual reactor trip. The finding was of 
very low safety significance because it did not increase the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available. Because 
the affected equipment was non-safety related, no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. The direct cause of this finding involved the 
cross-cutting area of Human Performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection IP 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted to assess the licensee's evaluation associated with a Unit 4 White performance indicator in the 
initiating events cornerstone. The Unplanned Scrams per 7,000 Critical Hours Performance Indicator crossed the threshold from Green to 
White in the second quarter of calendar year 2005. Specifically, the licensee experienced one reactor trip during the fourth quarter of 2004, one 
reactor trip during the first quarter of 2005, and one reactor trip in the second quarter of 2005. The first reactor trip, which occurred on 
December 25, 2004, was a manual trip from approximately 100 percent reactor power, due to loss of condenser vacuum. The second reactor 
trip, which occurred on March 22, 2005, was a manual trip from approximately 78 percent reactor power, due to the "A" steam generator 
feedwater pump motor trip and subsequent turbine runback. The third reactor trip, which occurred on June 27, 2005, was an automatic trip 
from approximately 100 percent reactor power due to a catastrophic failure of a newly installed main transformer.  
 
The licensee's problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the three reactor trips were 
generally adequate. However, the inspectors identified several weaknesses in the licensee's cause evaluation and corrective actions associated 
with the first two reactor trips. In addition, a separate common cause evaluation of the three reactor trips failed to identify the aforementioned 
weaknesses noted by the inspectors. The inspectors did not find common cause aspects linking the three reactor trips from a risk perspective.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement fire protection procedures 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures and Programs when the licensee failed to notify 
control room personnel when a reflash fire was suspected in the Unit 4 main transformer. Section 5.2.2 of the fire protection program requires 
that individuals discovering a fire which cannot be safely extinguished using the fire fighting equipment close at hand, shall immediately notify 
the Shift Manager or the appropriate Reactor Operator.  
 
This finding is more than minor because if left uncorrected, a more significant safety concern would arise, that being prompt assessment, 
classification, notification, and response to a fire within the nuclear complex. The issue was of very low safety significance because (1) the fire 
zone was outside the vital areas of the plant, and (2) safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The cause of the finding involved the cross-
cutting element of Human Performance. (Section 1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
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Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to follow procedures to identify and investigate unusual reactor coolant system leakage 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, when the licensee failed to follow procedures for 
identifying and resolving high unidentified reactor coolant system leakage.  
 
This finding was more than minor because any increase in unidentified reactor coolant system leakage could be viewed as a precursor to a 
significant event, that being failure of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The issue was of very low safety significance because 
when investigated following a second high leakage rate determination, leaking valves in a support system were identified as the cause and no 
actual reactor coolant system boundary leakage occurred. The cause of the finding involved the cross-cutting element of Human Performance. 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Repeated Problems with Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Manual Speed Control 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited Violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," for failure of the licensee to 
correct a repeated condition adverse to quality, that being problems with operator's adjustment of auxiliary feedwater speed control.  
 
The finding was more than minor and affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone because the licensee failed to correct a longstanding 
problem with manual setting of the auxiliary feedwater speed control knob resulting in repeated inoperabilities. The finding was determined to 
be of very low safety significance because no instances of loss of function or periods of sustained inoperability beyond technical specification 
limitations were identified. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Problem Identification and Resolution due to the failure to resolve a 
known condition adverse to quality related to the problems with manual setting of auxiliary feedwater speed control. (4OA2.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance: TBD Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: AV Apparent Violation 
AFW Pump B out of Service Greater than TS Allowed Due to Incorrect Bearing Installation 
An Apparent Violation (AV) of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 was identified for an inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump with a contributing 
violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action" for failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct a 
significant condition adverse to quality affecting the "B" turbine driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump. Specifically, the "B" TDAFW 
pump exhibited high vibration during routine inservice tests following the replacement of the pump inboard journal bearing in September 2003. 
Periodic oil samples taken since 2003 were also abnormal and on occasion, the bearing was reported to have high temperature. Plant staff were 
aware of the continued high vibration but did not declare the pump inoperable and take corrective action. Subsequently, on November 7, 2005, 
a test of the "B" TDAFW pump was halted due to increasing vibrationsabove the inservice testing limit. The increased vibration was later 
determined by the licensee to be directly related to the pump inboard journal bearing that was installed incorrectly on September 10, 2003. The 
licensee entered this issue in the Corrective Action Program as condition report (CR) 2005-30750. (4OA3.3)  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because the "B" TDAFW pump which is shared between Unit 3 and Unit 4, was inoperable 
more than 30 days. The Mitigating Systems Cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capacity of systems that respond to 
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was affected by the finding. NRC Phase 1 and Phase 2 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) analyses determined that this finding is potentially greater than Green because the "B" TDAFW pump was inoperable greater 
than 30 days and no operator recovery credit was identified. An SDP Phase 3 analysis was performed and concluded the issue was of low to 
moderate safety significance, White. This finding is also related to the cross-cutting area of problem identification and resolution due to the 
failure to promptly resolve a known condition adverse to quality. (4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance: TBD Oct 07, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: AV Apparent Violation 
Unprotected Post-Fire Safe Shutdown Cables and Related Non-feasible Local Manual Operator Actions 
The inspectors identified an apparent violation (AV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R requirements for failure to: 1) protect the control circuit of 
motor operated valve (MOV) MOV-4-626, "Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Thermal Barrier Component Cooling Water (CCW) Return Isolation 
Valve" and to prevent its spurious operation during a fire in fire zone (FZ) 67; 2) ensure that local manual operator actions used to verify 
correct alignment of MOV-3-716A and MOV-4-716A, "RCP Thermal Barrier CCW Supply Isolation Valves," and MOV-3-626, were 
completed in a timely manner for fires in either FZ 63 or FZ 67; and 3) to ensure local manual operator actions to verify correct alignment of 
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MOV-3-716A and MOV-4-716A were completed in a timely manner for a fire in FZ 106. These conditions could result in an RCP seal loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it degraded the defense in depth for fire protection and also because it is associated with the 
protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone objective. The finding adversely 
affected the reliability and capability of equipment required to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition following a severe fire in Fire 
Zones 61, 63, 67, 70, 98 and 106. (Section 4OA5)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005010(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to identify and report conditions potentially adverse to plant safety involving availability of operators for event response duties 
when assigned collateral duties 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and licensee administrative 
procedure NAP-204, Condition Reporting when the licensee failed to enter a condition adverse to quality in the corrective action program in 
that on multiple occasions a plant responder was not available to respond to an event by virtue of being locked out of the plant protected area. 
 
The issue was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it would become a more significant safety concern, that being degradation of the 
ability of the licensee to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance because the times the operator was locked out were brief (less than one hour) and safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone was affected and the finding was associated with the attributes of Protection Against External Factors (fire). 
The finding involved the cross-cutting element of Problem identification and Resolution. (1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Plant Shutdowns Due to Drop of Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 During Low Power Physics Testing Due to an Inadequate Vendor 
Procedure 
A Green self-revealing Non-Cited Violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for the failure to include adequate 
instructions in procedures which resulted in two manual reactor trips due to two rod drop events.  
 
This finding was greater than minor because it involved the procedure quality and adequacy attributes of the initiating events cornerstone and 
affected the cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during shutdown and power operations. The finding was analyzed using the Significance Determination Process (SDP) Phase 1, and was 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). While the finding resulted in two events where Shutdown Bank B Rod E-11 dropped 
into the core and subsequent manual reactor trips due to being in a conditions where Technical Specification 3.0.3 was entered, the finding did 
not result in the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available.  
Inspection Report# : 2005002(pdf)  
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Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Last modified : March 03, 2006 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2006 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Human performance error results in a secondary plant transient 
A self-revealing finding was identified when a maintenance technician operated an incorrect valve while conducting a main steam line pressure 
transmitter surveillance. The valve that was mistakenly closed was associated with a pressure instrument that was in service. The error caused 
an atmospheric steam dump valve to automatically fully open. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human 
performance, specifically an individual personnel error.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because a human error adversely affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the 
likelihood of events that upset plant stability during power operations. Because mitigating systems were not affected, the finding screened to be 
of very low safety significance 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Condenser Slop Drain Modification Resulted in Loss of Condenser Vacuum and Manual Reactor Trip 
A finding was identified for a failure to adequately design and implement a condenser slop drain modification. The inadequate modification 
resulted in a failed weld that caused a loss of condenser vacuum and a manual reactor trip.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the design control and human performance attributes of the initiating events cornerstone 
objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability by causing a loss of vacuum and manual reactor trip. The finding was of 
very low safety significance because it did not increase the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available. Because 
the affected equipment was non-safety related, no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. The direct cause of this finding involved the 
cross-cutting area of Human Performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection IP 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted to assess the licensee's evaluation associated with a Unit 4 White performance indicator in the 
initiating events cornerstone. The Unplanned Scrams per 7,000 Critical Hours Performance Indicator crossed the threshold from Green to 
White in the second quarter of calendar year 2005. Specifically, the licensee experienced one reactor trip during the fourth quarter of 2004, one 
reactor trip during the first quarter of 2005, and one reactor trip in the second quarter of 2005. The first reactor trip, which occurred on 
December 25, 2004, was a manual trip from approximately 100 percent reactor power, due to loss of condenser vacuum. The second reactor 
trip, which occurred on March 22, 2005, was a manual trip from approximately 78 percent reactor power, due to the "A" steam generator 
feedwater pump motor trip and subsequent turbine runback. The third reactor trip, which occurred on June 27, 2005, was an automatic trip 
from approximately 100 percent reactor power due to a catastrophic failure of a newly installed main transformer.  
 
The licensee's problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the three reactor trips were 
generally adequate. However, the inspectors identified several weaknesses in the licensee's cause evaluation and corrective actions associated 
with the first two reactor trips. In addition, a separate common cause evaluation of the three reactor trips failed to identify the aforementioned 
weaknesses noted by the inspectors. The inspectors did not find common cause aspects linking the three reactor trips from a risk perspective.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement fire protection procedures 
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The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures and Programs when the licensee failed to notify 
control room personnel when a reflash fire was suspected in the Unit 4 main transformer. Section 5.2.2 of the fire protection program requires 
that individuals discovering a fire which cannot be safely extinguished using the fire fighting equipment close at hand, shall immediately notify 
the Shift Manager or the appropriate Reactor Operator.  
 
This finding is more than minor because if left uncorrected, a more significant safety concern would arise, that being prompt assessment, 
classification, notification, and response to a fire within the nuclear complex. The issue was of very low safety significance because (1) the fire 
zone was outside the vital areas of the plant, and (2) safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The cause of the finding involved the cross-
cutting element of Human Performance. (Section 1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to follow procedures to identify and investigate unusual reactor coolant system leakage 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, when the licensee failed to follow procedures for 
identifying and resolving high unidentified reactor coolant system leakage.  
 
This finding was more than minor because any increase in unidentified reactor coolant system leakage could be viewed as a precursor to a 
significant event, that being failure of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The issue was of very low safety significance because 
when investigated following a second high leakage rate determination, leaking valves in a support system were identified as the cause and no 
actual reactor coolant system boundary leakage occurred. The cause of the finding involved the cross-cutting element of Human Performance. 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to install jumpers during maintenance results in diesel inoperability 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, was identified during a loss of offsite power event on March 
8, 2006, when both Unit 3 emergency diesel generators were made inoperable by installation of ground test devices on the Unit 3 startup 
transformer without adequate configuration control. The finding occurred when the licensee failed to implement the proper procedure for 
installation of the grounding devices and a control system jumper was left out of the circuitry. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-
cutting element of human performance, specifically organization, in that the transformer work was not planned or conducted using the 
appropriate procedure.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the operability of Mitigating System equipment was affected when the ground test devices were 
installed without the necessary jumpers. Because the failure did not represent an actual loss of safety function and was corrected by operator 
actions when the 3A emergency diesel generator was providing power to the 3A 4160 volt safety bus, the finding was  
determined to be of very low safety significance. (Section 1R20)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Implement Effective Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the licensee’s failure to 
identify and implement effective corrective actions for recurring problems related to the construction of scaffolding in the proximity of safety 
related equipment. For the examples identified the licensee either removed or adjusted the scaffolding to correct the condition.  
 
This finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of (1) protection 
against external factors such as a seismic event and (2) equipment performance such as reliability. In addition, the finding affected the 
cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because, while improperly installed scaffolding has the 
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potential to adversely affect mitigation systems, the specific examples identified did not result in an actual loss of safety function of a 
mitigating system and did not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. This finding directly involved a cross-cutting aspect of 
problem identification and resolution, that being ineffective corrective actions.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Repeated Problems with Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Manual Speed Control 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited Violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," for failure of the licensee to 
correct a repeated condition adverse to quality, that being problems with operator's adjustment of auxiliary feedwater speed control.  
 
The finding was more than minor and affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone because the licensee failed to correct a longstanding 
problem with manual setting of the auxiliary feedwater speed control knob resulting in repeated inoperabilities. The finding was determined to 
be of very low safety significance because no instances of loss of function or periods of sustained inoperability beyond technical specification 
limitations were identified. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Problem Identification and Resolution due to the failure to resolve a 
known condition adverse to quality related to the problems with manual setting of auxiliary feedwater speed control. (4OA2.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance: TBD Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: AV Apparent Violation 
AFW Pump B out of Service Greater than TS Allowed Due to Incorrect Bearing Installation 
An Apparent Violation (AV) of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 was identified for an inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump with a contributing 
violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action" for failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct a 
significant condition adverse to quality affecting the "B" turbine driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump. Specifically, the "B" TDAFW 
pump exhibited high vibration during routine inservice tests following the replacement of the pump inboard journal bearing in September 2003. 
Periodic oil samples taken since 2003 were also abnormal and on occasion, the bearing was reported to have high temperature. Plant staff were 
aware of the continued high vibration but did not declare the pump inoperable and take corrective action. Subsequently, on November 7, 2005, 
a test of the "B" TDAFW pump was halted due to increasing vibrationsabove the inservice testing limit. The increased vibration was later 
determined by the licensee to be directly related to the pump inboard journal bearing that was installed incorrectly on September 10, 2003. The 
licensee entered this issue in the Corrective Action Program as condition report (CR) 2005-30750. (4OA3.3)  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because the "B" TDAFW pump which is shared between Unit 3 and Unit 4, was inoperable 
more than 30 days. The Mitigating Systems Cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capacity of systems that respond to 
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was affected by the finding. NRC Phase 1 and Phase 2 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) analyses determined that this finding is potentially greater than Green because the "B" TDAFW pump was inoperable greater 
than 30 days and no operator recovery credit was identified. An SDP Phase 3 analysis was performed and concluded the issue was of low to 
moderate safety significance, White. This finding is also related to the cross-cutting area of problem identification and resolution due to the 
failure to promptly resolve a known condition adverse to quality. (4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance: TBD Oct 07, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: AV Apparent Violation 
Unprotected Post-Fire Safe Shutdown Cables and Related Non-feasible Local Manual Operator Actions 
The inspectors identified an apparent violation (AV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R requirements for failure to: 1) protect the control circuit of 
motor operated valve (MOV) MOV-4-626, "Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Thermal Barrier Component Cooling Water (CCW) Return Isolation 
Valve" and to prevent its spurious operation during a fire in fire zone (FZ) 67; 2) ensure that local manual operator actions used to verify 
correct alignment of MOV-3-716A and MOV-4-716A, "RCP Thermal Barrier CCW Supply Isolation Valves," and MOV-3-626, were 
completed in a timely manner for fires in either FZ 63 or FZ 67; and 3) to ensure local manual operator actions to verify correct alignment of 
MOV-3-716A and MOV-4-716A were completed in a timely manner for a fire in FZ 106. These conditions could result in an RCP seal loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA).  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it degraded the defense in depth for fire protection and also because it is associated with the 
protection against external factors attribute and degraded the reactor safety mitigating systems cornerstone objective. The finding adversely 
affected the reliability and capability of equipment required to achieve and maintain a safe shutdown condition following a severe fire in Fire 
Zones 61, 63, 67, 70, 98 and 106. (Section 4OA5)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005010(pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2005 
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Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to identify and report conditions potentially adverse to plant safety involving availability of operators for event response duties 
when assigned collateral duties 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and licensee administrative 
procedure NAP-204, Condition Reporting when the licensee failed to enter a condition adverse to quality in the corrective action program in 
that on multiple occasions a plant responder was not available to respond to an event by virtue of being locked out of the plant protected area. 
 
The issue was more than minor because if left uncorrected, it would become a more significant safety concern, that being degradation of the 
ability of the licensee to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very low safety 
significance because the times the operator was locked out were brief (less than one hour) and safe shutdown equipment was not affected. The 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone was affected and the finding was associated with the attributes of Protection Against External Factors (fire). 
The finding involved the cross-cutting element of Problem identification and Resolution. (1R14)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005003(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to ensure emergency operating procedure step is usable 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a, which requires that written procedures be implemented 
covering the activities recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.33, including procedures for procedure adherence. The violation was identified 
when a step in emergency operating procedure (EOP) E-3, Steam Generator Tube Rupture, was determined to not be usable as specified in the 
licensee’s validation and verification plan. The licensee entered the deficiency into their corrective actions program and initiated a procedure 
change.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the ability to assure that a physical barrier (steam generator tubes) needed to protect the 
public from radionuclide releases was protected by prompt identification and isolation of a rupture. The Barrier Integrity Cornerstone was 
affected and the finding screened to be of very low safety significance because no steam generator ruptures had occurred at Turkey Point and 
no actual loss of safety function had occurred. (Section 1R11)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate quality controls to ensure representative sampling for particulates in the Plant Vent SPING 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.e for failure to implement quality control activities consistent 
with guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21 to maintain representative sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main Plant Vent effluents. 
Specifically, procedural changes made in February 2005 allowed for operation of the main Plant Vent system particulate iodine noble gas 
(SPING) sampler outside of established isokinetic (representative) sampling design bases. Subsequently, the inspectors identified several 
occurrences in September 2005 where the main Plant Vent SPING flowrates resulted in nonrepresentative sampling conditions for effluent 
particulates. This finding was entered into the licensee's corrective action program. A contributing cause of the finding is related to the cross-
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cutting element of problem identification and resolution, specifically corrective actions, in that the licensee’s corrective actions for a previous 
finding failed to evaluate the main Plant Vent and SPING RAD-6304 sampler flowrates for maintaining representative sampling throughout the 
entire procedural limit ranges specified in procedures.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety Cornerstone and affects the cornerstone objective of 
assuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of 
routine civilian nuclear reactor operation. The failure to maintain isokinetic sampling conditions or otherwise account for nonrepresentative 
sampling conditions could result in inaccurate (impaired) measurement and reporting of airborne particulate radionuclides in samples and the 
resultant dose estimates. The finding was evaluated using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process (SDP) and was 
determined to be of very low safety significance (green) because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates 
released from the main plant vent and doses did not exceed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The team concluded that in general problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the licensee’s problem 
identification and resolution program. One exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to 
prevent recurring scaffolding installation deficiencies. Additionally, the licensee has been challenged to thoroughly assess and correct the large 
increase in issues, since the threshold for problem identification was lowered when the new corrective action management program was 
implemented.  
 
The processes and procedures of the licensee’s corrective action program were generally adequate; thresholds for identifying issues were 
appropriately low, and in most cases, corrective actions were adequate to address conditions adverse to quality. Several negative observations 
were identified by the team including; an increasing trend in the number of licensee open corrective action items; CAP process timeliness goals 
not being met; problem evaluations lacking thoroughness for those issues not warranting a root cause or apparent cause evaluation; and a lack 
of risk assessment for significant maintenance in the switchyard.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not identify any reluctance 
to report safety concerns.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  

Last modified : May 25, 2006 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2006 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Human performance error results in a secondary plant transient 
A self-revealing finding was identified when a maintenance technician operated an incorrect valve while conducting a main steam line pressure 
transmitter surveillance. The valve that was mistakenly closed was associated with a pressure instrument that was in service. The error caused an 
atmospheric steam dump valve to automatically fully open. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human performance, 
specifically an individual personnel error.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because a human error adversely affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of 
events that upset plant stability during power operations. Because mitigating systems were not affected, the finding screened to be of very low 
safety significance 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Condenser Slop Drain Modification Resulted in Loss of Condenser Vacuum and Manual Reactor Trip 
A finding was identified for a failure to adequately design and implement a condenser slop drain modification. The inadequate modification resulted 
in a failed weld that caused a loss of condenser vacuum and a manual reactor trip.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the design control and human performance attributes of the initiating events cornerstone 
objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability by causing a loss of vacuum and manual reactor trip. The finding was of very 
low safety significance because it did not increase the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available. Because the 
affected equipment was non-safety related, no violation of regulatory requirements occurred. The direct cause of this finding involved the cross-
cutting area of Human Performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection IP 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted to assess the licensee's evaluation associated with a Unit 4 White performance indicator in the 
initiating events cornerstone. The Unplanned Scrams per 7,000 Critical Hours Performance Indicator crossed the threshold from Green to White in 
the second quarter of calendar year 2005. Specifically, the licensee experienced one reactor trip during the fourth quarter of 2004, one reactor trip 
during the first quarter of 2005, and one reactor trip in the second quarter of 2005. The first reactor trip, which occurred on December 25, 2004, was 
a manual trip from approximately 100 percent reactor power, due to loss of condenser vacuum. The second reactor trip, which occurred on March 
22, 2005, was a manual trip from approximately 78 percent reactor power, due to the "A" steam generator feedwater pump motor trip and 
subsequent turbine runback. The third reactor trip, which occurred on June 27, 2005, was an automatic trip from approximately 100 percent reactor 
power due to a catastrophic failure of a newly installed main transformer.  
 
The licensee's problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the three reactor trips were generally 
adequate. However, the inspectors identified several weaknesses in the licensee's cause evaluation and corrective actions associated with the first 
two reactor trips. In addition, a separate common cause evaluation of the three reactor trips failed to identify the aforementioned weaknesses noted 
by the inspectors. The inspectors did not find common cause aspects linking the three reactor trips from a risk perspective.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 
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Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to install jumpers during maintenance results in diesel inoperability 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, was identified during a loss of offsite power event on March 8, 
2006, when both Unit 3 emergency diesel generators were made inoperable by installation of ground test devices on the Unit 3 startup transformer 
without adequate configuration control. The finding occurred when the licensee failed to implement the proper procedure for installation of the 
grounding devices and a control system jumper was left out of the circuitry. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of 
human performance, specifically organization, in that the transformer work was not planned or conducted using the appropriate procedure.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the operability of Mitigating System equipment was affected when the ground test devices were installed 
without the necessary jumpers. Because the failure did not represent an actual loss of safety function and was corrected by operator actions when 
the 3A emergency diesel generator was providing power to the 3A 4160 volt safety bus, the finding was  
determined to be of very low safety significance. (Section 1R20)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Implement Effective Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the licensee’s failure to identify 
and implement effective corrective actions for recurring problems related to the construction of scaffolding in the proximity of safety related 
equipment. For the examples identified the licensee either removed or adjusted the scaffolding to correct the condition.  
 
This finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of (1) protection 
against external factors such as a seismic event and (2) equipment performance such as reliability. In addition, the finding affected the cornerstone 
objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. 
The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because, while improperly installed scaffolding has the potential to adversely 
affect mitigation systems, the specific examples identified did not result in an actual loss of safety function of a mitigating system and did not render 
equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. This finding directly involved a cross-cutting aspect of problem identification and resolution, that 
being ineffective corrective actions.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Repeated Problems with Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Manual Speed Control 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited Violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," for failure of the licensee to correct 
a repeated condition adverse to quality, that being problems with operator's adjustment of auxiliary feedwater speed control.  
 
The finding was more than minor and affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone because the licensee failed to correct a longstanding problem 
with manual setting of the auxiliary feedwater speed control knob resulting in repeated inoperabilities. The finding was determined to be of very 
low safety significance because no instances of loss of function or periods of sustained inoperability beyond technical specification limitations were 
identified. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Problem Identification and Resolution due to the failure to resolve a known condition 
adverse to quality related to the problems with manual setting of auxiliary feedwater speed control. (4OA2.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
AFW Pump B out of Service Greater than TS Allowed Due to Incorrect Bearing Installation 
An Apparent Violation (AV) of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 was identified for an inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump with a contributing 
violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action" for failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct a 
significant condition adverse to quality affecting the "B" turbine driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump. Specifically, the "B" TDAFW pump 
exhibited high vibration during routine inservice tests following the replacement of the pump inboard journal bearing in September 2003. Periodic 
oil samples taken since 2003 were also abnormal and on occasion, the bearing was reported to have high temperature. Plant staff were aware of the 
continued high vibration but did not declare the pump inoperable and take corrective action. Subsequently, on November 7, 2005, a test of the "B" 
TDAFW pump was halted due to increasing vibrationsabove the inservice testing limit. The increased vibration was later determined by the licensee 
to be directly related to the pump inboard journal bearing that was installed incorrectly on September 10, 2003. The licensee entered this issue in the 
Corrective Action Program as condition report (CR) 2005-30750. (4OA3.3) 
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The finding was determined to be more than minor because the "B" TDAFW pump which is shared between Unit 3 and Unit 4, was inoperable more 
than 30 days. The Mitigating Systems Cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capacity of systems that respond to initiating 
events to prevent undesirable consequences was affected by the finding. NRC Phase 1 and Phase 2 Significance Determination Process (SDP) 
analyses determined that this finding is potentially greater than Green because the "B" TDAFW pump was inoperable greater than 30 days and no 
operator recovery credit was identified. An SDP Phase 3 analysis was performed and concluded the issue was of low to moderate safety 
significance, White. This finding is also related to the cross-cutting area of problem identification and resolution due to the failure to promptly 
resolve a known condition adverse to quality. (4OA3)  
 
FINAL SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION FOR A WHITE FINDING AND NOTICE OF VIOLATION (Turkey Point Nuclear Plant - NRC 
Inspection Report No. 05000250,251/200610 was issued on April 16, 2006. An Notice of Violaton was issued and therefore, an Apparent Violation 
is administratively closed.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to ensure emergency operating procedure step is usable 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a, which requires that written procedures be implemented covering 
the activities recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.33, including procedures for procedure adherence. The violation was identified when a step in 
emergency operating procedure (EOP) E-3, Steam Generator Tube Rupture, was determined to not be usable as specified in the licensee’s validation 
and verification plan. The licensee entered the deficiency into their corrective actions program and initiated a procedure change.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the ability to assure that a physical barrier (steam generator tubes) needed to protect the public 
from radionuclide releases was protected by prompt identification and isolation of a rupture. The Barrier Integrity Cornerstone was affected and the 
finding screened to be of very low safety significance because no steam generator ruptures had occurred at Turkey Point and no actual loss of safety 
function had occurred. (Section 1R11)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate quality controls to ensure representative sampling for particulates in the Plant Vent SPING 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.e for failure to implement quality control activities consistent with 
guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21 to maintain representative sampling and monitoring of particulates in the main Plant Vent effluents. Specifically, 
procedural changes made in February 2005 allowed for operation of the main Plant Vent system particulate iodine noble gas (SPING) sampler 
outside of established isokinetic (representative) sampling design bases. Subsequently, the inspectors identified several occurrences in September 
2005 where the main Plant Vent SPING flowrates resulted in nonrepresentative sampling conditions for effluent particulates. This finding was 
entered into the licensee's corrective action program. A contributing cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem 
identification and resolution, specifically corrective actions, in that the licensee’s corrective actions for a previous finding failed to evaluate the 
main Plant Vent and SPING RAD-6304 sampler flowrates for maintaining representative sampling throughout the entire procedural limit ranges 
specified in procedures.  
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This finding is greater than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety Cornerstone and affects the cornerstone objective of 
assuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine 
civilian nuclear reactor operation. The failure to maintain isokinetic sampling conditions or otherwise account for nonrepresentative sampling 
conditions could result in inaccurate (impaired) measurement and reporting of airborne particulate radionuclides in samples and the resultant dose 
estimates. The finding was evaluated using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process (SDP) and was determined to be of very 
low safety significance (green) because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates released from the main plant vent 
and doses did not exceed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 

Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A May 19, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedure 95001, to assess the licensee’s evaluation associated with; (1) 
the performance indicator for excessive safety system unavailability for the heat removal system (due to a degraded auxiliary feedwater pump) 
crossing the threshold from Green (very low risk significance) to White (low to moderate risk significance) for Units 3 and 4 in the fourth quarter of 
2005, and (2) the White finding for the auxiliary feedwater pump B being out of service for greater than the technical specification allowed outage 
time due to an incorrectly installed bearing and subsequent inadequate corrective actions, NOV 05000250,251/2006010. Specifically, the Unit 3 and 
4 shared “B” turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump was discovered in a degraded condition on November 7, 2005. The licensee determined the 
pump had an incorrectly installed bearing which resulted in inadequate lubrication of the inboard pump bearing. The pump was determined to be 
inoperable and unable to meet its expected mission time from December 14, 2004 until November 11, 2005.  
 
The licensee’s problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the degraded pump were generally 
adequate. However, several deficiencies were identified by the inspector relating to the thoroughness and quality of the root cause evaluation and 
subsequent corrective actions. Of note, the root cause evaluation did not identify that an evaluation required by the ASME code was not completed 
when the auxiliary feedwater pump B was returned to service with high vibrations on September 3, 2003. Therefore, the White finding, NOV 
05000250,251/2006010, will remain open pending development of corrective actions to address these NRC-identified weaknesses.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006013(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The team concluded that in general problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the licensee’s problem 
identification and resolution program. One exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions to 
prevent recurring scaffolding installation deficiencies. Additionally, the licensee has been challenged to thoroughly assess and correct the large 
increase in issues, since the threshold for problem identification was lowered when the new corrective action management program was 
implemented.  
 
The processes and procedures of the licensee’s corrective action program were generally adequate; thresholds for identifying issues were 
appropriately low, and in most cases, corrective actions were adequate to address conditions adverse to quality. Several negative observations were 
identified by the team including; an increasing trend in the number of licensee open corrective action items; CAP process timeliness goals not being 
met; problem evaluations lacking thoroughness for those issues not warranting a root cause or apparent cause evaluation; and a lack of risk 
assessment for significant maintenance in the switchyard.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not identify any reluctance to 
report safety concerns.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2006 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Human performance error results in a secondary plant transient 
A self-revealing finding was identified when a maintenance technician operated an incorrect valve while conducting a main 
steam line pressure transmitter surveillance. The valve that was mistakenly closed was associated with a pressure 
instrument that was in service. The error caused an atmospheric steam dump valve to automatically fully open. The cause 
of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human performance, specifically an individual personnel error.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because a human error adversely affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of 
limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability during power operations. Because mitigating systems were not 
affected, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Condenser Slop Drain Modification Resulted in Loss of Condenser Vacuum and Manual Reactor Trip 
A finding was identified for a failure to adequately design and implement a condenser slop drain modification. The 
inadequate modification resulted in a failed weld that caused a loss of condenser vacuum and a manual reactor trip.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affected the design control and human performance attributes of the initiating 
events cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability by causing a loss of vacuum and 
manual reactor trip. The finding was of very low safety significance because it did not increase the likelihood that 
mitigation equipment or functions would not be available. Because the affected equipment was non-safety related, no 
violation of regulatory requirements occurred. The direct cause of this finding involved the cross-cutting area of Human 
Performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Significance: N/A Nov 30, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection IP 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted to assess the licensee's evaluation associated with a Unit 4 White performance 
indicator in the initiating events cornerstone. The Unplanned Scrams per 7,000 Critical Hours Performance Indicator 
crossed the threshold from Green to White in the second quarter of calendar year 2005. Specifically, the licensee 
experienced one reactor trip during the fourth quarter of 2004, one reactor trip during the first quarter of 2005, and one 
reactor trip in the second quarter of 2005. The first reactor trip, which occurred on December 25, 2004, was a manual trip 
from approximately 100 percent reactor power, due to loss of condenser vacuum. The second reactor trip, which occurred 
on March 22, 2005, was a manual trip from approximately 78 percent reactor power, due to the "A" steam generator 
feedwater pump motor trip and subsequent turbine runback. The third reactor trip, which occurred on June 27, 2005, was an 
automatic trip from approximately 100 percent reactor power due to a catastrophic failure of a newly installed main 
transformer.  
 
The licensee's problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the three 
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reactor trips were generally adequate. However, the inspectors identified several weaknesses in the licensee's cause 
evaluation and corrective actions associated with the first two reactor trips. In addition, a separate common cause 
evaluation of the three reactor trips failed to identify the aforementioned weaknesses noted by the inspectors. The 
inspectors did not find common cause aspects linking the three reactor trips from a risk perspective.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2005011(pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies in flood protection barriers 
The inspectors identified a Green, non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Actions, for failure to take actions to prevent repeated deficiencies with external flood protection equipment. Although 
deficiencies with wooden stoplogs had been identified and left uncorrected at the start of hurricane season in 2005, 
corrective actions were not sufficient to prevent recurring problems that extended into the hurricane season in 2006. The 
licensee entered the issue in their corrective action program and planned to replace the vulnerable wooden stoplogs with an 
aluminum design.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it was repetitive and affected protection against external factors of systems in the 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone. The finding screens to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the inspectors 
judged that the licensee would have successfully prevented loss of one or more trains of a system that supports a safety 
function had a maximum hurricane and flood occurred. The cause of the finding is related to the Problem Identification and 
Resolution cross-cutting area in that the licensee did not take appropriate corrective actions in a timely manner, following 
problems with flood barriers in 2005, to prevent recurring degraded barriers during the hurricane season in 2006 
Inspection Report# : 2006004(pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to install jumpers during maintenance results in diesel inoperability 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, was identified during a loss of offsite 
power event on March 8, 2006, when both Unit 3 emergency diesel generators were made inoperable by installation of 
ground test devices on the Unit 3 startup transformer without adequate configuration control. The finding occurred when 
the licensee failed to implement the proper procedure for installation of the grounding devices and a control system jumper 
was left out of the circuitry. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human performance, 
specifically organization, in that the transformer work was not planned or conducted using the appropriate procedure.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the operability of Mitigating System equipment was affected when the ground 
test devices were installed without the necessary jumpers. Because the failure did not represent an actual loss of safety 
function and was corrected by operator actions when the 3A emergency diesel generator was providing power to the 3A 
4160 volt safety bus, the finding was  
determined to be of very low safety significance. (Section 1R20)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
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Failure to Identify and Implement Effective Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation 
Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
licensee’s failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions for recurring problems related to the construction of 
scaffolding in the proximity of safety related equipment. For the examples identified the licensee either removed or 
adjusted the scaffolding to correct the condition.  
 
This finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the mitigating system cornerstone 
attributes of (1) protection against external factors such as a seismic event and (2) equipment performance such as 
reliability. In addition, the finding affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability 
of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very 
low safety significance because, while improperly installed scaffolding has the potential to adversely affect mitigation 
systems, the specific examples identified did not result in an actual loss of safety function of a mitigating system and did 
not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. This finding directly involved a cross-cutting aspect of problem 
identification and resolution, that being ineffective corrective actions.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Repeated Problems with Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Manual Speed Control 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited Violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action," for failure 
of the licensee to correct a repeated condition adverse to quality, that being problems with operator's adjustment of 
auxiliary feedwater speed control.  
 
The finding was more than minor and affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone because the licensee failed to correct a 
longstanding problem with manual setting of the auxiliary feedwater speed control knob resulting in repeated 
inoperabilities. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because no instances of loss of function or 
periods of sustained inoperability beyond technical specification limitations were identified. The finding affects the cross 
cutting area of Problem Identification and Resolution due to the failure to resolve a known condition adverse to quality 
related to the problems with manual setting of auxiliary feedwater speed control. (4OA2.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2005 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
AFW Pump B out of Service Greater than TS Allowed Due to Incorrect Bearing Installation 
An Apparent Violation (AV) of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 was identified for an inoperable auxiliary feedwater pump 
with a contributing violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action" for failure of the licensee 
to promptly identify and correct a significant condition adverse to quality affecting the "B" turbine driven auxiliary 
feedwater (TDAFW) pump. Specifically, the "B" TDAFW pump exhibited high vibration during routine inservice tests 
following the replacement of the pump inboard journal bearing in September 2003. Periodic oil samples taken since 2003 
were also abnormal and on occasion, the bearing was reported to have high temperature. Plant staff were aware of the 
continued high vibration but did not declare the pump inoperable and take corrective action. Subsequently, on November 7, 
2005, a test of the "B" TDAFW pump was halted due to increasing vibrationsabove the inservice testing limit. The 
increased vibration was later determined by the licensee to be directly related to the pump inboard journal bearing that was 
installed incorrectly on September 10, 2003. The licensee entered this issue in the Corrective Action Program as condition 
report (CR) 2005-30750. (4OA3.3)  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because the "B" TDAFW pump which is shared between Unit 3 and 
Unit 4, was inoperable more than 30 days. The Mitigating Systems Cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capacity of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was affected by 
the finding. NRC Phase 1 and Phase 2 Significance Determination Process (SDP) analyses determined that this finding is 
potentially greater than Green because the "B" TDAFW pump was inoperable greater than 30 days and no operator 
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recovery credit was identified. An SDP Phase 3 analysis was performed and concluded the issue was of low to moderate 
safety significance, White. This finding is also related to the cross-cutting area of problem identification and resolution due 
to the failure to promptly resolve a known condition adverse to quality. (4OA3)  
 
Final Significance Determination (SDP) for White Finding and Notice of Violation (NRC Inspection Report 05000250, 
251/2006-010) were issued on April 17, 2006. Therefore, the AV was administratively closed.  
 
 
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2005005(pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2006003(pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to ensure emergency operating procedure step is usable 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a, which requires that written procedures be 
implemented covering the activities recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.33, including procedures for procedure 
adherence. The violation was identified when a step in emergency operating procedure (EOP) E-3, Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture, was determined to not be usable as specified in the licensee’s validation and verification plan. The licensee 
entered the deficiency into their corrective actions program and initiated a procedure change.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the ability to assure that a physical barrier (steam generator tubes) 
needed to protect the public from radionuclide releases was protected by prompt identification and isolation of a rupture. 
The Barrier Integrity Cornerstone was affected and the finding screened to be of very low safety significance because no 
steam generator ruptures had occurred at Turkey Point and no actual loss of safety function had occurred. (Section 1R11)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate quality controls to ensure representative sampling for particulates in the Plant Vent 
SPING 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.e for failure to implement quality control 
activities consistent with guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21 to maintain representative sampling and monitoring of 
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particulates in the main Plant Vent effluents. Specifically, procedural changes made in February 2005 allowed for operation 
of the main Plant Vent system particulate iodine noble gas (SPING) sampler outside of established isokinetic 
(representative) sampling design bases. Subsequently, the inspectors identified several occurrences in September 2005 
where the main Plant Vent SPING flowrates resulted in nonrepresentative sampling conditions for effluent particulates. 
This finding was entered into the licensee's corrective action program. A contributing cause of the finding is related to the 
cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, specifically corrective actions, in that the licensee’s 
corrective actions for a previous finding failed to evaluate the main Plant Vent and SPING RAD-6304 sampler flowrates 
for maintaining representative sampling throughout the entire procedural limit ranges specified in procedures.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety Cornerstone and affects the 
cornerstone objective of assuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials 
released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operation. The failure to maintain isokinetic 
sampling conditions or otherwise account for nonrepresentative sampling conditions could result in inaccurate (impaired) 
measurement and reporting of airborne particulate radionuclides in samples and the resultant dose estimates. The finding 
was evaluated using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process (SDP) and was determined to be of 
very low safety significance (green) because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates 
released from the main plant vent and doses did not exceed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1). 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002(pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 19, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedure 95001, to assess the licensee’s 
evaluation associated with; (1) the performance indicator for excessive safety system unavailability for the heat removal 
system (due to a degraded auxiliary feedwater pump) crossing the threshold from Green (very low risk significance) to 
White (low to moderate risk significance) for Units 3 and 4 in the fourth quarter of 2005, and (2) the White finding for the 
auxiliary feedwater pump B being out of service for greater than the technical specification allowed outage time due to an 
incorrectly installed bearing and subsequent inadequate corrective actions, NOV 05000250,251/2006010. Specifically, the 
Unit 3 and 4 shared “B” turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump was discovered in a degraded condition on November 7, 
2005. The licensee determined the pump had an incorrectly installed bearing which resulted in inadequate lubrication of the 
inboard pump bearing. The pump was determined to be inoperable and unable to meet its expected mission time from 
December 14, 2004 until November 11, 2005.  
 
The licensee’s problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the 
degraded pump were generally adequate. However, several deficiencies were identified by the inspector relating to the 
thoroughness and quality of the root cause evaluation and subsequent corrective actions. Of note, the root cause evaluation 
did not identify that an evaluation required by the ASME code was not completed when the auxiliary feedwater pump B 
was returned to service with high vibrations on September 3, 2003. Therefore, the White finding, NOV 
05000250,251/2006010, will remain open pending development of corrective actions to address these NRC-identified 
weaknesses.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006013(pdf)  
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Significance: N/A Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The team concluded that in general problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the 
licensee’s problem identification and resolution program. One exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and 
implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring scaffolding installation deficiencies. Additionally, the licensee 
has been challenged to thoroughly assess and correct the large increase in issues, since the threshold for problem 
identification was lowered when the new corrective action management program was implemented.  
 
The processes and procedures of the licensee’s corrective action program were generally adequate; thresholds for 
identifying issues were appropriately low, and in most cases, corrective actions were adequate to address conditions 
adverse to quality. Several negative observations were identified by the team including; an increasing trend in the number 
of licensee open corrective action items; CAP process timeliness goals not being met; problem evaluations lacking 
thoroughness for those issues not warranting a root cause or apparent cause evaluation; and a lack of risk assessment for 
significant maintenance in the switchyard.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not 
identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007(pdf)  

Last modified : December 21, 2006 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2006 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Comply with Core Alteration Procedures for Handling of Irradiated Fuel 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1 for failure to implement procedures 
during core alterations when operators failed to maintain reliable communications and to place irradiated fuel in a safe 
storage location when communications were lost between the refueling personnel and the control room. When identified to 
the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and actions to brief fuel handling personnel on 
procedure requirements were taken prior to resuming fuel movement.  
 
The finding was more than minor because technical specification requirements to implement core alterations procedures 
were not being met. Using the NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 1, Checklist 4, a Phase 2 analysis was not required 
(conditions not met) and the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. The Initiating Events 
cornerstone was affected because reliable communications and placement of the irradiated fuel assembly in a safe location 
on loss of communications would permit prompt protection of personnel and emergency response should a loss of the 
refueling water seal occur. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Human Performance - Work Practices because the 
licensee had not defined and effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance and personnel did 
not follow procedures. (Section 1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Human performance error results in a secondary plant transient 
A self-revealing finding was identified when a maintenance technician operated an incorrect valve while conducting a main 
steam line pressure transmitter surveillance. The valve that was mistakenly closed was associated with a pressure 
instrument that was in service. The error caused an atmospheric steam dump valve to automatically fully open. The cause 
of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human performance, specifically an individual personnel error.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because a human error adversely affected the Initiating Events cornerstone objective of 
limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability during power operations. Because mitigating systems were not 
affected, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance 
Inspection Report# : 2006002 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies in flood protection barriers 
The inspectors identified a Green, non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Actions, for failure to take actions to prevent repeated deficiencies with external flood protection equipment. Although 
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deficiencies with wooden stoplogs had been identified and left uncorrected at the start of hurricane season in 2005, 
corrective actions were not sufficient to prevent recurring problems that extended into the hurricane season in 2006. The 
licensee entered the issue in their corrective action program and planned to replace the vulnerable wooden stoplogs with an 
aluminum design.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it was repetitive and affected protection against external factors of systems in the 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone. The finding screens to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the inspectors 
judged that the licensee would have successfully prevented loss of one or more trains of a system that supports a safety 
function had a maximum hurricane and flood occurred. The cause of the finding is related to the Problem Identification and 
Resolution cross-cutting area in that the licensee did not take appropriate corrective actions in a timely manner, following 
problems with flood barriers in 2005, to prevent recurring degraded barriers during the hurricane season in 2006 
Inspection Report# : 2006004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to install jumpers during maintenance results in diesel inoperability 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, was identified during a loss of offsite 
power event on March 8, 2006, when both Unit 3 emergency diesel generators were made inoperable by installation of 
ground test devices on the Unit 3 startup transformer without adequate configuration control. The finding occurred when 
the licensee failed to implement the proper procedure for installation of the grounding devices and a control system jumper 
was left out of the circuitry. The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting element of human performance, 
specifically organization, in that the transformer work was not planned or conducted using the appropriate procedure.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the operability of Mitigating System equipment was affected when the ground 
test devices were installed without the necessary jumpers. Because the failure did not represent an actual loss of safety 
function and was corrected by operator actions when the 3A emergency diesel generator was providing power to the 3A 
4160 volt safety bus, the finding was  
determined to be of very low safety significance. (Section 1R20)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify and Implement Effective Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation 
Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
licensee’s failure to identify and implement effective corrective actions for recurring problems related to the construction of 
scaffolding in the proximity of safety related equipment. For the examples identified the licensee either removed or 
adjusted the scaffolding to correct the condition.  
 
This finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the mitigating system cornerstone 
attributes of (1) protection against external factors such as a seismic event and (2) equipment performance such as 
reliability. In addition, the finding affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability 
of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was determined to be of very 
low safety significance because, while improperly installed scaffolding has the potential to adversely affect mitigation 
systems, the specific examples identified did not result in an actual loss of safety function of a mitigating system and did 
not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. This finding directly involved a cross-cutting aspect of problem 
identification and resolution, that being ineffective corrective actions.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007 (pdf)  
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Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify Indications During a Steam Generator Eddy Current Examination 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, “Corrective Actions.” During the 
2003 outage, the licensee failed to identify two tubes in the Steam Generator ‘A’, that had wear indications that exceeded 
TS tube plugging criteria. The licensee operated the past two cycles with two tubes that exceeded the plugging limit criteria 
as defined in the plants TS. The issue was documented in the corrective action program and the affected tubes were 
subsequently removed from service by plugging.  
 
 
The finding was more than minor since it affected the barrier integrity cornerstone objective of barrier performance in that 
the licensee permitted tubes to remain in service that exceeded the Technical Specification tube plugging criteria. The 
finding was evaluated using Phase 1 of the NRC IMC 0609, Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity Findings 
Significance Determination Process (SDP).” Using Table 1 of Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity SDP Matrix,” 
the finding was found to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it met the criteria of one or more steam 
generator tubes that should have been repaired as a result of the previous inspection. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to ensure emergency operating procedure step is usable 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a, which requires that written procedures be 
implemented covering the activities recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.33, including procedures for procedure 
adherence. The violation was identified when a step in emergency operating procedure (EOP) E-3, Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture, was determined to not be usable as specified in the licensee’s validation and verification plan. The licensee 
entered the deficiency into their corrective actions program and initiated a procedure change.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the ability to assure that a physical barrier (steam generator tubes) 
needed to protect the public from radionuclide releases was protected by prompt identification and isolation of a rupture. 
The Barrier Integrity Cornerstone was affected and the finding screened to be of very low safety significance because no 
steam generator ruptures had occurred at Turkey Point and no actual loss of safety function had occurred. (Section 1R11)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002 (pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2006 
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Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate quality controls to ensure representative sampling for particulates in the Plant Vent 
SPING 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.e for failure to implement quality control 
activities consistent with guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.21 to maintain representative sampling and monitoring of 
particulates in the main Plant Vent effluents. Specifically, procedural changes made in February 2005 allowed for operation 
of the main Plant Vent system particulate iodine noble gas (SPING) sampler outside of established isokinetic 
(representative) sampling design bases. Subsequently, the inspectors identified several occurrences in September 2005 
where the main Plant Vent SPING flowrates resulted in nonrepresentative sampling conditions for effluent particulates. 
This finding was entered into the licensee's corrective action program. A contributing cause of the finding is related to the 
cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution, specifically corrective actions, in that the licensee’s 
corrective actions for a previous finding failed to evaluate the main Plant Vent and SPING RAD-6304 sampler flowrates 
for maintaining representative sampling throughout the entire procedural limit ranges specified in procedures.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety Cornerstone and affects the 
cornerstone objective of assuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials 
released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian nuclear reactor operation. The failure to maintain isokinetic 
sampling conditions or otherwise account for nonrepresentative sampling conditions could result in inaccurate (impaired) 
measurement and reporting of airborne particulate radionuclides in samples and the resultant dose estimates. The finding 
was evaluated using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process (SDP) and was determined to be of 
very low safety significance (green) because there was no failure to assess dose to the public from airborne particulates 
released from the main plant vent and doses did not exceed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 design criteria. (Section 2PS1). 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006002 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 19, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedure 95001, to assess the licensee’s 
evaluation associated with; (1) the performance indicator for excessive safety system unavailability for the heat removal 
system (due to a degraded auxiliary feedwater pump) crossing the threshold from Green (very low risk significance) to 
White (low to moderate risk significance) for Units 3 and 4 in the fourth quarter of 2005, and (2) the White finding for the 
auxiliary feedwater pump B being out of service for greater than the technical specification allowed outage time due to an 
incorrectly installed bearing and subsequent inadequate corrective actions, NOV 05000250,251/2006010. Specifically, the 
Unit 3 and 4 shared “B” turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump was discovered in a degraded condition on November 7, 
2005. The licensee determined the pump had an incorrectly installed bearing which resulted in inadequate lubrication of the 
inboard pump bearing. The pump was determined to be inoperable and unable to meet its expected mission time from 
December 14, 2004 until November 11, 2005.  
 
The licensee’s problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the 
degraded pump were generally adequate. However, several deficiencies were identified by the inspector relating to the 
thoroughness and quality of the root cause evaluation and subsequent corrective actions. Of note, the root cause evaluation 
did not identify that an evaluation required by the ASME code was not completed when the auxiliary feedwater pump B 
was returned to service with high vibrations on September 3, 2003. Therefore, the White finding, NOV 
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05000250,251/2006010, will remain open pending development of corrective actions to address these NRC-identified 
weaknesses.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006013 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Feb 17, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Identification and Resolution of Problems 
The team concluded that in general problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the 
licensee’s problem identification and resolution program. One exception was noted regarding the failure to identify and 
implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring scaffolding installation deficiencies. Additionally, the licensee 
has been challenged to thoroughly assess and correct the large increase in issues, since the threshold for problem 
identification was lowered when the new corrective action management program was implemented.  
 
The processes and procedures of the licensee’s corrective action program were generally adequate; thresholds for 
identifying issues were appropriately low, and in most cases, corrective actions were adequate to address conditions 
adverse to quality. Several negative observations were identified by the team including; an increasing trend in the number 
of licensee open corrective action items; CAP process timeliness goals not being met; problem evaluations lacking 
thoroughness for those issues not warranting a root cause or apparent cause evaluation; and a lack of risk assessment for 
significant maintenance in the switchyard.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not 
identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006007 (pdf)  

Last modified : March 01, 2007 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2007 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Comply with Core Alteration Procedures for Handling of Irradiated Fuel 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1 for failure to implement procedures 
during core alterations when operators failed to maintain reliable communications and to place irradiated fuel in a safe 
storage location when communications were lost between the refueling personnel and the control room. When identified to 
the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and actions to brief fuel handling personnel on 
procedure requirements were taken prior to resuming fuel movement.  
 
The finding was more than minor because technical specification requirements to implement core alterations procedures 
were not being met. Using the NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 1, Checklist 4, a Phase 2 analysis was not required 
(conditions not met) and the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. The Initiating Events 
cornerstone was affected because reliable communications and placement of the irradiated fuel assembly in a safe location 
on loss of communications would permit prompt protection of personnel and emergency response should a loss of the 
refueling water seal occur. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Human Performance - Work Practices because the 
licensee had not defined and effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance and personnel did 
not follow procedures. (Section 1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies in flood protection barriers 
The inspectors identified a Green, non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Actions, for failure to take actions to prevent repeated deficiencies with external flood protection equipment. Although 
deficiencies with wooden stoplogs had been identified and left uncorrected at the start of hurricane season in 2005, 
corrective actions were not sufficient to prevent recurring problems that extended into the hurricane season in 2006. The 
licensee entered the issue in their corrective action program and planned to replace the vulnerable wooden stoplogs with an 
aluminum design.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it was repetitive and affected protection against external factors of systems in the 
Mitigating Systems Cornerstone. The finding screens to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the inspectors 
judged that the licensee would have successfully prevented loss of one or more trains of a system that supports a safety 
function had a maximum hurricane and flood occurred. The cause of the finding is related to the Problem Identification and 
Resolution cross-cutting area in that the licensee did not take appropriate corrective actions in a timely manner, following 
problems with flood barriers in 2005, to prevent recurring degraded barriers during the hurricane season in 2006 
Inspection Report# : 2006004 (pdf)  



Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify Indications During a Steam Generator Eddy Current Examination 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, “Corrective Actions.” During the 
2003 outage, the licensee failed to identify two tubes in the Steam Generator ‘A’, that had wear indications that exceeded 
TS tube plugging criteria. The licensee operated the past two cycles with two tubes that exceeded the plugging limit criteria 
as defined in the plants TS. The issue was documented in the corrective action program and the affected tubes were 
subsequently removed from service by plugging.  
 
 
The finding was more than minor since it affected the barrier integrity cornerstone objective of barrier performance in that 
the licensee permitted tubes to remain in service that exceeded the Technical Specification tube plugging criteria. The 
finding was evaluated using Phase 1 of the NRC IMC 0609, Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity Findings 
Significance Determination Process (SDP).” Using Table 1 of Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity SDP Matrix,” 
the finding was found to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it met the criteria of one or more steam 
generator tubes that should have been repaired as a result of the previous inspection. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Physical Protection information not publicly available. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 19, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Supplemental Inspection 95001 
This supplemental inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedure 95001, to assess the licensee’s 
evaluation associated with; (1) the performance indicator for excessive safety system unavailability for the heat removal 
system (due to a degraded auxiliary feedwater pump) crossing the threshold from Green (very low risk significance) to 
White (low to moderate risk significance) for Units 3 and 4 in the fourth quarter of 2005, and (2) the White finding for the 
auxiliary feedwater pump B being out of service for greater than the technical specification allowed outage time due to an 



incorrectly installed bearing and subsequent inadequate corrective actions, NOV 05000250,251/2006010. Specifically, the 
Unit 3 and 4 shared “B” turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump was discovered in a degraded condition on November 7, 
2005. The licensee determined the pump had an incorrectly installed bearing which resulted in inadequate lubrication of the 
inboard pump bearing. The pump was determined to be inoperable and unable to meet its expected mission time from 
December 14, 2004 until November 11, 2005.  
 
The licensee’s problem identification, root cause and extent-of-condition evaluations, and corrective actions for the 
degraded pump were generally adequate. However, several deficiencies were identified by the inspector relating to the 
thoroughness and quality of the root cause evaluation and subsequent corrective actions. Of note, the root cause evaluation 
did not identify that an evaluation required by the ASME code was not completed when the auxiliary feedwater pump B 
was returned to service with high vibrations on September 3, 2003. Therefore, the White finding, NOV 
05000250,251/2006010, will remain open pending development of corrective actions to address these NRC-identified 
weaknesses.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2006013 (pdf)  

Last modified : June 01, 2007 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2007 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Comply with Core Alteration Procedures for Handling of Irradiated Fuel 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1 for failure to implement 
procedures during core alterations when operators failed to maintain reliable communications and to place irradiated 
fuel in a safe storage location when communications were lost between the refueling personnel and the control room. 
When identified to the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and actions to brief fuel 
handling personnel on procedure requirements were taken prior to resuming fuel movement.  
 
The finding was more than minor because technical specification requirements to implement core alterations 
procedures were not being met. Using the NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 1, Checklist 4, a Phase 2 analysis 
was not required (conditions not met) and the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. The 
Initiating Events cornerstone was affected because reliable communications and placement of the irradiated fuel 
assembly in a safe location on loss of communications would permit prompt protection of personnel and emergency 
response should a loss of the refueling water seal occur. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Human 
Performance - Work Practices because the licensee had not defined and effectively communicated expectations 
regarding procedural compliance and personnel did not follow procedures. (Section 1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Design of Valves Important to Safety 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for 
failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct the nonconformance of equipment important to safety, 
specifically the operation of air solenoids in the charging system outside the design maximum operating differential 
pressure (MOPD). When identified, the licensee scheduled repair/replacement of the solenoids.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective to ensure reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. The finding screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (MC) 0609, Appendix A, 
because it represented a design deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The 
cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, specifically Resources because the 
licensee did not minimize long-standing equipment issues and ensure maintenance backlogs were low enough to 
support safety, (MC 0305 aspect H.2(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Failure to Implement Design Controls in a Modification 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Procedures, for failure of the 
licensee to implement design controls when a wooden and wire structure was installed in the Unit 4 480 volt 
switchgear room. When identified to the licensee, the structure was removed and the issue was entered into the 
corrective action program.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification 
and routine operator and management tours of the area did not identify the alteration as inappropriate. The finding 
screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, because it represented a design or 
qualification deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The cause of the finding 
is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance specifically Work Practices because the licensee did not 
assure proper documentation of activities (MC 0305 aspect H.4(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Initiate Condition Reports for Conditions Adverse to Quality as Required by Procedure 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, 
Procedure, and Drawings. Specifically, the inspectors identified several conditions adverse to quality where the 
licensee failed to initiate condition reports as required by procedure. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective 
action program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, the issue would become a more significant safety 
concern involving programmatic and equipment issues. In addition, the inspectors determined that the Mitigating 
Systems Cornerstone attribute of equipment performance to ensure the availability and reliability systems that respond 
to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was adversely affected. The inspectors determined that the 
finding was not suitable for SDP evaluation because the failure to initiate the condition reports did not directly result 
in degraded or inoperable equipment. Therefore, this finding was reviewed by Regional Management, in accordance 
with IMC 0612 Section 05.04c, and determined to be of very low safety significance. The cause of the finding is 
related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(I)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Corrective Actions Associated with Water Intrusion Trends Were Not Taken in a Timely Manner 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to promptly correct a previously identified water intrusion trend which 
resulted in the failure of a safety-related component. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective action program. 
 
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating 
Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding is of very low 
safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, and did not represent a loss of 
safety function because the redundant train was available. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting 
element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(ii)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Failure to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies 
associated with the erection of scaffolding near safety-related equipment. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of protection 
against external factors such as a seismic events, and equipment performance such as availability and reliability. The 
finding is of very low safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, did not 
represent a loss of safety function, and did not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. The cause of the 
finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(iii)]  
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement adequate corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies in flood protection barriers
The inspectors identified a Green, non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Actions, for failure to take actions to prevent repeated deficiencies with external flood protection equipment. 
Although deficiencies with wooden stoplogs had been identified and left uncorrected at the start of hurricane season in 
2005, corrective actions were not sufficient to prevent recurring problems that extended into the hurricane season in 
2006. The licensee entered the issue in their corrective action program and planned to replace the vulnerable wooden 
stoplogs with an aluminum design.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it was repetitive and affected protection against external factors of systems in 
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone. The finding screens to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the 
inspectors judged that the licensee would have successfully prevented loss of one or more trains of a system that 
supports a safety function had a maximum hurricane and flood occurred. The cause of the finding is related to the 
Problem Identification and Resolution cross-cutting area in that the licensee did not take appropriate corrective actions 
in a timely manner, following problems with flood barriers in 2005, to prevent recurring degraded barriers during the 
hurricane season in 2006 
Inspection Report# : 2006004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify Indications During a Steam Generator Eddy Current Examination 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, “Corrective Actions.” 
During the 2003 outage, the licensee failed to identify two tubes in the Steam Generator ‘A’, that had wear indications 
that exceeded TS tube plugging criteria. The licensee operated the past two cycles with two tubes that exceeded the 
plugging limit criteria as defined in the plants TS. The issue was documented in the corrective action program and the 
affected tubes were subsequently removed from service by plugging.  
 
 
The finding was more than minor since it affected the barrier integrity cornerstone objective of barrier performance in 
that the licensee permitted tubes to remain in service that exceeded the Technical Specification tube plugging criteria. 
The finding was evaluated using Phase 1 of the NRC IMC 0609, Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity 
Findings Significance Determination Process (SDP).” Using Table 1 of Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity 
SDP Matrix,” the finding was found to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it met the criteria of one or 
more steam generator tubes that should have been repaired as a result of the previous inspection. (Section 1R08)  
 



Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : August 24, 2007 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2007 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Comply with Core Alteration Procedures for Handling of Irradiated Fuel 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1 for failure to implement 
procedures during core alterations when operators failed to maintain reliable communications and to place irradiated 
fuel in a safe storage location when communications were lost between the refueling personnel and the control room. 
When identified to the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and actions to brief fuel 
handling personnel on procedure requirements were taken prior to resuming fuel movement.  
 
The finding was more than minor because technical specification requirements to implement core alterations 
procedures were not being met. Using the NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 1, Checklist 4, a Phase 2 analysis 
was not required (conditions not met) and the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance. The 
Initiating Events cornerstone was affected because reliable communications and placement of the irradiated fuel 
assembly in a safe location on loss of communications would permit prompt protection of personnel and emergency 
response should a loss of the refueling water seal occur. The finding affects the cross cutting area of Human 
Performance - Work Practices because the licensee had not defined and effectively communicated expectations 
regarding procedural compliance and personnel did not follow procedures. (Section 1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Perform Required ASME Code Section XI Leakage Testing 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for the failure to perform periodic 
leakage testing of buried piping portions of the Intake Cooling Water system as required by Section XI of the ASME 
Code for the third 10-year Inservice Inspection interval for Units 3 and 4. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program for resolution.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affects the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective of ensuring availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it was not a design issue 
resulting in a loss of operability, did not represent an actual loss of a system’s safety function, did not result in 
exceeding a technical specification (TS) allowed outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The 
inspectors determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 



Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Appropriately Procure Replacement Parts Leads to Reactor Shutdown 
A self-revealing NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, Procurement Document Control, was identified for 
improper inserts having been procured and installed in the Unit 3 and Unit 4 rod position circuitry. The inserts were 
not qualified for the reactor environment and sequentially failed, causing loss of multiple rod position circuits on Unit 
3 requiring reactor shutdown. When identified, the affected electrical connectors were replaced with qualified splices. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program for resolution.  
 
The failure is more than minor because the reliability of the mitigating rod position indication system is affected. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because redundant measures of assuring plant shutdown and control using 
boration were available. The inspector determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Design of Valves Important to Safety 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for 
failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct the nonconformance of equipment important to safety, 
specifically the operation of air solenoids in the charging system outside the design maximum operating differential 
pressure (MOPD). When identified, the licensee scheduled repair/replacement of the solenoids.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective to ensure reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. The finding screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (MC) 0609, Appendix A, 
because it represented a design deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The 
cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, specifically Resources because the 
licensee did not minimize long-standing equipment issues and ensure maintenance backlogs were low enough to 
support safety, (MC 0305 aspect H.2(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls in a Modification 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Procedures, for failure of the 
licensee to implement design controls when a wooden and wire structure was installed in the Unit 4 480 volt 
switchgear room. When identified to the licensee, the structure was removed and the issue was entered into the 
corrective action program.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification 



and routine operator and management tours of the area did not identify the alteration as inappropriate. The finding 
screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, because it represented a design or 
qualification deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The cause of the finding 
is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance specifically Work Practices because the licensee did not 
assure proper documentation of activities (MC 0305 aspect H.4(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Initiate Condition Reports for Conditions Adverse to Quality as Required by Procedure 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, 
Procedure, and Drawings. Specifically, the inspectors identified several conditions adverse to quality where the 
licensee failed to initiate condition reports as required by procedure. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective 
action program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, the issue would become a more significant safety 
concern involving programmatic and equipment issues. In addition, the inspectors determined that the Mitigating 
Systems Cornerstone attribute of equipment performance to ensure the availability and reliability systems that respond 
to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was adversely affected. The inspectors determined that the 
finding was not suitable for SDP evaluation because the failure to initiate the condition reports did not directly result 
in degraded or inoperable equipment. Therefore, this finding was reviewed by Regional Management, in accordance 
with IMC 0612 Section 05.04c, and determined to be of very low safety significance. The cause of the finding is 
related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(I)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Corrective Actions Associated with Water Intrusion Trends Were Not Taken in a Timely Manner 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to promptly correct a previously identified water intrusion trend which 
resulted in the failure of a safety-related component. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective action program. 
 
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating 
Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding is of very low 
safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, and did not represent a loss of 
safety function because the redundant train was available. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting 
element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(ii)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies 
associated with the erection of scaffolding near safety-related equipment. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of protection 



against external factors such as a seismic events, and equipment performance such as availability and reliability. The 
finding is of very low safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, did not 
represent a loss of safety function, and did not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. The cause of the 
finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(iii)]  
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2006 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Identify Indications During a Steam Generator Eddy Current Examination 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, “Corrective Actions.” 
During the 2003 outage, the licensee failed to identify two tubes in the Steam Generator ‘A’, that had wear indications 
that exceeded TS tube plugging criteria. The licensee operated the past two cycles with two tubes that exceeded the 
plugging limit criteria as defined in the plants TS. The issue was documented in the corrective action program and the 
affected tubes were subsequently removed from service by plugging.  
 
 
The finding was more than minor since it affected the barrier integrity cornerstone objective of barrier performance in 
that the licensee permitted tubes to remain in service that exceeded the Technical Specification tube plugging criteria. 
The finding was evaluated using Phase 1 of the NRC IMC 0609, Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity 
Findings Significance Determination Process (SDP).” Using Table 1 of Appendix J, “Steam Generator Tube Integrity 
SDP Matrix,” the finding was found to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it met the criteria of one or 
more steam generator tubes that should have been repaired as a result of the previous inspection. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2006005 (pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Include an Accurate Emergency Response Telephone Number on Radioactive Waste Shipping 
Papers 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 



identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : December 07, 2007 



Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2007 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Perform Required ASME Code Section XI Leakage Testing 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for the failure to perform periodic 
leakage testing of buried piping portions of the Intake Cooling Water system as required by Section XI of the ASME 
Code for the third 10-year Inservice Inspection interval for Units 3 and 4. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program for resolution.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affects the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective of ensuring availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it was not a design issue 
resulting in a loss of operability, did not represent an actual loss of a system’s safety function, did not result in 
exceeding a technical specification (TS) allowed outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The 
inspectors determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Appropriately Procure Replacement Parts Leads to Reactor Shutdown 
A self-revealing NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, Procurement Document Control, was identified for 
improper inserts having been procured and installed in the Unit 3 and Unit 4 rod position circuitry. The inserts were 
not qualified for the reactor environment and sequentially failed, causing loss of multiple rod position circuits on Unit 
3 requiring reactor shutdown. When identified, the affected electrical connectors were replaced with qualified splices. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program for resolution. 



 
The failure is more than minor because the reliability of the mitigating rod position indication system is affected. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because redundant measures of assuring plant shutdown and control using 
boration were available. The inspector determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Design of Valves Important to Safety 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for 
failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct the nonconformance of equipment important to safety, 
specifically the operation of air solenoids in the charging system outside the design maximum operating differential 
pressure (MOPD). When identified, the licensee scheduled repair/replacement of the solenoids.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective to ensure reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. The finding screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (MC) 0609, Appendix A, 
because it represented a design deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The 
cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, specifically Resources because the 
licensee did not minimize long-standing equipment issues and ensure maintenance backlogs were low enough to 
support safety, (MC 0305 aspect H.2(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls in a Modification 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Procedures, for failure of the 
licensee to implement design controls when a wooden and wire structure was installed in the Unit 4 480 volt 
switchgear room. When identified to the licensee, the structure was removed and the issue was entered into the 
corrective action program.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification 
and routine operator and management tours of the area did not identify the alteration as inappropriate. The finding 
screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, because it represented a design or 
qualification deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The cause of the finding 
is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance specifically Work Practices because the licensee did not 
assure proper documentation of activities (MC 0305 aspect H.4(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Initiate Condition Reports for Conditions Adverse to Quality as Required by Procedure 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, 
Procedure, and Drawings. Specifically, the inspectors identified several conditions adverse to quality where the 
licensee failed to initiate condition reports as required by procedure. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective 
action program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, the issue would become a more significant safety 
concern involving programmatic and equipment issues. In addition, the inspectors determined that the Mitigating 
Systems Cornerstone attribute of equipment performance to ensure the availability and reliability systems that respond 
to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was adversely affected. The inspectors determined that the 
finding was not suitable for SDP evaluation because the failure to initiate the condition reports did not directly result 



in degraded or inoperable equipment. Therefore, this finding was reviewed by Regional Management, in accordance 
with IMC 0612 Section 05.04c, and determined to be of very low safety significance. The cause of the finding is 
related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(I)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Corrective Actions Associated with Water Intrusion Trends Were Not Taken in a Timely Manner 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to promptly correct a previously identified water intrusion trend which 
resulted in the failure of a safety-related component. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective action program. 
 
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating 
Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding is of very low 
safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, and did not represent a loss of 
safety function because the redundant train was available. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting 
element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(ii)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies 
associated with the erection of scaffolding near safety-related equipment. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of protection 
against external factors such as a seismic events, and equipment performance such as availability and reliability. The 
finding is of very low safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, did not 
represent a loss of safety function, and did not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. The cause of the 
finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(iii)]  
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 



Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Include an Accurate Emergency Response Telephone Number on Radioactive Waste Shipping 
Papers 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR Part 71.5(a)(1)(v) for the failure of the licensee to follow Department of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations found in 49 CFR Part 172.201(d) which require shipping papers associated with the 
transport of radioactive material to contain an emergency response telephone number. All radioactive waste shipments 
made from November 2006 until September 2007 had an incorrect emergency response phone number listed on the 
official shipping papers. The licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program under condition report (CR) 
Number 2007-28133 and intended to correct future shipping papers.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute and 
adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure 
to radioactive materials released into the public domain. Based on the facts that emergency response recommendations 
required by 49 CFR Part 172.602 were included in the paperwork package for each shipment and that there were no 
accidents on public roadways that would have required the use of the emergency response phone number, the finding 
was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a crosscutting area of human 
performance with work practices aspect (IMC 305, H.4 (a)), because the incorrect emergency response phone number 
was the result of a transposition error which was not prevented by the use of self and peer checking human error 
prevention techniques. (Section 2PS2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : February 04, 2008 



Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2008 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement the fire protection program: unapproved transient combustibles in the cable spreading 
room 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to implement the fire protection program when unapproved 
transient combustibles (including an ignition source) were found in the cable spreading room without the required 
evaluation. When identified to the licensee either the materials were removed or an appropriate evaluation was done 
and a permit issued.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it involved the degradation of a fire protection program component to 
control combustibles and initiation sources introduced into the cable spreading room. The issue was of very low safety 
significance because the overall fire loading increase in the affected area was small and would not affect the cable 
spreading room barrier three-hour fire rating. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices (IMC 0305, H.4.b) because the work groups, operators doing rounds, and fire protection personnel did 
not communicate expectations regarding procedural compliance and personnel did not follow procedures. (1RO5)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to periodically update the FSAR with changes made to the cable spreading room fire loading 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to update the final safety analysis report (FSAR) regarding 
fire loading of permanently installed equipment in the cable spreading room to assure that the information included in 
the FSAR is the latest information developed. When identified to the licensee, actions were initiated to identify and 
document changes to the cable spreading room fire loading.  
 
The failure to update the FSAR with information that could affect fire loading of the cable spreading room was a 
failure to provide accurate information that could impact the NRC ability to perform its regulatory function and was 
subject to traditional enforcement. (1R17)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures regarding overtime hours for plant operations personnel 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.5 for the failure of the licensee to 
properly implement procedure requirements regarding the control of overtime for operations personnel that may 
perform safety-related duties. To address this issue the licensee has revised the operations shift scheduling to reduce 
or eliminate the need for overtime beyond the limits specified in licensee procedures.  
 



The finding is greater than minor in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612, Power Reactor 
Inspection Reports, “Appendix B, Issue Screening.” If left uncorrected, the excessive work hours could adversely 
affect the station’s defense-in-depth and increase the likelihood of human errors during response to plant events and 
would become a more significant safety concern. The failure to implement requirements for controlling the use of 
overtime is contrary to TS and is a performance deficiency which could adversely the impact operability to monitor 
safe operation of the plant and other onsite activities. This issue has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human 
Performance, Resources (Item H.2.(c) of IMC 0305, because sufficient qualified personnel were not available to 
maintain working hours within working hour guidelines.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to correct moisture buildup in alternate shutdown panel results in degraded cooldown capability 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee failed to evaluate excessive moisture and condensation in the 
Unit 3 alternate shutdown panel. During subsequent testing, all channels of steam generator pressure indication at the 
panel were inoperable causing a degraded ability to achieve cold shutdown in some fire scenarios. When identified to 
the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and moisture intrusion in the panel was stopped 
by sealing the water source.  
 
The licensee’s failure to identify and correct moisture intrusion problems with the remote shutdown equipment was a 
noncompliance with the licensee’s corrective actions procedure. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the availability and reliability of the alternate shutdown system designated for use in licensee procedure 0-ONOP-105, 
Control Room Evacuation. The finding was of very low safety significance because only the ability to achieve cold 
shutdown was affected by the moisture. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the moisture intrusion in the alternate shutdown system had not been thoroughly 
evaluated such that the resolutions addressed the causes (IMC 305, P.1.c). (1R15)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Perform Required ASME Code Section XI Leakage Testing 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for the failure to perform periodic 
leakage testing of buried piping portions of the Intake Cooling Water system as required by Section XI of the ASME 
Code for the third 10-year Inservice Inspection interval for Units 3 and 4. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program for resolution.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affects the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective of ensuring availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it was not a design issue 
resulting in a loss of operability, did not represent an actual loss of a system’s safety function, did not result in 
exceeding a technical specification (TS) allowed outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The 
inspectors determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment. 



 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Appropriately Procure Replacement Parts Leads to Reactor Shutdown 
A self-revealing NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, Procurement Document Control, was identified for 
improper inserts having been procured and installed in the Unit 3 and Unit 4 rod position circuitry. The inserts were 
not qualified for the reactor environment and sequentially failed, causing loss of multiple rod position circuits on Unit 
3 requiring reactor shutdown. When identified, the affected electrical connectors were replaced with qualified splices. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program for resolution.  
 
The failure is more than minor because the reliability of the mitigating rod position indication system is affected. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because redundant measures of assuring plant shutdown and control using 
boration were available. The inspector determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Design of Valves Important to Safety 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for 
failure of the licensee to promptly identify and correct the nonconformance of equipment important to safety, 
specifically the operation of air solenoids in the charging system outside the design maximum operating differential 
pressure (MOPD). When identified, the licensee scheduled repair/replacement of the solenoids.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective to ensure reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. The finding screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (MC) 0609, Appendix A, 
because it represented a design deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The 
cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, specifically Resources because the 
licensee did not minimize long-standing equipment issues and ensure maintenance backlogs were low enough to 
support safety, (MC 0305 aspect H.2(a)). 
Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls in a Modification 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Procedures, for failure of the 
licensee to implement design controls when a wooden and wire structure was installed in the Unit 4 480 volt 
switchgear room. When identified to the licensee, the structure was removed and the issue was entered into the 
corrective action program.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification 
and routine operator and management tours of the area did not identify the alteration as inappropriate. The finding 
screened as Green using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, because it represented a design or 
qualification deficiency that had not been evaluated but did not result in any loss of function. The cause of the finding 
is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance specifically Work Practices because the licensee did not 
assure proper documentation of activities (MC 0305 aspect H.4(a)).



Inspection Report# : 2007003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Initiate Condition Reports for Conditions Adverse to Quality as Required by Procedure 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, 
Procedure, and Drawings. Specifically, the inspectors identified several conditions adverse to quality where the 
licensee failed to initiate condition reports as required by procedure. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective 
action program.  
 
This finding is greater than minor because, if left uncorrected, the issue would become a more significant safety 
concern involving programmatic and equipment issues. In addition, the inspectors determined that the Mitigating 
Systems Cornerstone attribute of equipment performance to ensure the availability and reliability systems that respond 
to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences was adversely affected. The inspectors determined that the 
finding was not suitable for SDP evaluation because the failure to initiate the condition reports did not directly result 
in degraded or inoperable equipment. Therefore, this finding was reviewed by Regional Management, in accordance 
with IMC 0612 Section 05.04c, and determined to be of very low safety significance. The cause of the finding is 
related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(I)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Corrective Actions Associated with Water Intrusion Trends Were Not Taken in a Timely Manner 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to promptly correct a previously identified water intrusion trend which 
resulted in the failure of a safety-related component. The licensee entered this issue into the corrective action program. 
 
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating 
Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding is of very low 
safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, and did not represent a loss of 
safety function because the redundant train was available. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting 
element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(ii)]  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 08, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Prevent Recurring Scaffolding Installation Deficiencies 
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective 
Action. Specifically, the licensee failed to implement effective corrective actions to prevent recurring deficiencies 
associated with the erection of scaffolding near safety-related equipment. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it is associated with the mitigating system cornerstone attributes of protection 
against external factors such as a seismic events, and equipment performance such as availability and reliability. The 
finding is of very low safety significance because the finding was not a design or qualification deficiency, did not 
represent a loss of safety function, and did not render equipment inoperable due to a seismic event. The cause of the 
finding is related to the cross-cutting element of problem identification and resolution. [Section 4OA2.a(3)(iii)]  
Inspection Report# : 2007008 (pdf)  



Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Include an Accurate Emergency Response Telephone Number on Radioactive Waste Shipping 
Papers 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR Part 71.5(a)(1)(v) for the failure of the licensee to follow Department of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations found in 49 CFR Part 172.201(d) which require shipping papers associated with the 
transport of radioactive material to contain an emergency response telephone number. All radioactive waste shipments 
made from November 2006 until September 2007 had an incorrect emergency response phone number listed on the 
official shipping papers. The licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program under condition report (CR) 
Number 2007-28133 and intended to correct future shipping papers.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute and 
adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure 
to radioactive materials released into the public domain. Based on the facts that emergency response recommendations 
required by 49 CFR Part 172.602 were included in the paperwork package for each shipment and that there were no 
accidents on public roadways that would have required the use of the emergency response phone number, the finding 
was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a crosscutting area of human 
performance with work practices aspect (IMC 305, H.4 (a)), because the incorrect emergency response phone number 
was the result of a transposition error which was not prevented by the use of self and peer checking human error 
prevention techniques. (Section 2PS2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Mar 21, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 



PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by 
program procedures. The inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, 
assign corrective actions, and identify adverse trends, including low level issues. The inspectors reviewed the 
licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and 
overall corrective action program (CAP) effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate 
with notable reductions in the CR backlog and evaluation timeliness since the last problem identification and 
resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in December 2007. The inspectors identified some minor deficiencies 
associated with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-
cutting issue, first identified in 2006 but overall, corrective actions were effective.  
 
On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, a review of the Employee Concerns Program, and the 
results of the licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys, the inspectors determined that 
employees felt free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008007 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 21, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by 
program procedures. The inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, 
assign corrective actions, and identify adverse trends, including low level issues. In most instances, the licensee 
properly assigned, prioritized, and evaluated issues identified at the site. The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s 
corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP 
effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate with the CR backlog and evaluation 
timeliness having been reduced since the last problem identification and resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in 
June 2007. Overall, corrective actions were effective, but the inspectors identified a number of weaknesses associated 
with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-cutting issue, 
first identified in 2006. The inspectors identified several examples where corrective actions to prevent recurrence had 
not been fully implemented and contract engineers had not completed training requirements to perform certain 
condition report evaluations.  
 
Licensee self-assessments and audits were self-critical and generally effective in identifying problems which were 
properly documented in their CAP. On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, and the results of the 
licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys the inspectors determined that those employees felt 
free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007009 (pdf)  

Last modified : June 05, 2008 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2008 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement the fire protection program: unapproved transient combustibles in the cable spreading 
room 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to implement the fire protection program when unapproved 
transient combustibles (including an ignition source) were found in the cable spreading room without the required 
evaluation. When identified to the licensee either the materials were removed or an appropriate evaluation was done 
and a permit issued.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it involved the degradation of a fire protection program component to 
control combustibles and initiation sources introduced into the cable spreading room. The issue was of very low safety 
significance because the overall fire loading increase in the affected area was small and would not affect the cable 
spreading room barrier three-hour fire rating. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices (IMC 0305, H.4.b) because the work groups, operators doing rounds, and fire protection personnel did 
not communicate expectations regarding procedural compliance and personnel did not follow procedures. (1RO5)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to periodically update the FSAR with changes made to the cable spreading room fire loading 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to update the final safety analysis report (FSAR) regarding 
fire loading of permanently installed equipment in the cable spreading room to assure that the information included in 
the FSAR is the latest information developed. When identified to the licensee, actions were initiated to identify and 
document changes to the cable spreading room fire loading.  
 
The failure to update the FSAR with information that could affect fire loading of the cable spreading room was a 
failure to provide accurate information that could impact the NRC ability to perform its regulatory function and was 



subject to traditional enforcement. (1R17)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures that assure component lineups prior to power escalation. 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, Procedures for failure to 
implement Unit 4 plant startup requirements regarding alignment of components that support operability of the 
recirculation sump. When identified, the licensee corrected the alignments and entered the issues into the corrective 
actions program as CR 2008-15444 and 2008-15505.  
 
The Mitigating Systems cornerstone was affected when standby equipment was not in the specified ready lineup. The 
finding screened to be of very low safety significance when no loss of safety function occurred. The cross-cutting area 
of Human performance – Work Practices (H.4.c) was affected when the licensee did not assure supervisory oversight 
of work activities (valve lineup and debris gate position) to assure that nuclear safety was supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take timely corrective actions leads to emergency diesel generator failure. 
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified when external 
corrosion of a Unit 3 emergency diesel radiator was not promptly repaired resulting in a diesel failure. The licensee 
repaired the radiator and entered the event into their corrective action program as CR 2008-11134.  
 
The finding affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone due to the impact on 
availability and reliability of the EDG system. The finding screened to be of very low safety significance, Green, 
when the loss of safety function for the single train did not exceed the allowed outage time. The finding involved the 
cross-cutting area of Problem Identification, and Resolution, (P.1.c), when the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate the
radiator corrosion such that the issue could be resolved prior to failure. (4OA2)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures regarding overtime hours for plant operations personnel 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.5 for the failure of the licensee to 
properly implement procedure requirements regarding the control of overtime for operations personnel that may 
perform safety-related duties. To address this issue the licensee has revised the operations shift scheduling to reduce 
or eliminate the need for overtime beyond the limits specified in licensee procedures.  
 
The finding is greater than minor in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612, Power Reactor 
Inspection Reports, “Appendix B, Issue Screening.” If left uncorrected, the excessive work hours could adversely 
affect the station’s defense-in-depth and increase the likelihood of human errors during response to plant events and 
would become a more significant safety concern. The failure to implement requirements for controlling the use of 
overtime is contrary to TS and is a performance deficiency which could adversely the impact operability to monitor 



safe operation of the plant and other onsite activities. This issue has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human 
Performance, Resources (Item H.2.(c) of IMC 0305, because sufficient qualified personnel were not available to 
maintain working hours within working hour guidelines.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to correct moisture buildup in alternate shutdown panel results in degraded cooldown capability 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee failed to evaluate excessive moisture and condensation in the 
Unit 3 alternate shutdown panel. During subsequent testing, all channels of steam generator pressure indication at the 
panel were inoperable causing a degraded ability to achieve cold shutdown in some fire scenarios. When identified to 
the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and moisture intrusion in the panel was stopped 
by sealing the water source.  
 
The licensee’s failure to identify and correct moisture intrusion problems with the remote shutdown equipment was a 
noncompliance with the licensee’s corrective actions procedure. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the availability and reliability of the alternate shutdown system designated for use in licensee procedure 0-ONOP-105, 
Control Room Evacuation. The finding was of very low safety significance because only the ability to achieve cold 
shutdown was affected by the moisture. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the moisture intrusion in the alternate shutdown system had not been thoroughly 
evaluated such that the resolutions addressed the causes (IMC 305, P.1.c). (1R15)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Perform Required ASME Code Section XI Leakage Testing 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for the failure to perform periodic 
leakage testing of buried piping portions of the Intake Cooling Water system as required by Section XI of the ASME 
Code for the third 10-year Inservice Inspection interval for Units 3 and 4. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program for resolution.  
 
This finding is more than minor because it affects the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone objective of ensuring availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. This finding is of very low safety significance because it was not a design issue 
resulting in a loss of operability, did not represent an actual loss of a system’s safety function, did not result in 
exceeding a technical specification (TS) allowed outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The 
inspectors determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (Section 1R08)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 



been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Appropriately Procure Replacement Parts Leads to Reactor Shutdown 
A self-revealing NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, Procurement Document Control, was identified for 
improper inserts having been procured and installed in the Unit 3 and Unit 4 rod position circuitry. The inserts were 
not qualified for the reactor environment and sequentially failed, causing loss of multiple rod position circuits on Unit 
3 requiring reactor shutdown. When identified, the affected electrical connectors were replaced with qualified splices. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program for resolution.  
 
The failure is more than minor because the reliability of the mitigating rod position indication system is affected. The 
finding was of very low safety significance because redundant measures of assuring plant shutdown and control using 
boration were available. The inspector determined that this finding had no cross-cutting aspect. (4OA3) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Include an Accurate Emergency Response Telephone Number on Radioactive Waste Shipping 
Papers 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR Part 71.5(a)(1)(v) for the failure of the licensee to follow Department of 
Transportation (DOT) regulations found in 49 CFR Part 172.201(d) which require shipping papers associated with the 
transport of radioactive material to contain an emergency response telephone number. All radioactive waste shipments 
made from November 2006 until September 2007 had an incorrect emergency response phone number listed on the 
official shipping papers. The licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program under condition report (CR) 
Number 2007-28133 and intended to correct future shipping papers.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute and 
adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public health and safety from exposure 
to radioactive materials released into the public domain. Based on the facts that emergency response recommendations 
required by 49 CFR Part 172.602 were included in the paperwork package for each shipment and that there were no 
accidents on public roadways that would have required the use of the emergency response phone number, the finding 
was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a crosscutting area of human 
performance with work practices aspect (IMC 305, H.4 (a)), because the incorrect emergency response phone number 
was the result of a transposition error which was not prevented by the use of self and peer checking human error 
prevention techniques. (Section 2PS2)  



 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A Jun 27, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Problem Identification and Resolution 
The team concluded that in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the 
licensee’s corrective action program (CAP). Evaluation of issues was generally comprehensive and technically 
adequate. Formal root cause evaluations for issues classified as significant adverse conditions were comprehensive 
and detailed. The team reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address 
evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP effectiveness. The team determined that progress has been made in 
improving all areas addressed by the improvement plan. Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for 
issues were effective in correcting the problems. However, the team identified examples where corrective actions have 
not been entirely effective, or potential adverse trends had not been identified and entered into the CAP.  
 
The team determined that thresholds for identifying issues were appropriately low. Nuclear Assessment Section audits 
and departmental self-assessments were effective in identifying issues and directing attention to areas that needed 
improvement. Licensee identified weaknesses and issues in self-assessments were appropriately entered into the CAP 
and addressed.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not 
identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008008 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Mar 21, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by 
program procedures. The inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, 
assign corrective actions, and identify adverse trends, including low level issues. The inspectors reviewed the 
licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and 
overall corrective action program (CAP) effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate 
with notable reductions in the CR backlog and evaluation timeliness since the last problem identification and 
resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in December 2007. The inspectors identified some minor deficiencies 
associated with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-
cutting issue, first identified in 2006 but overall, corrective actions were effective.  
 
On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, a review of the Employee Concerns Program, and the 
results of the licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys, the inspectors determined that 
employees felt free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008007 (pdf)  



Significance: N/A Dec 21, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by 
program procedures. The inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, 
assign corrective actions, and identify adverse trends, including low level issues. In most instances, the licensee 
properly assigned, prioritized, and evaluated issues identified at the site. The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s 
corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP 
effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate with the CR backlog and evaluation 
timeliness having been reduced since the last problem identification and resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in 
June 2007. Overall, corrective actions were effective, but the inspectors identified a number of weaknesses associated 
with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-cutting issue, 
first identified in 2006. The inspectors identified several examples where corrective actions to prevent recurrence had 
not been fully implemented and contract engineers had not completed training requirements to perform certain 
condition report evaluations.  
 
Licensee self-assessments and audits were self-critical and generally effective in identifying problems which were 
properly documented in their CAP. On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, and the results of the 
licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys the inspectors determined that those employees felt 
free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007009 (pdf)  

Last modified : August 29, 2008 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2008 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement Technical Specification Requirements Regarding Structural Integrity of Reactor Coolant System Components
. The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.10, when the licensee failed to either isolate a flawed 
ASME Code Class 1 crack or place Unit 4 in a condition where the TS did not apply. As a result, plant operation was continued with a crack 
leaking boric acid on components, challenging the integrity of the reactor coolant system. When identified to the licensee, Unit 4 was shut 
down and cooled to a condition where the requirement did not apply and the crack was repaired. The licensee documented the failure to enter 
the TS as condition report (CR) 2008-27020.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the un-isolated crack challenged the integrity of the reactor coolant system and affected the 
objective of the Reactor Safety/Initiating Events Cornerstone to limit the likelihood of those events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions during at power operations. The finding was evaluated using inspection Manual Chapter 0609, “Significance 
Determination Process,” Phase 1 Worksheet for LOCA Initiators. Because of check valve protection downstream, and with the unimpeded 
ability to isolate charging upstream, the finding screened as having very low safety significance (Green). No cross-cutting aspect was 
associated with this finding.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from maintenance entered the control 
room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into 
the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions to protect themselves 
and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and would have functioned, if needed. The cause of 
the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in 
developing the work package for metalizing operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement the fire protection program: unapproved transient combustibles in the cable spreading room 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to implement the fire protection program when unapproved transient combustibles 
(including an ignition source) were found in the cable spreading room without the required evaluation. When identified to the licensee either 
the materials were removed or an appropriate evaluation was done and a permit issued.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it involved the degradation of a fire protection program component to control combustibles and 
initiation sources introduced into the cable spreading room. The issue was of very low safety significance because the overall fire loading 
increase in the affected area was small and would not affect the cable spreading room barrier three-hour fire rating. The cause was related to 
the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices (IMC 0305, H.4.b) because the work groups, operators doing rounds, and fire 
protection personnel did not communicate expectations regarding procedural compliance and personnel did not follow procedures. (1RO5)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  



Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to periodically update the FSAR with changes made to the cable spreading room fire loading 
The inspectors identified a Non-Cited violation for failure to update the final safety analysis report (FSAR) regarding fire loading of 
permanently installed equipment in the cable spreading room to assure that the information included in the FSAR is the latest information 
developed. When identified to the licensee, actions were initiated to identify and document changes to the cable spreading room fire loading. 
 
The failure to update the FSAR with information that could affect fire loading of the cable spreading room was a failure to provide accurate 
information that could impact the NRC ability to perform its regulatory function and was subject to traditional enforcement. (1R17)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures that assure component lineups prior to power escalation. 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, Procedures for failure to implement Unit 4 plant startup 
requirements regarding alignment of components that support operability of the recirculation sump. When identified, the licensee corrected 
the alignments and entered the issues into the corrective actions program as CR 2008-15444 and 2008-15505.  
 
The Mitigating Systems cornerstone was affected when standby equipment was not in the specified ready lineup. The finding screened to be 
of very low safety significance when no loss of safety function occurred. The cross-cutting area of Human performance – Work Practices 
(H.4.c) was affected when the licensee did not assure supervisory oversight of work activities (valve lineup and debris gate position) to assure 
that nuclear safety was supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take timely corrective actions leads to emergency diesel generator failure. 
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified when external corrosion of a Unit 3 emergency 
diesel radiator was not promptly repaired resulting in a diesel failure. The licensee repaired the radiator and entered the event into their 
corrective action program as CR 2008-11134.  
 
The finding affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone due to the impact on availability and 
reliability of the EDG system. The finding screened to be of very low safety significance, Green, when the loss of safety function for the 
single train did not exceed the allowed outage time. The finding involved the cross-cutting area of Problem Identification, and Resolution, 
(P.1.c), when the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate the radiator corrosion such that the issue could be resolved prior to failure. (4OA2)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures regarding overtime hours for plant operations personnel 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.5 for the failure of the licensee to properly implement 
procedure requirements regarding the control of overtime for operations personnel that may perform safety-related duties. To address this 
issue the licensee has revised the operations shift scheduling to reduce or eliminate the need for overtime beyond the limits specified in 
licensee procedures.  
 
The finding is greater than minor in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612, Power Reactor Inspection Reports, “Appendix 
B, Issue Screening.” If left uncorrected, the excessive work hours could adversely affect the station’s defense-in-depth and increase the 
likelihood of human errors during response to plant events and would become a more significant safety concern. The failure to implement 



requirements for controlling the use of overtime is contrary to TS and is a performance deficiency which could adversely the impact 
operability to monitor safe operation of the plant and other onsite activities. This issue has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human 
Performance, Resources (Item H.2.(c) of IMC 0305, because sufficient qualified personnel were not available to maintain working hours 
within working hour guidelines.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to correct moisture buildup in alternate shutdown panel results in degraded cooldown capability 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee failed to evaluate excessive moisture and condensation in the Unit 3 alternate shutdown 
panel. During subsequent testing, all channels of steam generator pressure indication at the panel were inoperable causing a degraded ability 
to achieve cold shutdown in some fire scenarios. When identified to the licensee, the issue was entered into the corrective action program and 
moisture intrusion in the panel was stopped by sealing the water source.  
 
The licensee’s failure to identify and correct moisture intrusion problems with the remote shutdown equipment was a noncompliance with the 
licensee’s corrective actions procedure. The finding was more than minor because it affected the availability and reliability of the alternate 
shutdown system designated for use in licensee procedure 0-ONOP-105, Control Room Evacuation. The finding was of very low safety 
significance because only the ability to achieve cold shutdown was affected by the moisture. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-
cutting area of problem identification and resolution because the moisture intrusion in the alternate shutdown system had not been thoroughly 
evaluated such that the resolutions addressed the causes (IMC 305, P.1.c). (1R15)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring problems with the alternate 
shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the corrective actions program and initiated a review 
of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by plant operators to 
mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate communications system (radios) was 
available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem identification and resolution because the adverse trend of 
problems with alternate shutdown communications had not been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety 
significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 



Physical Protection 

Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings pertaining to security 
cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the 
cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 

Significance: N/A Jun 27, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Problem Identification and Resolution 
The team concluded that in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the licensee’s corrective 
action program (CAP). Evaluation of issues was generally comprehensive and technically adequate. Formal root cause evaluations for issues 
classified as significant adverse conditions were comprehensive and detailed. The team reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program 
improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP effectiveness. The team determined that progress has 
been made in improving all areas addressed by the improvement plan. Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were 
effective in correcting the problems. However, the team identified examples where corrective actions have not been entirely effective, or 
potential adverse trends had not been identified and entered into the CAP.  
 
The team determined that thresholds for identifying issues were appropriately low. Nuclear Assessment Section audits and departmental self-
assessments were effective in identifying issues and directing attention to areas that needed improvement. Licensee identified weaknesses and 
issues in self-assessments were appropriately entered into the CAP and addressed.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not identify any reluctance 
to report safety concerns.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008008 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Mar 21, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by program procedures. The 
inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, assign corrective actions, and identify adverse 
trends, including low level issues. The inspectors reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address 
evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall corrective action program (CAP) effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to 
be adequate with notable reductions in the CR backlog and evaluation timeliness since the last problem identification and resolution (PI&R) 
inspection completed in December 2007. The inspectors identified some minor deficiencies associated with corrective actions to prevent 
recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-cutting issue, first identified in 2006 but overall, corrective actions 
were effective.  
 
On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, a review of the Employee Concerns Program, and the results of the licensee’s 
safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys, the inspectors determined that employees felt free to raise concerns without fear of 
retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008007 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 21, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by program procedures. The 
inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, assign corrective actions, and identify adverse 
trends, including low level issues. In most instances, the licensee properly assigned, prioritized, and evaluated issues identified at the site. The 
inspectors reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and 
overall CAP effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate with the CR backlog and evaluation timeliness 
having been reduced since the last problem identification and resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in June 2007. Overall, corrective 
actions were effective, but the inspectors identified a number of weaknesses associated with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) 
put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-cutting issue, first identified in 2006. The inspectors identified several examples where 
corrective actions to prevent recurrence had not been fully implemented and contract engineers had not completed training requirements to 
perform certain condition report evaluations.  
 



Licensee self-assessments and audits were self-critical and generally effective in identifying problems which were properly documented in 
their CAP. On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, and the results of the licensee’s safety conscious work environment 
(SCWE) surveys the inspectors determined that those employees felt free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2007009 (pdf)  

Last modified : November 26, 2008 



Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2008 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement Technical Specification Requirements Regarding Structural Integrity of Reactor 
Coolant System Components 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.10, when the licensee failed to 
either isolate a flawed ASME Code Class 1 crack or place Unit 4 in a condition where the TS did not apply. As a 
result, plant operation was continued with a crack leaking boric acid on components, challenging the integrity of the 
reactor coolant system. When identified to the licensee, Unit 4 was shut down and cooled to a condition where the 
requirement did not apply and the crack was repaired. The licensee documented the failure to enter the TS as 
condition report (CR) 2008-27020.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the un-isolated crack challenged the integrity of the reactor coolant system 
and affected the objective of the Reactor Safety/Initiating Events Cornerstone to limit the likelihood of those events 
that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during at power operations. The finding was evaluated 
using inspection Manual Chapter 0609, “Significance Determination Process,” Phase 1 Worksheet for LOCA 
Initiators. Because of check valve protection downstream, and with the unimpeded ability to isolate charging 
upstream, the finding screened as having very low safety significance (Green). No cross-cutting aspect was associated 
with this finding.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 



Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Design Verification Affecting AFW Flow Control Valves and Unit 3 EDG Building Room 
Ventilation 
The team identified a finding of very low safety significance involving two examples of a non-cited violation (NCV) 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control. Specifically, in one example, the licensee failed to establish 
design control measures to verify or check the adequacy of critical design inputs for the calculation that determined 
that the Unit 3A and 3B emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would be operable at outside ambient temperatures at or 
below 75ºF if the 3A and 3B Diesel Building Ventilation Fans are out of service as allowed by procedures. In the 
second example, the licensee failed to ensure the adequacy of design for the auxiliary feed water steam generator flow 
control valves.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the Mitigating System 
Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The team assessed the finding using the SDP and 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) since it was a design deficiency determined 
not to have resulted in the loss of safety function. Specifically, in both cases, the licensee had not operated in a 
condition for which the design deficiencies in question were relied upon for operation. Both examples had been 
entered in the licensee’s corrective action system. The finding was evaluated for cross-cutting aspects and none were 
identified. (Sections 1R21.2.3 and 1R21.2.4)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify Limiting Value Adequacy for Safety-Related Battery Intercell Resistance 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” having very low safety 
significance involving the failure to verify and ensure that the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would remain 
operable if all the inter-cell and terminal connections were at the resistance value (< 150 micro-ohms) allowed by 
technical specification (TS) surveillance requirement (SR) 4.8.2.1.b(2)/c(3) and maintenance procedure 0-SME-
003.3/.4/.15.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if left uncorrected, the finding would become a more significant safety 
concern. Specifically, the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would become incapable of meeting their design basis 
function if the inter-cell and connection resistance were allowed to increase to the TS allowed value. The finding was 
of very low safety significance since it was a design deficiency determined not to have resulted in the loss of safety 
function. No cross cutting aspect was identified for this finding. The licensee entered this deficiency into their 
corrective action program. (Section 1R21.2.16)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures that assure component lineups prior to power escalation. 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, Procedures for failure to 
implement Unit 4 plant startup requirements regarding alignment of components that support operability of the 
recirculation sump. When identified, the licensee corrected the alignments and entered the issues into the corrective 
actions program as CR 2008-15444 and 2008-15505.  
 



The Mitigating Systems cornerstone was affected when standby equipment was not in the specified ready lineup. The 
finding screened to be of very low safety significance when no loss of safety function occurred. The cross-cutting area 
of Human performance – Work Practices (H.4.c) was affected when the licensee did not assure supervisory oversight 
of work activities (valve lineup and debris gate position) to assure that nuclear safety was supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take timely corrective actions leads to emergency diesel generator failure. 
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified when external 
corrosion of a Unit 3 emergency diesel radiator was not promptly repaired resulting in a diesel failure. The licensee 
repaired the radiator and entered the event into their corrective action program as CR 2008-11134.  
 
The finding affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone due to the impact on 
availability and reliability of the EDG system. The finding screened to be of very low safety significance, Green, 
when the loss of safety function for the single train did not exceed the allowed outage time. The finding involved the 
cross-cutting area of Problem Identification, and Resolution, (P.1.c), when the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate the
radiator corrosion such that the issue could be resolved prior to failure. (4OA2)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures regarding overtime hours for plant operations personnel 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.5 for the failure of the licensee to 
properly implement procedure requirements regarding the control of overtime for operations personnel that may 
perform safety-related duties. To address this issue the licensee has revised the operations shift scheduling to reduce 
or eliminate the need for overtime beyond the limits specified in licensee procedures.  
 
The finding is greater than minor in accordance with Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612, Power Reactor 
Inspection Reports, “Appendix B, Issue Screening.” If left uncorrected, the excessive work hours could adversely 
affect the station’s defense-in-depth and increase the likelihood of human errors during response to plant events and 
would become a more significant safety concern. The failure to implement requirements for controlling the use of 
overtime is contrary to TS and is a performance deficiency which could adversely the impact operability to monitor 
safe operation of the plant and other onsite activities. This issue has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human 
Performance, Resources (Item H.2.(b) of IMC 0305, because sufficient qualified personnel were not available to 
maintain working hours within working hour guidelines.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by



plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Jun 27, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Problem Identification and Resolution 
The team concluded that in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the 
licensee’s corrective action program (CAP). Evaluation of issues was generally comprehensive and technically 
adequate. Formal root cause evaluations for issues classified as significant adverse conditions were comprehensive 
and detailed. The team reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address 
evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP effectiveness. The team determined that progress has been made in 
improving all areas addressed by the improvement plan. Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for 
issues were effective in correcting the problems. However, the team identified examples where corrective actions have 
not been entirely effective, or potential adverse trends had not been identified and entered into the CAP. 



 
The team determined that thresholds for identifying issues were appropriately low. Nuclear Assessment Section audits 
and departmental self-assessments were effective in identifying issues and directing attention to areas that needed 
improvement. Licensee identified weaknesses and issues in self-assessments were appropriately entered into the CAP 
and addressed.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not 
identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008008 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Mar 21, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R Inspection 
The licensee was generally effective at identifying problems and initiating condition reports (CR) as required by 
program procedures. The inspectors determined that the licensee utilized their corrective action program to evaluate, 
assign corrective actions, and identify adverse trends, including low level issues. The inspectors reviewed the 
licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address evaluation quality, timeliness, and 
overall corrective action program (CAP) effectiveness. In general, the inspectors found the evaluations to be adequate 
with notable reductions in the CR backlog and evaluation timeliness since the last problem identification and 
resolution (PI&R) inspection completed in December 2007. The inspectors identified some minor deficiencies 
associated with corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPR) put in place to address the substantive PI&R cross-
cutting issue, first identified in 2006 but overall, corrective actions were effective.  
 
On the basis of interviews conducted during the inspection, a review of the Employee Concerns Program, and the 
results of the licensee’s safety conscious work environment (SCWE) surveys, the inspectors determined that 
employees felt free to raise concerns without fear of retaliation.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008007 (pdf)  

Last modified : April 07, 2009 



Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2009 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement Technical Specification Requirements Regarding Structural Integrity of Reactor 
Coolant System Components 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.10, when the licensee failed to 
either isolate a flawed ASME Code Class 1 crack or place Unit 4 in a condition where the TS did not apply. As a 
result, plant operation was continued with a crack leaking boric acid on components, challenging the integrity of the 
reactor coolant system. When identified to the licensee, Unit 4 was shut down and cooled to a condition where the 
requirement did not apply and the crack was repaired. The licensee documented the failure to enter the TS as 
condition report (CR) 2008-27020.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the un-isolated crack challenged the integrity of the reactor coolant system 
and affected the objective of the Reactor Safety/Initiating Events Cornerstone to limit the likelihood of those events 
that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during at power operations. The finding was evaluated 
using inspection Manual Chapter 0609, “Significance Determination Process,” Phase 1 Worksheet for LOCA 
Initiators. Because of check valve protection downstream, and with the unimpeded ability to isolate charging 
upstream, the finding screened as having very low safety significance (Green). No cross-cutting aspect was associated 
with this finding.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 



Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Design Verification Affecting AFW Flow Control Valves and Unit 3 EDG Building Room 
Ventilation 
The team identified a finding of very low safety significance involving two examples of a non-cited violation (NCV) 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control. Specifically, in one example, the licensee failed to establish 
design control measures to verify or check the adequacy of critical design inputs for the calculation that determined 
that the Unit 3A and 3B emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would be operable at outside ambient temperatures at or 
below 75ºF if the 3A and 3B Diesel Building Ventilation Fans are out of service as allowed by procedures. In the 
second example, the licensee failed to ensure the adequacy of design for the auxiliary feed water steam generator flow 
control valves.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the Mitigating System 
Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The team assessed the finding using the SDP and 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) since it was a design deficiency determined 
not to have resulted in the loss of safety function. Specifically, in both cases, the licensee had not operated in a 
condition for which the design deficiencies in question were relied upon for operation. Both examples had been 
entered in the licensee’s corrective action system. The finding was evaluated for cross-cutting aspects and none were 
identified. (Sections 1R21.2.3 and 1R21.2.4)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify Limiting Value Adequacy for Safety-Related Battery Intercell Resistance 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” having very low safety 
significance involving the failure to verify and ensure that the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would remain 
operable if all the inter-cell and terminal connections were at the resistance value (< 150 micro-ohms) allowed by 
technical specification (TS) surveillance requirement (SR) 4.8.2.1.b(2)/c(3) and maintenance procedure 0-SME-
003.3/.4/.15.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if left uncorrected, the finding would become a more significant safety 
concern. Specifically, the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would become incapable of meeting their design basis 
function if the inter-cell and connection resistance were allowed to increase to the TS allowed value. The finding was 
of very low safety significance since it was a design deficiency determined not to have resulted in the loss of safety 
function. No cross cutting aspect was identified for this finding. The licensee entered this deficiency into their 
corrective action program. (Section 1R21.2.16)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement procedures that assure component lineups prior to power escalation. 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, Procedures for failure to 
implement Unit 4 plant startup requirements regarding alignment of components that support operability of the 
recirculation sump. When identified, the licensee corrected the alignments and entered the issues into the corrective 
actions program as CR 2008-15444 and 2008-15505.  
 



The Mitigating Systems cornerstone was affected when standby equipment was not in the specified ready lineup. The 
finding screened to be of very low safety significance when no loss of safety function occurred. The cross-cutting area 
of Human performance – Work Practices (H.4.c) was affected when the licensee did not assure supervisory oversight 
of work activities (valve lineup and debris gate position) to assure that nuclear safety was supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to take timely corrective actions leads to emergency diesel generator failure. 
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI was identified when external 
corrosion of a Unit 3 emergency diesel radiator was not promptly repaired resulting in a diesel failure. The licensee 
repaired the radiator and entered the event into their corrective action program as CR 2008-11134.  
 
The finding affected the equipment performance attribute of the Mitigating System cornerstone due to the impact on 
availability and reliability of the EDG system. The finding screened to be of very low safety significance, Green, 
when the loss of safety function for the single train did not exceed the allowed outage time. The finding involved the 
cross-cutting area of Problem Identification, and Resolution, (P.1.c), when the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate the
radiator corrosion such that the issue could be resolved prior to failure. (4OA2)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 



Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Jun 27, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Problem Identification and Resolution 
The team concluded that in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected within the 
licensee’s corrective action program (CAP). Evaluation of issues was generally comprehensive and technically 
adequate. Formal root cause evaluations for issues classified as significant adverse conditions were comprehensive 
and detailed. The team reviewed the licensee’s corrective action program improvement plan and actions to address 
evaluation quality, timeliness, and overall CAP effectiveness. The team determined that progress has been made in 
improving all areas addressed by the improvement plan. Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for 
issues were effective in correcting the problems. However, the team identified examples where corrective actions have 
not been entirely effective, or potential adverse trends had not been identified and entered into the CAP.  
 
The team determined that thresholds for identifying issues were appropriately low. Nuclear Assessment Section audits 
and departmental self-assessments were effective in identifying issues and directing attention to areas that needed 
improvement. Licensee identified weaknesses and issues in self-assessments were appropriately entered into the CAP 
and addressed.  
 
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors did not 
identify any reluctance to report safety concerns.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008008 (pdf)  

Last modified : May 28, 2009 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2009 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Procedures for Conducting A Valve Alignment Causes Spill of Reactor Coolant And 
Contamination Of A Plant Employee 
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1 was identified for failure to follow 
procedures that assure that valves are maintained in the proper positions. As a result of mis-positioning of letdown 
system valves, a spill of reactor coolant from the Unit 3 letdown system occurred onto the auxiliary building roof and 
a security officer was contaminated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-14469.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and if failure to implement valve position controls were left uncorrected it would have the potential to 
lead to a more significant safety concern. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1. Because the finding did not contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and 
the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available, the finding was screened as Green. The 
cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work Practices, Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)), was 
affected when the licensee did not properly document activities regarding the failure to position valves in accordance 
with a specified valve lineup. (1R04)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 



Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement Technical Specification Requirements Regarding Structural Integrity of Reactor 
Coolant System Components 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.10, when the licensee failed to 
either isolate a flawed ASME Code Class 1 crack or place Unit 4 in a condition where the TS did not apply. As a 
result, plant operation was continued with a crack leaking boric acid on components, challenging the integrity of the 
reactor coolant system. When identified to the licensee, Unit 4 was shut down and cooled to a condition where the 
requirement did not apply and the crack was repaired. The licensee documented the failure to enter the TS as 
condition report (CR) 2008-27020.  
 
The finding was more than minor because the un-isolated crack challenged the integrity of the reactor coolant system 
and affected the objective of the Reactor Safety/Initiating Events Cornerstone to limit the likelihood of those events 
that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during at power operations. The finding was evaluated 
using inspection Manual Chapter 0609, “Significance Determination Process,” Phase 1 Worksheet for LOCA 
Initiators. Because of check valve protection downstream, and with the unimpeded ability to isolate charging 
upstream, the finding screened as having very low safety significance (Green). No cross-cutting aspect was associated 
with this finding.  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement TS Requirements Resulting From Loss Of Configuration Control Of The 3C Main 
Steam Isolation Valve 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited violation of TS 3.7.1.5 requirements was identified when the Unit 3 C main steam 
isolation valve (MSIV) failed to close on demand on May 4, 2009. Licensee evaluation has found the root cause of the 
failure to be an inadequate post maintenance test after maintenance that resulted in the air throttle valve for the MSIV 
being left in the closed position. When identified, the licensee placed the throttle valve in the correct position and 
tested the valve stroke time satisfactorily. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-13568.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Configuration Control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 



cornerstone and the failure of the MSIV to close when demanded challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam system or generator tube ruptures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection 
Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 and SDP Phase 2. An initial SDP Phase 2 screening of the finding 
revealed a greater than green result for Large Early Release Probability (LERF) and Phase 3 was required. A Regional 
Senior Reactor Analyst performed a Phase 3 evaluation of the performance deficiency and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green). The major assumption was predicated on the information in NUREG 1806, 
Technical Basis for Revision of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Screening Limit in the PTS Rule 
(10CFR50.61), which indicated that the possibility of core damage was remote following an extreme cool down due 
to a Main Steam Line Break without isolation. The cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices, 
Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)) was affected when personnel did not practice error prevention 
techniques such as self and peer checking, and properly document activities. (1R04)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Assure That Design Controls Were Maintained During Maintenance On The 3B Main Steam 
Isolation Valve (MSIV). 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of 10 CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control when 
maintenance personnel failed to follow procedure during reassembly of 3B main steam isolation valve and did not 
maintain proper configuration of a safety-related component. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-11481.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone, and it affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the reliability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, such as the 3B MSIV. Using Manual Chapter 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this issue was determined to be of very low safety significance because the 
design deficiency did not result in loss of operability. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work 
Practices (H.4.(b)) was affected when the licensee did not effectively communicate expectations regarding procedural 
compliance and contractor personnel did not follow procedures. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  



Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls When Modifying Safety Equipment During Painting Activities  
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for failing to 
implement procedures that assure design control during an alteration to the 4C intake cooling water pump motor, a 
safety-related component. As a result, the running Unit 4 C intake cooling water pump experienced a high temperature 
condition and was stopped by operators. The pump may not have been able to complete its design function with the 
alteration that restricted the cooling air flow for the motor during painting activities. The licensee documented this in 
CRs 2009-15970 and 2009-16336.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification causing a high 
temperature condition on the motor to assure that the motor could perform its design functions. Also, NRC Inspection 
Manual Chapter 0612, Appendix E, Example 4.a was applicable (failure to perform an engineering evaluation with 
missed opportunities for licensee identification) and the finding was more than minor. The finding screened as Green 
using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 screening because the finding did not 
result in a loss of function of a single train of TS equipment for greater than the allowed outage time of 14 days. The 
finding affected the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not ensure supervisory oversight of work activities, including contractors, such that 
nuclear safety is supported. (1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Design Verification Affecting AFW Flow Control Valves and Unit 3 EDG Building Room 
Ventilation 
The team identified a finding of very low safety significance involving two examples of a non-cited violation (NCV) 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control. Specifically, in one example, the licensee failed to establish 
design control measures to verify or check the adequacy of critical design inputs for the calculation that determined 
that the Unit 3A and 3B emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would be operable at outside ambient temperatures at or 
below 75ºF if the 3A and 3B Diesel Building Ventilation Fans are out of service as allowed by procedures. In the 
second example, the licensee failed to ensure the adequacy of design for the auxiliary feed water steam generator flow 
control valves.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the Mitigating System 
Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The team assessed the finding using the SDP and 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) since it was a design deficiency determined 
not to have resulted in the loss of safety function. Specifically, in both cases, the licensee had not operated in a 
condition for which the design deficiencies in question were relied upon for operation. Both examples had been 
entered in the licensee’s corrective action system. The finding was evaluated for cross-cutting aspects and none were 
identified. (Sections 1R21.2.3 and 1R21.2.4)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify Limiting Value Adequacy for Safety-Related Battery Intercell Resistance 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” having very low safety 



significance involving the failure to verify and ensure that the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would remain 
operable if all the inter-cell and terminal connections were at the resistance value (< 150 micro-ohms) allowed by 
technical specification (TS) surveillance requirement (SR) 4.8.2.1.b(2)/c(3) and maintenance procedure 0-SME-
003.3/.4/.15.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if left uncorrected, the finding would become a more significant safety 
concern. Specifically, the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would become incapable of meeting their design basis 
function if the inter-cell and connection resistance were allowed to increase to the TS allowed value. The finding was 
of very low safety significance since it was a design deficiency determined not to have resulted in the loss of safety 
function. No cross cutting aspect was identified for this finding. The licensee entered this deficiency into their 
corrective action program. (Section 1R21.2.16)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements Regarding structural integrity of code class 2 main steam isolation 
components  
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of TS 3.4.10 requirements on Unit 3 regarding required components, 
when plant operation continued although a structural flaw in Class 2 main steam isolation valve steam trap piping had 
been identified. As a result of using an incorrect drawing in assessing the leak, plant operation continued although a 
plant shutdown should have been initiated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-15284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the RCS equipment and barrier performance attribute of the 
Barrier Integrity cornerstone and the un-isolable through wall leak challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam generator tube ruptures. Using Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this 
finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because all containment barrier characterization answers 
marked as No. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Decision Making, Conservative Assumptions & 
Safe Actions (H.1 (b)) was affected when the licensee did not use conservative assumptions in evaluating a Class 2 
component flaw and its TS implications, and did not demonstrate that continued operation with the crack was safe in 
order to proceed.  
(1R20)  
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Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Last modified : August 31, 2009 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2009 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Procedures for Conducting A Valve Alignment Causes Spill of Reactor Coolant And 
Contamination Of A Plant Employee 
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1 was identified for failure to follow 
procedures that assure that valves are maintained in the proper positions. As a result of mis-positioning of letdown 
system valves, a spill of reactor coolant from the Unit 3 letdown system occurred onto the auxiliary building roof and 
a security officer was contaminated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-14469.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and if failure to implement valve position controls were left uncorrected it would have the potential to 
lead to a more significant safety concern. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1. Because the finding did not contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and 
the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available, the finding was screened as Green. The 
cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work Practices, Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)), was 
affected when the licensee did not properly document activities regarding the failure to position valves in accordance 
with a specified valve lineup. (1R04)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 



Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
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Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement TS Requirements Resulting From Loss Of Configuration Control Of The 3C Main 
Steam Isolation Valve 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited violation of TS 3.7.1.5 requirements was identified when the Unit 3 C main steam 
isolation valve (MSIV) failed to close on demand on May 4, 2009. Licensee evaluation has found the root cause of the 
failure to be an inadequate post maintenance test after maintenance that resulted in the air throttle valve for the MSIV 
being left in the closed position. When identified, the licensee placed the throttle valve in the correct position and 
tested the valve stroke time satisfactorily. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-13568.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Configuration Control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the failure of the MSIV to close when demanded challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam system or generator tube ruptures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection 
Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 and SDP Phase 2. An initial SDP Phase 2 screening of the finding 
revealed a greater than green result for Large Early Release Probability (LERF) and Phase 3 was required. A Regional 
Senior Reactor Analyst performed a Phase 3 evaluation of the performance deficiency and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green). The major assumption was predicated on the information in NUREG 1806, 
Technical Basis for Revision of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Screening Limit in the PTS Rule 
(10CFR50.61), which indicated that the possibility of core damage was remote following an extreme cool down due 
to a Main Steam Line Break without isolation. The cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices, 
Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)) was affected when personnel did not practice error prevention 
techniques such as self and peer checking, and properly document activities. (1R04)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 



compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Assure That Design Controls Were Maintained During Maintenance On The 3B Main Steam 
Isolation Valve (MSIV). 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of 10 CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control when 
maintenance personnel failed to follow procedure during reassembly of 3B main steam isolation valve and did not 
maintain proper configuration of a safety-related component. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-11481.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone, and it affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the reliability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, such as the 3B MSIV. Using Manual Chapter 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this issue was determined to be of very low safety significance because the 
design deficiency did not result in loss of operability. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work 
Practices (H.4.(b)) was affected when the licensee did not effectively communicate expectations regarding procedural 
compliance and contractor personnel did not follow procedures. (1R12)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls When Modifying Safety Equipment During Painting Activities  
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for failing to 
implement procedures that assure design control during an alteration to the 4C intake cooling water pump motor, a 
safety-related component. As a result, the running Unit 4 C intake cooling water pump experienced a high temperature 
condition and was stopped by operators. The pump may not have been able to complete its design function with the 
alteration that restricted the cooling air flow for the motor during painting activities. The licensee documented this in 
CRs 2009-15970 and 2009-16336.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification causing a high 
temperature condition on the motor to assure that the motor could perform its design functions. Also, NRC Inspection 
Manual Chapter 0612, Appendix E, Example 4.a was applicable (failure to perform an engineering evaluation with 
missed opportunities for licensee identification) and the finding was more than minor. The finding screened as Green 
using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 screening because the finding did not 
result in a loss of function of a single train of TS equipment for greater than the allowed outage time of 14 days. The 
finding affected the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not ensure supervisory oversight of work activities, including contractors, such that 
nuclear safety is supported. (1R18)  
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Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 



Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Design Verification Affecting AFW Flow Control Valves and Unit 3 EDG Building Room 
Ventilation 
The team identified a finding of very low safety significance involving two examples of a non-cited violation (NCV) 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control. Specifically, in one example, the licensee failed to establish 
design control measures to verify or check the adequacy of critical design inputs for the calculation that determined 
that the Unit 3A and 3B emergency diesel generators (EDGs) would be operable at outside ambient temperatures at or 
below 75ºF if the 3A and 3B Diesel Building Ventilation Fans are out of service as allowed by procedures. In the 
second example, the licensee failed to ensure the adequacy of design for the auxiliary feed water steam generator flow 
control valves.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the Mitigating System 
Cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. The team assessed the finding using the SDP and 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) since it was a design deficiency determined 
not to have resulted in the loss of safety function. Specifically, in both cases, the licensee had not operated in a 
condition for which the design deficiencies in question were relied upon for operation. Both examples had been 
entered in the licensee’s corrective action system. The finding was evaluated for cross-cutting aspects and none were 
identified. (Sections 1R21.2.3 and 1R21.2.4)  
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Significance:  Nov 17, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify Limiting Value Adequacy for Safety-Related Battery Intercell Resistance 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” having very low safety 
significance involving the failure to verify and ensure that the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would remain 
operable if all the inter-cell and terminal connections were at the resistance value (< 150 micro-ohms) allowed by 
technical specification (TS) surveillance requirement (SR) 4.8.2.1.b(2)/c(3) and maintenance procedure 0-SME-
003.3/.4/.15.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if left uncorrected, the finding would become a more significant safety 
concern. Specifically, the 125 VDC safety-related batteries would become incapable of meeting their design basis 
function if the inter-cell and connection resistance were allowed to increase to the TS allowed value. The finding was 
of very low safety significance since it was a design deficiency determined not to have resulted in the loss of safety 
function. No cross cutting aspect was identified for this finding. The licensee entered this deficiency into their 
corrective action program. (Section 1R21.2.16)  
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Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2)
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Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements Regarding structural integrity of code class 2 main steam isolation 
components  
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of TS 3.4.10 requirements on Unit 3 regarding required components, 
when plant operation continued although a structural flaw in Class 2 main steam isolation valve steam trap piping had 
been identified. As a result of using an incorrect drawing in assessing the leak, plant operation continued although a 
plant shutdown should have been initiated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-15284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the RCS equipment and barrier performance attribute of the 
Barrier Integrity cornerstone and the un-isolable through wall leak challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam generator tube ruptures. Using Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this 
finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because all containment barrier characterization answers 
marked as No. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Decision Making, Conservative Assumptions & 
Safe Actions (H.1 (b)) was affected when the licensee did not use conservative assumptions in evaluating a Class 2 
component flaw and its TS implications, and did not demonstrate that continued operation with the crack was safe in 
order to proceed.  
(1R20)  
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Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 



Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2009 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Procedures for Conducting A Valve Alignment Causes Spill of Reactor Coolant And 
Contamination Of A Plant Employee 
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1 was identified for failure to follow 
procedures that assure that valves are maintained in the proper positions. As a result of mis-positioning of letdown 
system valves, a spill of reactor coolant from the Unit 3 letdown system occurred onto the auxiliary building roof and 
a security officer was contaminated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-14469.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and if failure to implement valve position controls were left uncorrected it would have the potential to 
lead to a more significant safety concern. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1. Because the finding did not contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and 
the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available, the finding was screened as Green. The 
cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work Practices, Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)), was 
affected when the licensee did not properly document activities regarding the failure to position valves in accordance 
with a specified valve lineup. (1R04)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 



Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
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Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement TS Requirements Resulting From Loss Of Configuration Control Of The 3C Main 
Steam Isolation Valve 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited violation of TS 3.7.1.5 requirements was identified when the Unit 3 C main steam 
isolation valve (MSIV) failed to close on demand on May 4, 2009. Licensee evaluation has found the root cause of the 
failure to be an inadequate post maintenance test after maintenance that resulted in the air throttle valve for the MSIV 
being left in the closed position. When identified, the licensee placed the throttle valve in the correct position and 
tested the valve stroke time satisfactorily. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-13568.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Configuration Control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the failure of the MSIV to close when demanded challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam system or generator tube ruptures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection 
Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 and SDP Phase 2. An initial SDP Phase 2 screening of the finding 
revealed a greater than green result for Large Early Release Probability (LERF) and Phase 3 was required. A Regional 
Senior Reactor Analyst performed a Phase 3 evaluation of the performance deficiency and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green). The major assumption was predicated on the information in NUREG 1806, 
Technical Basis for Revision of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Screening Limit in the PTS Rule 
(10CFR50.61), which indicated that the possibility of core damage was remote following an extreme cool down due 
to a Main Steam Line Break without isolation. The cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices, 
Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)) was affected when personnel did not practice error prevention 
techniques such as self and peer checking, and properly document activities. (1R04)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 



compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Assure That Design Controls Were Maintained During Maintenance On The 3B Main Steam 
Isolation Valve (MSIV). 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of 10 CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control when 
maintenance personnel failed to follow procedure during reassembly of 3B main steam isolation valve and did not 
maintain proper configuration of a safety-related component. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-11481.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone, and it affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the reliability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, such as the 3B MSIV. Using Manual Chapter 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this issue was determined to be of very low safety significance because the 
design deficiency did not result in loss of operability. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work 
Practices (H.4.(b)) was affected when the licensee did not effectively communicate expectations regarding procedural 
compliance and contractor personnel did not follow procedures. (1R12)  
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Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls When Modifying Safety Equipment During Painting Activities  
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for failing to 
implement procedures that assure design control during an alteration to the 4C intake cooling water pump motor, a 
safety-related component. As a result, the running Unit 4 C intake cooling water pump experienced a high temperature 
condition and was stopped by operators. The pump may not have been able to complete its design function with the 
alteration that restricted the cooling air flow for the motor during painting activities. The licensee documented this in 
CRs 2009-15970 and 2009-16336.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification causing a high 
temperature condition on the motor to assure that the motor could perform its design functions. Also, NRC Inspection 
Manual Chapter 0612, Appendix E, Example 4.a was applicable (failure to perform an engineering evaluation with 
missed opportunities for licensee identification) and the finding was more than minor. The finding screened as Green 
using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 screening because the finding did not 
result in a loss of function of a single train of TS equipment for greater than the allowed outage time of 14 days. The 
finding affected the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not ensure supervisory oversight of work activities, including contractors, such that 
nuclear safety is supported. (1R18)  
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Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 



Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements Regarding structural integrity of code class 2 main steam isolation 
components  
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of TS 3.4.10 requirements on Unit 3 regarding required components, 
when plant operation continued although a structural flaw in Class 2 main steam isolation valve steam trap piping had 
been identified. As a result of using an incorrect drawing in assessing the leak, plant operation continued although a 
plant shutdown should have been initiated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-15284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the RCS equipment and barrier performance attribute of the 
Barrier Integrity cornerstone and the un-isolable through wall leak challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam generator tube ruptures. Using Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this 
finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because all containment barrier characterization answers 
marked as No. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Decision Making, Conservative Assumptions & 
Safe Actions (H.1 (b)) was affected when the licensee did not use conservative assumptions in evaluating a Class 2 
component flaw and its TS implications, and did not demonstrate that continued operation with the crack was safe in 
order to proceed.  
(1R20)  
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Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Required TS Controls for a High Radiation Area with Dose Rates in Excess of 1000 
mrem/hr  
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.12.2, was identified for failure to meet high 
radiation area (HRA) control requirements for an accessible location, i.e., Unit 4 (U4) reactor auxiliary building 



(RAB) roof, with radiation levels greater than 1000 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) during refueling activities. 
Specifically, on November 3, 2009, general area dose rates exceeding 1000 mrem/hr were identified outside of an 
established HRA posted barricade on the RAB roof adjacent to the outside wall of the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) building. 
The HRA posted barricade, i.e., locked-HRA (LHRA) barrier, was established to delineate an area outside of which 
dose rates would not exceed 1000 mrem/hr. The licensee documented this issue in condition report (CR) 2009-31494. 
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Program and Process (exposure control) attribute of the 
Occupational Radiation Safety cornerstone and the failure of the licensee to implement proper HRA controls which 
could have led to unanticipated worker exposures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using the Occupational 
Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process and determined the issue to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) based on High Radiation Area controls in place for the subject area. The cross-cutting element of Human 
Performance, Decision-Making (H.1(b)) was affected when the licensee failed to conduct adequate radiological 
surveys needed to demonstrate compliance with TS HRA requirements for locations potentially having dose rates 
exceeding 1000 mrem/hr during current Unit 4 refueling activities (2OS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009005 (pdf)  

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Last modified : March 01, 2010 



Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2010 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Procedures for Conducting A Valve Alignment Causes Spill of Reactor Coolant And 
Contamination Of A Plant Employee 
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1 was identified for failure to follow 
procedures that assure that valves are maintained in the proper positions. As a result of mis-positioning of letdown 
system valves, a spill of reactor coolant from the Unit 3 letdown system occurred onto the auxiliary building roof and 
a security officer was contaminated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-14469.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and if failure to implement valve position controls were left uncorrected it would have the potential to 
lead to a more significant safety concern. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1. Because the finding did not contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and 
the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not be available, the finding was screened as Green. The 
cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work Practices, Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)), was 
affected when the licensee did not properly document activities regarding the failure to position valves in accordance 
with a specified valve lineup. (1R04)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 



Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement design controls in a temporary modification. 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, for failing to maintain 
control of temporary equipment installed on unit 4 A residual heat removal pump piping when the permanent 
component cooling water flow indication to the pump seal failed high. Operators were using a controlotron as a 
compensatory measure to verify adequate cooling flow to the unit 4A residual heat removal pump seal and to assure 
operability of the unit 4A residual heat removal pump. If the controlotron had failed, the operators would not have 
received a component cooling water low flow alarm in the control room, lack of cooling flow to the pump would have 
gone undetected, and operability of the residual heat removal pump could have been affected. The inspectors 
identified the licensee failed to follow the temporary system alteration procedure to ensure design adequacy and to 
determine if the alteration required a 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.59 evaluation and NRC approval. The 
licensee documented this in the corrective action program as condition report 2010-479.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affected the configuration control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
Cornerstone in that it reduced the reliability of the 4A residual heat removal pump with the permanent flow indicator 
out of service while using an unevaluated controlotron to determine continued operability of the 4A residual heat 
removal pump. The inspectors screened the finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance 
Determination of Reactor Inspection Findings for At Power Operations, Phase 1 screening. The finding was of very 
low safety significance because the design or qualification deficiency did not result in actual loss of operability or 
functionality of the pump. The cross cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices (H.4(b)) was affected. 
(1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Implement TS Requirements Resulting From Loss Of Configuration Control Of The 3C Main 
Steam Isolation Valve 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited violation of TS 3.7.1.5 requirements was identified when the Unit 3 C main steam 
isolation valve (MSIV) failed to close on demand on May 4, 2009. Licensee evaluation has found the root cause of the 
failure to be an inadequate post maintenance test after maintenance that resulted in the air throttle valve for the MSIV 
being left in the closed position. When identified, the licensee placed the throttle valve in the correct position and 
tested the valve stroke time satisfactorily. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-13568.  
 



The finding was more than minor because it affected the Configuration Control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the failure of the MSIV to close when demanded challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam system or generator tube ruptures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection 
Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 and SDP Phase 2. An initial SDP Phase 2 screening of the finding 
revealed a greater than green result for Large Early Release Probability (LERF) and Phase 3 was required. A Regional 
Senior Reactor Analyst performed a Phase 3 evaluation of the performance deficiency and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green). The major assumption was predicated on the information in NUREG 1806, 
Technical Basis for Revision of the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Screening Limit in the PTS Rule 
(10CFR50.61), which indicated that the possibility of core damage was remote following an extreme cool down due 
to a Main Steam Line Break without isolation. The cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices, 
Human Performance & Error Prevention (H.4(a)) was affected when personnel did not practice error prevention 
techniques such as self and peer checking, and properly document activities. (1R04)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure To Assure That Design Controls Were Maintained During Maintenance On The 3B Main Steam 
Isolation Valve (MSIV). 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of 10 CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control when 
maintenance personnel failed to follow procedure during reassembly of 3B main steam isolation valve and did not 
maintain proper configuration of a safety-related component. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-11481.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone, and it affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the reliability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, such as the 3B MSIV. Using Manual Chapter 0609, 
Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this issue was determined to be of very low safety significance because the 
design deficiency did not result in loss of operability. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Work 
Practices (H.4.(b)) was affected when the licensee did not effectively communicate expectations regarding procedural 
compliance and contractor personnel did not follow procedures. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  



Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Design Controls When Modifying Safety Equipment During Painting Activities  
A Self-revealing Non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V was identified for failing to 
implement procedures that assure design control during an alteration to the 4C intake cooling water pump motor, a 
safety-related component. As a result, the running Unit 4 C intake cooling water pump experienced a high temperature 
condition and was stopped by operators. The pump may not have been able to complete its design function with the 
alteration that restricted the cooling air flow for the motor during painting activities. The licensee documented this in 
CRs 2009-15970 and 2009-16336.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and the licensee did not complete an engineering evaluation of the modification causing a high 
temperature condition on the motor to assure that the motor could perform its design functions. Also, NRC Inspection 
Manual Chapter 0612, Appendix E, Example 4.a was applicable (failure to perform an engineering evaluation with 
missed opportunities for licensee identification) and the finding was more than minor. The finding screened as Green 
using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, SDP Phase 1 screening because the finding did not 
result in a loss of function of a single train of TS equipment for greater than the allowed outage time of 14 days. The 
finding affected the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not ensure supervisory oversight of work activities, including contractors, such that 
nuclear safety is supported. (1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements Regarding structural integrity of code class 2 main steam isolation 
components  
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation of TS 3.4.10 requirements on Unit 3 regarding required components, 
when plant operation continued although a structural flaw in Class 2 main steam isolation valve steam trap piping had 
been identified. As a result of using an incorrect drawing in assessing the leak, plant operation continued although a 
plant shutdown should have been initiated. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-15284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the RCS equipment and barrier performance attribute of the 



Barrier Integrity cornerstone and the un-isolable through wall leak challenged the integrity of the main steam system 
for isolating steam generator tube ruptures. Using Manual Chapter 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Phase 1 screening, this 
finding was determined to be of very low safety significance because all containment barrier characterization answers 
marked as No. The cross-cutting element of Human Performance, Decision Making, Conservative Assumptions & 
Safe Actions (H.1 (b)) was affected when the licensee did not use conservative assumptions in evaluating a Class 2 
component flaw and its TS implications, and did not demonstrate that continued operation with the crack was safe in 
order to proceed.  
(1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Required TS Controls for a High Radiation Area with Dose Rates in Excess of 1000 
mrem/hr  
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.12.2, was identified for failure to meet high 
radiation area (HRA) control requirements for an accessible location, i.e., Unit 4 (U4) reactor auxiliary building 
(RAB) roof, with radiation levels greater than 1000 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) during refueling activities. 
Specifically, on November 3, 2009, general area dose rates exceeding 1000 mrem/hr were identified outside of an 
established HRA posted barricade on the RAB roof adjacent to the outside wall of the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) building. 
The HRA posted barricade, i.e., locked-HRA (LHRA) barrier, was established to delineate an area outside of which 
dose rates would not exceed 1000 mrem/hr. The licensee documented this issue in condition report (CR) 2009-31494. 
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Program and Process (exposure control) attribute of the 
Occupational Radiation Safety cornerstone and the failure of the licensee to implement proper HRA controls which 
could have led to unanticipated worker exposures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using the Occupational 
Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process and determined the issue to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) based on High Radiation Area controls in place for the subject area. The cross-cutting element of Human 
Performance, Decision-Making (H.1(b)) was affected when the licensee failed to conduct adequate radiological 
surveys needed to demonstrate compliance with TS HRA requirements for locations potentially having dose rates 
exceeding 1000 mrem/hr during current Unit 4 refueling activities (2OS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009005 (pdf)  

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed.



Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Last modified : May 26, 2010 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2010 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Inadequate procedure implementation resulting in snubber failure.
The NRC identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, for the licensee’s failure to 
implement procedures during a visual inspection of safety related seismically qualified snubber SN-4-1039. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to identify missing, detached, loosened support items, or full thread engagement of all 
mechanical connections that led to a snubber failure as prescribed in procedure 0-OSP-105.1, Visual Inspection, 
Removal and Reinstallation of Mechanical Shock Arrestors, section 7.2.1.3.d. The snubber would not have been able 
to perform its design function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic 
events or transients, such as sudden isolation of the main steam isolation valve. The licensee implemented immediate 
corrective actions which included replacing the snubber in containment, adding specific instructions in procedure 0-
OSP-105.1 to specifically inspect the locking ring and correct installation, and to include emphasis on FPL 
expectations from vendor provided snubber inspection services. The licensee documented this in condition report CR 
2008-31372.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone in that the licensee did not ensure reliability of the snubber to respond to initiating 
events to prevent undesirable consequences in that the snubber would not have been able to perform its design 
function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic events or transients. The 
finding was screened using Manual Chapter 0609.04, "Phase 1 – Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," 
and was determined to have a very low safety significance (Green) because the system remained operable and capable 
of meeting its design function with no loss of safety function of the C main steam system. This finding was reviewed 
for cross-cutting aspects and none were identified. (4OA2). 
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement design controls in a temporary modification. 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, for failing to maintain 
control of temporary equipment installed on unit 4 A residual heat removal pump piping when the permanent 
component cooling water flow indication to the pump seal failed high. Operators were using a controlotron as a 
compensatory measure to verify adequate cooling flow to the unit 4A residual heat removal pump seal and to assure 
operability of the unit 4A residual heat removal pump. If the controlotron had failed, the operators would not have 
received a component cooling water low flow alarm in the control room, lack of cooling flow to the pump would have 
gone undetected, and operability of the residual heat removal pump could have been affected. The inspectors 
identified the licensee failed to follow the temporary system alteration procedure to ensure design adequacy and to 
determine if the alteration required a 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.59 evaluation and NRC approval. The 
licensee documented this in the corrective action program as condition report 2010-479.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affected the configuration control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
Cornerstone in that it reduced the reliability of the 4A residual heat removal pump with the permanent flow indicator 
out of service while using an unevaluated controlotron to determine continued operability of the 4A residual heat 
removal pump. The inspectors screened the finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance 
Determination of Reactor Inspection Findings for At Power Operations, Phase 1 screening. The finding was of very 
low safety significance because the design or qualification deficiency did not result in actual loss of operability or 
functionality of the pump. The cross cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices (H.4(b)) was affected. 
(1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 



inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Required TS Controls for a High Radiation Area with Dose Rates in Excess of 1000 
mrem/hr  
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.12.2, was identified for failure to meet high 
radiation area (HRA) control requirements for an accessible location, i.e., Unit 4 (U4) reactor auxiliary building 
(RAB) roof, with radiation levels greater than 1000 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) during refueling activities. 
Specifically, on November 3, 2009, general area dose rates exceeding 1000 mrem/hr were identified outside of an 
established HRA posted barricade on the RAB roof adjacent to the outside wall of the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) building. 
The HRA posted barricade, i.e., locked-HRA (LHRA) barrier, was established to delineate an area outside of which 
dose rates would not exceed 1000 mrem/hr. The licensee documented this issue in condition report (CR) 2009-31494. 
 



The finding was more than minor because it affected the Program and Process (exposure control) attribute of the 
Occupational Radiation Safety cornerstone and the failure of the licensee to implement proper HRA controls which 
could have led to unanticipated worker exposures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using the Occupational 
Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process and determined the issue to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) based on High Radiation Area controls in place for the subject area. The cross-cutting element of Human 
Performance, Decision-Making (H.1(b)) was affected when the licensee failed to conduct adequate radiological 
surveys needed to demonstrate compliance with TS HRA requirements for locations potentially having dose rates 
exceeding 1000 mrem/hr during current Unit 4 refueling activities (2OS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009005 (pdf)  

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to perform adequate surveys to ensure proper estimation of radionuclide concentrations in mechanical 
filter waste shipments  
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 20.1501(a) for the failure to perform 
adequate surveys to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G. 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G states that 
shippers of radioactive waste must identify and quantify radionuclides contained in each waste container. Specifically, 
the inspectors determined that the use of resin samples to characterize three shipments of mechanical filters in 
calendar years 2008 and 2009 was inadequate to ensure proper identification and quantification of the radionuclides 
present in each container. The licensee entered the issue into their corrective action program as condition report (CR) 
number 2009-32955.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute of 
Programs and Processes and adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public 
health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian 
nuclear reactor operation. The finding was assessed using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination 
Process (SDP). Based on the fact that subsequent follow up analyses demonstrated that none of the filter waste was 
under-classified, the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a 
crosscutting aspect of Human Performance, Decision Making [H.1(b)], because the decision to use resin samples to 
characterize filter shipments was based on incorrect assumptions, i.e., that spent resin samples would be representative 
of the filter waste stream, and those assumptions were not demonstrated to be conservative prior to implementation. 
(Section 2RS8)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 



Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Significance: SL-IV Dec 31, 2008 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to Accomplish An Activity Affecting Quality in Accordance with Procedures  
 
Inspection Report# : 2008005 (pdf)  

Last modified : September 02, 2010 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2010 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to provide adequate instructions when working on the reactor protection system results in reactor trip
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures, and 
Drawings, was identified when the licensee started corrective maintenance on the Unit 4 reactor protection system 
with an inadequate procedure. As a result, a reactor trip occurred when a reactor trip circuit was not placed on bypass 
as an initial condition needed to safely complete the work. During the event investigation, the licensee determined that 
neither the work order, nor the pre-job review identified the need to place the affected train of the reactor protection 
system on the bypass breaker.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it affects the Initiating Events cornerstone attribute of 
procedure quality and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of an event that upsets plant 
stability by resulting in a reactor trip. The finding was evaluated in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4, and 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) per SDP Phase 1 determination because the finding did not 
contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not 
be available. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance, Work Control H.3(b) because 
the licensee did not appropriately coordinate work activities by incorporating actions to address the need to keep 
personnel apprised of the operational impact of work and plant conditions that may affect work activities, resulting in 
a reactor trip. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 



Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate procedure implementation resulting in snubber failure. 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, for the licensee’s failure to 
implement procedures during a visual inspection of safety related seismically qualified snubber SN-4-1039. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to identify missing, detached, loosened support items, or full thread engagement of all 
mechanical connections that led to a snubber failure as prescribed in procedure 0-OSP-105.1, Visual Inspection, 
Removal and Reinstallation of Mechanical Shock Arrestors, section 7.2.1.3.d. The snubber would not have been able 
to perform its design function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic 
events or transients, such as sudden isolation of the main steam isolation valve. The licensee implemented immediate 
corrective actions which included replacing the snubber in containment, adding specific instructions in procedure 0-
OSP-105.1 to specifically inspect the locking ring and correct installation, and to include emphasis on FPL 
expectations from vendor provided snubber inspection services. The licensee documented this in condition report CR 
2008-31372.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone in that the licensee did not ensure reliability of the snubber to respond to initiating 
events to prevent undesirable consequences in that the snubber would not have been able to perform its design 
function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic events or transients. The 
finding was screened using Manual Chapter 0609.04, "Phase 1 – Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," 
and was determined to have a very low safety significance (Green) because the system remained operable and capable 
of meeting its design function with no loss of safety function of the C main steam system. This finding was reviewed 
for cross-cutting aspects and none were identified. (4OA2). 
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement design controls in a temporary modification. 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, for failing to maintain 
control of temporary equipment installed on unit 4 A residual heat removal pump piping when the permanent 
component cooling water flow indication to the pump seal failed high. Operators were using a controlotron as a 
compensatory measure to verify adequate cooling flow to the unit 4A residual heat removal pump seal and to assure 
operability of the unit 4A residual heat removal pump. If the controlotron had failed, the operators would not have 
received a component cooling water low flow alarm in the control room, lack of cooling flow to the pump would have 



gone undetected, and operability of the residual heat removal pump could have been affected. The inspectors 
identified the licensee failed to follow the temporary system alteration procedure to ensure design adequacy and to 
determine if the alteration required a 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.59 evaluation and NRC approval. The 
licensee documented this in the corrective action program as condition report 2010-479.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affected the configuration control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
Cornerstone in that it reduced the reliability of the 4A residual heat removal pump with the permanent flow indicator 
out of service while using an unevaluated controlotron to determine continued operability of the 4A residual heat 
removal pump. The inspectors screened the finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance 
Determination of Reactor Inspection Findings for At Power Operations, Phase 1 screening. The finding was of very 
low safety significance because the design or qualification deficiency did not result in actual loss of operability or 
functionality of the pump. The cross cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices (H.4(b)) was affected. 
(1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 



Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Dec 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Required TS Controls for a High Radiation Area with Dose Rates in Excess of 1000 
mrem/hr  
A Self-revealing Non-cited Violation of Technical Specification (TS) 6.12.2, was identified for failure to meet high 
radiation area (HRA) control requirements for an accessible location, i.e., Unit 4 (U4) reactor auxiliary building 
(RAB) roof, with radiation levels greater than 1000 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) during refueling activities. 
Specifically, on November 3, 2009, general area dose rates exceeding 1000 mrem/hr were identified outside of an 
established HRA posted barricade on the RAB roof adjacent to the outside wall of the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) building. 
The HRA posted barricade, i.e., locked-HRA (LHRA) barrier, was established to delineate an area outside of which 
dose rates would not exceed 1000 mrem/hr. The licensee documented this issue in condition report (CR) 2009-31494. 
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Program and Process (exposure control) attribute of the 
Occupational Radiation Safety cornerstone and the failure of the licensee to implement proper HRA controls which 
could have led to unanticipated worker exposures. The inspectors evaluated the finding using the Occupational 
Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process and determined the issue to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) based on High Radiation Area controls in place for the subject area. The cross-cutting element of Human 
Performance, Decision-Making (H.1(b)) was affected when the licensee failed to conduct adequate radiological 
surveys needed to demonstrate compliance with TS HRA requirements for locations potentially having dose rates 
exceeding 1000 mrem/hr during current Unit 4 refueling activities (2OS1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009005 (pdf)  

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to perform adequate surveys to ensure proper estimation of radionuclide concentrations in mechanical 
filter waste shipments  
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 20.1501(a) for the failure to perform 
adequate surveys to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G. 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G states that 
shippers of radioactive waste must identify and quantify radionuclides contained in each waste container. Specifically, 
the inspectors determined that the use of resin samples to characterize three shipments of mechanical filters in 
calendar years 2008 and 2009 was inadequate to ensure proper identification and quantification of the radionuclides 
present in each container. The licensee entered the issue into their corrective action program as condition report (CR) 
number 2009-32955.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute of 
Programs and Processes and adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public 
health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian 
nuclear reactor operation. The finding was assessed using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination 
Process (SDP). Based on the fact that subsequent follow up analyses demonstrated that none of the filter waste was 



under-classified, the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a 
crosscutting aspect of Human Performance, Decision Making [H.1(b)], because the decision to use resin samples to 
characterize filter shipments was based on incorrect assumptions, i.e., that spent resin samples would be representative 
of the filter waste stream, and those assumptions were not demonstrated to be conservative prior to implementation. 
(Section 2RS8)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : November 29, 2010 



Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2010 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to provide adequate instructions when working on the reactor protection system results in reactor trip
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures, and 
Drawings, was identified when the licensee started corrective maintenance on the Unit 4 reactor protection system 
with an inadequate procedure. As a result, a reactor trip occurred when a reactor trip circuit was not placed on bypass 
as an initial condition needed to safely complete the work. During the event investigation, the licensee determined that 
neither the work order, nor the pre-job review identified the need to place the affected train of the reactor protection 
system on the bypass breaker.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it affects the Initiating Events cornerstone attribute of 
procedure quality and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of an event that upsets plant 
stability by resulting in a reactor trip. The finding was evaluated in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4, and 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) per SDP Phase 1 determination because the finding did not 
contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not 
be available. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance, Work Control H.3(b) because 
the licensee did not appropriately coordinate work activities by incorporating actions to address the need to keep 
personnel apprised of the operational impact of work and plant conditions that may affect work activities, resulting in 
a reactor trip. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements regarding rod position indication 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited Violation of technical specification requirements was identified on Unit 3 when position 
indication for two rod control cluster assemblies (RCCs) drifted out of tolerance with the associated rod group 
position indication. Contrary to technical specification requirements, rod positions were neither re-aligned with the 
group counter nor was reactor power reduced to less than 90 percent within the allowed one hour action time with a 
potential consequence of challenging accident analysis assumptions. The issue was documented in the corrective 
action program as CR 2010-14724.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if inaccurate rod position indication was left uncorrected, there was a 
possibility of an adverse affect of an actual rod misalignment beyond that assumed in accident analyses. The Initiating 
Events cornerstone was affected because rod position alignment assures that accident analysis assumptions are 
maintained. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings (because the finding had not been screened) and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green) using the Transient Initiator tool. The cross-cutting aspect of Human 
Performance, Decision Making (H.1.a) was affected when supervisory personnel did not implement their roles and 
authorities to ensure safety by implementing Technical Specification requirements. (4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 



Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Scaffold blocked access to fire areas used in a control room evacuation event 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation (NCV) of very low safety significance when scaffolding was placed as 
a barricade against personnel access to doors to fire zones 108B and 104. The barricade impeded access to the 3B and 
3A DC Equipment rooms through doors that are used in the event of a control room evacuation event and may have 
delayed or prevented operator actions to mitigate a potential fire. When identified to the licensee, the scaffolding was 
promptly removed and the problem was documented in AR 594112.  
 
Using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, the inspectors assigned a moderate degradation rating to the 
deficiency because of the likely inability of the plant operators being able to implement the procedural actions within 
the licensee stipulated time, and the issue was more than minor.  
 



A regional Senior Reactor Analyst evaluated the performance deficiency under the Phase 3 protocol of the 
Significance Determination Process. Based upon the results of that evaluation, the performance deficiency was 
characterized as of very low safety significance (Green) for both units. The evaluation was performed via hand 
calculation using elements of NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, NUREG-6850 as amended by Frequently 
Asked Questions under the National Fire Protection Association 0805 pilot program. A simplified Reactor Coolant 
Pump (RCP) seal Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) failure probability based upon Westinghouse high temperature 
seals was used. Key human failure probabilities were estimated using standard techniques. Conditional core damage 
probabilities, due to a spurious Safety Injection, were derived from the licensee's most current model results. Major 
assumptions and dominant accident sequence for Units 3 and 4 were discussed and included in analysis section of 
1R05 in the inspection report.  
 
The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Control (H.3.a) when 
the scaffold-barricade was constructed without a planned contingency or compensatory measure to assure that the fire 
mitigation activity could be accomplished within design time constraints. (1R05) 
Inspection Report# : 2010005 (pdf)  

Significance:  May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate procedure implementation resulting in snubber failure. 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, for the licensee’s failure to 
implement procedures during a visual inspection of safety related seismically qualified snubber SN-4-1039. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to identify missing, detached, loosened support items, or full thread engagement of all 
mechanical connections that led to a snubber failure as prescribed in procedure 0-OSP-105.1, Visual Inspection, 
Removal and Reinstallation of Mechanical Shock Arrestors, section 7.2.1.3.d. The snubber would not have been able 
to perform its design function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic 
events or transients, such as sudden isolation of the main steam isolation valve. The licensee implemented immediate 
corrective actions which included replacing the snubber in containment, adding specific instructions in procedure 0-
OSP-105.1 to specifically inspect the locking ring and correct installation, and to include emphasis on FPL 
expectations from vendor provided snubber inspection services. The licensee documented this in condition report CR 
2008-31372.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone in that the licensee did not ensure reliability of the snubber to respond to initiating 
events to prevent undesirable consequences in that the snubber would not have been able to perform its design 
function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic events or transients. The 
finding was screened using Manual Chapter 0609.04, "Phase 1 – Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," 
and was determined to have a very low safety significance (Green) because the system remained operable and capable 
of meeting its design function with no loss of safety function of the C main steam system. This finding was reviewed 
for cross-cutting aspects and none were identified. (4OA2). 
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement design controls in a temporary modification. 
The inspectors identified an NCV of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, for failing to maintain 
control of temporary equipment installed on unit 4 A residual heat removal pump piping when the permanent 
component cooling water flow indication to the pump seal failed high. Operators were using a controlotron as a 
compensatory measure to verify adequate cooling flow to the unit 4A residual heat removal pump seal and to assure 
operability of the unit 4A residual heat removal pump. If the controlotron had failed, the operators would not have 
received a component cooling water low flow alarm in the control room, lack of cooling flow to the pump would have 
gone undetected, and operability of the residual heat removal pump could have been affected. The inspectors 
identified the licensee failed to follow the temporary system alteration procedure to ensure design adequacy and to 
determine if the alteration required a 10 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 50.59 evaluation and NRC approval. The 



licensee documented this in the corrective action program as condition report 2010-479.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affected the configuration control attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
Cornerstone in that it reduced the reliability of the 4A residual heat removal pump with the permanent flow indicator 
out of service while using an unevaluated controlotron to determine continued operability of the 4A residual heat 
removal pump. The inspectors screened the finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance 
Determination of Reactor Inspection Findings for At Power Operations, Phase 1 screening. The finding was of very 
low safety significance because the design or qualification deficiency did not result in actual loss of operability or 
functionality of the pump. The cross cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Practices (H.4(b)) was affected. 
(1R18)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 



Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to perform adequate surveys to ensure proper estimation of radionuclide concentrations in mechanical 
filter waste shipments  
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 20.1501(a) for the failure to perform 
adequate surveys to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G. 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G states that 
shippers of radioactive waste must identify and quantify radionuclides contained in each waste container. Specifically, 
the inspectors determined that the use of resin samples to characterize three shipments of mechanical filters in 
calendar years 2008 and 2009 was inadequate to ensure proper identification and quantification of the radionuclides 
present in each container. The licensee entered the issue into their corrective action program as condition report (CR) 
number 2009-32955.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute of 
Programs and Processes and adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public 
health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian 
nuclear reactor operation. The finding was assessed using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination 
Process (SDP). Based on the fact that subsequent follow up analyses demonstrated that none of the filter waste was 
under-classified, the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a 
crosscutting aspect of Human Performance, Decision Making [H.1(b)], because the decision to use resin samples to 
characterize filter shipments was based on incorrect assumptions, i.e., that spent resin samples would be representative 
of the filter waste stream, and those assumptions were not demonstrated to be conservative prior to implementation. 
(Section 2RS8)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 



identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : March 03, 2011 



Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to provide adequate instructions when working on the reactor protection system results in reactor trip
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures, and 
Drawings, was identified when the licensee started corrective maintenance on the Unit 4 reactor protection system 
with an inadequate procedure. As a result, a reactor trip occurred when a reactor trip circuit was not placed on bypass 
as an initial condition needed to safely complete the work. During the event investigation, the licensee determined that 
neither the work order, nor the pre-job review identified the need to place the affected train of the reactor protection 
system on the bypass breaker.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it affects the Initiating Events cornerstone attribute of 
procedure quality and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of an event that upsets plant 
stability by resulting in a reactor trip. The finding was evaluated in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4, and 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) per SDP Phase 1 determination because the finding did not 
contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not 
be available. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance, Work Control H.3(b) because 
the licensee did not appropriately coordinate work activities by incorporating actions to address the need to keep 
personnel apprised of the operational impact of work and plant conditions that may affect work activities, resulting in 
a reactor trip. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement TS requirements regarding rod position indication 
A Self-Revealing Non-cited Violation of technical specification requirements was identified on Unit 3 when position 
indication for two rod control cluster assemblies (RCCs) drifted out of tolerance with the associated rod group 
position indication. Contrary to technical specification requirements, rod positions were neither re-aligned with the 
group counter nor was reactor power reduced to less than 90 percent within the allowed one hour action time with a 
potential consequence of challenging accident analysis assumptions. The issue was documented in the corrective 
action program as CR 2010-14724.  
 
The finding was more than minor because if inaccurate rod position indication was left uncorrected, there was a 
possibility of an adverse affect of an actual rod misalignment beyond that assumed in accident analyses. The Initiating 
Events cornerstone was affected because rod position alignment assures that accident analysis assumptions are 
maintained. The inspectors evaluated the finding using NRC Inspection Manual 0609, Attachment 0609.04, Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings (because the finding had not been screened) and classified the finding of 
very low safety significance (Green) using the Transient Initiator tool. The cross-cutting aspect of Human 
Performance, Decision Making (H.1.a) was affected when supervisory personnel did not implement their roles and 
authorities to ensure safety by implementing Technical Specification requirements. (4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 



Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Scaffold blocked access to fire areas used in a control room evacuation event 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation (NCV) of very low safety significance when scaffolding was placed as 
a barricade against personnel access to doors to fire zones 108B and 104. The barricade impeded access to the 3B and 
3A DC Equipment rooms through doors that are used in the event of a control room evacuation event and may have 
delayed or prevented operator actions to mitigate a potential fire. When identified to the licensee, the scaffolding was 
promptly removed and the problem was documented in AR 594112.  
 
Using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, the inspectors assigned a moderate degradation rating to the 
deficiency because of the likely inability of the plant operators being able to implement the procedural actions within 
the licensee stipulated time, and the issue was more than minor.  
 



A regional Senior Reactor Analyst evaluated the performance deficiency under the Phase 3 protocol of the 
Significance Determination Process. Based upon the results of that evaluation, the performance deficiency was 
characterized as of very low safety significance (Green) for both units. The evaluation was performed via hand 
calculation using elements of NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, NUREG-6850 as amended by Frequently 
Asked Questions under the National Fire Protection Association 0805 pilot program. A simplified Reactor Coolant 
Pump (RCP) seal Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) failure probability based upon Westinghouse high temperature 
seals was used. Key human failure probabilities were estimated using standard techniques. Conditional core damage 
probabilities, due to a spurious Safety Injection, were derived from the licensee's most current model results. Major 
assumptions and dominant accident sequence for Units 3 and 4 were discussed and included in analysis section of 
1R05 in the inspection report.  
 
The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Control (H.3.a) when 
the scaffold-barricade was constructed without a planned contingency or compensatory measure to assure that the fire 
mitigation activity could be accomplished within design time constraints. (1R05) 
Inspection Report# : 2010005 (pdf)  

Significance:  May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate procedure implementation resulting in snubber failure. 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, for the licensee’s failure to 
implement procedures during a visual inspection of safety related seismically qualified snubber SN-4-1039. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to identify missing, detached, loosened support items, or full thread engagement of all 
mechanical connections that led to a snubber failure as prescribed in procedure 0-OSP-105.1, Visual Inspection, 
Removal and Reinstallation of Mechanical Shock Arrestors, section 7.2.1.3.d. The snubber would not have been able 
to perform its design function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic 
events or transients, such as sudden isolation of the main steam isolation valve. The licensee implemented immediate 
corrective actions which included replacing the snubber in containment, adding specific instructions in procedure 0-
OSP-105.1 to specifically inspect the locking ring and correct installation, and to include emphasis on FPL 
expectations from vendor provided snubber inspection services. The licensee documented this in condition report CR 
2008-31372.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it affected the equipment performance attribute of the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone in that the licensee did not ensure reliability of the snubber to respond to initiating 
events to prevent undesirable consequences in that the snubber would not have been able to perform its design 
function to arrest shocks of the main steam piping to the C Steam Generator during seismic events or transients. The 
finding was screened using Manual Chapter 0609.04, "Phase 1 – Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings," 
and was determined to have a very low safety significance (Green) because the system remained operable and capable 
of meeting its design function with no loss of safety function of the C main steam system. This finding was reviewed 
for cross-cutting aspects and none were identified. (4OA2). 
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 



Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to perform adequate surveys to ensure proper estimation of radionuclide concentrations in mechanical 
filter waste shipments  
The inspectors identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 20.1501(a) for the failure to perform 
adequate surveys to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G. 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix G states that 
shippers of radioactive waste must identify and quantify radionuclides contained in each waste container. Specifically, 
the inspectors determined that the use of resin samples to characterize three shipments of mechanical filters in 
calendar years 2008 and 2009 was inadequate to ensure proper identification and quantification of the radionuclides 
present in each container. The licensee entered the issue into their corrective action program as condition report (CR) 
number 2009-32955.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it is associated with the Public Radiation Safety cornerstone attribute of 
Programs and Processes and adversely affects the cornerstone objective of ensuring adequate protection of public 



health and safety from exposure to radioactive materials released into the public domain as a result of routine civilian 
nuclear reactor operation. The finding was assessed using the Public Radiation Safety Significance Determination 
Process (SDP). Based on the fact that subsequent follow up analyses demonstrated that none of the filter waste was 
under-classified, the finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding has a 
crosscutting aspect of Human Performance, Decision Making [H.1(b)], because the decision to use resin samples to 
characterize filter shipments was based on incorrect assumptions, i.e., that spent resin samples would be representative 
of the filter waste stream, and those assumptions were not demonstrated to be conservative prior to implementation. 
(Section 2RS8)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010003 (pdf)  

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : June 07, 2011 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2010 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to provide adequate instructions when working on the reactor protection system results in reactor trip
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures, and 
Drawings, was identified when the licensee started corrective maintenance on the Unit 4 reactor protection system 
with an inadequate procedure. As a result, a reactor trip occurred when a reactor trip circuit was not placed on bypass 
as an initial condition needed to safely complete the work. During the event investigation, the licensee determined that 
neither the work order, nor the pre-job review identified the need to place the affected train of the reactor protection 
system on the bypass breaker.  
 
The finding was determined to be more than minor because it affects the Initiating Events cornerstone attribute of 
procedure quality and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of an event that upsets plant 
stability by resulting in a reactor trip. The finding was evaluated in accordance with IMC 0609, Attachment 4, and 
determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) per SDP Phase 1 determination because the finding did not 
contribute to both the likelihood of a reactor trip and the likelihood that mitigation equipment or functions would not 
be available. This finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance, Work Control H.3(b) because 
the licensee did not appropriately coordinate work activities by incorporating actions to address the need to keep 
personnel apprised of the operational impact of work and plant conditions that may affect work activities, resulting in 
a reactor trip. (1R12)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2010004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 



Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to properly perform a procedure results in damage to an RHR pump  
A self-revealing, non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specifications 6.8.1.a, Procedures, was identified when 
operators did not properly align the RHR system from shutdown cooling mode to injection mode. As a result, the 4A 
RHR pump was left running with no suction source causing a failure of the pump mechanical seal and minor flooding 
in the Unit 4, A RHR pump room. The pump was not available for either injection or shutdown cooling operations 
until the seal was replaced. The issue was documented in the corrective action program as AR 1644427 and a root 
cause investigation was initiated. 
Inspection Report# : 2011003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Scaffold blocked access to fire areas used in a control room evacuation event 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation (NCV) of very low safety significance when scaffolding was placed as 
a barricade against personnel access to doors to fire zones 108B and 104. The barricade impeded access to the 3B and 
3A DC Equipment rooms through doors that are used in the event of a control room evacuation event and may have 
delayed or prevented operator actions to mitigate a potential fire. When identified to the licensee, the scaffolding was 
promptly removed and the problem was documented in AR 594112.  
 
Using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, the inspectors assigned a moderate degradation rating to the 
deficiency because of the likely inability of the plant operators being able to implement the procedural actions within 
the licensee stipulated time, and the issue was more than minor.  
 
A regional Senior Reactor Analyst evaluated the performance deficiency under the Phase 3 protocol of the 
Significance Determination Process. Based upon the results of that evaluation, the performance deficiency was 
characterized as of very low safety significance (Green) for both units. The evaluation was performed via hand 
calculation using elements of NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, NUREG-6850 as amended by Frequently 
Asked Questions under the National Fire Protection Association 0805 pilot program. A simplified Reactor Coolant 
Pump (RCP) seal Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) failure probability based upon Westinghouse high temperature 
seals was used. Key human failure probabilities were estimated using standard techniques. Conditional core damage 
probabilities, due to a spurious Safety Injection, were derived from the licensee's most current model results. Major 
assumptions and dominant accident sequence for Units 3 and 4 were discussed and included in analysis section of 
1R05 in the inspection report.  



 
The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Control (H.3.a) when 
the scaffold-barricade was constructed without a planned contingency or compensatory measure to assure that the fire 
mitigation activity could be accomplished within design time constraints. (1R05) 
Inspection Report# : 2010005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 



Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : October 14, 2011 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Failure to Verify or Check the Adequacy of Design for Safety-Related Components with Four Examples
The team identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design 
Control,” for the licensee’s failure to verify or check the adequacy of design for with four examples. The licensee 
entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1672459, 1676403, 1674790, 1675544 and 1679053, 
and performed evaluations to assure operability of components.  
 
The licensee’s failure to adequately perform engineering evaluations as described in the four examples was a 
performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it adversely affected the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Design Control and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure 
the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the deficiencies described above, resulted in a reasonable doubt that safety-related 
equipment could perform their functions under the most limiting conditions. In accordance with NRC IMC 0609.04, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings”, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) screening and determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or functionality. Specifically, the licensee 
performed evaluations that provided reasonable assurance that the components would perform their required functions 
when called upon. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency 
because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Adequate Records to Support Acceptance Criteria in Design Calculations 
. The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion  
XVII, “Quality Assurance Records,” for the licensee’s failure to maintain sufficient records to furnish evidence of 
activities affecting quality. Specifically, the licensee was not able to retrieve test data and calculations supporting an 
acceptance criterion that assures the reliability and availability of minimum MCC voltage to provide adequate voltage 
to MCC control circuits. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1676661 and has 
proposed actions to (1) implement a design modification to increase the control power transformer size for three 
motor operated valves (MOV), (2) add the control circuits for the 3 MOVs to the site’s low margin list, and (3) re-
create missing analysis and test data.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to have retrievable test data and calculations to support acceptance criteria 
for MCC control circuit voltage was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the 
availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, there was reasonable doubt as to whether safety-related MCC control circuits would have 
sufficient voltage to function during a degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) since this was a design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or 
functionality. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because 
this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Voltage Calculations 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” for the licensee’s failure 
to perform adequate voltage calculations for safety-related equipment with two examples. The licensee entered these 
issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1677149, 1677149-02, 1673843, 1677149-02, 1676754 and 
01676641 and performed evaluations to provide reasonable assurance that components would have adequate voltage 
pending forma re-analysis.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to perform adequate design calculations to support the setpoint of the 



degraded voltage relays and the failure to perform adequate design calculations for the 120Vac instrument system was 
a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone 
attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, there was 
reasonable doubt as to whether the components would have adequate voltage to perform their safety function during a 
degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low safety significance (Green) since this was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or functionality. The team determined that no 
cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current 
licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Test the SBO Cross-Tie under Loaded Conditions 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR 50.63 for the licensee’s failure to test the station blackout (SBO) cross-tie 
components under loaded conditions. Since 1991, the licensee failed to verify the capability of the SBO cross-tie and 
associated components to carry the required amperage during post installation tests or subsequent periodic 
maintenance tests. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1676402 and 
1680428 with an action to establish a method and frequency for loading the SBO cross-tie components.  
 
The team determined that the licensee’s failure to perform adequate post installation testing and periodic testing as 
required by the licensee’s commitment to RG 1.155, “Station Blackout,” was a performance deficiency. This finding 
was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Equipment Performance and 
affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems and components 
that respond to initiating events to preclude undesirable consequences (i.e. core damage). Specifically, since the 
installation of cross-tie components to meet SBO requirements, the licensee failed to test the components in a loaded 
condition. The lack of testing resulted in a reduced reliability of the SBO cross-tie. In accordance with NRC IMC 
0609.04, “Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings,” the team conducted a Phase 1 SDP screening and 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not a design issue resulting in loss 
of function, did not represent an actual loss of a system safety function, did not result in exceeding a TS allowed 
outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was 
applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to properly perform a procedure results in damage to an RHR pump  
A self-revealing, non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specifications 6.8.1.a, Procedures, was identified when 
operators did not properly align the RHR system from shutdown cooling mode to injection mode. As a result, the 4A 
RHR pump was left running with no suction source causing a failure of the pump mechanical seal and minor flooding 
in the Unit 4, A RHR pump room. The pump was not available for either injection or shutdown cooling operations 
until the seal was replaced. The issue was documented in the corrective action program as AR 1644427 and a root 
cause investigation was initiated. 
Inspection Report# : 2011003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Scaffold blocked access to fire areas used in a control room evacuation event 
The inspectors identified a Non-cited violation (NCV) of very low safety significance when scaffolding was placed as 



a barricade against personnel access to doors to fire zones 108B and 104. The barricade impeded access to the 3B and 
3A DC Equipment rooms through doors that are used in the event of a control room evacuation event and may have 
delayed or prevented operator actions to mitigate a potential fire. When identified to the licensee, the scaffolding was 
promptly removed and the problem was documented in AR 594112.  
 
Using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, the inspectors assigned a moderate degradation rating to the 
deficiency because of the likely inability of the plant operators being able to implement the procedural actions within 
the licensee stipulated time, and the issue was more than minor.  
 
A regional Senior Reactor Analyst evaluated the performance deficiency under the Phase 3 protocol of the 
Significance Determination Process. Based upon the results of that evaluation, the performance deficiency was 
characterized as of very low safety significance (Green) for both units. The evaluation was performed via hand 
calculation using elements of NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, NUREG-6850 as amended by Frequently 
Asked Questions under the National Fire Protection Association 0805 pilot program. A simplified Reactor Coolant 
Pump (RCP) seal Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) failure probability based upon Westinghouse high temperature 
seals was used. Key human failure probabilities were estimated using standard techniques. Conditional core damage 
probabilities, due to a spurious Safety Injection, were derived from the licensee's most current model results. Major 
assumptions and dominant accident sequence for Units 3 and 4 were discussed and included in analysis section of 
1R05 in the inspection report.  
 
The cause of the finding was related to the cross-cutting aspect of Human Performance, Work Control (H.3.a) when 
the scaffold-barricade was constructed without a planned contingency or compensatory measure to assure that the fire 
mitigation activity could be accomplished within design time constraints. (1R05) 
Inspection Report# : 2010005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 



communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update the UFSAR to Reflect Changes to the Unit 3 Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System 
The team identified a SL-IV NCV for the licensee’s failure to update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) for a modification affecting the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tank. Specifically, a 
common-mode failure method was not described in the UFSAR that required proceduralized manual actions during 
design bases rain events. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1679078.  
 
The failure to update the UFSAR as required by procedure ENG Q1-3.4 and 10 CFR 50.71(e) was a performance 
deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered as traditional enforcement because, not having an adequately 
updated UFSAR hinders the licensee’s ability to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and can impact the 
NRC’s ability to perform its regulatory function such as, license amendment reviews and inspections. In addition, the 
team determined that the performance deficiency was material to safety because the modification resulted in a 
common-mode failure method that required proceduralized manual actions for the Unit 3 EDGs to meet their mission 
time during design bases rain events. This violation was determined to be a SL-IV violation using Section 6.1 of the 
NRC’s Enforcement Policy because the erroneous information was not used to make an unacceptable change to the 
facility or procedures. Cross-cutting aspects are not assigned for traditional enforcement violations.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  



Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2011 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Failure to Correct Valve Deficiency Results in Both Headers of Intake Cooling Water Inoperable 
A self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50 Criterion XVI was identified when the licensee failed to correct a 
degraded butterfly valve in the Unit 3 intake cooling water system. On August 11, 2011, failure of this valve led to a 
loss of intake cooling water (ICW) flow to the component cooling water heat exchangers. The licensee documented 
the failure in their corrective action program as AR 01680272 and initiated a cause investigation. An NRC special 
inspection of this occurrence was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000250/2011013.  
 
The licensee’s failure to take prompt corrective actions for a degraded valve, though it had been identified in 2007 as 
vibrating excessively, was a performance deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered more than minor 
because it could be reasonably viewed as a precursor to a significant event, the loss of all intake cooling water. A 
Senior Reactor Analyst in a Phase 3 risk assessment, determined the increase in risk to either unit was of very low risk 
significance i.e., Green. Unit 3 risk was assessed because the event occurred on that unit; however Unit 4 risk was also 
assessed because the same vulnerability existed on the ICW valves on that unit (e.g., similar design, maintenance 
history, etc.). The main contributors to the low risk results were: 1) the recovery probability of the ICW system, given 
the extended time available to operators before a RCP seal LOCA could occur; and 2) the multiple redundant sources 
available to cool the core should the CCW system fail. The dominant core damage scenarios were valid demands for a 
reactor trip followed by the failure to recover ICW proceeding to a RCP seal LOCA and core damage. The inspectors 
determined that the cause of this finding was related to the Problem Identification and Resolution cross cutting 
component when the licensee failed to take appropriate corrective action to address safety issues (valve fluttering) in a 
timely manner, commensurate with the safety significance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify or Check the Adequacy of Design for Safety-Related Components with Four Examples 
The team identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design 
Control,” for the licensee’s failure to verify or check the adequacy of design for with four examples. The licensee 
entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1672459, 1676403, 1674790, 1675544 and 1679053, 
and performed evaluations to assure operability of components.  
 
The licensee’s failure to adequately perform engineering evaluations as described in the four examples was a 
performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it adversely affected the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Design Control and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure 
the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the deficiencies described above, resulted in a reasonable doubt that safety-related 
equipment could perform their functions under the most limiting conditions. In accordance with NRC IMC 0609.04, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings”, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) screening and determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or functionality. Specifically, the licensee 
performed evaluations that provided reasonable assurance that the components would perform their required functions 
when called upon. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency 
because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Adequate Records to Support Acceptance Criteria in Design Calculations 
. The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion  
XVII, “Quality Assurance Records,” for the licensee’s failure to maintain sufficient records to furnish evidence of 
activities affecting quality. Specifically, the licensee was not able to retrieve test data and calculations supporting an 
acceptance criterion that assures the reliability and availability of minimum MCC voltage to provide adequate voltage 
to MCC control circuits. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1676661 and has 



proposed actions to (1) implement a design modification to increase the control power transformer size for three 
motor operated valves (MOV), (2) add the control circuits for the 3 MOVs to the site’s low margin list, and (3) re-
create missing analysis and test data.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to have retrievable test data and calculations to support acceptance criteria 
for MCC control circuit voltage was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the 
availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, there was reasonable doubt as to whether safety-related MCC control circuits would have 
sufficient voltage to function during a degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) since this was a design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or 
functionality. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because 
this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Voltage Calculations 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” for the licensee’s failure 
to perform adequate voltage calculations for safety-related equipment with two examples. The licensee entered these 
issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1677149, 1677149-02, 1673843, 1677149-02, 1676754 and 
01676641 and performed evaluations to provide reasonable assurance that components would have adequate voltage 
pending forma re-analysis.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to perform adequate design calculations to support the setpoint of the 
degraded voltage relays and the failure to perform adequate design calculations for the 120Vac instrument system was 
a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone 
attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, there was 
reasonable doubt as to whether the components would have adequate voltage to perform their safety function during a 
degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low safety significance (Green) since this was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or functionality. The team determined that no 
cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current 
licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Test the SBO Cross-Tie under Loaded Conditions 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR 50.63 for the licensee’s failure to test the station blackout (SBO) cross-tie 
components under loaded conditions. Since 1991, the licensee failed to verify the capability of the SBO cross-tie and 
associated components to carry the required amperage during post installation tests or subsequent periodic 
maintenance tests. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1676402 and 
1680428 with an action to establish a method and frequency for loading the SBO cross-tie components.  
 
The team determined that the licensee’s failure to perform adequate post installation testing and periodic testing as 
required by the licensee’s commitment to RG 1.155, “Station Blackout,” was a performance deficiency. This finding 
was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Equipment Performance and 
affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems and components 
that respond to initiating events to preclude undesirable consequences (i.e. core damage). Specifically, since the 
installation of cross-tie components to meet SBO requirements, the licensee failed to test the components in a loaded 
condition. The lack of testing resulted in a reduced reliability of the SBO cross-tie. In accordance with NRC IMC 



0609.04, “Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings,” the team conducted a Phase 1 SDP screening and 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not a design issue resulting in loss 
of function, did not represent an actual loss of a system safety function, did not result in exceeding a TS allowed 
outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was 
applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to properly perform a procedure results in damage to an RHR pump  
A self-revealing, non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specifications 6.8.1.a, Procedures, was identified when 
operators did not properly align the RHR system from shutdown cooling mode to injection mode. As a result, the 4A 
RHR pump was left running with no suction source causing a failure of the pump mechanical seal and minor flooding 
in the Unit 4, A RHR pump room. The pump was not available for either injection or shutdown cooling operations 
until the seal was replaced. The issue was documented in the corrective action program as AR 1644427 and a root 
cause investigation was initiated. 
Inspection Report# : 2011003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  



Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to maintain TSC habitability 
The licensee identified an Apparent Violation (AV) of 10 CFR Part 50.54(q), which requires that adequate emergency 
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and maintained. During the periods from 
December 4, 2010 to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain in effect 
a provision of its emergency plan in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response 
were not provided when portions of the Technical Support Center ventilation system were removed from service by 
tagging open the ventilation system damper poser supply without compensatory measures and without an evaluation 
that described how effectiveness of the emergency plan was not decreased. As a result, had the facility been activated, 
protection of personnel assigned to respond in the TSC would not have been protected from radiological hazards that 
could occur in some accidents. The licensee documented this occurrence in the corrective actions program as AR 
1701357.  
 
The finding was greater than minor because it affected the Emergency Preparedness Cornerstone objective of ensuring 
that the licensee is capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the health and safety of the public in the 
event of a radiological emergency. The Emergency Preparedness cornerstone was affected in that during the time the 
Technical Support Center was not functional, it did not meet 10 CFR 50.47(b) Planning Standards program elements 
and personnel assigned to the TSC during an emergency may not have been protected from radiological hazards. This 
finding was evaluated in accordance with Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B, Emergency Preparedness Significance 
Determination Process, Section 4.8 and Emergency Preparedness Significance Determination Process, Sheet 1, Failure 
to Comply, and determined to be a finding of low to moderate safety significance (White) because there was a loss of 
the planning standard function “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response”. 
The NRC considered that protection of personnel from radiological hazards could not be assured in all cases when the 
ventilation system was degraded. The inspectors determined that the Technical Support Center was not functional for 
a period of longer than 7 days from time of discovery of the ventilation system outage, to the extent that any key ERO 
member would not be protected from radiological hazards when completing assigned emergency response plan 
functions in the absence of compensatory measures. This condition occurred twice in December 2010 to July 2011 
and again in October 2011. The inspectors determined that the planning standard function failure was a loss of 
planning standard function, “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response,” as 
described in Section 4.8 of Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B. Using Sheet 1, Failure to Comply, significance 
determination process flow chart, the failure to comply, with a planning standard problem, no risk significant planning 
standard problem, with a planning standard function failure, results in a White significance. The two events, 
December 2010 to July 2011 and October 2011 were assessed as a single finding with a common performance 
deficiency. The cross cutting component in Problem Identification and Resolution was proposed when the licensee did 
not thoroughly evaluate problems with the TSC ventilation system as necessary, including properly classifying, 
prioritizing, and evaluating for operability and reportability, conditions adverse to quality.  
 
10 CFR 50.54(q) requires, in part, that a licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power  
reactor shall follow and maintain the effectiveness of an emergency plan which meet the  
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b). Planning standard 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) specifies as a  
required element of a licensee’s emergency response plan that adequate emergency  
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and  
maintained.  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to  



October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan  
in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response  
were not provided and maintained. Specifically, the licensee failed to follow and  
maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan when portions of the Technical Support  
Center (TSC) ventilation system were removed from service for maintenance, without  
compensatory measures. Removal of the TSC ventilation system from service without  
implementation of compensatory measures during these periods constituted a failure to  
provide and maintain an adequate emergency facility.  
This violation is associated with a White Significance Determination Process finding in  
the Emergency Preparedness cornerstone.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to make a required 8 hour NRC report for major loss of emergency assessment capability  
The inspectors identified an Apparent Violation of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) when a major loss of emergency 
assessment capability was not reported to the NRC within 8 hours as required, impacting NRC’s regulatory function. 
The TSC ventilation system was removed from service from December 4, 2010 until July 13, 2011, affecting the 
habitability of the TSC for emergency responders, and the occurrence was not reported. The issue was identified to the 
licensee by the inspectors after review of NRC Event Number 47387.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it impacted the NRC’s regulatory process, which relies on certain plant 
conditions being properly reported to the NRC. Because this finding impacted the regulatory process, it was evaluated 
using traditional enforcement and is being considered for escalated enforcement action in accordance with NRC’s 
Enforcement Policy. No cross-cutting aspect associated with this issue was identified.  
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) states that a licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical  
and in all cases within eight hours of the occurrence of any event that results in a major  
loss of emergency assessment capability, offsite response capability, or offsite  
communications capability (e.g., significant portion of control room indication,  
Emergency Notification System, or offsite notification system).  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, the licensee failed to  
report the occurrence of a major loss of emergency assessment capability. Specifically,  
the licensee failed to maintain an adequate emergency facility when portions of the TSC  
ventilation system were removed from service without compensatory measures, and the  
licensee failed to report the occurrence as required.  
 
This is a Severity Level III violation (Enforcement Policy paragraph 6.6)  
Civil Penalty - $ 140,000  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 



Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update the UFSAR to Reflect Changes to the Unit 3 Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System 
The team identified a SL-IV NCV for the licensee’s failure to update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) for a modification affecting the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tank. Specifically, a 
common-mode failure method was not described in the UFSAR that required proceduralized manual actions during 
design bases rain events. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1679078.  
 
The failure to update the UFSAR as required by procedure ENG Q1-3.4 and 10 CFR 50.71(e) was a performance 
deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered as traditional enforcement because, not having an adequately 
updated UFSAR hinders the licensee’s ability to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and can impact the 
NRC’s ability to perform its regulatory function such as, license amendment reviews and inspections. In addition, the 
team determined that the performance deficiency was material to safety because the modification resulted in a 
common-mode failure method that required proceduralized manual actions for the Unit 3 EDGs to meet their mission 
time during design bases rain events. This violation was determined to be a SL-IV violation using Section 6.1 of the 
NRC’s Enforcement Policy because the erroneous information was not used to make an unacceptable change to the 
facility or procedures. Cross-cutting aspects are not assigned for traditional enforcement violations.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : April 11, 2012 



Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2012 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Evaluation Of Damaged Rod Control Extension Results In High Risk Evolution And Risk 
Condition Yellow  
A Self-revealing Finding was identified when the licensee did not manage maintenance activities adequately to 
identify and repair a damaged rod control drive component on Unit 3 prior to setting the reactor vessel closure head on 
the reactor vessel flange. As a result, the subsequently filled reactor coolant system had to be drained again to 2 feet 
below the reactor vessel flange (a high risk activity) placing the unit in the licensee’s risk condition Yellow for 
repairs. The licensee documented this in condition report (CR) 2009-10284.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the Human Performance attribute of Initiating Events 
cornerstone and the licensee=s risk assessment failed to anticipate that the maintenance activity could result in another 
plant draining evolution with its inherent risk of an initiating event of loss of inventory or shutdown cooling. With 
appropriate mitigating equipment available, the finding screened to be of very low safety significance (Green). The 
finding affected the cross cutting area of Human Performance, Work Practices, Supervisory & Management Oversight 
(H.4(c)) because the licensee did not appropriately provide oversight of work activities, including contractors, such 
that nuclear safety is supported. (1R20)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2008 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Maintenance causes smoke and fumes to enter the control room causing fire alarms. 
A Self-Revealing finding of very low safety significance was identified after smoke and welding fumes from 
maintenance entered the control room through the ventilation system causing smoke alarms. When identified, the 
licensee stopped the maintenance and entered the issue into the corrective action program as CR 2008-17166.  
 
The Initiating Events cornerstone was affected when smoke alarms occurred requiring the operators to initiate actions 
to protect themselves and the plant. The event screened as Green when mitigating systems remained unaffected and 
would have functioned, if needed. The cause of the finding is related to the cross-cutting area of Human Performance, 
Work Practices, (H.4.b) when personnel did not follow procedures in developing the work package for metalizing 
operations outside of the control room. (1R05)  
 
 
Inspection Report# : 2008003 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 



Failure to Correct Valve Deficiency Results in Both Headers of Intake Cooling Water Inoperable 
A self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50 Criterion XVI was identified when the licensee failed to correct a 
degraded butterfly valve in the Unit 3 intake cooling water system. On August 11, 2011, failure of this valve led to a 
loss of intake cooling water (ICW) flow to the component cooling water heat exchangers. The licensee documented 
the failure in their corrective action program as AR 01680272 and initiated a cause investigation. An NRC special 
inspection of this occurrence was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000250/2011013.  
 
The licensee’s failure to take prompt corrective actions for a degraded valve, though it had been identified in 2007 as 
vibrating excessively, was a performance deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered more than minor 
because it could be reasonably viewed as a precursor to a significant event, the loss of all intake cooling water. A 
Senior Reactor Analyst in a Phase 3 risk assessment, determined the increase in risk to either unit was of very low risk 
significance i.e., Green. Unit 3 risk was assessed because the event occurred on that unit; however Unit 4 risk was also 
assessed because the same vulnerability existed on the ICW valves on that unit (e.g., similar design, maintenance 
history, etc.). The main contributors to the low risk results were: 1) the recovery probability of the ICW system, given 
the extended time available to operators before a RCP seal LOCA could occur; and 2) the multiple redundant sources 
available to cool the core should the CCW system fail. The dominant core damage scenarios were valid demands for a 
reactor trip followed by the failure to recover ICW proceeding to a RCP seal LOCA and core damage. The inspectors 
determined that the cause of this finding was related to the Problem Identification and Resolution cross cutting 
component when the licensee failed to take appropriate corrective action to address safety issues (valve fluttering) in a 
timely manner, commensurate with the safety significance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify or Check the Adequacy of Design for Safety-Related Components with Four Examples 
The team identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design 
Control,” for the licensee’s failure to verify or check the adequacy of design for with four examples. The licensee 
entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1672459, 1676403, 1674790, 1675544 and 1679053, 
and performed evaluations to assure operability of components.  
 
The licensee’s failure to adequately perform engineering evaluations as described in the four examples was a 
performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it adversely affected the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Design Control and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure 
the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the deficiencies described above, resulted in a reasonable doubt that safety-related 
equipment could perform their functions under the most limiting conditions. In accordance with NRC IMC 0609.04, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings”, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) screening and determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or functionality. Specifically, the licensee 
performed evaluations that provided reasonable assurance that the components would perform their required functions 
when called upon. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency 
because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Adequate Records to Support Acceptance Criteria in Design Calculations 
. The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion  
XVII, “Quality Assurance Records,” for the licensee’s failure to maintain sufficient records to furnish evidence of 
activities affecting quality. Specifically, the licensee was not able to retrieve test data and calculations supporting an 
acceptance criterion that assures the reliability and availability of minimum MCC voltage to provide adequate voltage 
to MCC control circuits. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1676661 and has 



proposed actions to (1) implement a design modification to increase the control power transformer size for three 
motor operated valves (MOV), (2) add the control circuits for the 3 MOVs to the site’s low margin list, and (3) re-
create missing analysis and test data.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to have retrievable test data and calculations to support acceptance criteria 
for MCC control circuit voltage was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the 
availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, there was reasonable doubt as to whether safety-related MCC control circuits would have 
sufficient voltage to function during a degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) since this was a design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or 
functionality. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because 
this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Voltage Calculations 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” for the licensee’s failure 
to perform adequate voltage calculations for safety-related equipment with two examples. The licensee entered these 
issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1677149, 1677149-02, 1673843, 1677149-02, 1676754 and 
01676641 and performed evaluations to provide reasonable assurance that components would have adequate voltage 
pending forma re-analysis.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to perform adequate design calculations to support the setpoint of the 
degraded voltage relays and the failure to perform adequate design calculations for the 120Vac instrument system was 
a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone 
attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, there was 
reasonable doubt as to whether the components would have adequate voltage to perform their safety function during a 
degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low safety significance (Green) since this was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or functionality. The team determined that no 
cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current 
licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Test the SBO Cross-Tie under Loaded Conditions 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR 50.63 for the licensee’s failure to test the station blackout (SBO) cross-tie 
components under loaded conditions. Since 1991, the licensee failed to verify the capability of the SBO cross-tie and 
associated components to carry the required amperage during post installation tests or subsequent periodic 
maintenance tests. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1676402 and 
1680428 with an action to establish a method and frequency for loading the SBO cross-tie components.  
 
The team determined that the licensee’s failure to perform adequate post installation testing and periodic testing as 
required by the licensee’s commitment to RG 1.155, “Station Blackout,” was a performance deficiency. This finding 
was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Equipment Performance and 
affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems and components 
that respond to initiating events to preclude undesirable consequences (i.e. core damage). Specifically, since the 
installation of cross-tie components to meet SBO requirements, the licensee failed to test the components in a loaded 
condition. The lack of testing resulted in a reduced reliability of the SBO cross-tie. In accordance with NRC IMC 



0609.04, “Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings,” the team conducted a Phase 1 SDP screening and 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not a design issue resulting in loss 
of function, did not represent an actual loss of a system safety function, did not result in exceeding a TS allowed 
outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was 
applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to properly perform a procedure results in damage to an RHR pump  
A self-revealing, non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specifications 6.8.1.a, Procedures, was identified when 
operators did not properly align the RHR system from shutdown cooling mode to injection mode. As a result, the 4A 
RHR pump was left running with no suction source causing a failure of the pump mechanical seal and minor flooding 
in the Unit 4, A RHR pump room. The pump was not available for either injection or shutdown cooling operations 
until the seal was replaced. The issue was documented in the corrective action program as AR 1644427 and a root 
cause investigation was initiated. 
Inspection Report# : 2011003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2009 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure To Maintain Lighting Impedes Compensatory Measure For Failed Fire Detection.  
The inspectors identified a Green finding for failure to correct failed lighting in a Unit 4 electrical penetration room 
that prevented the hourly rover from adequately compensating for fire detection that was out of service. The 
inspectors determined that maintaining lighting in areas of degraded fire protection features is not a specific NRC 
requirement. The licensee documented this in CR 2009-17533.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it affected the External Event attribute of the Mitigating Systems 
cornerstone and failure to correct a problem that impacted the ability of fire watch personnel to adequately 
compensate for out of service fire detection equipment could reasonably be viewed as a precursor to a significant fire 
event. The inspectors evaluated this finding using NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, Fire Protection 
Significance Determination. The finding was screened as Green because the assigned fire degradation rating was low. 
The finding has a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action 
Program, Appropriate & Timely Corrective Actions (P.1(d)) because the licensee did not document and correct a 
problem that was previously identified. (1R05)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2009003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2007 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Recurring Problems with Alternate Shutdown Communication Equipment 
The inspectors identified a finding when the licensee did not identify and correct an adverse trend of recurring 
problems with the alternate shutdown communications system. When identified, the licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective actions program and initiated a review of reliability issues with the communications equipment.  
 
The finding is more than minor because it affects the availability and reliability of the communications system used by 
plant operators to mitigate certain fire scenarios. The issue was of very low safety significance because an alternate 
communications system (radios) was available, if needed. The cause was related to the cross-cutting area of problem 
identification and resolution because the adverse trend of problems with alternate shutdown communications had not 
been identified nor corrected by the licensee commensurate with its safety significance. (IMC 305, P.1 (d)) (4OA2) 
Inspection Report# : 2007004 (pdf)  



Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to maintain TSC habitability 
The licensee identified an Apparent Violation (AV) of 10 CFR Part 50.54(q), which requires that adequate emergency 
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and maintained. During the periods from 
December 4, 2010 to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain in effect 
a provision of its emergency plan in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response 
were not provided when portions of the Technical Support Center ventilation system were removed from service by 
tagging open the ventilation system damper poser supply without compensatory measures and without an evaluation 
that described how effectiveness of the emergency plan was not decreased. As a result, had the facility been activated, 
protection of personnel assigned to respond in the TSC would not have been protected from radiological hazards that 
could occur in some accidents. The licensee documented this occurrence in the corrective actions program as AR 
1701357.  
 
The finding was greater than minor because it affected the Emergency Preparedness Cornerstone objective of ensuring 
that the licensee is capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the health and safety of the public in the 
event of a radiological emergency. The Emergency Preparedness cornerstone was affected in that during the time the 
Technical Support Center was not functional, it did not meet 10 CFR 50.47(b) Planning Standards program elements 
and personnel assigned to the TSC during an emergency may not have been protected from radiological hazards. This 
finding was evaluated in accordance with Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B, Emergency Preparedness Significance 
Determination Process, Section 4.8 and Emergency Preparedness Significance Determination Process, Sheet 1, Failure 
to Comply, and determined to be a finding of low to moderate safety significance (White) because there was a loss of 
the planning standard function “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response”. 
The NRC considered that protection of personnel from radiological hazards could not be assured in all cases when the 
ventilation system was degraded. The inspectors determined that the Technical Support Center was not functional for 
a period of longer than 7 days from time of discovery of the ventilation system outage, to the extent that any key ERO 
member would not be protected from radiological hazards when completing assigned emergency response plan 
functions in the absence of compensatory measures. This condition occurred twice in December 2010 to July 2011 
and again in October 2011. The inspectors determined that the planning standard function failure was a loss of 
planning standard function, “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response,” as 
described in Section 4.8 of Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B. Using Sheet 1, Failure to Comply, significance 
determination process flow chart, the failure to comply, with a planning standard problem, no risk significant planning 
standard problem, with a planning standard function failure, results in a White significance. The two events, 
December 2010 to July 2011 and October 2011 were assessed as a single finding with a common performance 
deficiency. The cross cutting component in Problem Identification and Resolution was proposed when the licensee did 
not thoroughly evaluate problems with the TSC ventilation system as necessary, including properly classifying, 
prioritizing, and evaluating for operability and reportability, conditions adverse to quality.  
 
10 CFR 50.54(q) requires, in part, that a licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power  
reactor shall follow and maintain the effectiveness of an emergency plan which meet the  
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b). Planning standard 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) specifies as a  
required element of a licensee’s emergency response plan that adequate emergency  
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and  
maintained.  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to  



October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan  
in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response  
were not provided and maintained. Specifically, the licensee failed to follow and  
maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan when portions of the Technical Support  
Center (TSC) ventilation system were removed from service for maintenance, without  
compensatory measures. Removal of the TSC ventilation system from service without  
implementation of compensatory measures during these periods constituted a failure to  
provide and maintain an adequate emergency facility.  
This violation is associated with a White Significance Determination Process finding in  
the Emergency Preparedness cornerstone.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to make a required 8 hour NRC report for major loss of emergency assessment capability  
The inspectors identified an Apparent Violation of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) when a major loss of emergency 
assessment capability was not reported to the NRC within 8 hours as required, impacting NRC’s regulatory function. 
The TSC ventilation system was removed from service from December 4, 2010 until July 13, 2011, affecting the 
habitability of the TSC for emergency responders, and the occurrence was not reported. The issue was identified to the 
licensee by the inspectors after review of NRC Event Number 47387.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it impacted the NRC’s regulatory process, which relies on certain plant 
conditions being properly reported to the NRC. Because this finding impacted the regulatory process, it was evaluated 
using traditional enforcement and is being considered for escalated enforcement action in accordance with NRC’s 
Enforcement Policy. No cross-cutting aspect associated with this issue was identified.  
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) states that a licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical  
and in all cases within eight hours of the occurrence of any event that results in a major  
loss of emergency assessment capability, offsite response capability, or offsite  
communications capability (e.g., significant portion of control room indication,  
Emergency Notification System, or offsite notification system).  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, the licensee failed to  
report the occurrence of a major loss of emergency assessment capability. Specifically,  
the licensee failed to maintain an adequate emergency facility when portions of the TSC  
ventilation system were removed from service without compensatory measures, and the  
licensee failed to report the occurrence as required.  
 
This is a Severity Level III violation (Enforcement Policy paragraph 6.6)  
Civil Penalty - $ 140,000  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 



Physical Protection 
Although the NRC is actively overseeing the Security cornerstone, the Commission has decided that certain findings 
pertaining to security cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that potentially useful information is not 
provided to a possible adversary. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update the UFSAR to Reflect Changes to the Unit 3 Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System 
The team identified a SL-IV NCV for the licensee’s failure to update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) for a modification affecting the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tank. Specifically, a 
common-mode failure method was not described in the UFSAR that required proceduralized manual actions during 
design bases rain events. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1679078.  
 
The failure to update the UFSAR as required by procedure ENG Q1-3.4 and 10 CFR 50.71(e) was a performance 
deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered as traditional enforcement because, not having an adequately 
updated UFSAR hinders the licensee’s ability to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and can impact the 
NRC’s ability to perform its regulatory function such as, license amendment reviews and inspections. In addition, the 
team determined that the performance deficiency was material to safety because the modification resulted in a 
common-mode failure method that required proceduralized manual actions for the Unit 3 EDGs to meet their mission 
time during design bases rain events. This violation was determined to be a SL-IV violation using Section 6.1 of the 
NRC’s Enforcement Policy because the erroneous information was not used to make an unacceptable change to the 
facility or procedures. Cross-cutting aspects are not assigned for traditional enforcement violations.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A May 21, 2010 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
PI&R 
The team concluded that, in general, problems were properly identified, evaluated, prioritized, and corrected. The 
threshold for initiating condition reports (CRs) was appropriately low, as evidenced by the types of problems 
identified and the number of CRs entered annually into the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Employees were 
encouraged by management to initiate CRs. However, the team identified deficiency’s associated with preventative 
maintenance (PM) scheduling in that a number of PMs were inadvertently scheduled past their due dates when the 
licensee began using the PM scheduling tool LCP.net. In addition, the team identified several examples of minor 
equipment issues that had not been identified by the licensee and entered into the CAP. When identified, the licensee 
entered these issues into the CAP. Generally, prioritization and evaluation of issues were adequate, formal root cause 
evaluations for significant problems were adequate, and corrective actions specified for problems were acceptable. 
Overall, corrective actions developed and implemented for issues were generally effective and implemented in a 
timely manner.  
The team determined that, overall, audits and self-assessments were adequate in identifying deficiencies and areas for 
improvement in the CAP, and in most cases, appropriate corrective actions were developed to address the issues 
identified. Operating experience usage was found to be generally acceptable and integrated into the licensee’s 
processes for performing and managing work and plant operations.  
Based on discussions and interviews conducted with plant employees from various departments, the inspectors 
determined that personnel felt free to raise safety concerns to management and use the CAP to resolve those concerns.
Inspection Report# : 2010006 (pdf)  

Last modified : May 29, 2012 



Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2012 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Emergency lighting to auxiliary feedwater area disabled 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of the Units 3 and 4 operating licenses condition 3.D, Fire Protection, 
when the licensee failed to provide emergency lighting in the common auxiliary feedwater (AFW) cage and other 
areas. The electrical panel that supported normal lighting in the area was taken out of service for maintenance thus 
placing the emergency lights on battery power until the batteries depleted and the areas became dark, impacting the 
ability of operators to complete manual actions in the area, if needed. The licensee documented the issue in the 
corrective action program (CAP) as AR 1738082.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to provide emergency lighting in areas requiring local manual actions to 
safely mitigate certain fire events, and the associated access/egress routes, was a performance deficiency. The issue 
was more than minor because the objective of the Mitigating System Cornerstone to ensure the availability of fire 
protection equipment was affected when emergency lighting was not provided. The inspectors assessed the finding 
using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, “Fire Protection Significance Determination Process,” and assigned a 
low degradation rating because of the reasonable likelihood that plant operators would obtain alternate lighting and 
complete the prescribed manual actions. The finding screened as having very low safety significance. The cross 
cutting aspect of Work Control – Planning, (H.3(a)), was assigned because the licensee did not use risk insights, did 
not assess environmental conditions (lighting) that may have impacted human performance, and did not plan for 
contingencies nor compensatory actions when the normal lighting was removed from service leading to loss of 
emergency lighting.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control power cables repeatedly submerged in ground water, contrary to design  
A self-revealing non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” was identified 
when FPL did not maintain safety-related power cables in the environment for which they were designed and tested. 
Specifically, 125 volt DC control power cables feeding various safety related components and cables supporting other 
risk significant equipment had been repeatedly submerged in ground water for  
extended periods of time and this submergence had the potential to affect the ability of the cables to perform safety 
related functions. The issue was entered into the licensee’s CAP as AR 1717619. Although predominantly Unit 3 
cables were submerged, because equipment is shared, both units were affected.  
 
Allowing water accumulation in the manhole(s) after disabling of the sump pump without compensatory measures to 
keep the safety related and risk significant cables dry, resulted in subjecting the cables to an environment for which 
they were not designed, and was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it challenged 
the reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, which is an attribute of 



the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. The inspectors evaluated the finding in accordance with IMC 0609.04, Phase 1, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings.” The finding was of very low safety significance because it did 
not represent an actual loss of safety function or contribute to external event core damage sequences. The finding had 
a cross-cutting aspect in Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action Program, (P.1(c)), because FPL did 
not thoroughly evaluate submerged cables such that the resolutions addressed causes and extent of conditions, 
including evaluating for operability.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Valve Deficiency Results in Both Headers of Intake Cooling Water Inoperable  
A self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50 Criterion XVI was identified when the licensee failed to correct a 
degraded butterfly valve in the Unit 3 intake cooling water system. On August 11, 2011, failure of this valve led to a 
loss of intake cooling water (ICW) flow to the component cooling water heat exchangers. The licensee documented 
the failure in their corrective action program as AR 01680272 and initiated a cause investigation. An NRC special 
inspection of this occurrence was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000250/2011013.  
 
The licensee’s failure to take prompt corrective actions for a degraded valve, though it had been identified in 2007 as 
vibrating excessively, was a performance deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered more than minor 
because it could be reasonably viewed as a precursor to a significant event, the loss of all intake cooling water. A 
Senior Reactor Analyst in a Phase 3 risk assessment, determined the increase in risk to either unit was of very low risk 
significance i.e., Green. Unit 3 risk was assessed because the event occurred on that unit; however Unit 4 risk was also 
assessed because the same vulnerability existed on the ICW valves on that unit (e.g., similar design, maintenance 
history, etc.). The main contributors to the low risk results were: 1) the recovery probability of the ICW system, given 
the extended time available to operators before a RCP seal LOCA could occur; and 2) the multiple redundant sources 
available to cool the core should the CCW system fail. The dominant core damage scenarios were valid demands for a 
reactor trip followed by the failure to recover ICW proceeding to a RCP seal LOCA and core damage. The inspectors 
determined that the cause of this finding was related to the Problem Identification and Resolution cross cutting 
component when the licensee failed to take appropriate corrective action to address safety issues (valve fluttering) in a 
timely manner, commensurate with the safety significance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Verify or Check the Adequacy of Design for Safety-Related Components with Four Examples 
The team identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design 
Control,” for the licensee’s failure to verify or check the adequacy of design for with four examples. The licensee 
entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1672459, 1676403, 1674790, 1675544 and 1679053, 
and performed evaluations to assure operability of components.  
 
The licensee’s failure to adequately perform engineering evaluations as described in the four examples was a 
performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it adversely affected the 
Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Design Control and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure 
the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the deficiencies described above, resulted in a reasonable doubt that safety-related 
equipment could perform their functions under the most limiting conditions. In accordance with NRC IMC 0609.04, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings”, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination 
Process (SDP) screening and determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or functionality. Specifically, the licensee 
performed evaluations that provided reasonable assurance that the components would perform their required functions 



when called upon. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency 
because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Maintain Adequate Records to Support Acceptance Criteria in Design Calculations 
. The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion  
XVII, “Quality Assurance Records,” for the licensee’s failure to maintain sufficient records to furnish evidence of 
activities affecting quality. Specifically, the licensee was not able to retrieve test data and calculations supporting an 
acceptance criterion that assures the reliability and availability of minimum MCC voltage to provide adequate voltage 
to MCC control circuits. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1676661 and has 
proposed actions to (1) implement a design modification to increase the control power transformer size for three 
motor operated valves (MOV), (2) add the control circuits for the 3 MOVs to the site’s low margin list, and (3) re-
create missing analysis and test data.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to have retrievable test data and calculations to support acceptance criteria 
for MCC control circuit voltage was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected 
the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the 
availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, there was reasonable doubt as to whether safety-related MCC control circuits would have 
sufficient voltage to function during a degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) since this was a design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or 
functionality. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because 
this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Voltage Calculations 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” for the licensee’s failure 
to perform adequate voltage calculations for safety-related equipment with two examples. The licensee entered these 
issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1677149, 1677149-02, 1673843, 1677149-02, 1676754 and 
01676641 and performed evaluations to provide reasonable assurance that components would have adequate voltage 
pending forma re-analysis.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to perform adequate design calculations to support the setpoint of the 
degraded voltage relays and the failure to perform adequate design calculations for the 120Vac instrument system was 
a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone 
attribute of Design Control, and affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, there was 
reasonable doubt as to whether the components would have adequate voltage to perform their safety function during a 
degraded voltage condition. The finding was considered to be of very low safety significance (Green) since this was a 
design deficiency confirmed not to have resulted in a loss of operability or functionality. The team determined that no 
cross cutting aspect was applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current 
licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 



Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Test the SBO Cross-Tie under Loaded Conditions 
The team identified a NCV of 10 CFR 50.63 for the licensee’s failure to test the station blackout (SBO) cross-tie 
components under loaded conditions. Since 1991, the licensee failed to verify the capability of the SBO cross-tie and 
associated components to carry the required amperage during post installation tests or subsequent periodic 
maintenance tests. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as ARs 1676402 and 
1680428 with an action to establish a method and frequency for loading the SBO cross-tie components.  
 
The team determined that the licensee’s failure to perform adequate post installation testing and periodic testing as 
required by the licensee’s commitment to RG 1.155, “Station Blackout,” was a performance deficiency. This finding 
was more than minor because it affected the Mitigating Systems cornerstone attribute of Equipment Performance and 
affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems and components 
that respond to initiating events to preclude undesirable consequences (i.e. core damage). Specifically, since the 
installation of cross-tie components to meet SBO requirements, the licensee failed to test the components in a loaded 
condition. The lack of testing resulted in a reduced reliability of the SBO cross-tie. In accordance with NRC IMC 
0609.04, “Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings,” the team conducted a Phase 1 SDP screening and 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not a design issue resulting in loss 
of function, did not represent an actual loss of a system safety function, did not result in exceeding a TS allowed 
outage time, and did not affect external event mitigation. The team determined that no cross cutting aspect was 
applicable to this performance deficiency because this finding was not indicative of current licensee performance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to maintain TSC habitability 
The licensee identified an Apparent Violation (AV) of 10 CFR Part 50.54(q), which requires that adequate emergency 
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and maintained. During the periods from 
December 4, 2010 to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain in effect 
a provision of its emergency plan in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response 
were not provided when portions of the Technical Support Center ventilation system were removed from service by 
tagging open the ventilation system damper poser supply without compensatory measures and without an evaluation 
that described how effectiveness of the emergency plan was not decreased. As a result, had the facility been activated, 
protection of personnel assigned to respond in the TSC would not have been protected from radiological hazards that 
could occur in some accidents. The licensee documented this occurrence in the corrective actions program as AR 
1701357.  
 
The finding was greater than minor because it affected the Emergency Preparedness Cornerstone objective of ensuring 
that the licensee is capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the health and safety of the public in the 
event of a radiological emergency. The Emergency Preparedness cornerstone was affected in that during the time the 
Technical Support Center was not functional, it did not meet 10 CFR 50.47(b) Planning Standards program elements 
and personnel assigned to the TSC during an emergency may not have been protected from radiological hazards. This 
finding was evaluated in accordance with Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B, Emergency Preparedness Significance 
Determination Process, Section 4.8 and Emergency Preparedness Significance Determination Process, Sheet 1, Failure 
to Comply, and determined to be a finding of low to moderate safety significance (White) because there was a loss of 



the planning standard function “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response”. 
The NRC considered that protection of personnel from radiological hazards could not be assured in all cases when the 
ventilation system was degraded. The inspectors determined that the Technical Support Center was not functional for 
a period of longer than 7 days from time of discovery of the ventilation system outage, to the extent that any key ERO 
member would not be protected from radiological hazards when completing assigned emergency response plan 
functions in the absence of compensatory measures. This condition occurred twice in December 2010 to July 2011 
and again in October 2011. The inspectors determined that the planning standard function failure was a loss of 
planning standard function, “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response,” as 
described in Section 4.8 of Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B. Using Sheet 1, Failure to Comply, significance 
determination process flow chart, the failure to comply, with a planning standard problem, no risk significant planning 
standard problem, with a planning standard function failure, results in a White significance. The two events, 
December 2010 to July 2011 and October 2011 were assessed as a single finding with a common performance 
deficiency. The cross cutting component in Problem Identification and Resolution was proposed when the licensee did 
not thoroughly evaluate problems with the TSC ventilation system as necessary, including properly classifying, 
prioritizing, and evaluating for operability and reportability, conditions adverse to quality.  
 
10 CFR 50.54(q) requires, in part, that a licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power  
reactor shall follow and maintain the effectiveness of an emergency plan which meet the  
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b). Planning standard 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) specifies as a  
required element of a licensee’s emergency response plan that adequate emergency  
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and  
maintained.  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to  
October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan  
in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response  
were not provided and maintained. Specifically, the licensee failed to follow and  
maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan when portions of the Technical Support  
Center (TSC) ventilation system were removed from service for maintenance, without  
compensatory measures. Removal of the TSC ventilation system from service without  
implementation of compensatory measures during these periods constituted a failure to  
provide and maintain an adequate emergency facility.  
This violation is associated with a White Significance Determination Process finding in  
the Emergency Preparedness cornerstone.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to make a required 8 hour NRC report for major loss of emergency assessment capability  
The inspectors identified an Apparent Violation of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) when a major loss of emergency 
assessment capability was not reported to the NRC within 8 hours as required, impacting NRC’s regulatory function. 
The TSC ventilation system was removed from service from December 4, 2010 until July 13, 2011, affecting the 
habitability of the TSC for emergency responders, and the occurrence was not reported. The issue was identified to the 
licensee by the inspectors after review of NRC Event Number 47387.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it impacted the NRC’s regulatory process, which relies on certain plant 
conditions being properly reported to the NRC. Because this finding impacted the regulatory process, it was evaluated 
using traditional enforcement and is being considered for escalated enforcement action in accordance with NRC’s 
Enforcement Policy. No cross-cutting aspect associated with this issue was identified.  
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) states that a licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical  
and in all cases within eight hours of the occurrence of any event that results in a major  
loss of emergency assessment capability, offsite response capability, or offsite  
communications capability (e.g., significant portion of control room indication, 



Emergency Notification System, or offsite notification system). 
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, the licensee failed to  
report the occurrence of a major loss of emergency assessment capability. Specifically,  
the licensee failed to maintain an adequate emergency facility when portions of the TSC  
ventilation system were removed from service without compensatory measures, and the  
licensee failed to report the occurrence as required.  
 
This is a Severity Level III violation (Enforcement Policy paragraph 6.6)  
Civil Penalty - $ 140,000  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Significance: SL-IV Aug 12, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Update the UFSAR to Reflect Changes to the Unit 3 Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System 
The team identified a SL-IV NCV for the licensee’s failure to update the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) for a modification affecting the Unit 3 emergency diesel generator fuel oil storage tank. Specifically, a 
common-mode failure method was not described in the UFSAR that required proceduralized manual actions during 
design bases rain events. The licensee entered these issues into their corrective action program as AR 1679078.  
 
The failure to update the UFSAR as required by procedure ENG Q1-3.4 and 10 CFR 50.71(e) was a performance 
deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered as traditional enforcement because, not having an adequately 
updated UFSAR hinders the licensee’s ability to perform adequate 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations and can impact the 
NRC’s ability to perform its regulatory function such as, license amendment reviews and inspections. In addition, the 
team determined that the performance deficiency was material to safety because the modification resulted in a 
common-mode failure method that required proceduralized manual actions for the Unit 3 EDGs to meet their mission 
time during design bases rain events. This violation was determined to be a SL-IV violation using Section 6.1 of the 
NRC’s Enforcement Policy because the erroneous information was not used to make an unacceptable change to the 



facility or procedures. Cross-cutting aspects are not assigned for traditional enforcement violations. 
 
Inspection Report# : 2011008 (pdf)  

Last modified : September 12, 2012 



Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2012 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Emergency lighting to auxiliary feedwater area disabled 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of the Units 3 and 4 operating licenses condition 3.D, Fire Protection, 
when the licensee failed to provide emergency lighting in the common auxiliary feedwater (AFW) cage and other 
areas. The electrical panel that supported normal lighting in the area was taken out of service for maintenance thus 
placing the emergency lights on battery power until the batteries depleted and the areas became dark, impacting the 
ability of operators to complete manual actions in the area, if needed. The licensee documented the issue in the 
corrective action program (CAP) as AR 1738082.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to provide emergency lighting in areas requiring local manual actions to 
safely mitigate certain fire events, and the associated access/egress routes, was a performance deficiency. The issue 
was more than minor because the objective of the Mitigating System Cornerstone to ensure the availability of fire 
protection equipment was affected when emergency lighting was not provided. The inspectors assessed the finding 
using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, “Fire Protection Significance Determination Process,” and assigned a 
low degradation rating because of the reasonable likelihood that plant operators would obtain alternate lighting and 
complete the prescribed manual actions. The finding screened as having very low safety significance. The cross 
cutting aspect of Work Control – Planning, (H.3(a)), was assigned because the licensee did not use risk insights, did 
not assess environmental conditions (lighting) that may have impacted human performance, and did not plan for 
contingencies nor compensatory actions when the normal lighting was removed from service leading to loss of 
emergency lighting.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control power cables repeatedly submerged in ground water, contrary to design  
A self-revealing non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” was identified 
when FPL did not maintain safety-related power cables in the environment for which they were designed and tested. 
Specifically, 125 volt DC control power cables feeding various safety related components and cables supporting other 
risk significant equipment had been repeatedly submerged in ground water for  
extended periods of time and this submergence had the potential to affect the ability of the cables to perform safety 
related functions. The issue was entered into the licensee’s CAP as AR 1717619. Although predominantly Unit 3 
cables were submerged, because equipment is shared, both units were affected. 
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Allowing water accumulation in the manhole(s) after disabling of the sump pump without compensatory measures to 
keep the safety related and risk significant cables dry, resulted in subjecting the cables to an environment for which 
they were not designed, and was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it challenged 
the reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, which is an attribute of 
the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. The inspectors evaluated the finding in accordance with IMC 0609.04, Phase 1, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings.” The finding was of very low safety significance because it did 
not represent an actual loss of safety function or contribute to external event core damage sequences. The finding had 
a cross-cutting aspect in Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action Program, (P.1(c)), because FPL did 
not thoroughly evaluate submerged cables such that the resolutions addressed causes and extent of conditions, 
including evaluating for operability.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Valve Deficiency Results in Both Headers of Intake Cooling Water Inoperable  
A self-revealing Non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50 Criterion XVI was identified when the licensee failed to correct a 
degraded butterfly valve in the Unit 3 intake cooling water system. On August 11, 2011, failure of this valve led to a 
loss of intake cooling water (ICW) flow to the component cooling water heat exchangers. The licensee documented 
the failure in their corrective action program as AR 01680272 and initiated a cause investigation. An NRC special 
inspection of this occurrence was documented in NRC Inspection Report 05000250/2011013.  
 
The licensee’s failure to take prompt corrective actions for a degraded valve, though it had been identified in 2007 as 
vibrating excessively, was a performance deficiency. This performance deficiency was considered more than minor 
because it could be reasonably viewed as a precursor to a significant event, the loss of all intake cooling water. A 
Senior Reactor Analyst in a Phase 3 risk assessment, determined the increase in risk to either unit was of very low risk 
significance i.e., Green. Unit 3 risk was assessed because the event occurred on that unit; however Unit 4 risk was also 
assessed because the same vulnerability existed on the ICW valves on that unit (e.g., similar design, maintenance 
history, etc.). The main contributors to the low risk results were: 1) the recovery probability of the ICW system, given 
the extended time available to operators before a RCP seal LOCA could occur; and 2) the multiple redundant sources 
available to cool the core should the CCW system fail. The dominant core damage scenarios were valid demands for a 
reactor trip followed by the failure to recover ICW proceeding to a RCP seal LOCA and core damage. The inspectors 
determined that the cause of this finding was related to the Problem Identification and Resolution cross cutting 
component when the licensee failed to take appropriate corrective action to address safety issues (valve fluttering) in a 
timely manner, commensurate with the safety significance.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 
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Significance:  Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to maintain TSC habitability 
The licensee identified an Apparent Violation (AV) of 10 CFR Part 50.54(q), which requires that adequate emergency 
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and maintained. During the periods from 
December 4, 2010 to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain in effect 
a provision of its emergency plan in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response 
were not provided when portions of the Technical Support Center ventilation system were removed from service by 
tagging open the ventilation system damper poser supply without compensatory measures and without an evaluation 
that described how effectiveness of the emergency plan was not decreased. As a result, had the facility been activated, 
protection of personnel assigned to respond in the TSC would not have been protected from radiological hazards that 
could occur in some accidents. The licensee documented this occurrence in the corrective actions program as AR 
1701357.  
 
The finding was greater than minor because it affected the Emergency Preparedness Cornerstone objective of ensuring 
that the licensee is capable of implementing adequate measures to protect the health and safety of the public in the 
event of a radiological emergency. The Emergency Preparedness cornerstone was affected in that during the time the 
Technical Support Center was not functional, it did not meet 10 CFR 50.47(b) Planning Standards program elements 
and personnel assigned to the TSC during an emergency may not have been protected from radiological hazards. This 
finding was evaluated in accordance with Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B, Emergency Preparedness Significance 
Determination Process, Section 4.8 and Emergency Preparedness Significance Determination Process, Sheet 1, Failure 
to Comply, and determined to be a finding of low to moderate safety significance (White) because there was a loss of 
the planning standard function “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response”. 
The NRC considered that protection of personnel from radiological hazards could not be assured in all cases when the 
ventilation system was degraded. The inspectors determined that the Technical Support Center was not functional for 
a period of longer than 7 days from time of discovery of the ventilation system outage, to the extent that any key ERO 
member would not be protected from radiological hazards when completing assigned emergency response plan 
functions in the absence of compensatory measures. This condition occurred twice in December 2010 to July 2011 
and again in October 2011. The inspectors determined that the planning standard function failure was a loss of 
planning standard function, “Adequate facilities and equipment are maintained to support emergency response,” as 
described in Section 4.8 of Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix B. Using Sheet 1, Failure to Comply, significance 
determination process flow chart, the failure to comply, with a planning standard problem, no risk significant planning 
standard problem, with a planning standard function failure, results in a White significance. The two events, 
December 2010 to July 2011 and October 2011 were assessed as a single finding with a common performance 
deficiency. The cross cutting component in Problem Identification and Resolution was proposed when the licensee did 
not thoroughly evaluate problems with the TSC ventilation system as necessary, including properly classifying, 
prioritizing, and evaluating for operability and reportability, conditions adverse to quality.  
 
10 CFR 50.54(q) requires, in part, that a licensee authorized to operate a nuclear power  
reactor shall follow and maintain the effectiveness of an emergency plan which meet the  
standards of 10 CFR 50.47(b). Planning standard 10 CFR 50.47(b)(8) specifies as a  
required element of a licensee’s emergency response plan that adequate emergency  
facilities and equipment to support the emergency response are provided and  
maintained.  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, and from October 10 to  
October 28, 2011, the licensee failed to maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan  
in that adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support emergency response  
were not provided and maintained. Specifically, the licensee failed to follow and 
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maintain the effectiveness of its emergency plan when portions of the Technical Support  
Center (TSC) ventilation system were removed from service for maintenance, without  
compensatory measures. Removal of the TSC ventilation system from service without  
implementation of compensatory measures during these periods constituted a failure to  
provide and maintain an adequate emergency facility.  
This violation is associated with a White Significance Determination Process finding in  
the Emergency Preparedness cornerstone.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Significance: N/A Dec 31, 2011 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: VIO Violation 
Failure to make a required 8 hour NRC report for major loss of emergency assessment capability  
The inspectors identified an Apparent Violation of 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) when a major loss of emergency 
assessment capability was not reported to the NRC within 8 hours as required, impacting NRC’s regulatory function. 
The TSC ventilation system was removed from service from December 4, 2010 until July 13, 2011, affecting the 
habitability of the TSC for emergency responders, and the occurrence was not reported. The issue was identified to the 
licensee by the inspectors after review of NRC Event Number 47387.  
 
The finding was more than minor because it impacted the NRC’s regulatory process, which relies on certain plant 
conditions being properly reported to the NRC. Because this finding impacted the regulatory process, it was evaluated 
using traditional enforcement and is being considered for escalated enforcement action in accordance with NRC’s 
Enforcement Policy. No cross-cutting aspect associated with this issue was identified.  
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(xiii) states that a licensee shall notify the NRC as soon as practical  
and in all cases within eight hours of the occurrence of any event that results in a major  
loss of emergency assessment capability, offsite response capability, or offsite  
communications capability (e.g., significant portion of control room indication,  
Emergency Notification System, or offsite notification system).  
 
Contrary to the above, from December 4, 2010, to July 13, 2011, the licensee failed to  
report the occurrence of a major loss of emergency assessment capability. Specifically,  
the licensee failed to maintain an adequate emergency facility when portions of the TSC  
ventilation system were removed from service without compensatory measures, and the  
licensee failed to report the occurrence as required.  
 
This is a Severity Level III violation (Enforcement Policy paragraph 6.6)  
Civil Penalty - $ 140,000  
 
Inspection Report# : 2011005 (pdf)  
Inspection Report# : 2012010 (pdf)  

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 
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Security 

Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 

Last modified : November 30, 2012 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2012 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to verify 1B feedwater heater drain valve closed 
A self-revealing finding was identified when the licensee failed to follow procedure 0-ADM-222, Drain and Vent Rig 
Controls, while installing a temporary drain hose on Turkey Point Unit 4 in-service equipment. Operations and 
maintenance workers failed to verify a drain line flow path was isolated on the 1B feed water heater prior to removing 
a pipe valve cap that resulted in an unexpected lowering of condenser vacuum. Operators took action to close the open 
drain line isolation valve and terminate the plant transient. The licensee captured this condition in their corrective 
action program as AR 1819010.  
 
The licensee’s failure to verify the closed position of 1B feed water heater drain valve 4-30-128, as required by 
procedure 0-ADM-222, prior to removing the pipe cap was a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined the 
performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 0612, Appendix B, Issue Screening, because the 
performance deficiency was associated with the configuration control attribute of the initiating events cornerstone, and
adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to verify the position of 4-30-128 resulted in 
lowering condenser vacuum that could have led to a reactor trip and the unavailability of the main condenser. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding using the significance determination process for findings at power of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
(Green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition 
the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices 
component of the human performance area because the licensee did not define and effectively communicate 
expectations, or follow the procedural requirement to physically verify valve position during the drain hose 
installation work [H.4(b)]. (Section 1R11.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Translate Design Basis Requirements into Plant Procedures and Calculations for CCW Heat 
Balance Equation 
An NRC identified non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was 
identified for the licensee’s failure to translate the worse case total post accident ICW flow rate for CCW heat 
exchangers, as documented in calculation PTN-4FSM-04-003 Revision 2, into surveillance, 3/4-OSP-030.4, CCW 
Heat Exchanger (HX) Performance Test. In addition, the licensee failed to incorporate seasonal salinity variances into 
calculation PTN-BFJM-96-004, “HX3 and HX4 Computer Code Verification.” The effects of these two discrepancies 
was a reduction in maximum allowed canal temperature margin by approximately 1.5% or 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) as Condition Report (CR) 1789995. The 
failure to maintain the CCW heat balance calculation to ensure the plant could meet their design basis to perform heat 
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removal for normal cool down of the facility, and to mitigate the effects of accident conditions within acceptable 
limits is a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor 
because the calculation errors impacted the Mitigating Systems cornerstone objective to ensure the capability of the 
CCW system to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences and affected the cornerstone attribute 
of Design Control. The inspectors determined that this finding did not have a cross-cutting aspect, because the finding 
was determined not to be indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Actions Following Identification of a Non-conservative Technical Specification 
An NRC identified non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified 
when the licensee’s failure to take timely corrective action to address a nonconforming condition of Technical 
Specification (TS) 3/4.5.2 S R4.5.2a. The non-conservative TS was identified and placed in the corrective action 
program in 2006 as CR 2006-22868. TS 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2a was determined to be non-conservative and the corrective 
action to submit a TS amendment to address the non-conservative TS was not implemented. The licensee is scheduled 
to submit the license amendment in the fourth quarter of 2012, as referenced in AR 1790829. The inspectors 
determined that the licensee’s failure to timely correct a condition adverse to quality associated with the non-
conservative TS was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because if left 
uncorrected the failure to implement timely corrective actions has the potential to lead to a more significant safety 
event in that the unit could be placed in an unanalyzed condition for up to 24 hours. The inspectors determined that 
the finding was of very low safety significance because there has been no loss of safety system function. The 
inspectors determined that this finding directly involved the crosscutting area of Problem Identification and 
Resolution, component of the CAP and an aspect in taking appropriate corrective actions to address safety issues in a 
timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance and complexity. [P.1(d)] 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Emergency lighting to auxiliary feedwater area disabled 
The inspectors identified a non-cited violation of the Units 3 and 4 operating licenses condition 3.D, Fire Protection, 
when the licensee failed to provide emergency lighting in the common auxiliary feedwater (AFW) cage and other 
areas. The electrical panel that supported normal lighting in the area was taken out of service for maintenance thus 
placing the emergency lights on battery power until the batteries depleted and the areas became dark, impacting the 
ability of operators to complete manual actions in the area, if needed. The licensee documented the issue in the 
corrective action program (CAP) as AR 1738082.  
 
The inspectors determined that the failure to provide emergency lighting in areas requiring local manual actions to 
safely mitigate certain fire events, and the associated access/egress routes, was a performance deficiency. The issue 
was more than minor because the objective of the Mitigating System Cornerstone to ensure the availability of fire 
protection equipment was affected when emergency lighting was not provided. The inspectors assessed the finding 
using NRC Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix F, “Fire Protection Significance Determination Process,” and assigned a 
low degradation rating because of the reasonable likelihood that plant operators would obtain alternate lighting and 
complete the prescribed manual actions. The finding screened as having very low safety significance. The cross 
cutting aspect of Work Control – Planning, (H.3(a)), was assigned because the licensee did not use risk insights, did 
not assess environmental conditions (lighting) that may have impacted human performance, and did not plan for 
contingencies nor compensatory actions when the normal lighting was removed from service leading to loss of 
emergency lighting.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  
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Significance:  Mar 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Control power cables repeatedly submerged in ground water, contrary to design  
A self-revealing non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, “Design Control,” was identified 
when FPL did not maintain safety-related power cables in the environment for which they were designed and tested. 
Specifically, 125 volt DC control power cables feeding various safety related components and cables supporting other 
risk significant equipment had been repeatedly submerged in ground water for  
extended periods of time and this submergence had the potential to affect the ability of the cables to perform safety 
related functions. The issue was entered into the licensee’s CAP as AR 1717619. Although predominantly Unit 3 
cables were submerged, because equipment is shared, both units were affected.  
 
Allowing water accumulation in the manhole(s) after disabling of the sump pump without compensatory measures to 
keep the safety related and risk significant cables dry, resulted in subjecting the cables to an environment for which 
they were not designed, and was a performance deficiency. The finding was more than minor because it challenged 
the reliability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences, which is an attribute of 
the Mitigating Systems cornerstone. The inspectors evaluated the finding in accordance with IMC 0609.04, Phase 1, 
“Initial Screening and Characterization of Findings.” The finding was of very low safety significance because it did 
not represent an actual loss of safety function or contribute to external event core damage sequences. The finding had 
a cross-cutting aspect in Problem Identification and Resolution, Corrective Action Program, (P.1(c)), because FPL did 
not thoroughly evaluate submerged cables such that the resolutions addressed causes and extent of conditions, 
including evaluating for operability.  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012002 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2013 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to verify 1B feedwater heater drain valve closed 
A self-revealing finding was identified when the licensee failed to follow procedure 0-ADM-222, Drain and Vent Rig 
Controls, while installing a temporary drain hose on Turkey Point Unit 4 in-service equipment. Operations and 
maintenance workers failed to verify a drain line flow path was isolated on the 1B feed water heater prior to removing 
a pipe valve cap that resulted in an unexpected lowering of condenser vacuum. Operators took action to close the open 
drain line isolation valve and terminate the plant transient. The licensee captured this condition in their corrective 
action program as AR 1819010.  
 
The licensee’s failure to verify the closed position of 1B feed water heater drain valve 4-30-128, as required by 
procedure 0-ADM-222, prior to removing the pipe cap was a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined the 
performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 0612, Appendix B, Issue Screening, because the 
performance deficiency was associated with the configuration control attribute of the initiating events cornerstone, and
adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to verify the position of 4-30-128 resulted in 
lowering condenser vacuum that could have led to a reactor trip and the unavailability of the main condenser. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding using the significance determination process for findings at power of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
(Green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition 
the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices 
component of the human performance area because the licensee did not define and effectively communicate 
expectations, or follow the procedural requirement to physically verify valve position during the drain hose 
installation work [H.4(b)]. (Section 1R11.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Timely Corrective Actions to Test Molded Case Circuit Breakers 
The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
licensee’s failure to establish a test program to demonstrate that safety-related 120 VAC and 125 VDC molded case 
circuit breakers (MCCBs) would be able to reliably perform their intended safety functions, specifically protective 
tripping. The team identified that since 2005 and 2006, when the lack of periodic testing of the molded case circuit 
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breakers was identified; no interim measures were taken to correct the nonconforming condition. Additionally, the 
team identified that the licensee failed to scope the protective tripping function of the MCCBs in the maintenance rule 
program. Upon identification by the team, the licensee entered these issues into their correction action program as 
ARs 1675539, 1676808, 1788355, and 1852219. As immediate corrective actions, the licensee tested 35 breakers 
which performed satisfactorily. The results of this testing and an action to develop a long-term test program for the 
entire 120 VAC and 125 VAC MCCBs were documented in AR 1852219. A license amendment will also be pursued 
to allow for more TS outage time in order to remove and replace the more difficult MCCBs. The licensee’s failure to 
implement prompt and effective corrective actions to ensure that safety-related molded case circuit breakers were 
adequately tested was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
adversely affected the mitigating systems cornerstone attribute of equipment performance and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events 
to prevent undesirable consequences. In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609.04, Initial Screening 
and Characterization of Findings, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination Process screening 
using Exhibit 2 of Appendix A to Manual Chapter 0609 and determined the finding to be of very low safety 
significance (Green) because it was a qualification deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or 
functionality. Because the licensee did not ensure that the necessary resources were available and adequate to maintain
long term plant safety through the minimization of preventative maintenance deferrals, this finding is assigned a 
cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area [H.2(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Flow-Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld Failures 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, CCW 
system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
licensee repaired the weld failures and installed a pipe support on the line to minimize flow induced vibration on the 
associated pipe in February 2013 during a scheduled refueling outage. The licensee documented this condition in their 
corrective action program as action request (AR) 1824939. The performance deficiency was more than minor because 
it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to implement corrective actions to address CCW system 
flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and CCW system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding under the mitigating systems cornerstone and used Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, Appendix G, Attachment 1, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1, Checklist 4, 
PWR Refueling Operation, dated May 25, 2004. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety 
significance (Green) because the finding did not require a quantitative assessment of risk significance since each item 
on the Checklist 4 was met during the time the condition existed and while the 4B residual heat removal (RHR) train 
was removed from service to repair the weld leak. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the 
corrective action program component of the problem identification and resolution area because the licensee did not 
complete engineering evaluations necessary to support modifications that would prevent CCW system RV-4-747B 
piping weld failures caused by flow induced vibration. [P.1(c)] 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
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Failure to Translate Design Basis Requirements into Plant Procedures and Calculations for CCW Heat 
Balance Equation 
An NRC identified non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was 
identified for the licensee’s failure to translate the worse case total post accident ICW flow rate for CCW heat 
exchangers, as documented in calculation PTN-4FSM-04-003 Revision 2, into surveillance, 3/4-OSP-030.4, CCW 
Heat Exchanger (HX) Performance Test. In addition, the licensee failed to incorporate seasonal salinity variances into 
calculation PTN-BFJM-96-004, “HX3 and HX4 Computer Code Verification.” The effects of these two discrepancies 
was a reduction in maximum allowed canal temperature margin by approximately 1.5% or 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) as Condition Report (CR) 1789995. The 
failure to maintain the CCW heat balance calculation to ensure the plant could meet their design basis to perform heat 
removal for normal cool down of the facility, and to mitigate the effects of accident conditions within acceptable 
limits is a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor 
because the calculation errors impacted the Mitigating Systems cornerstone objective to ensure the capability of the 
CCW system to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences and affected the cornerstone attribute 
of Design Control. The inspectors determined that this finding did not have a cross-cutting aspect, because the finding 
was determined not to be indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Actions Following Identification of a Non-conservative Technical Specification 
An NRC identified non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified 
when the licensee’s failure to take timely corrective action to address a nonconforming condition of Technical 
Specification (TS) 3/4.5.2 S R4.5.2a. The non-conservative TS was identified and placed in the corrective action 
program in 2006 as CR 2006-22868. TS 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2a was determined to be non-conservative and the corrective 
action to submit a TS amendment to address the non-conservative TS was not implemented. The licensee is scheduled 
to submit the license amendment in the fourth quarter of 2012, as referenced in AR 1790829. The inspectors 
determined that the licensee’s failure to timely correct a condition adverse to quality associated with the non-
conservative TS was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because if left 
uncorrected the failure to implement timely corrective actions has the potential to lead to a more significant safety 
event in that the unit could be placed in an unanalyzed condition for up to 24 hours. The inspectors determined that 
the finding was of very low safety significance because there has been no loss of safety system function. The 
inspectors determined that this finding directly involved the crosscutting area of Problem Identification and 
Resolution, component of the CAP and an aspect in taking appropriate corrective actions to address safety issues in a 
timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance and complexity. [P.1(d)] 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : June 04, 2013 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2013 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to verify 1B feedwater heater drain valve closed 
A self-revealing finding was identified when the licensee failed to follow procedure 0-ADM-222, Drain and Vent Rig 
Controls, while installing a temporary drain hose on Turkey Point Unit 4 in-service equipment. Operations and 
maintenance workers failed to verify a drain line flow path was isolated on the 1B feed water heater prior to removing 
a pipe valve cap that resulted in an unexpected lowering of condenser vacuum. Operators took action to close the open 
drain line isolation valve and terminate the plant transient. The licensee captured this condition in their corrective 
action program as AR 1819010.  
 
The licensee’s failure to verify the closed position of 1B feed water heater drain valve 4-30-128, as required by 
procedure 0-ADM-222, prior to removing the pipe cap was a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined the 
performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 0612, Appendix B, Issue Screening, because the 
performance deficiency was associated with the configuration control attribute of the initiating events cornerstone, and
adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to verify the position of 4-30-128 resulted in 
lowering condenser vacuum that could have led to a reactor trip and the unavailability of the main condenser. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding using the significance determination process for findings at power of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
(Green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition 
the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices 
component of the human performance area because the licensee did not define and effectively communicate 
expectations, or follow the procedural requirement to physically verify valve position during the drain hose 
installation work [H.4(b)]. (Section 1R11.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Timely Corrective Actions to Test Molded Case Circuit Breakers 
The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
licensee’s failure to establish a test program to demonstrate that safety-related 120 VAC and 125 VDC molded case 
circuit breakers (MCCBs) would be able to reliably perform their intended safety functions, specifically protective 
tripping. The team identified that since 2005 and 2006, when the lack of periodic testing of the molded case circuit 
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breakers was identified; no interim measures were taken to correct the nonconforming condition. Additionally, the 
team identified that the licensee failed to scope the protective tripping function of the MCCBs in the maintenance rule 
program. Upon identification by the team, the licensee entered these issues into their correction action program as 
ARs 1675539, 1676808, 1788355, and 1852219. As immediate corrective actions, the licensee tested 35 breakers 
which performed satisfactorily. The results of this testing and an action to develop a long-term test program for the 
entire 120 VAC and 125 VAC MCCBs were documented in AR 1852219. A license amendment will also be pursued 
to allow for more TS outage time in order to remove and replace the more difficult MCCBs. The licensee’s failure to 
implement prompt and effective corrective actions to ensure that safety-related molded case circuit breakers were 
adequately tested was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
adversely affected the mitigating systems cornerstone attribute of equipment performance and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events 
to prevent undesirable consequences. In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609.04, Initial Screening 
and Characterization of Findings, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination Process screening 
using Exhibit 2 of Appendix A to Manual Chapter 0609 and determined the finding to be of very low safety 
significance (Green) because it was a qualification deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or 
functionality. Because the licensee did not ensure that the necessary resources were available and adequate to maintain
long term plant safety through the minimization of preventative maintenance deferrals, this finding is assigned a 
cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area [H.2(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Flow-Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld Failures 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, CCW 
system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
licensee repaired the weld failures and installed a pipe support on the line to minimize flow induced vibration on the 
associated pipe in February 2013 during a scheduled refueling outage. The licensee documented this condition in their 
corrective action program as action request (AR) 1824939. The performance deficiency was more than minor because 
it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to implement corrective actions to address CCW system 
flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and CCW system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding under the mitigating systems cornerstone and used Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, Appendix G, Attachment 1, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1, Checklist 4, 
PWR Refueling Operation, dated May 25, 2004. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety 
significance (Green) because the finding did not require a quantitative assessment of risk significance since each item 
on the Checklist 4 was met during the time the condition existed and while the 4B residual heat removal (RHR) train 
was removed from service to repair the weld leak. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the 
corrective action program component of the problem identification and resolution area because the licensee did not 
complete engineering evaluations necessary to support modifications that would prevent CCW system RV-4-747B 
piping weld failures caused by flow induced vibration. [P.1(c)] 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
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Failure to Translate Design Basis Requirements into Plant Procedures and Calculations for CCW Heat 
Balance Equation 
An NRC identified non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, was 
identified for the licensee’s failure to translate the worse case total post accident ICW flow rate for CCW heat 
exchangers, as documented in calculation PTN-4FSM-04-003 Revision 2, into surveillance, 3/4-OSP-030.4, CCW 
Heat Exchanger (HX) Performance Test. In addition, the licensee failed to incorporate seasonal salinity variances into 
calculation PTN-BFJM-96-004, “HX3 and HX4 Computer Code Verification.” The effects of these two discrepancies 
was a reduction in maximum allowed canal temperature margin by approximately 1.5% or 1.5 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) as Condition Report (CR) 1789995. The 
failure to maintain the CCW heat balance calculation to ensure the plant could meet their design basis to perform heat 
removal for normal cool down of the facility, and to mitigate the effects of accident conditions within acceptable 
limits is a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor 
because the calculation errors impacted the Mitigating Systems cornerstone objective to ensure the capability of the 
CCW system to respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences and affected the cornerstone attribute 
of Design Control. The inspectors determined that this finding did not have a cross-cutting aspect, because the finding 
was determined not to be indicative of current licensee performance. 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  

Significance:  Aug 02, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Corrective Actions Following Identification of a Non-conservative Technical Specification 
An NRC identified non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was identified 
when the licensee’s failure to take timely corrective action to address a nonconforming condition of Technical 
Specification (TS) 3/4.5.2 S R4.5.2a. The non-conservative TS was identified and placed in the corrective action 
program in 2006 as CR 2006-22868. TS 3.5.2 SR 4.5.2a was determined to be non-conservative and the corrective 
action to submit a TS amendment to address the non-conservative TS was not implemented. The licensee is scheduled 
to submit the license amendment in the fourth quarter of 2012, as referenced in AR 1790829. The inspectors 
determined that the licensee’s failure to timely correct a condition adverse to quality associated with the non-
conservative TS was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because if left 
uncorrected the failure to implement timely corrective actions has the potential to lead to a more significant safety 
event in that the unit could be placed in an unanalyzed condition for up to 24 hours. The inspectors determined that 
the finding was of very low safety significance because there has been no loss of safety system function. The 
inspectors determined that this finding directly involved the crosscutting area of Problem Identification and 
Resolution, component of the CAP and an aspect in taking appropriate corrective actions to address safety issues in a 
timely manner, commensurate with their safety significance and complexity. [P.1(d)] 
Inspection Report# : 2012011 (pdf)  
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Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : September 03, 2013 
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2013 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2012 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to verify 1B feedwater heater drain valve closed 
A self-revealing finding was identified when the licensee failed to follow procedure 0-ADM-222, Drain and Vent Rig 
Controls, while installing a temporary drain hose on Turkey Point Unit 4 in-service equipment. Operations and 
maintenance workers failed to verify a drain line flow path was isolated on the 1B feed water heater prior to removing 
a pipe valve cap that resulted in an unexpected lowering of condenser vacuum. Operators took action to close the open 
drain line isolation valve and terminate the plant transient. The licensee captured this condition in their corrective 
action program as AR 1819010.  
 
The licensee’s failure to verify the closed position of 1B feed water heater drain valve 4-30-128, as required by 
procedure 0-ADM-222, prior to removing the pipe cap was a performance deficiency. The inspectors determined the 
performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 0612, Appendix B, Issue Screening, because the 
performance deficiency was associated with the configuration control attribute of the initiating events cornerstone, and
adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to verify the position of 4-30-128 resulted in 
lowering condenser vacuum that could have led to a reactor trip and the unavailability of the main condenser. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding using the significance determination process for findings at power of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
(Green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition 
the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices 
component of the human performance area because the licensee did not define and effectively communicate 
expectations, or follow the procedural requirement to physically verify valve position during the drain hose 
installation work [H.4(b)]. (Section 1R11.2)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2012005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Power operated relief vlave inoperable for greater than allowed outage time due to lifted heads 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of the limiting condition for operation specified by Unit 4 Technical Specification 
(TS) 3.4.9.3, “Overpressure Mitigating System,” was identified due to the inoperability of a reactor coolant system 
(RCS) power-operated relief valve (PORV) for longer than the TS allowed outage time (AOT) of 24 hours. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to control the wiring configuration of the pressure comparator circuit for PORV PCV-
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4-456 and, as a result, the PORV would not have automatically responded to an overpressure event. The licensee 
corrected the wiring configuration error upon discovery and entered this issue into the corrective action program as 
action request 1868533.  
 
 
The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the 
equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely impacted the objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to control the wiring configuration of PCV-4-456 resulted in the PORV being 
unable to automatically respond to an RCS overpressure event. The inspectors assessed the finding in the mitigating 
systems cornerstone and evaluated the significance using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix G, “Shutdown Operations 
Significance Determination Process.” The inspectors determined that the finding required a detailed risk assessment 
because it was associated with a non-compliance with low temperature overpressure (LTOP) Technical Specifications. 
A Senior Reactor Analyst in NRC headquarters determined that the risk significance of the issue was very low (i.e., 
Green). The dominant accident sequence was an over-pressurization event caused by the pressurizer heaters, where 
the remaining PORV fails resulting in a through wall crack of the reactor coolant system. This finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices component of the human performance area because the licensee had 
not effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance, and as a result, personnel did not 
implement procedural requirements to maintain plant configuration using wiring lift and land sheets; causing leads 
that affected the operability of PORV PCV-4-456 to not be re-landed [H.4(b)]. (Section 4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2013004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Timely Corrective Actions to Test Molded Case Circuit Breakers 
The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
licensee’s failure to establish a test program to demonstrate that safety-related 120 VAC and 125 VDC molded case 
circuit breakers (MCCBs) would be able to reliably perform their intended safety functions, specifically protective 
tripping. The team identified that since 2005 and 2006, when the lack of periodic testing of the molded case circuit 
breakers was identified; no interim measures were taken to correct the nonconforming condition. Additionally, the 
team identified that the licensee failed to scope the protective tripping function of the MCCBs in the maintenance rule 
program. Upon identification by the team, the licensee entered these issues into their correction action program as 
ARs 1675539, 1676808, 1788355, and 1852219. As immediate corrective actions, the licensee tested 35 breakers 
which performed satisfactorily. The results of this testing and an action to develop a long-term test program for the 
entire 120 VAC and 125 VAC MCCBs were documented in AR 1852219. A license amendment will also be pursued 
to allow for more TS outage time in order to remove and replace the more difficult MCCBs. The licensee’s failure to 
implement prompt and effective corrective actions to ensure that safety-related molded case circuit breakers were 
adequately tested was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
adversely affected the mitigating systems cornerstone attribute of equipment performance and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events 
to prevent undesirable consequences. In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609.04, Initial Screening 
and Characterization of Findings, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination Process screening 
using Exhibit 2 of Appendix A to Manual Chapter 0609 and determined the finding to be of very low safety 
significance (Green) because it was a qualification deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or 
functionality. Because the licensee did not ensure that the necessary resources were available and adequate to maintain
long term plant safety through the minimization of preventative maintenance deferrals, this finding is assigned a 
cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area [H.2(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  
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Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Flow-Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld Failures 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, CCW 
system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
licensee repaired the weld failures and installed a pipe support on the line to minimize flow induced vibration on the 
associated pipe in February 2013 during a scheduled refueling outage. The licensee documented this condition in their 
corrective action program as action request (AR) 1824939. The performance deficiency was more than minor because 
it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to implement corrective actions to address CCW system 
flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and CCW system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding under the mitigating systems cornerstone and used Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, Appendix G, Attachment 1, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1, Checklist 4, 
PWR Refueling Operation, dated May 25, 2004. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety 
significance (Green) because the finding did not require a quantitative assessment of risk significance since each item 
on the Checklist 4 was met during the time the condition existed and while the 4B residual heat removal (RHR) train 
was removed from service to repair the weld leak. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the 
corrective action program component of the problem identification and resolution area because the licensee did not 
complete engineering evaluations necessary to support modifications that would prevent CCW system RV-4-747B 
piping weld failures caused by flow induced vibration. [P.1(c)] 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 
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Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
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has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : December 03, 2013 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2013 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Sep 30, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Power operated relief vlave inoperable for greater than allowed outage time due to lifted heads 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of the limiting condition for operation specified by Unit 4 Technical Specification 
(TS) 3.4.9.3, “Overpressure Mitigating System,” was identified due to the inoperability of a reactor coolant system 
(RCS) power-operated relief valve (PORV) for longer than the TS allowed outage time (AOT) of 24 hours. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to control the wiring configuration of the pressure comparator circuit for PORV PCV-
4-456 and, as a result, the PORV would not have automatically responded to an overpressure event. The licensee 
corrected the wiring configuration error upon discovery and entered this issue into the corrective action program as 
action request 1868533.  
 
 
The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the 
equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely impacted the objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to control the wiring configuration of PCV-4-456 resulted in the PORV being 
unable to automatically respond to an RCS overpressure event. The inspectors assessed the finding in the mitigating 
systems cornerstone and evaluated the significance using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix G, “Shutdown Operations 
Significance Determination Process.” The inspectors determined that the finding required a detailed risk assessment 
because it was associated with a non-compliance with low temperature overpressure (LTOP) Technical Specifications. 
A Senior Reactor Analyst in NRC headquarters determined that the risk significance of the issue was very low (i.e., 
Green). The dominant accident sequence was an over-pressurization event caused by the pressurizer heaters, where 
the remaining PORV fails resulting in a through wall crack of the reactor coolant system. This finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices component of the human performance area because the licensee had 
not effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance, and as a result, personnel did not 
implement procedural requirements to maintain plant configuration using wiring lift and land sheets; causing leads 
that affected the operability of PORV PCV-4-456 to not be re-landed [H.4(b)]. (Section 4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2013004 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Implement Timely Corrective Actions to Test Molded Case Circuit Breakers 
The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, for the 
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licensee’s failure to establish a test program to demonstrate that safety-related 120 VAC and 125 VDC molded case 
circuit breakers (MCCBs) would be able to reliably perform their intended safety functions, specifically protective 
tripping. The team identified that since 2005 and 2006, when the lack of periodic testing of the molded case circuit 
breakers was identified; no interim measures were taken to correct the nonconforming condition. Additionally, the 
team identified that the licensee failed to scope the protective tripping function of the MCCBs in the maintenance rule 
program. Upon identification by the team, the licensee entered these issues into their correction action program as 
ARs 1675539, 1676808, 1788355, and 1852219. As immediate corrective actions, the licensee tested 35 breakers 
which performed satisfactorily. The results of this testing and an action to develop a long-term test program for the 
entire 120 VAC and 125 VAC MCCBs were documented in AR 1852219. A license amendment will also be pursued 
to allow for more TS outage time in order to remove and replace the more difficult MCCBs. The licensee’s failure to 
implement prompt and effective corrective actions to ensure that safety-related molded case circuit breakers were 
adequately tested was a performance deficiency. The performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
adversely affected the mitigating systems cornerstone attribute of equipment performance and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events 
to prevent undesirable consequences. In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0609.04, Initial Screening 
and Characterization of Findings, the inspectors conducted a Phase 1 Significance Determination Process screening 
using Exhibit 2 of Appendix A to Manual Chapter 0609 and determined the finding to be of very low safety 
significance (Green) because it was a qualification deficiency confirmed not to result in the loss of operability or 
functionality. Because the licensee did not ensure that the necessary resources were available and adequate to maintain
long term plant safety through the minimization of preventative maintenance deferrals, this finding is assigned a 
cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area [H.2(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Mar 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Correct Flow-Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld Failures 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, CCW 
system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
licensee repaired the weld failures and installed a pipe support on the line to minimize flow induced vibration on the 
associated pipe in February 2013 during a scheduled refueling outage. The licensee documented this condition in their 
corrective action program as action request (AR) 1824939. The performance deficiency was more than minor because 
it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the 
cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to 
prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to implement corrective actions to address CCW system 
flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and CCW system pressure boundary leakage in November 2012. The 
inspectors evaluated the finding under the mitigating systems cornerstone and used Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, Appendix G, Attachment 1, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1, Checklist 4, 
PWR Refueling Operation, dated May 25, 2004. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety 
significance (Green) because the finding did not require a quantitative assessment of risk significance since each item 
on the Checklist 4 was met during the time the condition existed and while the 4B residual heat removal (RHR) train 
was removed from service to repair the weld leak. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the 
corrective action program component of the problem identification and resolution area because the licensee did not 
complete engineering evaluations necessary to support modifications that would prevent CCW system RV-4-747B 
piping weld failures caused by flow induced vibration. [P.1(c)] 
Inspection Report# : 2013002 (pdf)  
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Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : February 24, 2014 
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Turkey Point 4 
1Q/2014 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Test Precautions, Limitations, and Instructions for Performing Harmonic Testing on the Unit 4 
Turbine Generator 
A self-revealing Green finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, 
limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuitry while in 
Mode 1 operation. As a result, 480 volt load center voltage was lowered enough to initiate a degraded voltage signal 
to the 4B safety related 4 kV bus sequencer which tripped reactor coolant pumps causing a reactor trip due to low 
reactor coolant system flow. This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program as action request (AR) 
1867690. Corrective actions included performing a root cause evaluation and a  
revision to procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work Activity Risk Management,” to include additional guidance 
involving online maintenance and risk insights when planning maintenance on the main generator.  
 
The licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic 
testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuit was a performance deficiency. Specifically, TI-246904-01, “3rd 
Harmonic Relay Test,” did not provide adequate instructions to prevent creating a degraded voltage condition and the 
test was classified in error as “low” risk rather than “high” risk per licensee procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work 
Activity Risk Management.” The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 
0612, Power Reactor Inspection Reports, Appendix B, “Issue Screening,” because the performance deficiency was 
associated with the procedure quality attribute of the initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an adequate procedure for controlling the turbine generator 
harmonic testing resulted in a reactor trip due to the loss of reactor coolant pumps from 4B sequencer 4 kV bus 
stripping. The inspectors evaluated the significance of the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance 
Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power”, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the 
finding was of very low safety significance (green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of 
mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work control component of the human performance area because the licensee failed 
to include the proper risk insights for work activities related to nuclear safety and prevent a subsequent reactor trip 
[H.3(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
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Failure to Take Adequate Corrective Actions to Correct Flow Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld 
Failures. 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed the low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve (RV) 4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, 
CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. 
This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1931761. Corrective 
actions included performing a root cause evaluation, implementing special instructions to minimize the time that split 
header operation is performed, and developing a plan to replace the existing relief valve with an orifice or alternate 
relief valve.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute 
of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to 
implement adequate corrective actions to address CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and 
CCW system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. The finding was screened using Exhibit 1, Mitigating 
Systems Screening Questions, found in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance Determination Process, 
Appendix A, Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power (June 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect design or 
qualification, did not represent a loss of system function, and did not represent an actual loss of function of a TS train 
of equipment. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the evaluation component of the problem 
identification and resolution area because the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate issues and corrective actions from 
previous weld failures on CCW system RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration (P.2). (Section 4OA2.2)
Inspection Report# : 2014002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 28, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Properly Implement Time Critical Operator Action Program Procedure 
The team identified a green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” for the 
licensee’s failure to implement procedure 0-ADM-232, Time Critical Action Program, to ensure time critical actions 
(TCAs) important to mitigate design basis events could be performed in the required time. The failure to implement 
this procedure was a performance deficiency. No documentation existed to demonstrate that the TCA to restore power 
to the battery chargers during a station blackout could be performed within the required time (30 minutes). The team 
also identified a TCA to locally isolate the auxiliary feedwater for a faulted steam generator that did not have a job 
performance measure to demonstrate the successful completion of the action. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program as action requests 01944453, 01945532, 01943321, 01943425, and 01943697. For TCAs 
where no validation documentation could be determined, the licensee completed tabletop exercises, simulator 
exercises, and field walkdowns to ensure that all of the TCAs to mitigate design basis events could be completed 
within the required action times.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Human 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the licensee did not implement 0-ADM-232 adequately to ensure that the TCAs listed in 
Attachment 1 of the procedure were properly validated; consequently, the licensee could not demonstrate that TCAs 
could be successfully executed in accordance with the design basis. The team determined the finding to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) because the finding was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a 
mitigating structure, system, or component, and did not result in a loss of operability or functionality; and did not 
represent a loss of system and/or function. The team determined this finding was associated with the cross-cutting 
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aspect of Procedure Adherence in the area of Human Performance because although the procedure was recently 
revised to include all necessary requirements to maintain the time critical action program, the licensee failed to follow 
procedure 0-ADM-232, which resulted in several TCAs not being properly validated. [H.8] (Section 1R21.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2014007 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Power operated relief vlave inoperable for greater than allowed outage time due to lifted heads 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of the limiting condition for operation specified by Unit 4 Technical Specification 
(TS) 3.4.9.3, “Overpressure Mitigating System,” was identified due to the inoperability of a reactor coolant system 
(RCS) power-operated relief valve (PORV) for longer than the TS allowed outage time (AOT) of 24 hours. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to control the wiring configuration of the pressure comparator circuit for PORV PCV-
4-456 and, as a result, the PORV would not have automatically responded to an overpressure event. The licensee 
corrected the wiring configuration error upon discovery and entered this issue into the corrective action program as 
action request 1868533.  
 
 
The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the 
equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely impacted the objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to control the wiring configuration of PCV-4-456 resulted in the PORV being 
unable to automatically respond to an RCS overpressure event. The inspectors assessed the finding in the mitigating 
systems cornerstone and evaluated the significance using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix G, “Shutdown Operations 
Significance Determination Process.” The inspectors determined that the finding required a detailed risk assessment 
because it was associated with a non-compliance with low temperature overpressure (LTOP) Technical Specifications. 
A Senior Reactor Analyst in NRC headquarters determined that the risk significance of the issue was very low (i.e., 
Green). The dominant accident sequence was an over-pressurization event caused by the pressurizer heaters, where 
the remaining PORV fails resulting in a through wall crack of the reactor coolant system. This finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices component of the human performance area because the licensee had 
not effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance, and as a result, personnel did not 
implement procedural requirements to maintain plant configuration using wiring lift and land sheets; causing leads 
that affected the operability of PORV PCV-4-456 to not be re-landed [H.4(b)]. (Section 4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2013004 (pdf)  
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Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : May 30, 2014 
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Turkey Point 4 
2Q/2014 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement a surveillance procedure to perform a RCS unidentified leak rate statistical calculation 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, for the licensee’s 
failure to implement procedure 4-OSP-041.1, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leak Rate Calculation. Specifically, the 
licensee did not perform a Unit 4 reactor coolant system leak rate statistical calculation to determine the change in the 
average unidentified RCS leak rate which resulted in not performing a Level 3 RCS leak rate investigation. Corrective 
actions included performing the calculation, performing a detailed leak investigation, and entering the performance 
deficiency in their corrective action program as action request 01962745.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the initiating 
events cornerstone attribute of human performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the 
likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power 
operations. Specifically, the inspectors determined that the licensee’s failure to fully implement the procedure directly 
resulted in not performing an RCS Level 3 leak rate investigation. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, 
Significance Determination Process, Attachment 0609.04, Initial Characterization of Findings, Tables 2 and 3, dated 
July 1, 2012, and Appendix A, The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power, Exhibit 1 for 
Initiating Events , dated July 1, 2012. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
because after a reasonable assessment of the degradation, the inspectors determined the finding would not have likely 
affected other systems used to mitigate a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) resulting in total loss of their function. 
This finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the procedure adherence component in the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to fully implement the RCS leak rate calculation procedure (H.8). 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2014003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Test Precautions, Limitations, and Instructions for Performing Harmonic Testing on the Unit 4 
Turbine Generator 
A self-revealing Green finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, 
limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuitry while in 
Mode 1 operation. As a result, 480 volt load center voltage was lowered enough to initiate a degraded voltage signal 
to the 4B safety related 4 kV bus sequencer which tripped reactor coolant pumps causing a reactor trip due to low 
reactor coolant system flow. This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program as action request (AR) 
1867690. Corrective actions included performing a root cause evaluation and a  
revision to procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work Activity Risk Management,” to include additional guidance 
involving online maintenance and risk insights when planning maintenance on the main generator. 
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The licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic 
testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuit was a performance deficiency. Specifically, TI-246904-01, “3rd 
Harmonic Relay Test,” did not provide adequate instructions to prevent creating a degraded voltage condition and the 
test was classified in error as “low” risk rather than “high” risk per licensee procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work 
Activity Risk Management.” The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 
0612, Power Reactor Inspection Reports, Appendix B, “Issue Screening,” because the performance deficiency was 
associated with the procedure quality attribute of the initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an adequate procedure for controlling the turbine generator 
harmonic testing resulted in a reactor trip due to the loss of reactor coolant pumps from 4B sequencer 4 kV bus 
stripping. The inspectors evaluated the significance of the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance 
Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power”, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the 
finding was of very low safety significance (green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of 
mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work control component of the human performance area because the licensee failed 
to include the proper risk insights for work activities related to nuclear safety and prevent a subsequent reactor trip 
[H.3(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Take Adequate Corrective Actions to Correct Flow Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld 
Failures. 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed the low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve (RV) 4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, 
CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. 
This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1931761. Corrective 
actions included performing a root cause evaluation, implementing special instructions to minimize the time that split 
header operation is performed, and developing a plan to replace the existing relief valve with an orifice or alternate 
relief valve.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute 
of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to 
implement adequate corrective actions to address CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and 
CCW system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. The finding was screened using Exhibit 1, Mitigating 
Systems Screening Questions, found in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance Determination Process, 
Appendix A, Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power (June 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect design or 
qualification, did not represent a loss of system function, and did not represent an actual loss of function of a TS train 
of equipment. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the evaluation component of the problem 
identification and resolution area because the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate issues and corrective actions from 
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previous weld failures on CCW system RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration (P.2). (Section 4OA2.2)
Inspection Report# : 2014002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 28, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Properly Implement Time Critical Operator Action Program Procedure 
The team identified a green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” for the 
licensee’s failure to implement procedure 0-ADM-232, Time Critical Action Program, to ensure time critical actions 
(TCAs) important to mitigate design basis events could be performed in the required time. The failure to implement 
this procedure was a performance deficiency. No documentation existed to demonstrate that the TCA to restore power 
to the battery chargers during a station blackout could be performed within the required time (30 minutes). The team 
also identified a TCA to locally isolate the auxiliary feedwater for a faulted steam generator that did not have a job 
performance measure to demonstrate the successful completion of the action. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program as action requests 01944453, 01945532, 01943321, 01943425, and 01943697. For TCAs 
where no validation documentation could be determined, the licensee completed tabletop exercises, simulator 
exercises, and field walkdowns to ensure that all of the TCAs to mitigate design basis events could be completed 
within the required action times.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Human 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the licensee did not implement 0-ADM-232 adequately to ensure that the TCAs listed in 
Attachment 1 of the procedure were properly validated; consequently, the licensee could not demonstrate that TCAs 
could be successfully executed in accordance with the design basis. The team determined the finding to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) because the finding was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a 
mitigating structure, system, or component, and did not result in a loss of operability or functionality; and did not 
represent a loss of system and/or function. The team determined this finding was associated with the cross-cutting 
aspect of Procedure Adherence in the area of Human Performance because although the procedure was recently 
revised to include all necessary requirements to maintain the time critical action program, the licensee failed to follow 
procedure 0-ADM-232, which resulted in several TCAs not being properly validated. [H.8] (Section 1R21.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2014007 (pdf)  

Significance:  Sep 30, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Power operated relief vlave inoperable for greater than allowed outage time due to lifted heads 
A self-revealing non-cited violation of the limiting condition for operation specified by Unit 4 Technical Specification 
(TS) 3.4.9.3, “Overpressure Mitigating System,” was identified due to the inoperability of a reactor coolant system 
(RCS) power-operated relief valve (PORV) for longer than the TS allowed outage time (AOT) of 24 hours. 
Specifically, the licensee failed to control the wiring configuration of the pressure comparator circuit for PORV PCV-
4-456 and, as a result, the PORV would not have automatically responded to an overpressure event. The licensee 
corrected the wiring configuration error upon discovery and entered this issue into the corrective action program as 
action request 1868533.  
 
 
The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the 
equipment performance attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely impacted the objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
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consequences. Specifically, the failure to control the wiring configuration of PCV-4-456 resulted in the PORV being 
unable to automatically respond to an RCS overpressure event. The inspectors assessed the finding in the mitigating 
systems cornerstone and evaluated the significance using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix G, “Shutdown Operations 
Significance Determination Process.” The inspectors determined that the finding required a detailed risk assessment 
because it was associated with a non-compliance with low temperature overpressure (LTOP) Technical Specifications. 
A Senior Reactor Analyst in NRC headquarters determined that the risk significance of the issue was very low (i.e., 
Green). The dominant accident sequence was an over-pressurization event caused by the pressurizer heaters, where 
the remaining PORV fails resulting in a through wall crack of the reactor coolant system. This finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work practices component of the human performance area because the licensee had 
not effectively communicated expectations regarding procedural compliance, and as a result, personnel did not 
implement procedural requirements to maintain plant configuration using wiring lift and land sheets; causing leads 
that affected the operability of PORV PCV-4-456 to not be re-landed [H.4(b)]. (Section 4OA3)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2013004 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : August 29, 2014 
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Turkey Point 4 
3Q/2014 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Jun 30, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement a surveillance procedure to perform a RCS unidentified leak rate statistical calculation 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, for the licensee’s 
failure to implement procedure 4-OSP-041.1, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leak Rate Calculation. Specifically, the 
licensee did not perform a Unit 4 reactor coolant system leak rate statistical calculation to determine the change in the 
average unidentified RCS leak rate which resulted in not performing a Level 3 RCS leak rate investigation. Corrective 
actions included performing the calculation, performing a detailed leak investigation, and entering the performance 
deficiency in their corrective action program as action request 01962745.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the initiating 
events cornerstone attribute of human performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the 
likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power 
operations. Specifically, the inspectors determined that the licensee’s failure to fully implement the procedure directly 
resulted in not performing an RCS Level 3 leak rate investigation. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, 
Significance Determination Process, Attachment 0609.04, Initial Characterization of Findings, Tables 2 and 3, dated 
July 1, 2012, and Appendix A, The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power, Exhibit 1 for 
Initiating Events , dated July 1, 2012. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
because after a reasonable assessment of the degradation, the inspectors determined the finding would not have likely 
affected other systems used to mitigate a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) resulting in total loss of their function. 
This finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the procedure adherence component in the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to fully implement the RCS leak rate calculation procedure (H.8). 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2014003 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2013 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Inadequate Test Precautions, Limitations, and Instructions for Performing Harmonic Testing on the Unit 4 
Turbine Generator 
A self-revealing Green finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, 
limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuitry while in 
Mode 1 operation. As a result, 480 volt load center voltage was lowered enough to initiate a degraded voltage signal 
to the 4B safety related 4 kV bus sequencer which tripped reactor coolant pumps causing a reactor trip due to low 
reactor coolant system flow. This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program as action request (AR) 
1867690. Corrective actions included performing a root cause evaluation and a  
revision to procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work Activity Risk Management,” to include additional guidance 
involving online maintenance and risk insights when planning maintenance on the main generator. 
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The licensee’s failure to provide adequate test precautions, limitations, and instructions for performing harmonic 
testing on the Unit 4 turbine generator control circuit was a performance deficiency. Specifically, TI-246904-01, “3rd 
Harmonic Relay Test,” did not provide adequate instructions to prevent creating a degraded voltage condition and the 
test was classified in error as “low” risk rather than “high” risk per licensee procedure WM-AA-100-1000, “Work 
Activity Risk Management.” The inspectors determined the performance deficiency was more than minor using IMC 
0612, Power Reactor Inspection Reports, Appendix B, “Issue Screening,” because the performance deficiency was 
associated with the procedure quality attribute of the initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the 
cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions 
during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an adequate procedure for controlling the turbine generator 
harmonic testing resulted in a reactor trip due to the loss of reactor coolant pumps from 4B sequencer 4 kV bus 
stripping. The inspectors evaluated the significance of the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance 
Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power”, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The inspectors determined the 
finding was of very low safety significance (green) because the finding did not result in a reactor trip and a loss of 
mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated 
with a cross-cutting aspect in the work control component of the human performance area because the licensee failed 
to include the proper risk insights for work activities related to nuclear safety and prevent a subsequent reactor trip 
[H.3(a)]. 
Inspection Report# : 2013005 (pdf)  

Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Take Adequate Corrective Actions to Correct Flow Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld 
Failures. 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed the low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve (RV) 4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, 
CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. 
This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1931761. Corrective 
actions included performing a root cause evaluation, implementing special instructions to minimize the time that split 
header operation is performed, and developing a plan to replace the existing relief valve with an orifice or alternate 
relief valve.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute 
of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to 
implement adequate corrective actions to address CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and 
CCW system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. The finding was screened using Exhibit 1, Mitigating 
Systems Screening Questions, found in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance Determination Process, 
Appendix A, Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power (June 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect design or 
qualification, did not represent a loss of system function, and did not represent an actual loss of function of a TS train 
of equipment. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the evaluation component of the problem 
identification and resolution area because the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate issues and corrective actions from 
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previous weld failures on CCW system RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration (P.2). (Section 4OA2.2)
Inspection Report# : 2014002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 28, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Properly Implement Time Critical Operator Action Program Procedure 
The team identified a green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” for the 
licensee’s failure to implement procedure 0-ADM-232, Time Critical Action Program, to ensure time critical actions 
(TCAs) important to mitigate design basis events could be performed in the required time. The failure to implement 
this procedure was a performance deficiency. No documentation existed to demonstrate that the TCA to restore power 
to the battery chargers during a station blackout could be performed within the required time (30 minutes). The team 
also identified a TCA to locally isolate the auxiliary feedwater for a faulted steam generator that did not have a job 
performance measure to demonstrate the successful completion of the action. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program as action requests 01944453, 01945532, 01943321, 01943425, and 01943697. For TCAs 
where no validation documentation could be determined, the licensee completed tabletop exercises, simulator 
exercises, and field walkdowns to ensure that all of the TCAs to mitigate design basis events could be completed 
within the required action times.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Human 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the licensee did not implement 0-ADM-232 adequately to ensure that the TCAs listed in 
Attachment 1 of the procedure were properly validated; consequently, the licensee could not demonstrate that TCAs 
could be successfully executed in accordance with the design basis. The team determined the finding to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) because the finding was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a 
mitigating structure, system, or component, and did not result in a loss of operability or functionality; and did not 
represent a loss of system and/or function. The team determined this finding was associated with the cross-cutting 
aspect of Procedure Adherence in the area of Human Performance because although the procedure was recently 
revised to include all necessary requirements to maintain the time critical action program, the licensee failed to follow 
procedure 0-ADM-232, which resulted in several TCAs not being properly validated. [H.8] (Section 1R21.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2014007 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 
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Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : November 26, 2014 
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Turkey Point 4 
4Q/2014 Plant Inspection Findings 

Initiating Events 

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Inadequate Procedure to Realign Steam Supply to the Gland Sealing Steam System 
Green. A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures”, was identified 
for the licensee’s failure to maintain an adequate procedure for gland sealing steam supply realignment. Specifically, 
the licensee failed to have initial conditions in place in the procedure that provided specific direction that steam supply 
to the gland sealing system cannot be transferred from the main steam system to the auxiliary steam system with a unit 
in Mode 1 or 2. The licensee took corrective action to add initial conditions to procedure 4-GOP-103 that would not 
allow gland seal system steam supply realignment while in Modes 1 or 2. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1967899.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have 
specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 that prevented realigning the gland sealing steam supply while in Mode 1 
or 2 resulted in lowering condenser vacuum and a subsequent reactor trip on low condenser vacuum when the gland 
sealing steam supply was being realigned with Unit 4 in Mode 1. The inspectors screened the finding using 
Attachment 4 to NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609 and determined that the finding was a transient initiator 
contributor which required evaluation using Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions,” of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power” (July 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the performance deficiency did not 
result in a reactor trip and loss of mitigating equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a safe shutdown 
condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available to 
support nuclear safety (H.1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: FIN Finding 
Failure to Perform an Adequate Design Verification 
Green: A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to ensure an adequate design change was 
implemented during Unit 3 and Unit 4 instrument air compressor system upgrade modifications completed in 2013. 
Specifically, plant modifications EC 246991 and EC 246990 were accepted and placed in service by the licensee 
without verifying the control logic configuration would function properly and load under all conditions. As a result, 
the diesel-driven compressors would not load and pressurize the instrument air header in the event of a loss of 
instrument air pressure while in the standby mode of operation. Corrective actions included an immediate 
modification to the standby compressor loading control circuit to ensure the machine loaded automatically and 
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revising general procedural guidance for compressor operation. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in 
their corrective action program as AR 01983607.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the design control attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an 
adequate design for controlling the operation of the standby instrument air compressor resulted in a reactor trip due to 
the loss of instrument air pressure. The inspectors screened the issue under the initiating events cornerstone using 
Attachment 4 (June 19, 2012) and Exhibit 1 (June 19, 2012) of Appendix A to Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, “Significance Determination Process” (June 2, 2011). The inspectors concluded that a detailed risk evaluation 
would be required because the finding was associated with the loss of a support system that resulted in a reactor trip 
and affected equipment that could be used by plant operators to mitigate the resulting plant transient. A senior reactor 
analyst (SRA) performed a detailed risk evaluation of this issue. The NRC model for Turkey Point was adjusted by: 1) 
increasing the initiating event frequency for a loss of instrument air (LOIA) event by one order-of-magnitude, and 2) 
the failure-to-run probability of the backup air compressors was set equal to 1.0. The change in core damage 
frequency results were below the 1E-6 threshold and the issue was determined to be of very low risk significance 
(Green). The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance 
area because the licensee failed to ensure instrument air system equipment was available and adequate to support 
nuclear safety (H.1).  
 
Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)  

Significance:  Jun 30, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to implement a surveillance procedure to perform a RCS unidentified leak rate statistical calculation 
The NRC identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, for the licensee’s 
failure to implement procedure 4-OSP-041.1, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leak Rate Calculation. Specifically, the 
licensee did not perform a Unit 4 reactor coolant system leak rate statistical calculation to determine the change in the 
average unidentified RCS leak rate which resulted in not performing a Level 3 RCS leak rate investigation. Corrective 
actions included performing the calculation, performing a detailed leak investigation, and entering the performance 
deficiency in their corrective action program as action request 01962745.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the initiating 
events cornerstone attribute of human performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the 
likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power 
operations. Specifically, the inspectors determined that the licensee’s failure to fully implement the procedure directly 
resulted in not performing an RCS Level 3 leak rate investigation. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, 
Significance Determination Process, Attachment 0609.04, Initial Characterization of Findings, Tables 2 and 3, dated 
July 1, 2012, and Appendix A, The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power, Exhibit 1 for 
Initiating Events , dated July 1, 2012. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
because after a reasonable assessment of the degradation, the inspectors determined the finding would not have likely 
affected other systems used to mitigate a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) resulting in total loss of their function. 
This finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the procedure adherence component in the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to fully implement the RCS leak rate calculation procedure (H.8). 
(Section 1R22)  
 
Inspection Report# : 2014003 (pdf)  
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Mitigating Systems 

Significance:  Mar 31, 2014 
Identified By: Self-Revealing 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Take Adequate Corrective Actions to Correct Flow Induced Vibration Leads to CCW Piping Weld 
Failures. 
A Green self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, was 
identified when the licensee failed to implement corrective actions that addressed the low stress high cycle fatigue of 
component cooling water (CCW) relief valve (RV) 4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration. As a result, 
CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. 
This issue was placed in the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1931761. Corrective 
actions included performing a root cause evaluation, implementing special instructions to minimize the time that split 
header operation is performed, and developing a plan to replace the existing relief valve with an orifice or alternate 
relief valve.  
 
The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute 
of the mitigating systems cornerstone and affected the cornerstone objective to ensure availability, reliability, and 
capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences. Specifically, the failure to 
implement adequate corrective actions to address CCW system flow induced vibration resulted in weld cracks and 
CCW system pressure boundary leakage in January 2014. The finding was screened using Exhibit 1, Mitigating 
Systems Screening Questions, found in Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, Significance Determination Process, 
Appendix A, Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power (June 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect design or 
qualification, did not represent a loss of system function, and did not represent an actual loss of function of a TS train 
of equipment. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the evaluation component of the problem 
identification and resolution area because the licensee did not thoroughly evaluate issues and corrective actions from 
previous weld failures on CCW system RV-4-747B piping caused by flow induced vibration (P.2). (Section 4OA2.2)
Inspection Report# : 2014002 (pdf)  

Significance:  Feb 28, 2014 
Identified By: NRC 
Item Type: NCV NonCited Violation 
Failure to Properly Implement Time Critical Operator Action Program Procedure 
The team identified a green non-cited violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” for the 
licensee’s failure to implement procedure 0-ADM-232, Time Critical Action Program, to ensure time critical actions 
(TCAs) important to mitigate design basis events could be performed in the required time. The failure to implement 
this procedure was a performance deficiency. No documentation existed to demonstrate that the TCA to restore power 
to the battery chargers during a station blackout could be performed within the required time (30 minutes). The team 
also identified a TCA to locally isolate the auxiliary feedwater for a faulted steam generator that did not have a job 
performance measure to demonstrate the successful completion of the action. The licensee entered this issue into the 
corrective action program as action requests 01944453, 01945532, 01943321, 01943425, and 01943697. For TCAs 
where no validation documentation could be determined, the licensee completed tabletop exercises, simulator 
exercises, and field walkdowns to ensure that all of the TCAs to mitigate design basis events could be completed 
within the required action times.  
 
The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Human 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
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ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the licensee did not implement 0-ADM-232 adequately to ensure that the TCAs listed in 
Attachment 1 of the procedure were properly validated; consequently, the licensee could not demonstrate that TCAs 
could be successfully executed in accordance with the design basis. The team determined the finding to be of very low 
safety significance (Green) because the finding was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a 
mitigating structure, system, or component, and did not result in a loss of operability or functionality; and did not 
represent a loss of system and/or function. The team determined this finding was associated with the cross-cutting 
aspect of Procedure Adherence in the area of Human Performance because although the procedure was recently 
revised to include all necessary requirements to maintain the time critical action program, the licensee failed to follow 
procedure 0-ADM-232, which resulted in several TCAs not being properly validated. [H.8] (Section 1R21.2) 
Inspection Report# : 2014007 (pdf)  

Barrier Integrity 

Emergency Preparedness 

Occupational Radiation Safety 

Public Radiation Safety 

Security 
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed. 

Miscellaneous 
Last modified : February 26, 2015 
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Turkey Point 4
1Q/2015 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Procedure to Realign Steam Supply to the Gland Sealing Steam System
Green. A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures”, was identified 
for the licensee’s failure to maintain an adequate procedure for gland sealing steam supply realignment. Specifically, 
the licensee failed to have initial conditions in place in the procedure that provided specific direction that steam supply 
to the gland sealing system cannot be transferred from the main steam system to the auxiliary steam system with a unit 
in Mode 1 or 2. The licensee took corrective action to add initial conditions to procedure 4-GOP-103 that would not 
allow gland seal system steam supply realignment while in Modes 1 or 2. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1967899. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have 
specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 that prevented realigning the gland sealing steam supply while in Mode 1 
or 2 resulted in lowering condenser vacuum and a subsequent reactor trip on low condenser vacuum when the gland 
sealing steam supply was being realigned with Unit 4 in Mode 1. The inspectors screened the finding using 
Attachment 4 to NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609 and determined that the finding was a transient initiator 
contributor which required evaluation using Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions,” of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power” (July 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the performance deficiency did not 
result in a reactor trip and loss of mitigating equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a safe shutdown 
condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available to 
support nuclear safety (H.1). 

Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: FIN Finding
Failure to Perform an Adequate Design Verification
Green: A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to ensure an adequate design change was 
implemented during Unit 3 and Unit 4 instrument air compressor system upgrade modifications completed in 2013. 
Specifically, plant modifications EC 246991 and EC 246990 were accepted and placed in service by the licensee 
without verifying the control logic configuration would function properly and load under all conditions. As a result, 
the diesel-driven compressors would not load and pressurize the instrument air header in the event of a loss of 
instrument air pressure while in the standby mode of operation. Corrective actions included an immediate 
modification to the standby compressor loading control circuit to ensure the machine loaded automatically and 
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revising general procedural guidance for compressor operation. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in 
their corrective action program as AR 01983607. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the design control attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an 
adequate design for controlling the operation of the standby instrument air compressor resulted in a reactor trip due to 
the loss of instrument air pressure. The inspectors screened the issue under the initiating events cornerstone using 
Attachment 4 (June 19, 2012) and Exhibit 1 (June 19, 2012) of Appendix A to Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, “Significance Determination Process” (June 2, 2011). The inspectors concluded that a detailed risk evaluation 
would be required because the finding was associated with the loss of a support system that resulted in a reactor trip 
and affected equipment that could be used by plant operators to mitigate the resulting plant transient. A senior reactor 
analyst (SRA) performed a detailed risk evaluation of this issue. The NRC model for Turkey Point was adjusted by: 1) 
increasing the initiating event frequency for a loss of instrument air (LOIA) event by one order-of-magnitude, and 2) 
the failure-to-run probability of the backup air compressors was set equal to 1.0. The change in core damage 
frequency results were below the 1E-6 threshold and the issue was determined to be of very low risk significance 
(Green). The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance 
area because the licensee failed to ensure instrument air system equipment was available and adequate to support 
nuclear safety (H.1). 

Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Significance:  Jun 30, 2014
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to implement a surveillance procedure to perform a RCS unidentified leak rate statistical calculation
The NRC identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification 6.8.1, Procedures, for the licensee’s 
failure to implement procedure 4-OSP-041.1, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leak Rate Calculation. Specifically, the 
licensee did not perform a Unit 4 reactor coolant system leak rate statistical calculation to determine the change in the 
average unidentified RCS leak rate which resulted in not performing a Level 3 RCS leak rate investigation. Corrective 
actions included performing the calculation, performing a detailed leak investigation, and entering the performance 
deficiency in their corrective action program as action request 01962745. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the initiating 
events cornerstone attribute of human performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the 
likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power 
operations. Specifically, the inspectors determined that the licensee’s failure to fully implement the procedure directly 
resulted in not performing an RCS Level 3 leak rate investigation. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, 
Significance Determination Process, Attachment 0609.04, Initial Characterization of Findings, Tables 2 and 3, dated 
July 1, 2012, and Appendix A, The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power, Exhibit 1 for 
Initiating Events , dated July 1, 2012. The inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance 
because after a reasonable assessment of the degradation, the inspectors determined the finding would not have likely 
affected other systems used to mitigate a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) resulting in total loss of their function. 
This finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the procedure adherence component in the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to fully implement the RCS leak rate calculation procedure (H.8). 
(Section 1R22) 

Inspection Report# : 2014003 (pdf)
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Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Feb 23, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Establish a Reasonable Maintenance Effectiveness Demonstration for Unit 3 Containment 
Atmospheric Temperature System
Green: The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.65, 
“Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,”
for the licensee’s failure to adequately monitor the performance or condition of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system against licensee established goals or 
demonstrate that the performance of the containment atmospheric temperature system was 
being effectively controlled through preventive maintenance, such that the system remained 
capable of performing its intended function. Specifically, there were multiple individual 
component failures on both units since March 2011 and the Unit 3 containment atmospheric 
temperature system was non-functional from November 5, 2014, to January 17, 2015. In 
response to the NRC identified issue, the licensee initiated action report (AR) 02023116, and 
classified the temperature elements into 10 CFR 50.65(a)(1) status on February 23, 2015, 
under AR 02004990. 

The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
affected the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone 
objective. The licensee did not ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system that was used for emergency operating 
procedures. The inspectors determined the finding to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) because it was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a mitigating 
structure, system, or component (SSC), it did not represent the loss of a system and/or 
function, it did not represent an actual loss of function of at least a single train or two 
separate safety systems out-of-service for greater than its Technical Specifications (TS) 
allowed outage time, and it did not represent an actual loss of a non-TS equipment 
designated as high safety-significant in accordance with the licensee’s maintenance rule 
program for greater than 24 hours. The inspectors determined the finding was indicative of 
present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-cutting aspect of 
Evaluation, in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution. Specifically, the licensee 
failed to thoroughly evaluate issues that were identified in the last three years associated 
with containment atmospheric temperature system failures to ensure that resolutions 
addressed causes and extent of conditions commensurate with their safety significance. 
[P.2]
Inspection Report# : 2015007 (pdf)
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Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : June 16, 2015
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Turkey Point 4
2Q/2015 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance:  Jun 30, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate General Operating Procedure to Prevent Inadvertent AFAS While Performing a Reactor Plant 
Planned Shutdown
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures,” was identified for the 
licensee’s failure to maintain adequate guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103, “Power Operation to Hot Standby.”
Specifically, 4-GOP-103 did not contain adequate instructions to control reactor power prior to opening the reactor 
trip breakers in order to minimize steam generator inventory loss to prevent an auxiliary feed water (AFW) system 
actuation. As a result, the AFW actuation system (AFAS) actuated unexpectedly during a planned unit shutdown 
resulting in an excessive reactor coolant system cool down and the operators closing the main steam isolation valves. 
Corrective actions included entering this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) and revising the procedure 
to reduce reactor power to at least 20 percent to prevent steam generator inventory loss due to shrinkage following a 
manual reactor trip during a planned reactor plant shutdown from power operations to hot standby. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it is associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power operations. Specifically, 
the failure to have specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 to ensure reactor power is lowered to at least 20 percent 
prior to initiating a manual reactor trip during a planned shutdown resulted in an inadvertent AFAS actuation, reactor 
coolant system cool down, closing of the main steam isolation valves, and a reduced safe shutdown margin. The 
inspectors screened the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings 
at Power,” Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions.”
The inspectors determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not 
cause a reactor trip and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to 
a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the 
human performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available 
to support nuclear safety (H.1)
Inspection Report# : 2015002 (pdf)

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Procedure to Realign Steam Supply to the Gland Sealing Steam System
Green. A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures”, was identified 
for the licensee’s failure to maintain an adequate procedure for gland sealing steam supply realignment. Specifically, 
the licensee failed to have initial conditions in place in the procedure that provided specific direction that steam supply 
to the gland sealing system cannot be transferred from the main steam system to the auxiliary steam system with a unit 
in Mode 1 or 2. The licensee took corrective action to add initial conditions to procedure 4-GOP-103 that would not 
allow gland seal system steam supply realignment while in Modes 1 or 2. The licensee entered this issue into their 
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corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1967899. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have 
specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 that prevented realigning the gland sealing steam supply while in Mode 1 
or 2 resulted in lowering condenser vacuum and a subsequent reactor trip on low condenser vacuum when the gland 
sealing steam supply was being realigned with Unit 4 in Mode 1. The inspectors screened the finding using 
Attachment 4 to NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609 and determined that the finding was a transient initiator 
contributor which required evaluation using Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions,” of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power” (July 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the performance deficiency did not 
result in a reactor trip and loss of mitigating equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a safe shutdown 
condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available to 
support nuclear safety (H.1). 

Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: FIN Finding
Failure to Perform an Adequate Design Verification
Green: A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to ensure an adequate design change was 
implemented during Unit 3 and Unit 4 instrument air compressor system upgrade modifications completed in 2013. 
Specifically, plant modifications EC 246991 and EC 246990 were accepted and placed in service by the licensee 
without verifying the control logic configuration would function properly and load under all conditions. As a result, 
the diesel-driven compressors would not load and pressurize the instrument air header in the event of a loss of 
instrument air pressure while in the standby mode of operation. Corrective actions included an immediate 
modification to the standby compressor loading control circuit to ensure the machine loaded automatically and 
revising general procedural guidance for compressor operation. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in 
their corrective action program as AR 01983607. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the design control attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an 
adequate design for controlling the operation of the standby instrument air compressor resulted in a reactor trip due to 
the loss of instrument air pressure. The inspectors screened the issue under the initiating events cornerstone using 
Attachment 4 (June 19, 2012) and Exhibit 1 (June 19, 2012) of Appendix A to Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, “Significance Determination Process” (June 2, 2011). The inspectors concluded that a detailed risk evaluation 
would be required because the finding was associated with the loss of a support system that resulted in a reactor trip 
and affected equipment that could be used by plant operators to mitigate the resulting plant transient. A senior reactor 
analyst (SRA) performed a detailed risk evaluation of this issue. The NRC model for Turkey Point was adjusted by: 1) 
increasing the initiating event frequency for a loss of instrument air (LOIA) event by one order-of-magnitude, and 2) 
the failure-to-run probability of the backup air compressors was set equal to 1.0. The change in core damage 
frequency results were below the 1E-6 threshold and the issue was determined to be of very low risk significance 
(Green). The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance 
area because the licensee failed to ensure instrument air system equipment was available and adequate to support 
nuclear safety (H.1). 
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Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Feb 23, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Establish a Reasonable Maintenance Effectiveness Demonstration for Unit 3 Containment 
Atmospheric Temperature System
Green: The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.65, 
“Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,”
for the licensee’s failure to adequately monitor the performance or condition of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system against licensee established goals or 
demonstrate that the performance of the containment atmospheric temperature system was 
being effectively controlled through preventive maintenance, such that the system remained 
capable of performing its intended function. Specifically, there were multiple individual 
component failures on both units since March 2011 and the Unit 3 containment atmospheric 
temperature system was non-functional from November 5, 2014, to January 17, 2015. In 
response to the NRC identified issue, the licensee initiated action report (AR) 02023116, and 
classified the temperature elements into 10 CFR 50.65(a)(1) status on February 23, 2015, 
under AR 02004990. 

The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
affected the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone 
objective. The licensee did not ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system that was used for emergency operating 
procedures. The inspectors determined the finding to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) because it was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a mitigating 
structure, system, or component (SSC), it did not represent the loss of a system and/or 
function, it did not represent an actual loss of function of at least a single train or two 
separate safety systems out-of-service for greater than its Technical Specifications (TS) 
allowed outage time, and it did not represent an actual loss of a non-TS equipment 
designated as high safety-significant in accordance with the licensee’s maintenance rule 
program for greater than 24 hours. The inspectors determined the finding was indicative of 
present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-cutting aspect of 
Evaluation, in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution. Specifically, the licensee 
failed to thoroughly evaluate issues that were identified in the last three years associated 
with containment atmospheric temperature system failures to ensure that resolutions 
addressed causes and extent of conditions commensurate with their safety significance. 
[P.2]
Inspection Report# : 2015007 (pdf)
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Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : August 07, 2015
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Turkey Point 4
3Q/2015 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance:  Jun 30, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate General Operating Procedure to Prevent Inadvertent AFAS While Performing a Reactor Plant 
Planned Shutdown
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures,” was identified for the 
licensee’s failure to maintain adequate guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103, “Power Operation to Hot Standby.”
Specifically, 4-GOP-103 did not contain adequate instructions to control reactor power prior to opening the reactor 
trip breakers in order to minimize steam generator inventory loss to prevent an auxiliary feed water (AFW) system 
actuation. As a result, the AFW actuation system (AFAS) actuated unexpectedly during a planned unit shutdown 
resulting in an excessive reactor coolant system cool down and the operators closing the main steam isolation valves. 
Corrective actions included entering this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) and revising the procedure 
to reduce reactor power to at least 20 percent to prevent steam generator inventory loss due to shrinkage following a 
manual reactor trip during a planned reactor plant shutdown from power operations to hot standby. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it is associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power operations. Specifically, 
the failure to have specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 to ensure reactor power is lowered to at least 20 percent 
prior to initiating a manual reactor trip during a planned shutdown resulted in an inadvertent AFAS actuation, reactor 
coolant system cool down, closing of the main steam isolation valves, and a reduced safe shutdown margin. The 
inspectors screened the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings 
at Power,” Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions.”
The inspectors determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not 
cause a reactor trip and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to 
a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the 
human performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available 
to support nuclear safety (H.1)
Inspection Report# : 2015002 (pdf)

Significance:  May 12, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: FIN Finding
Inadequate Work Instructions for Replacing Main Generator Current Transformers (Section 4OA3)
A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate instructions for performing work 
on the Unit 4 main generator protection control circuitry. As a result, the lugged connections on an installed current 
transformer lacked the appropriate tightness causing increased electrical resistance and ultimately catastrophic failure 
of a lug connection. The lug failure produced an open circuit condition on the current transformer causing the 
generator protection circuit to actuate. This resulted in a turbine trip and reactor trip. Corrective actions included 
replacing the damaged lug and torqueing all the current transformer lug connections to the vendor recommended 
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value. A root cause evaluation was performed and a revision made to maintenance procedure 0-PME-090.03, 
“Maintenance of Isophase Neutral Bus and Grounding Transformer Connection Assemblies,” to include additional 
instructions on torqueing the lug assemblies. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in their corrective 
action program (CAP) as action request 02047137. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the work package 
associated with engineering modification package EC 246904 and work order 40063905 directed the technician to 
connect the CT lugs hand tight and did not require torqueing per the vendor specified torque value. The inspectors 
screened the significance of the finding using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The 
inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not result in a 
reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The 
finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area because 
the licensee failed to ensure an adequate work instruction document was available to support nuclear safety (H.1) 
(Section 4OA3). 

Inspection Report# : 2015003 (pdf)

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Procedure to Realign Steam Supply to the Gland Sealing Steam System
Green. A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures”, was identified 
for the licensee’s failure to maintain an adequate procedure for gland sealing steam supply realignment. Specifically, 
the licensee failed to have initial conditions in place in the procedure that provided specific direction that steam supply 
to the gland sealing system cannot be transferred from the main steam system to the auxiliary steam system with a unit 
in Mode 1 or 2. The licensee took corrective action to add initial conditions to procedure 4-GOP-103 that would not 
allow gland seal system steam supply realignment while in Modes 1 or 2. The licensee entered this issue into their 
corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 1967899. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have 
specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 that prevented realigning the gland sealing steam supply while in Mode 1 
or 2 resulted in lowering condenser vacuum and a subsequent reactor trip on low condenser vacuum when the gland 
sealing steam supply was being realigned with Unit 4 in Mode 1. The inspectors screened the finding using 
Attachment 4 to NRC Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0609 and determined that the finding was a transient initiator 
contributor which required evaluation using Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions,” of IMC 0609, 
Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process (SDP) for Findings At-Power” (July 19, 2012). The inspectors 
determined that the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the performance deficiency did not 
result in a reactor trip and loss of mitigating equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a safe shutdown 
condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human 
performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available to 
support nuclear safety (H.1). 

Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Significance:  Dec 31, 2014
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Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: FIN Finding
Failure to Perform an Adequate Design Verification
Green: A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to ensure an adequate design change was 
implemented during Unit 3 and Unit 4 instrument air compressor system upgrade modifications completed in 2013. 
Specifically, plant modifications EC 246991 and EC 246990 were accepted and placed in service by the licensee 
without verifying the control logic configuration would function properly and load under all conditions. As a result, 
the diesel-driven compressors would not load and pressurize the instrument air header in the event of a loss of 
instrument air pressure while in the standby mode of operation. Corrective actions included an immediate 
modification to the standby compressor loading control circuit to ensure the machine loaded automatically and 
revising general procedural guidance for compressor operation. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in 
their corrective action program as AR 01983607. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the design control attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the failure to have an 
adequate design for controlling the operation of the standby instrument air compressor resulted in a reactor trip due to 
the loss of instrument air pressure. The inspectors screened the issue under the initiating events cornerstone using 
Attachment 4 (June 19, 2012) and Exhibit 1 (June 19, 2012) of Appendix A to Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 
0609, “Significance Determination Process” (June 2, 2011). The inspectors concluded that a detailed risk evaluation 
would be required because the finding was associated with the loss of a support system that resulted in a reactor trip 
and affected equipment that could be used by plant operators to mitigate the resulting plant transient. A senior reactor 
analyst (SRA) performed a detailed risk evaluation of this issue. The NRC model for Turkey Point was adjusted by: 1) 
increasing the initiating event frequency for a loss of instrument air (LOIA) event by one order-of-magnitude, and 2) 
the failure-to-run probability of the backup air compressors was set equal to 1.0. The change in core damage 
frequency results were below the 1E-6 threshold and the issue was determined to be of very low risk significance 
(Green). The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance 
area because the licensee failed to ensure instrument air system equipment was available and adequate to support 
nuclear safety (H.1). 

Inspection Report# : 2014005 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Feb 23, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Establish a Reasonable Maintenance Effectiveness Demonstration for Unit 3 Containment 
Atmospheric Temperature System
Green: The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.65, 
“Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,”
for the licensee’s failure to adequately monitor the performance or condition of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system against licensee established goals or 
demonstrate that the performance of the containment atmospheric temperature system was 
being effectively controlled through preventive maintenance, such that the system remained 
capable of performing its intended function. Specifically, there were multiple individual 
component failures on both units since March 2011 and the Unit 3 containment atmospheric 
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temperature system was non-functional from November 5, 2014, to January 17, 2015. In 
response to the NRC identified issue, the licensee initiated action report (AR) 02023116, and 
classified the temperature elements into 10 CFR 50.65(a)(1) status on February 23, 2015, 
under AR 02004990. 

The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
affected the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone 
objective. The licensee did not ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system that was used for emergency operating 
procedures. The inspectors determined the finding to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) because it was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a mitigating 
structure, system, or component (SSC), it did not represent the loss of a system and/or 
function, it did not represent an actual loss of function of at least a single train or two 
separate safety systems out-of-service for greater than its Technical Specifications (TS) 
allowed outage time, and it did not represent an actual loss of a non-TS equipment 
designated as high safety-significant in accordance with the licensee’s maintenance rule 
program for greater than 24 hours. The inspectors determined the finding was indicative of 
present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-cutting aspect of 
Evaluation, in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution. Specifically, the licensee 
failed to thoroughly evaluate issues that were identified in the last three years associated 
with containment atmospheric temperature system failures to ensure that resolutions 
addressed causes and extent of conditions commensurate with their safety significance. 
[P.2]
Inspection Report# : 2015007 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
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Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : December 15, 2015
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Turkey Point 4
4Q/2015 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance:  Jun 30, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate General Operating Procedure to Prevent Inadvertent AFAS While Performing a Reactor Plant 
Planned Shutdown
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures,” was identified for the 
licensee’s failure to maintain adequate guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103, “Power Operation to Hot Standby.”
Specifically, 4-GOP-103 did not contain adequate instructions to control reactor power prior to opening the reactor 
trip breakers in order to minimize steam generator inventory loss to prevent an auxiliary feed water (AFW) system 
actuation. As a result, the AFW actuation system (AFAS) actuated unexpectedly during a planned unit shutdown 
resulting in an excessive reactor coolant system cool down and the operators closing the main steam isolation valves. 
Corrective actions included entering this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) and revising the procedure 
to reduce reactor power to at least 20 percent to prevent steam generator inventory loss due to shrinkage following a 
manual reactor trip during a planned reactor plant shutdown from power operations to hot standby. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it is associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power operations. Specifically, 
the failure to have specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 to ensure reactor power is lowered to at least 20 percent 
prior to initiating a manual reactor trip during a planned shutdown resulted in an inadvertent AFAS actuation, reactor 
coolant system cool down, closing of the main steam isolation valves, and a reduced safe shutdown margin. The 
inspectors screened the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings 
at Power,” Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions.”
The inspectors determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not 
cause a reactor trip and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to 
a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the 
human performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available 
to support nuclear safety (H.1)
Inspection Report# : 2015002 (pdf)

Significance:  May 12, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: FIN Finding
Inadequate Work Instructions for Replacing Main Generator Current Transformers (Section 4OA3)
A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate instructions for performing work 
on the Unit 4 main generator protection control circuitry. As a result, the lugged connections on an installed current 
transformer lacked the appropriate tightness causing increased electrical resistance and ultimately catastrophic failure 
of a lug connection. The lug failure produced an open circuit condition on the current transformer causing the 
generator protection circuit to actuate. This resulted in a turbine trip and reactor trip. Corrective actions included 
replacing the damaged lug and torqueing all the current transformer lug connections to the vendor recommended 
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value. A root cause evaluation was performed and a revision made to maintenance procedure 0-PME-090.03, 
“Maintenance of Isophase Neutral Bus and Grounding Transformer Connection Assemblies,” to include additional 
instructions on torqueing the lug assemblies. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in their corrective 
action program (CAP) as action request 02047137. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the work package 
associated with engineering modification package EC 246904 and work order 40063905 directed the technician to 
connect the CT lugs hand tight and did not require torqueing per the vendor specified torque value. The inspectors 
screened the significance of the finding using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The 
inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not result in a 
reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The 
finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area because 
the licensee failed to ensure an adequate work instruction document was available to support nuclear safety (H.1) 
(Section 4OA3). 

Inspection Report# : 2015003 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Feb 23, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Establish a Reasonable Maintenance Effectiveness Demonstration for Unit 3 Containment 
Atmospheric Temperature System
Green: The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.65, 
“Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,”
for the licensee’s failure to adequately monitor the performance or condition of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system against licensee established goals or 
demonstrate that the performance of the containment atmospheric temperature system was 
being effectively controlled through preventive maintenance, such that the system remained 
capable of performing its intended function. Specifically, there were multiple individual 
component failures on both units since March 2011 and the Unit 3 containment atmospheric 
temperature system was non-functional from November 5, 2014, to January 17, 2015. In 
response to the NRC identified issue, the licensee initiated action report (AR) 02023116, and 
classified the temperature elements into 10 CFR 50.65(a)(1) status on February 23, 2015, 
under AR 02004990. 

The inspectors determined that the performance deficiency was more than minor because it 
affected the Equipment Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems cornerstone 
objective. The licensee did not ensure the availability, reliability, and capability of the Unit 3 
containment atmospheric temperature system that was used for emergency operating 
procedures. The inspectors determined the finding to be of very low safety significance 
(Green) because it was not a deficiency affecting the design or qualification of a mitigating 
structure, system, or component (SSC), it did not represent the loss of a system and/or 
function, it did not represent an actual loss of function of at least a single train or two 
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separate safety systems out-of-service for greater than its Technical Specifications (TS) 
allowed outage time, and it did not represent an actual loss of a non-TS equipment 
designated as high safety-significant in accordance with the licensee’s maintenance rule 
program for greater than 24 hours. The inspectors determined the finding was indicative of 
present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-cutting aspect of 
Evaluation, in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution. Specifically, the licensee 
failed to thoroughly evaluate issues that were identified in the last three years associated 
with containment atmospheric temperature system failures to ensure that resolutions 
addressed causes and extent of conditions commensurate with their safety significance. 
[P.2]
Inspection Report# : 2015007 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Significance:  Dec 31, 2015
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to correctly follow procedure 3 PMI 072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop Calibration.”
A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” was identified when the 
licensee failed to properly implement procedure 3 PMI-072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop 
Calibration.” Specifically, the licensee incorrectly installed a temporary electrical jumper in reactor operator console 
3C02 instead of 3C04, in contrast to Step 6.3.2 of 3-PMI-072.6. This action resulted in actuation of a 3B 4160 volt (V) 
vital bus lockout circuit causing loss of power to the B train of Unit 3 (U3) spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling. Immediate 
corrective actions were taken to remove the jumper and restore the B train of SFP cooling. The licensee entered the 
condition in its corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 02088911 and 02088914. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the human 
performance attribute of the barrier integrity cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to provide 
reasonable assurance that physical design barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system (RCS), and containment) 
protect the public from radionuclide releases. In addition, the performance deficiency, if left uncorrected, had the 
potential to lead to a more significant safety concern. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, “Significance 
Determination Process,” Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Tables 2 and 3, dated July 1, 
2012, and Appendix G Attachment 1, “Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1 Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings,” Exhibit 4 for Barrier Integrity, dated May 9, 2014. The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not associated with low 
temperature over pressurization, freeze seals, steam generator nozzle dams, criticality, drain down or leakage paths, or 
the containment barrier. Furthermore, one train of SFP cooling remained in operation, the rate of SFP temperature rise 
was low (~ 2 °F/hour), and additional methods remained available to limit SFP temperature rise. This finding was 
assigned a cross cutting aspect associated with the procedure adherence element of the human performance area 
because the licensee failed to correctly execute step 6.3.2 of procedure 3-PMI-072.6 (H.8). (Section 1R20) 

Inspection Report# : 2015004 (pdf)

Emergency Preparedness
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Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : March 01, 2016
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Turkey Point 4
1Q/2016 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Significance:  Jun 30, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate General Operating Procedure to Prevent Inadvertent AFAS While Performing a Reactor Plant 
Planned Shutdown
A self-revealing non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures,” was identified for the 
licensee’s failure to maintain adequate guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103, “Power Operation to Hot Standby.”
Specifically, 4-GOP-103 did not contain adequate instructions to control reactor power prior to opening the reactor 
trip breakers in order to minimize steam generator inventory loss to prevent an auxiliary feed water (AFW) system 
actuation. As a result, the AFW actuation system (AFAS) actuated unexpectedly during a planned unit shutdown 
resulting in an excessive reactor coolant system cool down and the operators closing the main steam isolation valves. 
Corrective actions included entering this issue into their corrective action program (CAP) and revising the procedure 
to reduce reactor power to at least 20 percent to prevent steam generator inventory loss due to shrinkage following a 
manual reactor trip during a planned reactor plant shutdown from power operations to hot standby. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it is associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well as power operations. Specifically, 
the failure to have specific guidance in procedure 4-GOP-103 to ensure reactor power is lowered to at least 20 percent 
prior to initiating a manual reactor trip during a planned shutdown resulted in an inadvertent AFAS actuation, reactor 
coolant system cool down, closing of the main steam isolation valves, and a reduced safe shutdown margin. The 
inspectors screened the finding using IMC 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings 
at Power,” Exhibit 1, “Initiating Events Screening Questions.”
The inspectors determined that this finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not 
cause a reactor trip and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to 
a stable shutdown condition. The finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the 
human performance area because the licensee failed to ensure an adequate general operating procedure was available 
to support nuclear safety (H.1)
Inspection Report# : 2015002 (pdf)

Significance:  May 12, 2015
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: FIN Finding
Inadequate Work Instructions for Replacing Main Generator Current Transformers (Section 4OA3)
A self-revealing finding was identified for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate instructions for performing work 
on the Unit 4 main generator protection control circuitry. As a result, the lugged connections on an installed current 
transformer lacked the appropriate tightness causing increased electrical resistance and ultimately catastrophic failure 
of a lug connection. The lug failure produced an open circuit condition on the current transformer causing the 
generator protection circuit to actuate. This resulted in a turbine trip and reactor trip. Corrective actions included 
replacing the damaged lug and torqueing all the current transformer lug connections to the vendor recommended 
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value. A root cause evaluation was performed and a revision made to maintenance procedure 0-PME-090.03, 
“Maintenance of Isophase Neutral Bus and Grounding Transformer Connection Assemblies,” to include additional 
instructions on torqueing the lug assemblies. The licensee entered this performance deficiency in their corrective 
action program (CAP) as action request 02047137. 

The performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the procedure quality attribute of the 
initiating events cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to limit the likelihood of events that 
upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during power operations. Specifically, the work package 
associated with engineering modification package EC 246904 and work order 40063905 directed the technician to 
connect the CT lugs hand tight and did not require torqueing per the vendor specified torque value. The inspectors 
screened the significance of the finding using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, Exhibit 1, Transient Initiators. The 
inspectors determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not result in a 
reactor trip and a loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant to a stable shutdown condition. The 
finding was associated with a cross-cutting aspect in the resources component of the human performance area because 
the licensee failed to ensure an adequate work instruction document was available to support nuclear safety (H.1) 
(Section 4OA3). 

Inspection Report# : 2015003 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Barrier Integrity

Significance:  Dec 31, 2015
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to correctly follow procedure 3 PMI 072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop Calibration.”
A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” was identified when the 
licensee failed to properly implement procedure 3 PMI-072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop 
Calibration.” Specifically, the licensee incorrectly installed a temporary electrical jumper in reactor operator console 
3C02 instead of 3C04, in contrast to Step 6.3.2 of 3-PMI-072.6. This action resulted in actuation of a 3B 4160 volt (V) 
vital bus lockout circuit causing loss of power to the B train of Unit 3 (U3) spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling. Immediate 
corrective actions were taken to remove the jumper and restore the B train of SFP cooling. The licensee entered the 
condition in its corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 02088911 and 02088914. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the human 
performance attribute of the barrier integrity cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to provide 
reasonable assurance that physical design barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system (RCS), and containment) 
protect the public from radionuclide releases. In addition, the performance deficiency, if left uncorrected, had the 
potential to lead to a more significant safety concern. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, “Significance 
Determination Process,” Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Tables 2 and 3, dated July 1, 
2012, and Appendix G Attachment 1, “Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1 Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings,” Exhibit 4 for Barrier Integrity, dated May 9, 2014. The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not associated with low 
temperature over pressurization, freeze seals, steam generator nozzle dams, criticality, drain down or leakage paths, or 
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the containment barrier. Furthermore, one train of SFP cooling remained in operation, the rate of SFP temperature rise 
was low (~ 2 °F/hour), and additional methods remained available to limit SFP temperature rise. This finding was 
assigned a cross cutting aspect associated with the procedure adherence element of the human performance area 
because the licensee failed to correctly execute step 6.3.2 of procedure 3-PMI-072.6 (H.8). (Section 1R20) 

Inspection Report# : 2015004 (pdf)

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : July 11, 2016
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Turkey Point 4
2Q/2016 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Conditions Adverse to Quality Associated with the Eagle 21 System
Green. NRC reactor inspectors identified Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, 
“Corrective Action,” for a failure to correct a condition adverse to quality. The licensee identified that the ability to 
test the Eagle 21 was degraded but failed to take adequate corrective actions to correct the condition. The licensee 
entered the issue into their corrective action program as action request ARs 2023314 and 02145155. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, not using COLR specified time-constants SR tests to demonstrate operability of the Eagle 
21 system adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of the 
OP?T and OT?T reactor trip algorithms. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) 
because of the defense in depth of the reactor protection system to cause a trip via alternate and diverse means. The 
inspectors determined the finding was indicative of present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-
cutting aspect of human performance, in the area conservative bias, because individuals failed to evaluate a proposed 
action to determine if it was safe in order to proceed, rather than unsafe in order to stop (H14). 

Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Significance:  Dec 31, 2015
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to correctly follow procedure 3 PMI 072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop Calibration.”
A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” was identified when the 
licensee failed to properly implement procedure 3 PMI-072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop 
Calibration.” Specifically, the licensee incorrectly installed a temporary electrical jumper in reactor operator console 
3C02 instead of 3C04, in contrast to Step 6.3.2 of 3-PMI-072.6. This action resulted in actuation of a 3B 4160 volt (V) 
vital bus lockout circuit causing loss of power to the B train of Unit 3 (U3) spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling. Immediate 
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corrective actions were taken to remove the jumper and restore the B train of SFP cooling. The licensee entered the 
condition in its corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 02088911 and 02088914. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the human 
performance attribute of the barrier integrity cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to provide 
reasonable assurance that physical design barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system (RCS), and containment) 
protect the public from radionuclide releases. In addition, the performance deficiency, if left uncorrected, had the 
potential to lead to a more significant safety concern. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, “Significance 
Determination Process,” Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Tables 2 and 3, dated July 1, 
2012, and Appendix G Attachment 1, “Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1 Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings,” Exhibit 4 for Barrier Integrity, dated May 9, 2014. The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not associated with low 
temperature over pressurization, freeze seals, steam generator nozzle dams, criticality, drain down or leakage paths, or 
the containment barrier. Furthermore, one train of SFP cooling remained in operation, the rate of SFP temperature rise 
was low (~ 2 °F/hour), and additional methods remained available to limit SFP temperature rise. This finding was 
assigned a cross cutting aspect associated with the procedure adherence element of the human performance area 
because the licensee failed to correctly execute step 6.3.2 of procedure 3-PMI-072.6 (H.8). (Section 1R20) 

Inspection Report# : 2015004 (pdf)

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Post a High Radiation Area 
Green. A self-revealing, Green, NCV of TS 6.12.1, was identified by health physicist inspectors for the failure to post 
a high radiation area (HRA). Specifically, on April 6, 2016, the licensee failed to post the area by the exterior wall of 
the U4 spent fuel pool (SFP) on the Auxiliary Building roof as a HRA. 

This finding was determined to be greater than minor because it was associated with the Occupational Radiation 
Safety Cornerstone attribute of Human Performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective ensuring 
adequate protection of worker health and safety from exposure to radiation from radioactive material during routine 
civilian nuclear reactor operation. Specifically, failure to post and control HRAs can allow workers to enter HRAs 
without knowledge of the radiological conditions in the area and receive unintended occupational exposure. The 
finding was evaluated using the Occupational Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process. The finding was 
not related to the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) planning, did not involve an overexposure or 
substantial potential for overexposure, and the ability to assess dose was not compromised. Therefore, the inspectors 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding involved the cross-cutting aspect of 
Human Performance, Work Management (H.7) because the organization failed to implement its process for planning 
and controlling access to HRAs on the Auxiliary Building roof when fuel bundle movement were still ongoing. The 
violation was entered into the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) no. 02123851. 
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Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.

Miscellaneous
Last modified : August 29, 2016
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Turkey Point 4
3Q/2016 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Sep 28, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to provide adequate flood protection for the 4A RHR train
Green: The NRC inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, for the 
licensee’s failure to implement required housekeeping controls in the 4A residual heat removal (RHR) pump room to 
ensure flood protection devices would not be damaged or otherwised clogged. Specifically, the licensee’s failure to 
adequately implement station housekeeping procedure MA-AA-100-1008 to ensure flood protection devices in the 4A 
RHR pump room were not challenged was a performance deficiency. Immediate corrective actions included removing 
the debris, entering this issue into the corrective action program (CAP), and initiating a past-operability review. 

The inspectors determined the performance deficiency to be more than minor because it was associated with the 
protection against external factors attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and there was reasonable doubt of 
operability which if left uncorrected could have adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core 
damage). Using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings-At-
Power,” the inspectors screened the finding as Green because it did not involve the total loss of any safety function. 
The inspectors assigned a cross cutting aspect in the area of human performance associated with the work 
management element because the organization failed to adequately implement a process to control work activities in a 
high-risk flood area, and did not adequately identify and manage risk associated with the flood-sensitive area [H.5]
Inspection Report# : 2016003 (pdf)

Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Conditions Adverse to Quality Associated with the Eagle 21 System
Green. NRC reactor inspectors identified Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, 
“Corrective Action,” for a failure to correct a condition adverse to quality. The licensee identified that the ability to 
test the Eagle 21 was degraded but failed to take adequate corrective actions to correct the condition. The licensee 
entered the issue into their corrective action program as action request ARs 2023314 and 02145155. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, not using COLR specified time-constants SR tests to demonstrate operability of the Eagle 
21 system adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of the 
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OP?T and OT?T reactor trip algorithms. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) 
because of the defense in depth of the reactor protection system to cause a trip via alternate and diverse means. The 
inspectors determined the finding was indicative of present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-
cutting aspect of human performance, in the area conservative bias, because individuals failed to evaluate a proposed 
action to determine if it was safe in order to proceed, rather than unsafe in order to stop (H14). 

Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Significance:  Dec 31, 2015
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to correctly follow procedure 3 PMI 072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop Calibration.”
A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, “Procedures and Programs,” was identified when the 
licensee failed to properly implement procedure 3 PMI-072.6, “Steam Dump to Atmosphere Control Loop 
Calibration.” Specifically, the licensee incorrectly installed a temporary electrical jumper in reactor operator console 
3C02 instead of 3C04, in contrast to Step 6.3.2 of 3-PMI-072.6. This action resulted in actuation of a 3B 4160 volt (V) 
vital bus lockout circuit causing loss of power to the B train of Unit 3 (U3) spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling. Immediate 
corrective actions were taken to remove the jumper and restore the B train of SFP cooling. The licensee entered the 
condition in its corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) 02088911 and 02088914. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the human 
performance attribute of the barrier integrity cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to provide 
reasonable assurance that physical design barriers (fuel cladding, reactor coolant system (RCS), and containment) 
protect the public from radionuclide releases. In addition, the performance deficiency, if left uncorrected, had the 
potential to lead to a more significant safety concern. The finding was screened using IMC 0609, “Significance 
Determination Process,” Attachment 0609.04, “Initial Characterization of Findings,” Tables 2 and 3, dated July 1, 
2012, and Appendix G Attachment 1, “Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process Phase 1 Initial 
Screening and Characterization of Findings,” Exhibit 4 for Barrier Integrity, dated May 9, 2014. The inspectors 
determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because it was not associated with low 
temperature over pressurization, freeze seals, steam generator nozzle dams, criticality, drain down or leakage paths, or 
the containment barrier. Furthermore, one train of SFP cooling remained in operation, the rate of SFP temperature rise 
was low (~ 2 °F/hour), and additional methods remained available to limit SFP temperature rise. This finding was 
assigned a cross cutting aspect associated with the procedure adherence element of the human performance area 
because the licensee failed to correctly execute step 6.3.2 of procedure 3-PMI-072.6 (H.8). (Section 1R20) 

Inspection Report# : 2015004 (pdf)

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety
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Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Post a High Radiation Area 
Green. A self-revealing, Green, NCV of TS 6.12.1, was identified by health physicist inspectors for the failure to post 
a high radiation area (HRA). Specifically, on April 6, 2016, the licensee failed to post the area by the exterior wall of 
the U4 spent fuel pool (SFP) on the Auxiliary Building roof as a HRA. 

This finding was determined to be greater than minor because it was associated with the Occupational Radiation 
Safety Cornerstone attribute of Human Performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective ensuring 
adequate protection of worker health and safety from exposure to radiation from radioactive material during routine 
civilian nuclear reactor operation. Specifically, failure to post and control HRAs can allow workers to enter HRAs 
without knowledge of the radiological conditions in the area and receive unintended occupational exposure. The 
finding was evaluated using the Occupational Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process. The finding was 
not related to the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) planning, did not involve an overexposure or 
substantial potential for overexposure, and the ability to assess dose was not compromised. Therefore, the inspectors 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding involved the cross-cutting aspect of 
Human Performance, Work Management (H.7) because the organization failed to implement its process for planning 
and controlling access to HRAs on the Auxiliary Building roof when fuel bundle movement were still ongoing. The 
violation was entered into the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) no. 02123851. 

Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.
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Turkey Point 4
4Q/2016 Plant Inspection Findings

Initiating Events

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Dec 31, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Unrecognized Inoperable Reactor Protection System Instrument Channel
Green: A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.3.1 was 
identified for the licensee’s failure to input the correct Eagle 21 resistance temperature detector (RTD) coefficients 
into the Eagle 21 reactor protection system (RPS) which resulted in channels being inoperable for longer than their 
allowed outage times. Immediate corrective actions to restore compliance included inputting the correct RTD 
coefficients into the Eagle 21 RPS. Planned corrective actions to prevent recurrence included revising engineering 
procedures to include validation that the RTD coefficients were derived via the correct methodology. This issue was 
entered into the licensee’s corrective action program as action request (AR) 02129632. 

The licensee’s failure to input the correct RTD coefficients into the Eagle 21 RPS was a performance deficiency. The 
performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of 
the mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core 
damage) because the specified safety function of each functional unit was not met. The inspectors evaluated the 
significance of this finding and determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the 
finding did not affect the function of other redundant or diverse methods of reactor shutdown. The NRC assigned a 
cross cutting aspect associated with the Resources element of the Human Performance area because the licensee failed 
to ensure that procedures related to RTD replacement contained adequate information for verifying and inputting 
correct RTD coefficients [H.1].
Inspection Report# : 2016004 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 28, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to provide adequate flood protection for the 4A RHR train
Green: The NRC inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, for the 
licensee’s failure to implement required housekeeping controls in the 4A residual heat removal (RHR) pump room to 
ensure flood protection devices would not be damaged or otherwised clogged. Specifically, the licensee’s failure to 
adequately implement station housekeeping procedure MA-AA-100-1008 to ensure flood protection devices in the 4A 
RHR pump room were not challenged was a performance deficiency. Immediate corrective actions included removing 
the debris, entering this issue into the corrective action program (CAP), and initiating a past-operability review. 

The inspectors determined the performance deficiency to be more than minor because it was associated with the 
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protection against external factors attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and there was reasonable doubt of 
operability which if left uncorrected could have adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core 
damage). Using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, “The Significance Determination Process for Findings-At-
Power,” the inspectors screened the finding as Green because it did not involve the total loss of any safety function. 
The inspectors assigned a cross cutting aspect in the area of human performance associated with the work 
management element because the organization failed to adequately implement a process to control work activities in a 
high-risk flood area, and did not adequately identify and manage risk associated with the flood-sensitive area [H.5]
Inspection Report# : 2016003 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Provide Adequate Guidance to Prevent LCSWGR Heat-up
Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, “Instructions, 
Procedures and Drawings,” for the licensee’s failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to ensure that the 
temperature in the Load Center Switchgear Room (LCSWGR) remains below the design temperature of 104 °F. The 
licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program and updated the procedure to include a specific guidance 
to the operator during a loss of air conditioning. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Procedure 
Quality attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring 
the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to prevent operators from opening the 
east door (el. 18’) in the 3A Switchgear Room (SWGR) when the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 3A is operating 
(i.e., under Loss of Offsite Power conditions) would cause temperatures to rise above the room design temperature of 
104 °F. The team determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding was a 
deficiency affecting the design of a mitigating structure, system, or component (SSC), and the SSC maintained its 
operability or functionality. This finding was not assigned a cross-cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect 
present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Reactor Coolant Loop Check Valve 312-A’s Failure to Fully Seat
Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, “Corrective 
Actions,” for the licensee’s failure to correct an identified condition adverse to quality involving a failure of charging 
system check valve 3-312A to fully seat due to internal component wear. The licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective action program and took corrective actions to replace the valve’s internal components. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to take appropriate corrective actions to address internal component 
degradation of check valve 3-312A adversely impacts the capability of charging system to isolate and provide back 
leakage protection to the Chemical Volume and Control System (CVCS) from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). 
The team determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the valve’s safety related 
function of opening to provide a boration flowpath to the RCS was maintained. This finding was not assigned a cross-
cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)
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Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Conditions Adverse to Quality Associated with the Eagle 21 System
Green. NRC reactor inspectors identified Green non-cited violation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, 
“Corrective Action,” for a failure to correct a condition adverse to quality. The licensee identified that the ability to 
test the Eagle 21 was degraded but failed to take adequate corrective actions to correct the condition. The licensee 
entered the issue into their corrective action program as action request ARs 2023314 and 02145155. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, not using COLR specified time-constants SR tests to demonstrate operability of the Eagle 
21 system adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of the 
OP?T and OT?T reactor trip algorithms. The finding was determined to be of very low safety significance (Green) 
because of the defense in depth of the reactor protection system to cause a trip via alternate and diverse means. The 
inspectors determined the finding was indicative of present licensee performance and was associated with the cross-
cutting aspect of human performance, in the area conservative bias, because individuals failed to evaluate a proposed 
action to determine if it was safe in order to proceed, rather than unsafe in order to stop (H14). 

Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Radiation Safety

Significance:  Jun 29, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Post a High Radiation Area 
Green. A self-revealing, Green, NCV of TS 6.12.1, was identified by health physicist inspectors for the failure to post 
a high radiation area (HRA). Specifically, on April 6, 2016, the licensee failed to post the area by the exterior wall of 
the U4 spent fuel pool (SFP) on the Auxiliary Building roof as a HRA. 

This finding was determined to be greater than minor because it was associated with the Occupational Radiation 
Safety Cornerstone attribute of Human Performance and adversely affected the cornerstone objective ensuring 
adequate protection of worker health and safety from exposure to radiation from radioactive material during routine 
civilian nuclear reactor operation. Specifically, failure to post and control HRAs can allow workers to enter HRAs 
without knowledge of the radiological conditions in the area and receive unintended occupational exposure. The 
finding was evaluated using the Occupational Radiation Safety Significance Determination Process. The finding was 
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not related to the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) planning, did not involve an overexposure or 
substantial potential for overexposure, and the ability to assess dose was not compromised. Therefore, the inspectors 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green). This finding involved the cross-cutting aspect of 
Human Performance, Work Management (H.7) because the organization failed to implement its process for planning 
and controlling access to HRAs on the Auxiliary Building roof when fuel bundle movement were still ongoing. The 
violation was entered into the licensee’s corrective action program (CAP) as action request (AR) no. 02123851. 

Inspection Report# : 2016002 (pdf)

Public Radiation Safety

Security
Although the Security Cornerstone is included in the Reactor Oversight Process assessment program, the Commission 
has decided that specific information related to findings and performance indicators pertaining to the Security 
Cornerstone will not be publicly available to ensure that security information is not provided to a possible adversary. 
Other than the fact that a finding or performance indicator is Green or Greater-Than-Green, security related 
information will not be displayed on the public web page. Therefore, the cover letters to security inspection reports 
may be viewed.
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Initiating Events
Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Dec 31, 2016
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Unrecognized Inoperable Reactor Protection System Instrument Channel
Green: A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.3.1 was 
identified for the licensee's failure to input the correct Eagle 21 resistance temperature detector (RTD) coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 reactor protection system (RPS) which resulted in channels being inoperable for longer than their allowed 
outage times. Immediate corrective actions to restore compliance included inputting the correct RTD coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 RPS. Planned corrective actions to prevent recurrence included revising engineering procedures to include 
validation that the RTD coefficients were derived via the correct methodology. This issue was entered into the 
licensee's corrective action program as action request (AR) 02129632. 

The licensee's failure to input the correct RTD coefficients into the Eagle 21 RPS was a performance deficiency. The 
performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the 
mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, 
and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage) 
because the specified safety function of each functional unit was not met. The inspectors evaluated the significance of 
this finding and determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect 
the function of other redundant or diverse methods of reactor shutdown. The NRC assigned a cross cutting aspect 
associated with the Resources element of the Human Performance area because the licensee failed to ensure that 
procedures related to RTD replacement contained adequate information for verifying and inputting correct RTD 
coefficients [H.1].
Inspection Report# : 2016004 (pdf)
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Significance:  Sep 28, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to provide adequate flood protection for the 4A RHR train
Green: The NRC inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, for the 
licensee's failure to implement required housekeeping controls in the 4A residual heat removal (RHR) pump room to 
ensure flood protection devices would not be damaged or otherwised clogged. Specifically, the licensee's failure to 
adequately implement station housekeeping procedure MA-AA-100-1008 to ensure flood protection devices in the 4A 
RHR pump room were not challenged was a performance deficiency. Immediate corrective actions included removing 
the debris, entering this issue into the corrective action program (CAP), and initiating a past-operability review. 

The inspectors determined the performance deficiency to be more than minor because it was associated with the 
protection against external factors attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and there was reasonable doubt of 
operability which if left uncorrected could have adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core 
damage). Using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, "The Significance Determination Process for Findings-At-Power," 
the inspectors screened the finding as Green because it did not involve the total loss of any safety function. The 
inspectors assigned a cross cutting aspect in the area of human performance associated with the work management 
element because the organization failed to adequately implement a process to control work activities in a high-risk 
flood area, and did not adequately identify and manage risk associated with the flood-sensitive area [H.5]
Inspection Report# : 2016003 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Provide Adequate Guidance to Prevent LCSWGR Heat-up
Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, 
Procedures and Drawings," for the licensee's failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to ensure that the 
temperature in the Load Center Switchgear Room (LCSWGR) remains below the design temperature of 104 �F. The 
licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program and updated the procedure to include a specific guidance to 
the operator during a loss of air conditioning. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Procedure 
Quality attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring 
the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to prevent operators from opening the east 
door (el. 18') in the 3A Switchgear Room (SWGR) when the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 3A is operating (i.e., 
under Loss of Offsite Power conditions) would cause temperatures to rise above the room design temperature of 104 
�F. The team determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding was a 
deficiency affecting the design of a mitigating structure, system, or component (SSC), and the SSC maintained its 
operability or functionality. This finding was not assigned a cross-cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect 
present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Reactor Coolant Loop Check Valve 312-A's Failure to Fully Seat
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Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective 
Actions," for the licensee's failure to correct an identified condition adverse to quality involving a failure of charging 
system check valve 3-312A to fully seat due to internal component wear. The licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective action program and took corrective actions to replace the valve's internal components. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to take appropriate corrective actions to address internal component degradation 
of check valve 3-312A adversely impacts the capability of charging system to isolate and provide back leakage 
protection to the Chemical Volume and Control System (CVCS) from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The team 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the valve's safety related function of 
opening to provide a boration flowpath to the RCS was maintained. This finding was not assigned a cross-cutting 
aspect because the issue did not reflect present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity
Emergency Preparedness
Occupational Radiation Safety
Public Radiation Safety
Security
The security cornerstone is an important component of the ROP, which includes various security inspection activities 
the NRC uses to verify licensee compliance with Commission regulations and thus ensure public health and safety. The 
Commission determined in the staff requirements memorandum (SRM) for SECY-04-0191, "Withholding Sensitive 
Unclassified Information Concerning Nuclear Power Reactors from Public Disclosure," dated November 9, 2004, that 
specific information related to findings and performance indicators associated with the security cornerstone will not be 
publicly available to ensure that security-related information is not provided to a possible adversary. Security 
inspection report cover letters will be available on the NRC Web site; however, security-related information on the 
details of inspection finding(s) will not be displayed.
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Initiating Events

Significance:  Mar 18, 2017
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Foreign Materials Exclusion Controls for Thermo-Lag Activities Renders Electrical Equipment 
Inoperable and Results in a High Energy Arc Flash
A self-revealing Green (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.a., "Procedures and Programs," was identified for 
the failure to appropriately implement foreign material exclusion (FME) controls during Thermo-Lag fire barrier 
modifications. Specifically, maintenance procedure 0-GMP-102.21, "Installation, Modification and Maintenance of 
Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier System," Rev. 0C, did not include instructions in sufficient detail to prevent foreign material 
used in the installation of Thermo-Lag fire barriers from entering nearby electrical equipment and was a performance 
deficiency (PD) which affected the operation of two redundant safety-related battery chargers and caused a high energy 
arc fault (HEAF) that damaged the 3A 4kV switchgear bus. After the HEAF, the licensee promptly ceased all Thermo-
Lag installation activities. The licensee completed a root cause evaluation in Action Request (AR) 2192198 and revised 
the installation procedure to prevent foreign material from entering nearby electrical equipment. 
The PD was more than minor because it caused both a reactor trip and resulted in the unavailability of the 3A 4kV 
switchgear bus. The inspectors evaluated the significance of this finding by utilizing IMC 0609 Attachment 4, "Initial 
Characterization of Findings," and IMC 0609 Appendix A, "The Significance Determination Process for Findings At-
Power," and determined the finding's significance could not be screened to Green because it caused both a reactor trip 
and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to a stable shutdown 
condition. Therefore a detailed risk evaluation was required to complete the significance determination. Based upon the 
results of the evaluation the finding was considered to be Green, or equivalent to low safety significance. The cross-
cutting aspect (CCA) that best corresponds to the root cause as described in IMC 0310, "Aspects Within the Cross-
Cutting Areas," was "Resources;" leaders ensure that personnel, equipment, procedures, and other resources are 
available and adequate to support nuclear safety (H.1).
Inspection Report# : 2017002 (pdf)
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Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Dec 31, 2016
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Unrecognized Inoperable Reactor Protection System Instrument Channel
Green: A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.3.1 was 
identified for the licensee's failure to input the correct Eagle 21 resistance temperature detector (RTD) coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 reactor protection system (RPS) which resulted in channels being inoperable for longer than their allowed 
outage times. Immediate corrective actions to restore compliance included inputting the correct RTD coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 RPS. Planned corrective actions to prevent recurrence included revising engineering procedures to include 
validation that the RTD coefficients were derived via the correct methodology. This issue was entered into the 
licensee's corrective action program as action request (AR) 02129632. 

The licensee's failure to input the correct RTD coefficients into the Eagle 21 RPS was a performance deficiency. The 
performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the 
mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, 
and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage) 
because the specified safety function of each functional unit was not met. The inspectors evaluated the significance of 
this finding and determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect 
the function of other redundant or diverse methods of reactor shutdown. The NRC assigned a cross cutting aspect 
associated with the Resources element of the Human Performance area because the licensee failed to ensure that 
procedures related to RTD replacement contained adequate information for verifying and inputting correct RTD 
coefficients [H.1].
Inspection Report# : 2016004 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 28, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to provide adequate flood protection for the 4A RHR train
Green: The NRC inspectors identified a non-cited violation (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1, for the 
licensee's failure to implement required housekeeping controls in the 4A residual heat removal (RHR) pump room to 
ensure flood protection devices would not be damaged or otherwised clogged. Specifically, the licensee's failure to 
adequately implement station housekeeping procedure MA-AA-100-1008 to ensure flood protection devices in the 4A 
RHR pump room were not challenged was a performance deficiency. Immediate corrective actions included removing 
the debris, entering this issue into the corrective action program (CAP), and initiating a past-operability review. 

The inspectors determined the performance deficiency to be more than minor because it was associated with the 
protection against external factors attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and there was reasonable doubt of 
operability which if left uncorrected could have adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, 
reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core 
damage). Using Manual Chapter 0609, Appendix A, "The Significance Determination Process for Findings-At-Power," 
the inspectors screened the finding as Green because it did not involve the total loss of any safety function. The 
inspectors assigned a cross cutting aspect in the area of human performance associated with the work management 
element because the organization failed to adequately implement a process to control work activities in a high-risk 
flood area, and did not adequately identify and manage risk associated with the flood-sensitive area [H.5]
Inspection Report# : 2016003 (pdf)
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Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Provide Adequate Guidance to Prevent LCSWGR Heat-up
Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, "Instructions, 
Procedures and Drawings," for the licensee's failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to ensure that the 
temperature in the Load Center Switchgear Room (LCSWGR) remains below the design temperature of 104 �F. The 
licensee entered the issue into the corrective action program and updated the procedure to include a specific guidance to 
the operator during a loss of air conditioning. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Procedure 
Quality attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring 
the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, failure to provide adequate procedural guidance to prevent operators from opening the east 
door (el. 18') in the 3A Switchgear Room (SWGR) when the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 3A is operating (i.e., 
under Loss of Offsite Power conditions) would cause temperatures to rise above the room design temperature of 104 
�F. The team determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding was a 
deficiency affecting the design of a mitigating structure, system, or component (SSC), and the SSC maintained its 
operability or functionality. This finding was not assigned a cross-cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect 
present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)

Significance:  Sep 13, 2016
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct Reactor Coolant Loop Check Valve 312-A's Failure to Fully Seat
Green: The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective 
Actions," for the licensee's failure to correct an identified condition adverse to quality involving a failure of charging 
system check valve 3-312A to fully seat due to internal component wear. The licensee entered the issue into the 
corrective action program and took corrective actions to replace the valve's internal components. 
This performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of 
ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable 
consequences. Specifically, the failure to take appropriate corrective actions to address internal component degradation 
of check valve 3-312A adversely impacts the capability of charging system to isolate and provide back leakage 
protection to the Chemical Volume and Control System (CVCS) from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The team 
determined the finding to be of very low safety significance (Green) because the valve's safety related function of 
opening to provide a boration flowpath to the RCS was maintained. This finding was not assigned a cross-cutting 
aspect because the issue did not reflect present licensee performance.
Inspection Report# : 2016007 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity
Emergency Preparedness
Occupational Radiation Safety
Public Radiation Safety
Security
The security cornerstone is an important component of the ROP, which includes various security inspection activities 
the NRC uses to verify licensee compliance with Commission regulations and thus ensure public health and safety. The 
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Commission determined in the staff requirements memorandum (SRM) for SECY-04-0191, "Withholding Sensitive 
Unclassified Information Concerning Nuclear Power Reactors from Public Disclosure," dated November 9, 2004, that 
specific information related to findings and performance indicators associated with the security cornerstone will not be 
publicly available to ensure that security-related information is not provided to a possible adversary. Security 
inspection report cover letters will be available on the NRC Web site; however, security-related information on the 
details of inspection finding(s) will not be displayed.

Miscellaneous
Current data as of : September 05, 2017

Page Last Reviewed/Updated Wednesday, June 07, 2017
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3Q/2017 – Plant Inspection Findings
On this page:

• Initiating Events
• Mitigating Systems
• Barrier Integrity
• Emergency Preparedness
• Occupational Radiation Safety
• Public Radiation Safety
• Security

Initiating Events

Significance:  Mar 18, 2017
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Foreign Materials Exclusion Controls for Thermo-Lag Activities Renders Electrical Equipment 
Inoperable and Results in a High Energy Arc Flash
A self-revealing Green (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.a., "Procedures and Programs," was identified for 
the failure to appropriately implement foreign material exclusion (FME) controls during Thermo-Lag fire barrier 
modifications. Specifically, maintenance procedure 0-GMP-102.21, "Installation, Modification and Maintenance of 
Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier System," Rev. 0C, did not include instructions in sufficient detail to prevent foreign material 
used in the installation of Thermo-Lag fire barriers from entering nearby electrical equipment and was a performance 
deficiency (PD) which affected the operation of two redundant safety-related battery chargers and caused a high energy 
arc fault (HEAF) that damaged the 3A 4kV switchgear bus. After the HEAF, the licensee promptly ceased all Thermo-
Lag installation activities. The licensee completed a root cause evaluation in Action Request (AR) 2192198 and revised 
the installation procedure to prevent foreign material from entering nearby electrical equipment. 
The PD was more than minor because it caused both a reactor trip and resulted in the unavailability of the 3A 4kV 
switchgear bus. The inspectors evaluated the significance of this finding by utilizing IMC 0609 Attachment 4, "Initial 
Characterization of Findings," and IMC 0609 Appendix A, "The Significance Determination Process for Findings At-
Power," and determined the finding's significance could not be screened to Green because it caused both a reactor trip 
and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to a stable shutdown 
condition. Therefore a detailed risk evaluation was required to complete the significance determination. Based upon the 
results of the evaluation the finding was considered to be Green, or equivalent to low safety significance. The cross-
cutting aspect (CCA) that best corresponds to the root cause as described in IMC 0310, "Aspects Within the Cross-
Cutting Areas," was "Resources;" leaders ensure that personnel, equipment, procedures, and other resources are 
available and adequate to support nuclear safety (H.1).
Inspection Report# : 2017002 (pdf)
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Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Dec 31, 2016
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Unrecognized Inoperable Reactor Protection System Instrument Channel
Green: A self-revealing NCV of Technical Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.3.1 was 
identified for the licensee's failure to input the correct Eagle 21 resistance temperature detector (RTD) coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 reactor protection system (RPS) which resulted in channels being inoperable for longer than their allowed 
outage times. Immediate corrective actions to restore compliance included inputting the correct RTD coefficients into 
the Eagle 21 RPS. Planned corrective actions to prevent recurrence included revising engineering procedures to include 
validation that the RTD coefficients were derived via the correct methodology. This issue was entered into the 
licensee's corrective action program as action request (AR) 02129632. 

The licensee's failure to input the correct RTD coefficients into the Eagle 21 RPS was a performance deficiency. The 
performance deficiency was more than minor because it was associated with the equipment performance attribute of the 
mitigating systems cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective to ensure the availability, reliability, 
and capability of systems that respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences (i.e., core damage) 
because the specified safety function of each functional unit was not met. The inspectors evaluated the significance of 
this finding and determined the finding was of very low safety significance (Green) because the finding did not affect 
the function of other redundant or diverse methods of reactor shutdown. The NRC assigned a cross cutting aspect 
associated with the Resources element of the Human Performance area because the licensee failed to ensure that 
procedures related to RTD replacement contained adequate information for verifying and inputting correct RTD 
coefficients [H.1].
Inspection Report# : 2016004 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity
Emergency Preparedness
Occupational Radiation Safety
Public Radiation Safety
Security
The security cornerstone is an important component of the ROP, which includes various security inspection activities 
the NRC uses to verify licensee compliance with Commission regulations and thus ensure public health and safety. The 
Commission determined in the staff requirements memorandum (SRM) for SECY-04-0191, "Withholding Sensitive 
Unclassified Information Concerning Nuclear Power Reactors from Public Disclosure," dated November 9, 2004, that 
specific information related to findings and performance indicators associated with the security cornerstone will not be 
publicly available to ensure that security-related information is not provided to a possible adversary. Security 
inspection report cover letters will be available on the NRC Web site; however, security-related information on the 
details of inspection finding(s) will not be displayed.

Miscellaneous
Current data as of : November 29, 2017

Page Last Reviewed/Updated Monday, November 06, 2017
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4Q/2017 – Plant Inspection Findings
On this page:

• Initiating Events
• Mitigating Systems
• Barrier Integrity
• Emergency Preparedness
• Occupational Radiation Safety
• Public Radiation Safety
• Security

Initiating Events

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Perform Design Verification for Under Frequency Trip of the Main Generator Breakers

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, ?
Design Control,? for failure to verify or check the

adequacy of design of the under frequency trip feature of the main generator circuit breakers with regard to the effect of 
its operation on plant stability and the maintenance

of critical safety functions. The licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as AR 2220874 and AR 
2224998.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control 
attribute of the Initiating Events Cornerstone and

adversely affected the cornerstone objective of limiting the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge 
critical safety functions. Specifically, opening of the main

generator breakers due to an under frequency condition on the offsite power system would cause the generator load to 
suddenly drop from full power to the level of the plant

loads, and there was no verification that plant stability and critical safety functions would be maintained. The team 
evaluated the finding with Inspection Manual Chapter 0609,
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Appendix A, and determined the finding met the Support System Initiators screening criteria for requiring a detailed 
risk evaluation. The team determined that this issue

increased the likelihood of the support system initiator ?loss of offsite power (LOOP).? The regional senior risk analyst 
conducted a detailed risk evaluation with a one year

exposure and determined the change in core damage frequency was less than 1E-6, which was of very low safety 
significance (Green). The team did not assign a crosscutting

aspect because the issue did not reflect current licensee performance.

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Verify the Adequacy of Design for Component Protective Covers

The NRC identified a Green non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion 
III, ?Design Control,? for the licensee?s failure

to verify the adequacy of design for the non-safety related component protective covers attached to safety related 
equipment. For immediate corrective actions, the licensee

entered this into their corrective action program as AR 02220993 and removed visibly degraded protective covers. 

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control 
attribute and of the Initiating Events Cornerstone objective 

to limit the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as well 
as power operations. Specifically, the failure to ensure the

quality and qualification of commercial components and assemblies to maintain adequate mounting to Class 1E 
equipment increased the likelihood of inadvertent component failures, 

and thus increased the likelihood of events that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during 
shutdown as well as power operations. The team determined the 

finding to be of very low safety significance because the finding did not cause a reactor trip and the loss of mitigation 
equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the 

trip to a stable shutdown condition (e.g. loss of condenser, loss of feedwater). This finding was not assigned a cross-
cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect current licensee performance.
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Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Aug 11, 2017
Identified By: Self-Revealing
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Foreign Materials Exclusion Controls for Thermo-Lag Activities Renders Electrical Equipment 
Inoperable and Results in a High Energy Arc Flash

A self-revealing Green (NCV) of Technical Specification (TS) 6.8.1.a., "Procedures and Programs," was identified for 
the failure to appropriately implement foreign material exclusion (FME) controls during Thermo-Lag fire barrier 
modifications. Specifically, maintenance procedure 0-GMP-102.21, "Installation, Modification and Maintenance of 
Thermo-Lag Fire Barrier System," Rev. 0C, did not include instructions in sufficient detail to prevent foreign material 
used in the installation of Thermo-Lag fire barriers from entering nearby electrical equipment and was a performance 
deficiency (PD) which affected the operation of two redundant safety-related battery chargers and caused a high energy 
arc fault (HEAF) that damaged the 3A 4kV switchgear bus. After the HEAF, the licensee promptly ceased all Thermo-
Lag installation activities. The licensee completed a root cause evaluation in Action Request (AR) 2192198 and revised 
the installation procedure to prevent foreign material from entering nearby electrical equipment.

The PD was more than minor because it caused both a reactor trip and resulted in the unavailability of the 3A 4kV 
switchgear bus. The inspectors evaluated the significance of this finding by utilizing IMC 0609 Attachment 4, "Initial 
Characterization of Findings," and IMC 0609 Appendix A, "The Significance Determination Process for Findings At-
Power," and determined the finding's significance could not be screened to Green because it caused both a reactor trip 
and the loss of mitigation equipment relied upon to transition the plant from the onset of the trip to a stable shutdown 
condition. Therefore a detailed risk evaluation was required to complete the significance determination. Based upon the 
results of the evaluation the finding was considered to be Green, or equivalent to low safety significance. The cross-
cutting aspect (CCA) that best corresponds to the root cause as described in IMC 0310, "Aspects Within the Cross-
Cutting Areas," was "Resources;" leaders ensure that personnel, equipment, procedures, and other resources are 
available and adequate to support nuclear safety (H.1).

Inspection Report# : 2017002 (pdf)

Mitigating Systems

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Inadequate Verification of Electrical Protective Device Selective Coordination

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, ?
Design Control,? for failure to verify that coordination

exists between the protective devices on safety related switchgear in order to minimize the probability of losing a safety 
related power bus. For immediate corrective actions,

the licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as Action Request (AR) 2220956 and performed an 
operability determination, which determined the system

was operable, and was performing a reevaluation of the calculation to determine adequate coordination.
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The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control 
attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and

adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable

consequences. Specifically, failing to verify short circuits in non-safety related SSCs downstream of the safety related 
switchgear would not cause a lockout of the safety related

bus affected its availability and reliability. The team determined the finding to be of very low safety significance 
because the finding was a deficiency affecting the design

of a mitigating structure, system, or component (SSC), and the SSC maintained their operability or functionality. This 
finding was not assigned a cross-cutting aspect

because the issue did not reflect current licensee performance.

NOTE:  This NCV was incorrectly identified in IR 2017-007 under the List of Items Opened, Closed and Discussed as 
Item 05000250, 251/2017008-04 due to a typographical error.  

In the body of the report (Section 1R21.2.b.1) the NCV is correctly identified as NCV 250, 251/2017007-001.

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Verify the Adequacy of CCW isolation from Supplemental Cooling System (SCS)

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, ?
Design Control,? for the licensee?s failure to verify the

adequacy of design of temperature set points used for isolation of the Component Cooling Water (CCW) from the 
CCW supplemental cooling system (SCS) during an

accident. For immediate corrective actions, the licensee entered this into their corrective action program as AR 
2218834, performed an operability determination, which

determined the system is operable but non-conforming, and issued engineering change (EC) 289598 to account for 
uncertainties in the CCW SCS temperature isolation setpoint.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the Design Control 
attribute of the Mitigating Systems Cornerstone and
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adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable

consequences. Specifically, by not ensuring prompt isolation or adjusting the isolation setpoint to account for 
instrument uncertainties and temperature lag, the licensee failed

to ensure that the SCS loop would be isolated at onset of an accident, which affected the reliability and capability of the 
CCW system when called upon. The determined the

finding to be of very low safety significance because the findings were a deficiency affecting the design of a mitigating 
structure, system, or component (SSC), and the SSC

maintained their operability or functionality. The finding had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance 
because the licensee failed to ensure knowledge transfer to

maintain a knowledgeable, technically competent workforce and instill nuclear safety values [H.9].

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to adequately perform discharge testing on 3B Battery

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, ?
Test Control,? for the licensee?s failure to perform

surveillance testing on station battery 3B in accordance with the requirements of Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers (IEEE) 450-1987. For immediate corrective

actions, the licensee entered this issue into their corrective action program as AR 2219948 and performed an extent of 
condition review, which determined that none of the

station batteries were currently in a degraded condition, and placed surveillance procedure 0-SME-003.15 on 
administrative hold until the corrective actions are completed.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because if left uncorrected, the performance 
deficiency had the potential to lead to a more significant

safety concern. Specifically, the performance deficiency could result in masking degradation of the battery on future 
performance discharge tests and adversely affect

the ability to trend when the testing periodicity should be increased to once a year as required by Technical 
Specifications (TS). The team determined the finding to be of very
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low safety significance because the finding did not represent an actual loss of function of one or more non-TS trains of 
equipment designated as high safety-significant in

accordance with the licensee?s maintenance rule program for greater than 24 hrs. This finding was not assigned a cross-
cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect current

licensee performance.

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to verify the adequacy of design for the Emergency Containment Cooler (ECC) and CCW Systems

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, ?
Design Control,? for the licensee?s failure to verify the

Emergency Containment Cooler (ECC) unit 4A auto start circuitry would not result in exceeding the thermal limits of 
the CCW system during a design basis accident.

Specifically, the licensee failed to verify that a single active failure of the motor starter auxiliary contacts would not 
result in exceeding the design basis limits for CCW as

described in updated final safety analysis report (UFSAR) Section 9.3. For immediate corrective actions, the licensee 
entered the issue into their corrective action program as

AR 2219505, performed a prompt determination of operability, and determined that the CCW system remained 
operable.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor because it was associated with the design control 
attribute of the mitigating systems cornerstone and

adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that 
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable

consequences. Specifically, three ECC fans running during a during a design basis accident would result in exceeding 
the design basis temperature of 158.6 �F for the

CCW supply and a significant reduction in margin for the SI pump lube oil cooler. The team determined the finding to 
be of very low safety significance because the finding

was a deficiency affecting the design of a mitigating structure, system, or component (SSC) and the SSC maintained its 
operability. This finding was not assigned a crosscutting

aspect because the issue did not reflect current licensee performance.
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Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Identify ICW Pipe Corrosion

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, ?
Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings,? for the

licensee?s failure to inspect Intake Cooling Water (ICW) piping in accordance with license renewal commitments. For 
immediate corrective actions, the licensee entered

the issue into their corrective action program as AR 02218430 and AR 02218437, planned to perform localized 
corrosion wall thickness measurements to ensure the ICW

system remained operable.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more-than-minor because it was associated with the Equipment 
Performance attribute of the Mitigating Systems

cornerstone and adversely affected the cornerstone objective of ensuring the reliability of systems that respond to 
initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences.

Specifically, unmonitored corrosion affects the reliability of the ICW systems. The team determined the finding to be 
of very low safety significance because it did not represent

an actual loss of function of one or more non-Tech Spec trains of equipment designated as high safety-significant in 
accordance with the licensee?s maintenance rule program for

>24 hrs. The finding had a cross-cutting aspect in the area of Problem Identification and Resolution, Identification, 
because the licensee failed to implement a corrective action

program with a low enough threshold for identifying issues [P.1]. Specifically, individuals routinely failed to identify 
corrosion issues on CCW system area walk downs that

exceeded proceduralized acceptance criteria of ?light surface rust? specified in 0-ADM- 564, during the July 5, 2017, 
August 11, 2016, and April 11, 2016 CCW area walk downs.

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Barrier Integrity
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Significance:  Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Correct a Non-Conforming Condition Impacting Containment

The NRC identified a non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion 
XVI, ?Corrective Action,? for the licensee?s failure to take

timely corrective action to maintain the unit 3 and 4 containment cathodic protection systems. These systems have been 
non-functional on both units since 2009. The

cathodic protection system?s purpose is to protect the containment?s interconnected liner, reinforcing bars, and tendon 
trumplates. For immediate corrective actions, the

licensee entered the issue into their corrective action program as AR 2216534 and performed a prompt operability 
determination. The licensee concluded that the

containment structure was operable but non-conforming and established plans to monitor the potentially impacted 
inaccessible areas through continued performance of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) IWL and IWE programs until actions are taken to restore the 
Cathodic Protection System.

The performance deficiency was determined to be more than minor, because it is associated with the Design Control 
attribute of the Barrier Integrity cornerstone and

affected the cornerstone objective of maintaining the containment structural integrity and operational capability to 
provide reasonable assurance that the containment protects the

public from radionuclide releases caused by accident or events. Specifically, the failure to implement timely corrective 
actions to maintain the protection of the containment?s

interconnected liner, reinforcing bars, and tendon trumplates affected the structural integrity and operational capability 
of the containment structure. The team determined

the finding to be of very low safety significance because the finding was not a pressurized thermal shock issue, did not 
represent an actual open pathway in the

physical integrity of the reactor containment, and did not involve an actual reduction in function of hydrogen igniters in 
the reactor containment. This finding was not assigned a

cross-cutting aspect because the issue did not reflect current licensee performance.

Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Emergency Preparedness
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Occupational Radiation Safety
Public Radiation Safety
Security
The security cornerstone is an important component of the ROP, which includes various security inspection activities 
the NRC uses to verify licensee compliance with Commission regulations and thus ensure public health and safety. The 
Commission determined in the staff requirements memorandum (SRM) for SECY-04-0191, "Withholding Sensitive 
Unclassified Information Concerning Nuclear Power Reactors from Public Disclosure," dated November 9, 2004, that 
specific information related to findings and performance indicators associated with the security cornerstone will not be 
publicly available to ensure that security-related information is not provided to a possible adversary. Security 
inspection report cover letters will be available on the NRC Web site; however, security-related information on the 
details of inspection finding(s) will not be displayed.

Miscellaneous
Significance: N/A Oct 02, 2017
Identified By: NRC
Item Type: NCV Non-Cited Violation
Failure to Update the UFSAR with the Latest Information Developed

The NRC identified a Severity Level-IV non-cited violation of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations 71(e), ?
Maintenance of Records, Making of Reports,? for the failure

to assure that the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) contained the latest information developed, including 
all changes made in the facility or procedures as

described in the UFSAR. The team determined that the licensee failed to update the UFSAR to include the latest 
information regarding several design features associated

with turbine runback. For immediate corrective actions, the licensee entered this issue into their corrective action 
program as AR 2218695 to update the UFSAR.

The NRC determined this violation was associated with a minor performance deficiency in accordance with the 
screening criteria in IMC 0612, Appendix E. Because the failure

to update the UFSAR impacted the NRC?s ability to perform its regulatory process, the team evaluated the violation 
using the traditional enforcement process. The team

determined that this met the criteria for a SLIV violation because not accurately describing turbine runback design 
features in the UFSAR could have a material impact

on licensed activities, and met the SLIV violation criteria in 6.1.d.3 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. The violation 
represented a failure to update the UFSAR as

required by Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50.71(e), but the lack of up-to-date information has not resulted 
in any unacceptable change to the facility or

procedures. Cross-cutting aspects are not assigned to traditional enforcement violations.
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Inspection Report# : 2017007 (pdf)

Current data as of : February 01, 2018
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